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INTRODUCTION: INSTITUTIONS TASK FORCE REPORTS

It is the view of this study that the most effective service which
can be rendered to an offender, consequently resulting in the best protec-
tion of society, and probably also offering society the greatest economy,
is community-based service provided by the local level of government.

Further, it is held that, when institutionalization is considered
for an individual, the burden for placement of an individual in an appro-
priate facility, and demonstrating the need for such placement, rests with
the system. Concurrently, there exists a burden upon the system to return
the offender to the community at the earliest time possible, consistent
with public safety. In order to accomplish this mission, it is deemed
imperative that institutional programs be community-oriented, and that they
be equipped to effect smooth transition into the community-at-large.

Despite this commitment to the value of coninunity-based programs, the
study recognizes that, for some offenders such programs are not adequate,
and that, accordingly, there remains a need for institutional care of some
persons.

Data provided by the California State Bureau of Criminal Statistics
reveal that for every 100 Superior Court convictions, approximately 9
defendants are comrnitted to prison, that approximately 4 persons are
comnitted to the California Youth Authority for institutionalization, that
approximately 4 persons are, by means of a civil commitment procedure, sent
to the California Rehabilitation Center (for narcotics rehabilitation), and
that some 41 persons are sent to local jails, either as a condition of
probation or as the result of a straight jail sentence.1

Additional data reveal that, for every 100 referrals to a probation
department by California's Municipal Courts, some 23 defendants are sentenced
to local jails, and approximately one person is committed to the California
Youth Authority for institutional ization.2

In respect to juveniles, data reveal that for every 100 youth who
appear before California's Juvenile Courts, approximately 12 youth are
committed to locally-operated camps, ranches, and schools and approximately
one youth is committed to the California Youth Authority. i

While it is true, as will be reflected layer in this Task Force Report,
that commitments to State-operated youth and adult institutions have decreased
dramatically in the past few years, the operation of these institutions
remains a costly burden to the taxpayer. For example, the yearly cost of
maintaining a ward in a CYA facility is $6,754, and, should it become neces-
sary for the State to build additional youth institutions, the construction
costs, at present levels, will be $20,000 per bed.4 In State-operated adult
institutions, the yearly cost of maintaining a prisoner in custody is $3,012;3
should it become necessary for the State to build additional adult penal
facilities, the construction costs, at present levels, are estimated to range
between $20,000 and $25,000 per bed.6 In contrast, field supervision can be
provided at a fraction of institutional cost; for example, CYA can supervise
a juvenile parolee for $648 per year.7
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When viewed nationally, correctional institutions are seen as large,
antiquated, ill-equipped and poorly-staffed facilities, which are deprived
of interaction with the community, and the effectiveness of which is more
likely to be hindered than helped.8 The institutions exist in an information
vacuum, and are handicapped by a lack of public support. The horizon is
dotted by large multi-purpose custodial facilities which are wasteful of both
offenders and staff.

Although California's correctional facilities have had a national
reputation for providing superior services to inmates, it is still true that
many of its institutions are large, fortress-like concrete structures,
generally isolated from the community, and frequently operated within an
information vacuum. California's correctional institutions receive public
support only sporadically. At times the public is willing to support
institutions that are antiquated as demonstrated in its willingness to
tolerate a jail that is a century old.

It must also be noted that, more often than not, correctional insti-
tutions have been built without much prior consideration of the programs
they were to house, and in some ins.::ances, institutions have been built but
never opened.

Authorities have developed a series of purposes for correctional
institutions, as follows:9

"1. To seek to limit confinement to persons actually
requiring it, for only as long as they require
it, and under conditions that are lawful and
humane.

2. To afford both the community and the offender
temporary and partial respite from each other
in order to facilitate resolution of the
crisis which led to commitment.

3. To make the confinement experience constructive
and relevant to the ultimate goal of reintegrat-
ing the offender into the community and of
preventing recidivism.

4. To educate the conrnunity and its agencies about
the problems of reintegrating offenders in
order to elicit their collaboration in carry-
ing out specific rehabilitative efforts and in
improving conditions which militate against
such efforts.

5. To seek continual improvement in the system's
capacity to achieve these ends."

It is the view of this study that neither the State of California,
nor any of its political subdivisions, should erect correctional facilities
without adhering to these purposes. Further, it is suggested that consider-
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ation be given to the closure of some existing institutions which, for one
reason or another, cannot opeeate within the confines of these purposes;
it is submitted that savings resulting from such closures could best be

applied to local, community-oriented programs, subsidized by the State and
operated by local jurisdictions under conditions and standards determined
by the State.

VII
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The State of California should enact legislation clearly spelling out
its role and binding commitment to acceptance of the primary overall
and enabling responsibility for corrections throughout the State, with
the counties having the primary responsibility for the delivery of
correctional services.

2. The State of California should subsidize county camps, ranches, schools,
and homes in accord with the overall subsidy program specified in the
System Task Force Report. Essentially, that Report recommends subsi-
dization for actual coats of maintenance and operation according to
the following ratios:

a. 75/25--Probation field services, including day care programs.
This means that the State would pay 75% of the costs and the
counties 25%.

b. 60/40--"Open" institutions (facilities where youths reside
but from which they have regular access to the community,
e.g. group homes or facilities which send youths to school
in the community).

c. 40/60--"Closed", but community-based and short-term institutions
(i.e. youths normally reside in them 24 hours a day, but they
are located in the community, have a high degree of interaction
with the community, and limit length o' to ,6 months or
less).

d. 25/75--Other "closed" institutions (i.e. those which commit
youths for more than 6 months, or which are not located reason-
ably close to the communities from which the youths are drawn).

This subvention presumes an obligation on the part of the counties of
adherence to State standards.

3. On the other hand, assuming that the above recommendation is implemented,
the counties should pay 75% of the actual cost for any youths committed
to the State.

4. The California Council on Criminal Justice should provide whatever funds
are available to help the counties develop those juvenile institutional
programs that are most critically needed and which are consistent with
the principles and standards set forth in Chapter III.

5. No youths should be sent to the Youth Authority reception centers unless
it is absolutely necessary to resolve a specific problem of classifi-
cation or diagnosis that can not be handled in any other way. All normal
classification and diagnostic responsibilities should be delegated to the
individual State institutions or should be performed at the county level
via contracts before delivery of a youth to the CYA.
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Summary of Recommendations

6. The Youth Authority Board should be relieved of the responsibility
for making institutional assignmc ;y8 or transfers. These duties
should be assigned to the CYA Intake Unit or other Youth Authority
staff.

7. The Youth Authority should consider modifying its reception centers
to provide one or more of the following:

a.. "back-up" facilities of a medical-psychiatric nature for
short-term treatment of emotionally disturbed youths,

b. model Youth Correctional Centers,

c. small specialized units for the diagnosis and study of those
youths for whom these services cannot be adequately performed
elsewhere,

d. travelling clinical teams to provide classification and
diagnostic services for the other Youth Authority institutions
and, on a contractual basis, for the counties.

8. The Youth Authority should more aggressively reject cases, or at least
notify the committing court, when commitment does not seem necessary
or where the CYA does not have appropriate programs (e.g. youths who
belong in a mental health facility or program).

9. Each county should make available (either directly or by contract):

a. A range of alternatives to institutionalization for every
type of youth that can be satisfactorily supervised outside
of institutions.

b. A range of community-based, short-term facilities for those
youth who need some type of confinement, with particular
emphasis on proper facilities and programs for:

i. emotionally disturbed youth

ii. drug users

iii. girls

iv. young adults

10. The Youth Authority should place greater emphasis on developing, within
their present institutions, small specialized units for different types
of youths, particularly those mentioned in the preceding recommendation.

11. Whenever possible, State and county facilities should be co-educational.



Summary of Recommendations

12. Both the State and counties should develop more educational and
vocational programs in which youths are sent into the community for
training in existing programs.

13. No new facility should be constructed without a State-approved plan
for a specific, detailed program based on clearly stated objectives.
The State should play a more active role in assisting the counties
to develop such plans.

14. Permissive legislation should be enacted allowing both the State and
counties to contract with one another or with non-correctional agencies
or individuals to provide Enx type of assistance in operating insti-
tutional programs.

15. All youth should be released from any non-voluntary institutional
program within six months, unless the institutional staff can demon-
strate that society will receive substantially better protection in
the long-run by retaining the youth. Any extension beyond six months
must be carefully reviewed at least every two months by the paroling
authority or the court.

16. At both the State and county levels, greater use should be made of
short-term (1 to 3 months) intensive institutional programs, followed
by intensive aftercare supervision as required.

17. Unless the protection of society is substantially threatened, every
institution (including the program for each youth) should be "open".
Appropriate family members and other persons from the community
should be encouraged to come into the institution and the youths
should be allowed to go into the community for appropriate activities.
Youths should never completely leave the community except when it is
absolutely necessary.

18. Parole or probation officers should be assigned when a youth is committed,
rather than when he is released. From the time of commitment, these
officers should work with the youth and his family with the aim of
preparing them for the youth's release.

19. Aftercare officers (probation and parole) should be assigned to a
community-based unit rather than to an institution and should carry
"in-and-out" caseloads of no more than 25 youths.

20. If CYA and CDC are consolidated into a new State Department nf Correc-
tional Services, all State institutional and parole services, juvenile
and adult, should be in one division, so as to provide for a continuity
of services (see System Task Force Report for more details).

[xi



Summary of Reconmendation.s

21. No new facility (or modifications of existing ones) should be built,
at either the State or county level, unless:

am The total capacity does not exceed 100 and the living unit
capacities do not exceed 20.

b. The facility is close enough to a major community (whenever
possible, the community from which the youth are committed)
to allow reasonably convenient two-way access.

There should be no construction of new State institutions for at least
the next decade, although modification of existing State facilities
might be in order.

22. Legislation should be enacted authorizing the State to establish
mandatory minimum standards for all juvenile institutions. Failure
to adhere to these standards, at either the State or county level,
should result in the closure of such institutions.

23. The numbers, qualifications, and training of staff should be brought
up to the standards outlined in Chapter II.

24. Correctional staff should actively recruit, train, and supervise
volunteers and para-professionals, including ex-offenders, for
institutional programs.

25. The State should develop a training network of State and county
trainers, similar to the CO-ACT model, to provide or coordinate
necessary training for all institutional staff. This should be
done without cost to the counties. Any extensive training provided
by the State could be made available on a contractual basis.

26. Correctional personnel should be allowed to transfer between field
and institutional assignments, and between various State and county
correctional agencies, without loss of rank and other benefits,
provided they meet the appropriate requirements. A statewide
certification procedure, that would assure minimum staff standards,
should be explored.

2?. Active efforts should be made by institutional staff to involve the
public on at least three levels:

a. General public education and public relations.

b. As a source of direct aid, e.g. financially and as volunteers.

c. In an advisory capacity.



Summary of Recommendations

28. Every institutional program ohould be evaluated continuously in order
to determine whether or not each is achieving its stated objectives.
Failure to accomplish these objectives, provided reasonably adequate
resources are available, should result in modification or elimination
of the program.

29. County agencies, as well as the State, should substantially increase
their commitment to evaluation and research both philosophicaZZy and
by allocating significantly greater resources for this function.

30. Research activities should be team efforts (involving adinistrators,
line workers, and research staff) and should concentrate on determin-
ing and disseminating information about what does and does not assist
in accomplishing the goals of corrections.

31. The State and counties should enter into a collaborative effort of
program research and evaluation. The State should play the primary
role in planning, carrying out, and disseminating the results of
correctional research, with active participation and cooperation from
the counties. Research assistance and information should be provided
for the counties without charge, but counties should be able to
contract with the State or outside sources for extensive, individual
projects.



"With all the innovations and improvements (that may
be made), an institution still remains, of course,
an institution -- isolated from the community where
its inmates must eventually make their way."

President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Juvenile Court Act of California provides that the primary emphasis
of the Juvenile court should be on working with the minor in his own home: "to
preserve and strengthen his family ties wherever possible, and to remove him
from the custody of his parents only when his welfare or safety and protection
of the public cannot be adequately safeguarded without such removal". When-
ever the minor is removed from his own family, the court has the responsibility
to secure for him custody, care and discipline as nearly as possible equivalent
to that which should have been given by his parents.1

The Act also provides enabling authority for juvenile institutions to
be established to meet the needs of youth, declared wards of the juvenile court
under the provisions of Section 601 gr 602 of the Juvenile Court Act, who need
placement outside of their own home.'

Viewed from the above perspective, California's juvenile institutions
function as a "back-up" service to the first line efforts of the juvenile court.
In this respect, the institutions are organized at two levels. The first level
consists of a series of camps, ranches, schools and treatment facilities
established by 23 of California's 58 counties so that juvenile court wards
who require commitment might be placed in facilities in or near their county
of residence. The second level consists of a series of institutions establish-
ed under the jurisdiction of the California Youth Authority to serve as a
further "back-up" system for those youths whose needs cannot be met at the
local or county level.

The focus of study for the Juvenile Institutions Task Force was upon
these two institutional systems: the loosely knit and generally uncoordinated
institutional facilities operated by the counties of California, and the series
of reception centers, boys schools, girls schools and camps maintained by the
California Youth Authority.

I. STUDY OBJECTIVES

The study objectives for the Juvenile Institutions Task Force, based
on those of the entire project, were as follows:

1. To develop a profile of the current use, resources, programs and
functioning of California's juvenile institutions, i.e. to
describe what they "look like" today.
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2. To pinpoint the most important issues that prevail in these
institutions.

3. To develop a model of how juvenile institutions should function.

4. To make recommendations that will help resolve these crucial
issues and bring juvenile institutions closer to the "model".

II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The Juvenile Institutions Task Force carried out its study at two
levels.

The Count 11&10

This included juvenile homes, ranches and camps established under the
provisions of Article 15, Sections 880 and 881 of the Juvenile Court Act;
those 24 hour schools established under Article 18, Section 940; and those
juvenile halls established under Article 14, Section 850, where the program
had been modified to incorporate a short -term treatment or crisis inter-
vention concept.

In accordance with the overall study design, efforts were concentrated
in the 15 counties selected for the study's sample. After a review of the
institutional services provided by these 15 counties, it was found that five
(Humboldt, Sutter, Tehama, San Joaquin and Imperial) do not operate juvenile
institutions aside from a juvenile hall. In these counties, the juvenile
court either utilizes placement in private institutions or places juvenile
court wards in facilities operated by another county on a contractual
arrangement. With the exception of Los Angeles County, the study encompassed
all of the institutions operated by the remaining ten counties. Because of

the large number of facilities in Los Angeles County, a representative sub-
sample of three boys' camps and one girls' school was utilized. Using this

format, institutions studied at the county level included 14 boys' ranches,
4 girls' schools, and 3 short-term treatment units located in 10 counties.

The State Level

All operating facilities of the California Youth Authority were
studied. This included three reception centers, six boys' schools, two
girls' schools, and four youth conservation camps.

Limitations

In view of time and financial constraints, the study did not include
the pre-court intake process, the juvenile halls, or detention practices.
However, these were the subject of an extensive study in 1968 by the National

(--
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Council on Crime and Delinquency.3 In addition, time and resources were not
available to include study of the network of private institutions utilized
by juvenile courts for placement purposes. Further, the study did not
include the Department of Corrections institutions being used by the Youth
Authority for approximately 500 Youth Authority wards, nor did it include
the Department of Corrections Reception Center lo.::ated at the Deuel Vocational
Institution that serves as the point of reception and diagnosis for all super-
ior court male Youth Authority commitments. However, these Department of
Corrections facilities were included in the study carried out by the Prison
Task Force.

Study Population

The study population included all of the institutions administered by
the Youth Authority, encompassing a total of approximately 5,500 wards and
approximately 2,500 staff members. At the county level, it included 21
county operated institutions encompassing a total of approximately 1,200
wards and approximately 450 staff members.

III. METHODOLOGY

The Juvenile Institutions Task Force conduct@d its study in four over-
lapping phases: review of the literature; institutional survey (facilities,
programs, wards, staff); model-building interviews and panels; and data
assessment. Additional information on study methodology may be found in the
Systems Task Force Report.

Phase I. Review of the Literature

In this phase, an attempt was made to review all significant research
and reports available on California's juvenile institutions, the most recent
national publications dealing with training schools, and all publications of
agencies having relevant standard-setting functions. This review afforded
a comprehensive look at what was known and written about California's juvenile
institutions and about correctional standards for youth facilities. However,
time constraints limited the review of the broader literature to only a few
of the most important and most recent documents.

Phase II. Institutional Survey

In Phase 1 it became clear very early in the study that California
corrections, including its juvenile facilities, has been the subject of a
great deal of study. There were a number of recent inquiries into operations
of Youth Authority institutions; the educational and vocational programs had
received recent evaluation; Youth Authority research had been active in a
number of specialized programs; recent inspection reports were available
on all county camps, ranches and schools; and there was recent information

3-811013
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regarding recidivism rates available through the Bureau of Criminal Statistics
and the Youth Authority. Hence, the following three principles were formu-
lated to serve as guide-lines for Phase II.

1. To avoid duplication, maximum use would be made of existing research,
inspection reports, and special task force reports.

2. The institutional survey would be carried out as expendiently and
efficiently as possible, both to conserve project staff time as

well as to conserve time and effort on the part of institutional
staff and wards concerned.

3. Interviews would be conducted with institutional and other staff
aimed specifically at clarifying key issues and gaining commit-
ment to project goals on the part of key administrative staff.

Following these guide-lines, detailed questionnaires were constructed
for both staff and clients with the aim of filling the gaps in the existing
literature.

Staff Questionnaires. A questionnaire was used to survey institutional
staff as a means of gaining their evaluation of the functioning of their
respective institutions, their impLessions regarding the clients served, and
their reactions to a series of issues currently facing California institutions.
The sane questionnaire was used for staff at all levels in the county and
State institutions.

This questionnaire was given to approximately 450 county correctional
employees, representing all employees in county camps, ranches, girls' schools
and treatment units in the study counties (except Los Angeles, in which instance
a sub-sample of four institutional programs was used). Because of their very
large numbers, it was necessary to select samples of Youth Authority institu-
tional workers; thus, questionnaires were administered to a random sample of
approximately 1,250 State employees representing roughly 50% of all Youth
Authority employees in reception centers, schools and camps. Sixty-nine
percent of all staff (76% of county workers and 66% of Youth Authority staff)
completed and returned their questionnaires.

Client Questionnaires. A questionnaire was also constructed to obtain
the views of juveniles presently confined in institutions. Task Force staff
were particularly concerned with obtaining the client's expectations regard-
ing their institutional experience, comments on what the commitment experience
consisted of or meant, and their recommendations regarding change and improve-
ment in the system.

The questionnaire was administered to clients either individually or
in groups, with at least one Task Force member being available to answer
questions and to help clients who had difficulty in reading, writing, etc.
Despite rather rigid time constraints, project staff were able to administer
the questionnaire to approximately 1,400 youths in 14 of the 21 county insti-
tutions and in 8 of the 15 Youth Authority institutions.
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Phase III. Model-Building Interviews and Panels

In this phase of the project, Task Force staff met with top admin-
istrators, middle management staff, and key line staff at both the State
and county levels to gain their input regarding concerns and recommendations
for juvenile correctional systems of the future. At this point, the scope

of the study for the county level was broadened to include all counties in
the San Francisco Bay Area as well as all counties in the Los Angeles Basin.
This expansion was undertaken because the San Francisco Bay Area and the
Los Angeles Basin Area not only constitute the two major population centers
in the State, but their future growth is anticipated to far exceed other
areas of the State. Further, there are coordinating governmental associations
in both areas, indicating that at some levels, at least, they consider them-
selves to be definable regions. This approach also permitted project staff
to talk with a broader spectrum of correctional leaders and to gather informa-
tion on programs not contained in the 15 county study sample.

The interviewing was done principally in panels. In each instance,
participants were asked to focus on changes they would like to see made in
the Juvenile Justice System and to project their ideas on what the role and
function of the juvenile institutions would be within that system.

Phase IV. Data Assessment

Both staff and client questionnaires were key-punched and results were
computerized. The model-building interviews were tape recorded. These

recordings were subsequently reviewed and tabulated to select key issues and
recommendations by personnel from the field.

Summary

The input for the findings and recommendations of the Juvenile Insti-
tutions Task Force came from a review of the literature; interviews with key
administrators and other practitioners; computerized results of questionnaires
given to all levels of staff; client interviews and questionnaires; and
"model-building" sessions with statewide correctional experts.
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CHAPTER II

AN OVERVIEW OF JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS IN CALIFORNIA

The objective of this chapter is to describe the historical evolution
of both the county and State networks of juvenile institutions. It mentions
important legislation that has undergirded their development and describes
some of the important features of the two systems, including the character-
istics of youth who are placed in them. The chapter concludes by identifying
trends that are suggested by the data, especially that of the growing State-
county partnership in the realm of juvenile institutions and facilities.

I. THE COUNTY SYSTEM

Historically

Although there were a handful of historical precedents, the growth of
county correctional facilities for youths has been a phenomenon of the last
35 years. The San Francisco Industrial School, the first juvenile correctional
institution in California, opened its doors to local delinquents on May 3,
1859. Aside from the "Training Ship, Jamestown", which rehabilitated youths
on the high seas in the 1870's, juvenile facilities were almost non-existent
until the early 1930's.2 In order to cope with the increasing numbers of
transient youth during the depression, some of whom inevitably ran afoul of
the law, Los Angeles experimented with forestry camps under the joint super-
vision of probation officers and county forestry employees.3 This program
worked so well that the State enacted legislation in 1935 formally authoriz-
ing the establishment of forestry camps based on the Los Angeles model.

While the number of local camps grew only slightly over the next decade,
it was not until the Legislature authorized subsidies in 1945, and particularly
in 1957, that counties accelerated the building and use of a variety of juvenile
correctional facilities. In 1945, under a section entitled "Juvenile Homes",
the State broadened its earlier legislation to include juvenile homes, ranches
and camps, as well as forestry camps. It authorized a specific maintenance
and operation subsidy to encourage the development of local institutions and,
concurrently, charged the Youth Authority (created in 1941) with responsibility
for prescribing minimum standards of construction and operation. The size of
each camp was limited to 100 children.

The 1957 legislation established an even stronger partnership between
the State and counties. The State committed itself to providing matching
funds, not only for maintenance, but also for the construction of any juvenile
homes or canps that met minimum standards set by the Youth Authority. A limit
on the State's share of expenses was set at $3,000 per bed for construction
costs and $95 per month per ward for maintenance. These amounts have not
been revised since 1957.

Article 15 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, which describes this
program, underscores the purpose of local county institutions:

r:,
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"In order to provide appropriate facilities for the
housing of wards of the juvenile court in the
counties of their residence or in adjacent counties
so that such wards may be kept under direct super-
vision of said court, and in order to more advanta-
geously apply the salutary effect of home and family
environment upon them....."

The Welfare and Institutions Code also makes clear that these facilities are
not to be used for dependent or neglected youth.

Table I summarizes the growth of county juvenile facilities since 1932.
It not only shows the number and capacity of all such facilities in the State,
but it also indicates their average daily attendance over the past fifteen
years. The data reveal that the number of facilities has more than doubled
in the last decade and that the total capacity has increased markedly as well.
At the sane time, however, the average size or capacity of each facility has
begun to show a significant decline. For example, between 1968 and 1969 there
was a 15:1 decrease in the average capacity of county juvenile correctional
facilities. The recent trend is due to development of day care centers and
small, short-term treatment units. This trend is also reflected in the per-
cent of available beds actually used. The percentage has been steadily
dropping from 92% in 1960 to 73% in 1969-71, apparently the lowest rate of
occupancy in the modern history of local juvenile facilities throughout the
counties of California

Today

In the existing network of local juvenile institutions, 19 of the 58
counties are now operating their own facilities. In addition, 5 counties
(Colusa-Yolo-Solano and Santa Barbara-Ventura) have entered into cooperative
agreements by establishing joint facilities. As of February, 1971, there
was a total of 68 county juvenile facilities in California. All of these
are being subsidized by the State as a result of the legislation passed in
1945. These institutions include 47 facilities for boys (mainly camps and
ranches), 18 for girls (primarily short-term treatment units and day centers),
and 3 coed facilities."'

Geographically, 17 of the 68 facilities are located in the San Francisco
Bay area (San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda and Contra Costa
Counties); 42 are located in the Los Angeles Basin (San Diego, Orange, River-
side, San Bernardino, Ventura, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles Counties); and
the remaining 9 facilities are scattered throughout the Central Valley and
Northern California. Thirty-five of California's counties have no correc-
tional facilities for adjudicated delinquents, forcing them to use their
juvenile halls, to contract with another county, or to commit them to the
Youth Authority when confinement is necessary.

While detailed analytic data do not exist for county juvenile facili-
ties, the California Youth Authority and the Bureau of Criminal Statistics
have been gathering descriptive statistics that can provide a general view
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TABLE I

GROWTH OF COUNTY CAMPS1

Year 2
Number of
Facilities Capacity

Average Daily
Attendance

Percent
Full

1932 2 130 - - --

1945 11 690 ____ - - --

1955-56 16 975 851 87

1960-61 31 2000 1845 92

1962-63 41 2800 2316 82

1964-65 42 2894 2695 93

1966-67 50 3082 2639 86

1968-69 54 3476 3056 88

1969-70 68 3677 2698 73

February 1971 683 3737 2721 73

1This information was compiled from various Youth Authority
reports.

2From 1955, the statistics are based on fiscal years, except
the last entry which is for the month of February, 1971.

3There were several new facilities from 7-70 to 2-71 but an
equal number were consolidated or closed.
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of these institutions. The first thing to note about county juvenile facili-
ties is that they receive a significant proportion of adjudicated delinquents.

Of youths appearing in California Juvenile Courts in 1969, 6,826 (12%) were
committed to local camps, ranches, or schools for the first time. An addi-
tional 1,728 youths were recommitted during that same year. As of December
31, 1969, there was an average of 54 delinquents housed in each county
juvenile facility.6

Appendix A lists all county juvenile facilities as of March, 1971,
their average monthly cost per minor, bed capacities, and average length of
stay. It should be noted that some of these figures, especially the average
cost, will have changed since the last inspection report on which they are
based.

Financially, the average monthly cost of these institutions per youth
ranges from $199 for a day care center operating out of a local high school
to over $1,300 for an intensive treatment facility for "high-risk" girls.?
For all institutions combined, the average cost per youth is $547. The cost
tends to be considerably lower for day care programs and much higher for a
number of girls' and coeducational facilities.

Facility sizes vary frQm small group homes for 6 or d youths to the
100 bed camps allowed by law.d

The average length of stay for youth in these facilities is 5.6 months.
Several short-term treatment centers keep youths an average of barely more
than a month, while some day care programs retain their charges for up to 14
months.9 Perhaps the most notable trend is that the average period of commit-
ment, even for regular camps and ranches, has declined considerably from the
7 month average reported consistently by the Bureau of C?iminal Statistics
between 1960 and 1967.10

Table II presents some characteristics of the youths who were sent to
local juvenile institutions in 1969. The most significant factors are that
89% were boys; almost all of whom (92%) were between 14 and 17 years of age.
Significantly higher proportions of minorities were committed than existed
in the State's total pofpulation. By far the most common reason for committing
these youths to local facilities was "delinquent tendencies" (30%). With the
exception of sex and race, there is a sharp contrast between youths referred
to local county institutions and those referred to the California Youth Author-
ity. The latter group will be discussed in the next section.

II. THE STATE SYSTEM

Historically

As it is known today, the State juvenile correctional system was
established with passage of the Youth Authority Act of 1941. Prior to 1941
there were three State institutions for youthful offenders. These were
the Whittier State School for younger boys, Preston School of Industry for



TABLL II

COMPARISON OF JUVENILES COMMITTED TO CYA
AND COUNTY CAMPS, RANCHES, HOMES AND SCHOOLS, 1969

(New Admissions only)

CHARACTERISTICS

COUNTY WARDS CYA WARDS

NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

Total commitments 6,826 100 4,494 100
Boys 6,078 89 3,860 86
Girls 748 11 634 14

Age
12 and under 63 1 62 1

13 400 6 80 2

14 1 ,088 16 277 6

15 1,691 25 588 13
16 2,068 30 723 16

17 1 ,435 21 836 19

18 and over 81 1 1,928 43

Race
White 3,698 54 2,409 54
Mexican-American 1,334 20 750 17
Negro 1 ,649 24 1,253 28
Other 145 2 82 2

Reason for commitment
Homicide 14 69 2

Robbery 246 4 457 10
Assault 302 4 334 7

Burglary 1 ,019 15 589 13
Auto theft 752 11 389 9

Theft (except auto) 566 8 285 6

Sex offenses 39 1 124 3

Drug offenses 1,156 17 844 19

County camp failure or escape --- 461 10

All other specific offenses 718 11 418 9

Delinquent tendencies 2,014 30 524 12

Source: Bureau of Criminal Stati
1969, p. 179; Bureau of
Detention: 1969, p. 72;
tics Repor969, pp.

stics , Crime and Delinquency in California:
Criminal Statistics, juvenile--Fro-FaTiTii and
Department of Youth Aahot--7-1ity, Annual Stiffs-
12-15.
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older boys, and Ventura School for Girls. These institutions, along with

facilities for the mentally ill, were administered by the Department of
Institutions. Each of the three institutions operated independently, and
each provided statewide aftercare services for its own graduates. Two dubious

"suicides" in the "disciplinary" rooms of one of the facilities aroused public
attention to the primitive condition of the three institutions and resulted
in a legislative investigation.

By coincidence, during this same period, the American Law Institute
had drafted a model "Youth Correction Act" in response to the similarly
publicized plight of young offenders in New York City. The Institute sent

a special advisor, John Ellingston, to encourage the State's authorities to
adopt the model Act. Although the "Youth Correction Act" was actually direct-
ed at the young adult population (roughly 16-23 years), it was modified to
fit California's needs. The legislative result of Ellingston's efforts was
the creation of the California Youth Authority which would have the responsi-
bility of supervising all youths committed to the State by the courts. In

this regard, Ellingstor vas quoted as saying: "...the decision to extend
the Youth Authority plan to include all committed juveniles was not made by
the American Law Institute...it was made by the stubborn and irreducible
fact of the failure of existing industrial O to provide delinquent
children effective individual treatment...."1

The purpose of the Youth Authority Act was clearly stated:

"to protect society more effectively by substituting
for retributive punishment methods of training and
treatment directed toward the correction and rehabil-
itation of young persons found guilty of public
offenses."1z

Passage of the Act resulted in the creation of the Youth Authority
Board and the Department of the Youth Authority. The Youth Authority Board
was given decision-making powers of accepting, transferring, releasing, and'
recommitting youths into and between the State's institutions. The Department

of the Youth Authority was assigned all other designated "powers, duties, and
functions" not specifically given to the Board. The Department of the Youth
Authority also received very broad authority to carry out the stated purpose
of the Act. This included the authority to build reception-diagnostic centers
or other types of institution, to provide aftercare services, to engage in
delinquency prevention, and to coordinate local juvenile correctional activ-
ities. In order to coordinate the functioning of these two bodies, a 1945
revision of the Act stipulated that the Director of the Youth Authority would
also serve as Chairman of the Board.

A unique characteristic of the Act was its authorization for accepting
jurisdiction not only of juvenile court commitments, but also of criminal
court cnmmitments (from both Superior and Municipal Courts) provided the
youth was under 21 years at the time of arrest.
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Shortly after its formation, the Youth Authority was caught up in the
aftermath of California's post-war population explosion. In the first 12
years of its existence, the California Youth Authority's institutional
population doubled from 1300 to 2526. During the next 12 years, however,
the number of youths confined skyrocketed, increasing over 270% to an average
daily population of 6893 in 1965.13 This period was characterized by a forced
expansion and mul ti pl i cation of institutions to keep abreast of the growing
ti de of juvenile commi tments .

Today

The Department of the Youth Authority presently consists of a sizeable
network of 3 reception centers, 6 institutions for boys, 2 girls' schools, a
large vocational training school for boys, and 4 youth conservation camps.
In addition, CYA has 2 new facilities for older boys that have been completed
but never staffed because of the declining institutional population over the
past several years. Traditionally, the Youth Authority placed many of its
older boys in various institutions operated by the California Department of
Corrections (CDC). However, the Youth Authority is now committed to the idea
of retaining as many of these youths as possible in its own institutions.
But despite this commitment, it has been necessary to continue using CDC
facilities. As of this writing one CDC facility is used as a reception center
and permanent institution for several hundred older boys, and at least three
other CDC facilities are used for small numbers of youth requiring specialized
care. Finally, CYA also uses local jails and Department of Mental Hygiene
institutions for a small percentage of its institutionalized youth.

A very ,clear and significant trend has been the reduction in commitments
to the Youth Authority (as well as to the Department of Corrections) in the
past few years. After a spiraling increase between 1941 and 1965, the insti-
tutional population has dropped steadily, particularly in the last two years,
from a high of nearly 7,000 in 1965 to an existing level of approximately
5,500.14 This decrease is occurring despite statewide increases in juvenile
arrests, referrals to probation, number of petitions filed, and number of
juvenile wardships declared.15 Apparently the declining State institutional
population is due to the increase of local facilities, the impact of the
probation subsidy program and other factors as well.

Compared with local juvenile institutional placements, very few delin-
quents are referred to the Youth Authority. Only 417 or .7% of all those
appearing in juvenile court in 1969 were sent to the Youth Authority on
initial commitments.16 Exactly the same percentage of municipal court offenders
referred to local probation departments in 1969 were committed to the Youth
Authori ty.17 However, 4.3% of those convicted in superior court were so
committed.18 Of all Youth Authority wards in State institutions on December
31, 1970, 59% (57% of the boys and 84% of the girls) were committed by juvenile
courts, indicating a rather high pv.oportion (particularly for boys) committed
from the criminal courts.19

The high cost of institutional care for' delinquents is clearly seen in
CYA expenditures. For fiscal 1970-71, $36,400,000 or 71% of the Youth Authority
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total "support budget" (i.e. for the Cepartment itself) was spent on its
institutions. During the same fiscal year, the per capita cost per insti-
tution ranged from $4,648 for the conservation camps to over $9,000 for Los
Guilucos School for Girls.21

Because CYA wards tend to be more sophisticated and have committed
more serious delinquencies than youth referred to local county facilities,
it is not surpri sing to find that their average lengths of time confined
also differ. In 1970, the average length of time spent by CYA wards in
State institutions was almost twice as long (9.2 months) as the average stay
for youth in local facilities (5.6 months).2z Boys in Youth Authority
institutions averaged 10.5 months, while girls averaged 8.7 months.23 Youth

Authority male wards committed to CDC facilities averaged 15.1 months, while
females spent 26.9 months before release.24

Since the Youth Authori ty itself publ ishes detailed profiles of its
wards in its Annual Statistical Report, there is no need to duplicate that
description her'.e71-lowever, the reader is referred back to Table II which
provides comparative data on a stew selected characteristics for wards placed
in both county and State institutions. Aside from the average length of
stay, the most obvious difference is that Youth Authority wards are consider-
ably older. This is due principally to the fact that they were committed to
CYA from criminal as well as juvenile courts. Only 1% of the wards sent to
county camps, ranches, and schools are 18 years or older, while 43% of all
Youth Authority wards are at least 18 at the thrie of their initial commi tment.
As might be expected, a significant portion of CYA wards (10%) were county
camp failures or escapees. In addition, CYA wards are more than twice as
ikely, than wards in local facilities , to have committed crimes of violence

--homicide, robbery, and assault. Finally, a surprising fact indicated in
Table II is the unexpectedly high percentage of CYA wards who were committed
for "delinquent tendencies". Fully 12% of this group was committed to State
institutions in 1969 for exhibiting the myriad of traits and characteristics
falling within this "omnibus" definition of delinquency.

III. SUMMARY

Both the State and county juvenile institution networks in California
have expanded very rapidly during the past three decades. At present, they
function as a two level "back-up" system for community-based correctional
programs. Together the three components constitute "a juvenile correctional
system widely acknowledged to be the most advanced in this nation".25

It is clear that during the past few years the trend has been away
from the expansive use of institutions for young offenders. It is also fairly
evident that the State has spear-headed this trend principally by creating
subsidy programs in several areas. First, it is abundantly clear that the
State's offer of camp, ranch, and school subsidies has led to greatly increased
use of local correctional facilities for young offenders. Second, the proba-

tion subsidy program, introduced by the State in 1966, has resulted in a
marked decline i n the number of youths commi tted to State institutions. At
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the same time, there has been an increase in the number and types of field
services offered. Finally, the recent development of short-term and day
care facilities, made possible by State subsidies, has resulted in the
significantly lower use of available camp beds even at the county level.
The treatment philosophy that has been spreading throughout the State,
especially with respect to young offenders, is clearly to provide local
correctional services and to keep programs is community-based as possible.
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CHAPTER III

JUVENILE INSTITUTIONS MODEL

As a framework for the remaining discussion of juvenile institutions,
a condensed "model" is presented in this chapter. The "model" consists of
a brief statement of what juvenile institutions should "look like" or how
they should function. It includes the goals which they should strive to
achieve, the principles upon which they should be founded, and the standards
to which they should adhere.

I. GOALS

The primary goal of juvenile institutions, as well as that of all
corrections, should be the rotection of societ , i.e. minimizing the
probability of recidivism. U timateTra correctional programs must be
evaluated in terms of their effectiveness in reducing the recidivism of
offenders. Their secondary goals, and strategies for attaining goals, should
be generally the same as for the rest of corrections, but with specific
emphasis based on the nature of institutions and the specific populations
juvenile institutions serve. The secondary goals include incapacitation,
deterrance, and, particularly, rehabilitation and reintegration. It is the

position of the Juvenile Institution Task Force that rehabilitation and
reintegration normally are compatible with the protection of society. That
is, society is normally best protected by the effective rehabilitation and
reintegration of a youth in society. The strategies of juvenile correctional
facilities should include special emphasis on environmental modification and
changes, peer group influence, family and community involvement, and individual
casework.

Real istic Expectations

Historically society has used institutions as rugs under which it can
sweep those people who cause problems. Despite the best efforts of staff,
correctional institutions in California, as well as elsewhere, are involuntary,
unnatural , punitive, dehumanizing "dumping-grounds". The deprivations,
degradation, embitterment, and stigmatization they impart to their captives
have been recurrently documented in the correctional literature) not to
mention in the stories of those who have been confined in them. Yet society
continues to play the role of the proverbial ostrich, closing its eyes to the
inherently negative aspects of institutions and expecting these institutions
to somehow transform inmates into outstanding citizens.

Realistically, the most that can be expected from juvenile (or any other)
institutions, as they are known today, is that they not exacerbate the problem
by contributing to and reinforcing the delinquent careers of the youths they
serve. Indeed, it is to be hoped that institutions have a positive impact on
their lives by making them better equipped to adjust to society upon release.
Institutions are undesirable places to put people, especially young people.
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They should be used only as a last resort and for as brief a time as possible.
Every effort should be made to avoid dehumanization and to provide genuine
positive learning experiences that will help inmates to succeed when released
back to their former environment.

II. PRINCIPLES

The System Task Force Report outlines the basic principles that should
govern the entire correctional system. The statements below represent an
application of these generic principles or guide-lines specifically to juvenile
institutions. It will be apparent that many of them are also applicable to
other types of correctional institutions and to field services.

Responsibility

Local communities should construct and operate a range of juvenile
institutions necessary for the temporary care and control of those delinquents
who cannot be dealt with entirely in the community. The State has the overall
enabling responsibility for the entire correctional system and should assist
substantially in the construction and operation of these local institutions by
subsidizing them and providing the services such as consultation, standard-
setting and enforcing, training, research, etc., necessary for the effective
operation of these facilities. The State should also provide necessary "back-
up" facilities of a specialized nature which would handle youths who cannot
be adequately managed or treated in 'focal institutions.

Reintegration

By their very nature institutions have the most difficult task of
reintegration. They must recognize their temporary role and make every effort,
consistent with public protection, to assist the offender in making a success-
ful return back to the community as quickly as possible. This is especially

true in the case of young offenders. In a sense, they must never leave the

community even though they have been placed in an institution. The community
should permeate the functioning of the institution so that their successful
return to it will be maximized. Assistance to youths must be particularly
intensified at the point of transition back into the community.

Coordination

In order to avoid duplication and to develop a continuum of treatment,
there must be close working relationships between that part of the correctional
system which commits youths to an institution, the institution, and that part
of the system which supervises them upon release. Of particular importance
are the links between institutional and aftercare services.

4-81883
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Community-Based

In order to maximize the principle of reintegration stated above,
institutions should be located as close to the community of their clientele
as possible. The task of reintegration is considerably more difficult if
institutions are forced to serve youths who have been referred to them from
different parts of the State.

Visibility and Accountability

The operations of any youth facility must be open to public view, both
to permit scrutiny and to engender public understanding and support. Research
and evaluation must be an integral part of every institutional program. An

institutional program, indeed the very institution itself, should "live or
die", based on whether or not it satisfactorily achieves realistic expected
results. Institutions must be accountable not only to the officials who
operate them, but also to their clients and to the public.

Burden of Proof

All institutional decision-making, including commitment, type of program
or discipline, and release, should place the burden of proof on the system,
not the youth, to justify any further degree of physical restriction or exten-
sion of restriction.

Public Involvement

Juvenile institutions should recognize the public's concern for its
youth, and in turn should channel that concern into support. Institutions
should develop and implemept an effective program of public education. They
should involve the community in a variety of ways, from direct financial and
volunteer assistance to an advisory capacity in policy formulation. Community
support and public involvement are required if juvenile institutions are to
successfully achieve their objectives.

Change-Orientation

Correctional institutions have a marked tendency to preserve their
existence and current modes of operation. Institutions tend to rigidify and
become highly resistant to change. Juvenile institutions must avoid this
tendency by retaining flexibility and creativity. A process of continual
evaluation must be incorporated into their overall program and they must be
geared to change. Indeed, institutions must be prepared to "self-destruct"
if they are consistently failing to produce expected results.
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Differentiation and Range of Services

Treatment of youth should be individualized. This requires both a
range of different types of institutions and sufficient specialization of
program within each to meet the needs of all young offenders requiring
commitment. If correctional institutions do not have the necessary services,
they should be able to contract for them or place the youth elsewhere.

Financial Support

Juvenile institutions, like all of corrections, must have the financial
means to carry out effective programs, contract for necessary services, and
experiment with promising innovations.

III. STANDARDS

Based generally on the broad principles stated above, the following
specific operational standards should be followed by all juvenile institutions.
The principal source for these standards is the 1967 Task Force Report on
Corrections by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice.2 These are the most recent national standards and before their
promulgation they were reviewed by members of the American Correctional
Association, the U.S. Children's Bureau, the National Council on Crime and
Delinquency, and the Governor's Conference Committee on Juvenile Delinquency.
All statements appearing in quotations have been drawn from these national
standards. Other specific sources (principally the California Youth Authority's
standards) are cited in footnotes.

Facilities

Type. Local correctional agencies should have a range of institutional
programs and services available, including "diagnostic study centers, small
residential treatment centers for seriously disturbed children, facilities
for various age and coeducational groupings, foster homes, forestry camps,
and other community-based facilities."

Size. The capacity of any juvenile facility, including State institu-
tions, sFUTIId not exceed 100 (which is the present California law for county
facilities).3

"Living groups in a training school should consist of not more than
20 children. Forestry camp population should total no more than 40 to 50."
More specifically, "standards generally call for the living unit to have a
maximum capacity of 20 where groupings are homogeneous; the size for a
heterogeneous group, or a group of severely disturbed children, should be
from 12 to 16. Girls should have private rooms".
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Planning. No new institutions or major additions to existing facilities
should be authorized without first planning them around the specific type of
program to be carried out in the institution. No new institutions or any
major additions to existing facilities should be authorized unless the facili-
ties are in locations conducive to the task of reintegrating their clientele
into the community.

General. In general, the Standards for Juvenile Homes, Ranches, and
Camps, pubTished by the California Youth AuTEUrit377T5E7,4OriUgEbruelir
revisions should be adhered to by county institutions. The same or similar

standards should also apply to State juvenile facilities. State or local

fire, health, and safety regulations should be followed.

Staff

Ratios. "A minimum of one full-time psychiatrist for each 150 children".

"A minimum of one full-time psychologist for each 150 children."

If the specialization stated in the above three standards is not possible,
there should be a minimum of one "treatment" or "professional" person (psychi-

atrist, psychologist, or social caseworker) for every 21 children.

"One trained recreation person for each 50 children."

"A minimum of one supervisor for 8 or 10 cottage staff, or one super-
visor for 2 or 3 living units."

"A minimum of one teacher to 15 youngsters with sixth-grade reading
ability and above"; proportionally more teachers are needed for those with
lesser reading ability.

"Major religious faiths represented in a training school population
should be served by chaplains on the training school staff."

An overall minimum of one supervision staff (line worker) position for
every 5 to 6 children.°

An overall ratio of substantially more than one employee for every 2
youths.

Qualifications. Cottage or line staff should have "ability to relate
to children, emotional maturity, and flexibility in adapting to new situations".
While there is no rigid standard for this position, "graduation from college
would be the preferred qualification".

In addition to the above qualifications, caseworkers should "have
graduated from an accredited school of social work" or another of the
behavioral sciences.
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Superintendents, in addition to all of the above qualifications,
should have completed training in modern management techniques.

Training_. "A structured program of on-the-job training is essential
for every correctional agency. Its elements are: (a) an orientation period
for new workers, geared especially to acquainting them with the rules,
procedures, and policies of the agency; (b) a continual in-service program
designed to meet the needs of all personnel, including administrators and
supervisors, through the agency directly and by participation in seminars,
workshops, and institutes; (c) educational-leave programs with provision
for part and full-time salaried leave, with financial assistance for educa-
tional costs, to achieve preferred qualifications and to improve professional
competence."

New employees should receive at least 40 hours training before being
assigned to supervise children.6

All staff should receive at least one hour per week of in-service
training.?

Working Conditions. The standards for working conditions prescribed
by the President's Task Force and the Youth Authority8 should be adopted.
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FOOTNOTES

1See, for example: Donald Clemmer, The Prison Community (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1940), Chapter Clinard, Sociology
of Deviant Behavior (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1957), Chapter
71-,-170W-55-thilliTici and Donald Cressey, Principles of Criminology (Chicago:

Lippincott Co., 1960), Chapters 23 and 24; Gresham Sy -Toes, The Society of
Captives (New York: Atheneum, 1965), esp. Chapter 4; Nniel Glaser, The
Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System (Indianapolis: Bobbs-MerF1) Co.,
1964) , Part II.

2president's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice,
Task Force Report: Corrections (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1967)TW141-149; 206; 211-212.

3California Welfare and Institutions Code, Section 886.

4Department of Youth Authority, Standards for Juvenile Homes, Ranches,
and Camps, State of California (Sacramento, 1965).

5lbid., p. 12.

6lbid., p. 13.

7Ibid.

8Ibid., pp. 10-17.



CHAPTER IV

THE CURRENT SYSTEM: SURVEY FINDINGS

Now that a brief overview of State and local juvenile institutions
has been sketched and a theoretical model developed, this chapter will examine
the results of the Juvenile Institution Task Force study of the current system.
Particular emphasis will be placed on data obtained from the staff and client
questionnaires. The analysis will be divided into sections on: (1) Goals and
Expectations, (2) Functions, (3) Resources, and (4) Research and Evaluation.

I. GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS

Chapter III expressed the view of the Juvenile Institution Task Force
that the protection of society (i.e. minimizing the probability of recidivism)
should be the primary goal of correctional institutions as well as of all
corrections, that the secondary goal is rehabilitation-reintegration, and that
tertiary goals are deterrence and incapacitation. Both staff and clients were
asked what they perceived to be the purpose of the institutions in which they
worked or lived.

Staff Views

All staff were asked two distinct questions about goals: (1) "What

should be the most important goal of corrections" and (2) "What actually is
ifi-emost important goal of your agency?"

Seventy-one percent of the Youth Authority employees and 87% of county
institutional personnel thought "rehabilitation" should be the primary goal
of corrections while 24% and 10%, respectively, believed that "protection of
society" should be most important. Responses to the second question were
almost identical to the above, except that secondary choices were more varied.
Variation by institution was considerable: from 51% to 100% of total staff
at different Youth Authority institutions and from 25% to 100% of staff ill
county facilities stated that "rehabilitation" was the most important goal
of their agency. Staff members employed in girls' schools, at both State and
county levels, were strongest in their selection of "rehabilitation" as both
the ideal and actual primary goal.

The data clearly suggest that marked discrepancies exist between staff
perceptions and definitions of correctional goals and the position taken by
the Juvenile Institution Task Force. While few county institutional systems
had any official statement of goals and philosophy, the Youth Authority Act
unmistakably states as its purpose: "to protect society".1 Yet, the over-
whelming choice of "rehabilitation" as both the desired and actual goal of
corrections is abundantly clear, particularly in girls' schools and many small
county facilities. It would appear that there is considerable variation
and/or confusion not only in how individual staff perceive their task, but
also in how they define and distinguish the'yarious goals of corrections.
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Client Views

Wards were asked for their perception of why they were sent to an
institution. The most common responses were as follows:

30% -- "To learn how to get along better on the outside

26% -- "To keep me away from where I might get into trouble"

18% -- "Because they did not know what else to do with me"

11% -- "To receive trade training or schooling"

They were also asked "What do your family and friends back home think of this
place?" Half of the wards replied "a place to punish", while a third said
"a place that helps". These data suggest that a substantial proportion of
wards and their families and friends view these facilities as custodial
institutions that are punitively-oriented.

II. FUNCTIONS

The principal functions or tasks of juvenile institutions personnel
that will be dealt with here are: (1) Intake, (2) Reception, Classification,
Assignment, (3) Care, Custody, Control, (4) Program, and (5) Placement and
Aftercare.

Intake

While intake into the overall correctional system is outside the formal
scope of this study, it is necessary to briefly discuss the processes by which
wards are committed in order to better understand the operation of juvenile
institutions.

County process. At the county level, all commitments to juvenile
facilities are made directly by the juvenile court. Any minor coming within
the provisions of Section 601 (evidencing delinquent tendencies) or Section
602 (violation of specific criminal laws) of the Welfare and Institutions
Code may be committed to a local facility. County institutions have no legal
basis for refusing any case referred to them by the juvenile court, provided
the total population does not exceed 100. However, it should be noted that
the law does require that, when a ward is considered unfit, the "director
shall make recommendation to the probation department for consideration for
other commitment".2

State process. Commitment to the Youth Authority is, at least theo-
retically, more involved. First of all, the Legislature, in 1941, prohibited
any commitment to the Youth Authority:
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"until the Authority has certified in writing to the
Governor that it has approved or established places
of preliminary detention and places for examination
and study of persons committed, and has other facili-
ties and personnel sufficient for the proper discharge
of its duties and functions."3

The Director so certified in 1942. While this was a one-time certification,
there is an obvious credibility commitment that these conditions still pertain
as long as youth are sent to the Youth Authority.

Secondly, within certain limitations, any court of record in the State
of California may commit young offenders to the Youth Authority. The juvenile
court may so commit anyone under its jurisdiction provided the youth has been
declared a ward under Section 602, is at least 8 years old, and does not have
an infectious disease. Any criminal court (municipal or superior) may commit
anyone under 21 years at the time of arrest (with a few minor exceptions listed
in Sections 1731.5 and 1732.7 of the California Welfare and Institutions Code).

Third, the Youth Authority is not legally bound to accept every case,
i.e. it may reject any specific case. With respect to juvenile court commit-
ments, Section 1736 of the California Welfare and Institutions Code simply
states that the Authority: "may in its discretion accept such commitments"
(emphasis added). Regarding criminaTTburt commitments, Section 1731.5 of the
California Welfare and Institutions Code indicates that the Authority "shall"
accept any commitment, but only on two conditions: (1) "if it believes that
the person can be materially benefitted by its reformatory and educational
discipline" and (2) "if it has adequate facilities to provide such care."

Clientele. The single most important determinant as to the success
or failure of a correctional system is its clientele. The degree to which

a system can change the behavior of other persons is limited and depends
greatly on the characteristics, motivation, and capacities of those individuals
it is processing. Hence, it is essential to evaluate California's juvenile
institutions in terms of the clientele with whom the system works.

Whatever other characteristics may apply to these youth, at least two
things are evident in the case of those committed to county facilities.
First, they have violated the law and, secondly, duly authorized decision-
makers have felt that they could not be dealt with in the community. It can

also be stated that when youths are committed to the State, the local commun-
ities felt they were not able to cope with them adequately, even by placing
them in local institutions. The fact is that the great majority of these
youths, particularly those sent to the Youth Authority, have extensive
histories of delinquency, including a history of failure in normal probation
supervision programs.

Chapter II capsulized some of the key demographic characteristics for
State and county institutional populations in 1969. At the present time,
there is little additional data available about county commitments as a total
group. However, the Youth Authority publishes extensive "ward characteristic"
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data each year. Tables III and IV portray some of the most significant
trends in Youth Authority populations, for boys and girls separately, over
the last 10 years. Both tables clearly reveal a decline in population since
1965. This trend is in large measure due to the probation subsidy program
initiated in 1966. The tables also show that over the past decade, the
median age of wards has increased significantly; the percent committed from
the criminal courts has risen (over 350% for girls); the proportions of
crimes against persons and drug offenses have skyrocketed; and the percentage
of "third time losers" has more than doubled for boys and more than tripled
for girls. These changes would strongly suggest that the Youth Authority's
population is becoming a more "hard-core" group.

Unfortunately, the most important types of variables, such as attitudes
and "acting-out" potential, that are more adequate measures of "hard-core"
delinquents, are difficult to measure and not normally available. A subsequent
section on "Care, Custody, and Control" will discuss the growing concern of
staff over what they clearly perceive as more disturbed and difficult-to-
manage youths being placed under their charge. Particularly at the State level
(both in institutions and parole), staff are becoming increasingly anxious
and concerned about.the high density of the "worst" youth in the system that
are coming to them from the counties. In addition to this, 94% of Youth
Authority and 76% of county employees indicated, on the staff questionnaire,
that they have no voice at all in the process by which wards are sent to
them. In short, institutional intake is a process over which the institutions
themselves have little or no control. Staff members assert that clients are
simply delivered to them and they are expected to perform a variety of services
for them, as well as for society. Fogel, somewhat satirically, describes this
situation from the point of view of State agencies:

"All they are charged to do is to receive the failure
cases of several dozen counties, concentrate the most
volatile, hostile, antisocial, asocial, destructive,
deviant group of youngsters in large complexes with
ratios of one staff to from 30 to 50 (or more) wards,
keep them against their wills, and with extremely
limited budgets, poor community support, or downright
hostility, treat them."4

In spite of the above concerns, significant numbers of staff seemed to
agree that it was appropriate to send them the most difficult cases. Only

31% of State employees and 52% of county workers felt that all the youth they
received needed institutionalization. Eighty-eight percent of Youth Authority
and 68% of local staff stated that at least 10% of their clients "could be
more appropriately handled in a community program", such as a half-way house
or day care center. Only 8% of Youth Authority workers and 18% of county
personnel thought that all the youth sent to their institutions were "appro-
priately placed" in the sense that the resources of their institutions were
consistent with the needs of the youth they received.
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Reception, Classification, Assignment

To assure adherence to the principles of coordination between the
parts of the correctional system, providing a continuum of treatment, and
appropriate differentiation in the treatment of youth (described in Chapter
II), an effective classification system is essential. Within an institutional
framework, the classification process is the pivotal link between what has
occurred before confinement and what will occur in the institution. In brief,
its task is to evaluate a client's current needs and plan a correctional
strategy.

At the county level, where maximum correctional services should be
available, classification on any sophisticated level is almost non-existent,
particularly in the smaller counties. This is evidenced by the fact that
the counties often request the State to furnish diagnostic services for both
juveniles and adults (per Sections 704 W & I and 1203.03 P.C.).

The Youth Authority, on the other hand, has special reception centers
which perform classification functions for all committed wards. it operates

three separate reception centers or units. The Northern Reception Center
receives both boys and girls. The Southern Reception Center is for boys only,
and there is a reception center for girls at the Ventura School. In addition,
some of the wards committed by the criminal courts are referred to the recep-
tion center at the Deuel Vocational Institution operated by the Department of
Corrections. The three Yoyth Authority reception centers evaluate each ward
forin average of 4 weeks. The evaluation process is somewhat longer at the
Deuel Vocational Institution. Reception centers make recommendations as to
the type of program in which the youth should be placed.

Responses from the staff questionnaire, interviews, and relevant
literature suggest three problem areas related to how youth are received,
classified, and assigned within their particular institution. These are
time delays, quality of information, and use of classification materials.

Time delays. Only 35% of Youth Authority staff and 74% of county staff
reported that they receive both advance notification and relevant case history
material prior to the delivery of a youth at their institution. Individual
county facilities varied from 33% to 100% in affirmative responses to this
question. Curiously, 61% of Youth Authority reception center staff reported
that they receive prior notification and case material from the committing
counties while a far lower percentage of staff from other Youth Authority
institutions (particularly the large facilities for boys) received this
information from their own reception centers. This suggests that there is
closer coordination between individual counties and Youth Authority reception
centers, than that which exists between YA reception centers and its insti-
tutions. In instances where case material is not delivered with the youth,
questionnaire results showed that it normally took 2 to 7 additional days
before the information was received.
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State reception center personnel indicated that they have the most
difficulty in obtaining school data on their wards. In most cases, informa-
tion regarding the youth's school adjustment in the local school district
(or even county institutions) is not received in time to be of any assistance.
Frequently this necessitates duplication of testing procedures.

Quality of information. Only 25% of Youth Authority reception center
staff and of of county staff reported that they ever receive a classification
of the youths committed to them. Amazingly, from 14% to 53% of the staff at
various Youth Authority institutions said they either did not receive classi-
fication information on wards sent to them, or did not know that classification
information was even available. This finding takes on added significance
when it is remembered that all Youth Authority wards are routinely classified
at the reception centers.

Reception center workers feel that many of the reports they receive
from the counties are prepared with commitment in mind and, therefore, do not
provide the comprehensi vt information needed by the reception center. The
phenomenon of selective reporting has long been documented. The Governor's
Special Study Committee on Juvenile Justice in 1960 reported:

"Present court reports appear to be prepared with the
thought of supporting a given disposition recommenda-
tion. Thus, if the probation officer feels the child
should be removed from his home, the social report
often contains selected information, incidents, and
hearsay which would allow the juvenile court judge to
support this recommendation. Similarly, when a
dismissal of the petition is recommended, social
evaluations are equally selective. Since cases are
not thoroughly aired in court - the average hearing
takes less than 15 minutes - there is little opportun-
ity for the judge to personally verify the facts or to
obtain other information which might logically suggest
a different but more appropriate disposition."6

Similarily, in analyzing the court reports of a series of cases under
commitment to the Youth Authority, Fogel concluded that there was a relation-
ship between a "report's complexity and the disposition of the case".7 He

found that 62% of the total volume of reports presented to the court at the
time of the youth's first hearing was devoted to social analysis. The remain-

ing 38% was devoted to the offense. At the time of commitment to the Youth
Authority, the composition of the court report had reversed itself. Fully
70% of the report was devoted to a description of the offense and only 30%
devoted to social analysis.8 Though the nature of the offense resulting in
commitment was likely to be more serious, and while the increased use of
defense attorneys required better support of a case, these figures strongly
suggest that "social factors" are increasingly neglected or condensed in
reports when commitment is anticipated.
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It is a fact that county juvenile probation departments frequently
have prepared lengthy case histories at a cost of hundreds of dollars on
youths they send to the Youth Authority. Yet, the information continued in
these case histories is not communicated fully to Youth Authority reception
enters and institutions. All too frequently, a sort of "shell game" exists
in which that part of the system currently having jurisdiction over the
client must figure out under which "shell'', or other part of the system,
needed information about the youth is located.

Use of classification material s. Table V summarizes the questionnai re

results related to this topic. Only two-thirds of State staff and 43% of
county personnel reported that their institutions used any classification
system. Approximately two-thirds of those persons had been trained in the
classification system used by their facility. Only 29% of State workers and
22% of county employees felt the classification system they used was of any
help in treating the youths under their supervision. The majority of staff
supported the concept of "matching" worker with ward.

A remarkable finding uncovered by the survey was the lack of knowledge
by so many staff as to what was occurring in their own institution. There

was no Youth Authority institution, and only one county faci 1 i ty, i in which
all staff knew whether or not a classification system was being used in their
institution. Some of the Youth Authority staff employed in institutions other
than the reception centers felt that much of the diagnostic-classification
materials prepared by the various reception centers was of little value to
them. They frequently had to re-diagnose and re-classify the youths sent to
their respective institutions. Questionnaire results showed that more than
a third of the Youth Authority staff in institutions indicated that they re-
classified, at least some of the wards, that had previously been classified
by the reception centers. These findings clearly reveal a duplication of
efforts. In fact, only one facility indicated much satisfaction with recep-
tion center reports -- a 9irls' school which has its own reception center
attached. A major reason for this appears to be the close relationship be-
tween the receiving-classifying unit and the main institution, fostered by
at least some rotating of staff between them. In other reception centers,
staff often had little or no first hand knowledge of the programs for which
they were recommending youths.

Despite efforts to use sophisticated classification systems, the .vost
commonly utilized criteria for assignment of a youth to a program was "age
and maturity", followed by a "formalized classification system" and "available
bed space". However, it should be noted that there was tremendous variation
in the weight given to these factors by different institutions and by different
individuals within the same institution.

Summary. The above findings reveal several significant problems related
to the receiving, classifying, and assigning of youths in institutions. First,

local information such as school records is often not reaching institutions,
particularly the Youth Authority reception centers, in time to be useful. This

is resulting in costly duplication of efforts. Second, full "social history"

55
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TABLE V

USE OF CLASSIFICATION MATERIALS
(Staff Responses)

PERCENT

QUESTION CYA COUNTIES

1. Does your institution use a classification system?

Yes 66 43
No 10 40
No information 23 18

2. Have you had training in the classification system
used by your institution?

Yes 43 28

No 42 34

No system used 5 20

Not applicable 11 19

3. Do you yourself use a classification system with
youth under your charge?

Yes, but it is not a significant help in
treatment 11 6

Yes, it is a significant help in treatment 29 22

No 36 53
Not applicable 24 18

4. Do you think that staff should be classified and
in some way matched with youth they supervise?

Yes 68 52
No 32 48

5. Rank the following items in order of importance
in determining youth assignments in your institutionl

Age and maturity 1 1

Formalized classification system 2 2

Available bed space 3 3

Informal claification system 4 4

Other (i.e. not in this list) 5 7

Type of offense 6 8

Institutional need 7 (tie) 5

Custody and runaway potential 7 (tie) 6
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data are frequently not included in reports sent to institutions. Third,

sophisticated classification systems have not been adequately developed,
understood, and used consistently and effectively for treatment purposes.
Fourth, there are significant gaps and overlaps between the Youth Authority's
reception centers and its other institutions, raising the question of how
valuable or necessary the reception centers are.

Care, Custody, and Control

The trend toward local ized corrections and the use of alternatives
to institutionalization, both augmented by State subsidies, has resulted in

a change in the types of youths being committed. The current institutional

population consists increasingly of young persons who are least able to
exercise socially-acceptable behavior. In the survey, one of the primary
concerns of staff centered on the increasing numbers of difficult-to-manage
youths that had been committed to institutions within the last three years.
Table VI summarizes staff questionnaire responses related to how they per-
ceived their institutions were faring in regard to the care, custody, and
control of their charges.

County personnel generally felt they were doing a good job in caring
for and controlling the majority of wards placed in their facilities. However,
they indicated that runaways were an increasing problem. Administrators

stressed that their open, minimum custody facilities no longer provided the
degree of security and custody needed. Only 64% of county staff (and only
one-third of State employees) felt that they had an effective program for
runaways. Staff members expressed by far the most concern over the rapidly
growing numbers of emotionally disturbed youth they were receiving. Many

county authorities reported that because of the closing of State Mental
Hygiene resources, resulting from recent statutory amendments, and the lack
of expansion of local resources, they were unable to cope with many of these
seriously disturbed youth. Only 46% of local personnel (and 26% of Youth

Authority staff) believed that their programs were effective for the emotion-
ally disturbed youth. As many of these youths were being processed through
the juvenile courts, they backed up in juvenile halls while awaiting placement,
and frequently the authorities were forced to send them to county camps and
ranch programs. Correctional personnel thus have been forced to program
their institutions for a completely different type of ward than those for whom
the facilities were established. Administrators are experiencing a serious
lack of appropriate facilities, personnel , and training. Counties with short-
term institutional treatment programs seemed much better equipped to handle
this problem. Many of the other county administrators interviewed were
considering the possibility of converting a portion of their juvenile halls
into short-term treatment units built around a crisis intervention model.

As mentioned earlier, the State has been asserting for some time that
its population is becoming increasingly more difficult to deal with. A 1969

Youth Authority report, The Disturbed and Intractable Wards, concluded that
''the Youth Authority has a more difficiirl, more delinquently- oriented,iie y-oriented, more
emotionally disturbe0 population than any other juvenile institution system
in the country, probably in the world".9 This contention was based on three

5.-81883
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factors. First, California's local camp system is by far the most developed
in the country and handles roughly tne "best one-third" of confined youths
in the State, leaving only the harder-to-manage cases for the Youth Authority.
Second, the probation subsidy program has been siphoning off an additional
portion of the more tractable wards. Third, society's general unrest and
turmoil, particularly among the young, evidenced by civil rights activity,
distrust of the establishment and occasional defiance of authority, and
racial conflict, have become intensified in institutional populations.
Charts I to VI, showing updated data from the above-mentioned study, reflect
the marked increase in serious "acting-out" behavior among institutionalized
wards from 1965-70. The report concluded that little could be done to alleviate
these problems without significantly increasing the staffing ratios, reducing
living unit size, and strengthening the whole range of medical-psychiatric
resources.

As seen in Table VI, the Task Force staff questionnaire responses
substantiate the Youth Authority's overall concern about its custody and
control functions. Since the publication of the above report, i.e. in the

past year, "acting-out" incidents nave risen sharply. Both classification

unit personnel (who review all new commitments) and reception center workers
confirmed the opinions of other staff that a higher proportion of intake
cases consist of seriously disturbed youth.

Program

As is true with any part of the correctional system, program is the
backbone of the entire operatiob--the core of its very existence. Everything

else is auxiliary. Because society has traditionally shown greater concern
about its children, correctional administrators have usually been able to
secure more resources for programs in juvenile institutions than is the case
with adult. ffenders. However, even correctional programs, nd facilities for
children traditionally have been weak and have been subordinated to the needs
of the institution. In discussing training schools across the country,
Gibbons summarizes their program history:

"Training schools in the past have usually operated
a minimal treatment program. Most inmates have
been placed in a school program or some kind of
vocational or other work experience. Occasionally

they receive some kind of individual therapy from
a social case worker, but th4 tends to be a
relatively infrequent event."10

He adds that, even in California, "where treatment goals have been emphasized
in State institutions for several decades, training schools place primary
emphasi upon regimentation of youngsters in the interests of controlling
thee .11

In general, there are three major types of programs that do or should
exist in juvenile institutions: treatment, education, and work or vocational
training.
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ATTEMPTED SUICIDES

.14

vsgimp.

1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70

Attempted suicide is an incident where a ward, !II the judgment of staff concerned,

has made an attempt to take his life. Deaths !,,r. :.ring from these attempts are

included in this category.

CHART II

ATTACKS ON STAFF OR WARDS
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Reported in this category are unprovoked attuc;:2 or assaults by a ward on another

ward or staff.

CHART III
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SELF INFLICTED INJURIES

1965 -66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70

These are incidents in which a ward has voluntarily injured himself, e.g., shoving

his hand through a window, striking a wall, etc. :Also included in this category

are suicidal gestures without a clear suicidal, intent.
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RESTRAINTS NEEDED
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This is a combination or both mechanical and chin cal restraints. Tt involves

either the use of handcuffs or camisoles, or the use of mace or tear gas.

CHART V
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FIGHTS - INVOLVING INJURIES
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The data given on fights reflect only those fights occurring (normally between

two wards) where an injury occurred which required medical attention.

CHART VI

ESCAPES
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An escape is defined as a ward leaving an institution of the Youth Authority, the

Department if Corrections, or the Department of Mental Hygiene without permission.

This includes leaving the control of 'Institution staff while off grounds, on work

assignments, or on a trip, regardle6 of the duration of the absence. This does

not include a ward who fails to Gam on time from a day pass or furlough.
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Treatment. While California is widely recognized as being in the
avant gairde in developing treatment programs, deviations from the basic
princip es outlined in the previous chapter nevertheless occur throughout
the State's facilities on a daily basis. For example, there are many
instances where wards are not provided with a continuum of treatment before,
during, and after confinement. In addition, the necessary range of treatment
services does not exist for all of the youths confined in local and State
institutions. In short, substantial progress has been accomplished, but
much more remains to be done.

Related to the above, the staff survey found that only 36% of all
Youth Authority workers and 41% of county boys' camp staff indicated that
"specialized treatment" played a primary role in their respective institutions.
However, 85% of the staff employed in local girls' schools felt it played a
significant role. Many stated that they lacked the necessary resources,
while others commented on the need for additional training, particularly in
basic casework techniques.

Education. Academic training continues to be the primary emphasis in
most of California's juvenile institutions. Sixty-nine percent of Youth
Authority boys' school staff, 83% of their girls' school employees, and 68%
of all county personnel reported that educational programs clearly played
a primary role in their facilities. The major problem reported by county
staff members was the existence of occasional conflicts between school staff
and institutional administrators. At present, County Boards of Supervisors
have the authority to arrange for either the County Superintendent of Schools
or a locai school district to provide the educational program in any juvenile
facility.12 All of the study counties chose the first option, wi-sich establish-
es a dual administration within the facility. A number of camp administrators
complained that because of this organizational arrangement, they were left
without adequate control over the most important component of their overall
program. Other administrators asserted that not only did they have an
excellent relationship with the school personnel, but also would probably
he unable to obtain such efficient and economical services through any other
arrangement. In this respect, California law is not consistent with the
national standard which recommends that The entire educational program
within a training school stiguld be administered within the institutions'
administrative structure". s Additionally, a number of institutions through-
out the State do not adhere to the standard that a year-round school program
be available to all "who can benefit from an education".14

Work and vocational training. While facilities for younger wards are
almost always academically-oriented, a number of institutions for older youths
concentrate on work experience, and to a significantly lesser degree, voca-
tional training. Unfortunately, few programs provide training or work exper-
ience that truly help reintegrate youths back into their communities. The

hundreds of wards placed in forestry and dairy type programs find little
demand for lumber-jacks and shepherds when they return to their urban
ghettoes.
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The most serious problem is the paucity of vocational training programs
for the rapidly growing 18 -21 year old group in the Youth Authority. As of
December 31, 1970, the median age for institutionalized Youth Authority wards
was 18.6 years 118.8 for boys)--a figure that has been edging upward over the
last few years.15 Hence, it is obvious that CYA facilities need to significantly
upgrade and expand their vocational training efforts. Such programs should be
balanced with an increased number of college level programs for those who can
profit from them (such as those pioneered at Fricot and the Youth Training
School).

Summary. Treatment, educational , and vocational training programs in
particular need to be reevaluated and strengthened at both State and county
levels.

The Youth Authority presently consists of a vast, bureaucratic network
of reception centers, institutions, and camps that were built as a result of
the pressures of the post-war years. Most of the existing programs have been
shaped because of population pressures, lack of resources, and concern over
smooth-running facilities, rather than by analysis of or planning for the
needs of the youth that have been served. Inadequate coordination between
and within institutions (as reported by 44% of staff), has resulted in consid-
erable duplication of programs with limited capacity to provide the range of
services required for effective differential treatment. Geographic location,
excessive living unit size, and staffing ratios have continued to pose serious
handicaps. Furthermore, although the Youth Authority has evolved from a
system for children and youth to an agency for youth and young adults, thereby
falling more closely in line with its original purpose, it has nevertheless
fallen further behind in its ability to provide effective programs for the
young adult. Finally, only 40% of staff felt that their overall institutional
services had improved in the last year.

It should be noted, however, that the Youth Authority has recognized
many of its problems and is striving actively to eliminate deficiencies and
to maintain its standing as one of the nation's foremost juvenile correctional
agencies. Within the past three years it has taken a number of steps to
become a more effective and responsive system. It has commissioned a series
of task forces to study various aspects of its operation. It has also estab-
lished the treatment team concept in its institutions, as well as the adoption
of I-level as its official system of classification. Other signs of change
have been efforts to move decision-making down to the lowest level of the
organizational hierarchies; regionalization of its institutions; beginning
integration between field and institutional services; formul ation of a long
range plan to revitalii.P i:he education program; the development of a pilot
coeducational program .k:Intura; and long range research efforts in the
Northern Youth Center.

As described in Chapter II, many of the county facilities were estab-
lished on the forestry camp model. This format has resulted in the development
of programs that have little to do with helping the ward readjust to his
society. As camps for younger wards have developed, they have become more
academically oriented. These two types of programs comprise the bulk of
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juveni 1 e insti tutions that have been avai 1 able for delinquents in most

counties. As a result, there is a noticeable similiarity of program within
and between neighboring counties. Only recently, have some counties employed
a wider variety of strategies, such as day care centers and short-term
treatment units , thereby al lowing greater individualized programming. County
programs for the older adolescent and young adults are almost non-existent.
This is true even though there is enabling legislation. As yet, no county
has established a "Youth Correctional Center"I6 or as far as the Juvenile
Insitution Task Force was able to determine, any equivalent types of programs.
In spite of the above shortcomings, county staff felt, to a much greater
extent than State personnel , that their programs were coordinated and that
they received feedback on whether or not their efforts with "graduates" had
proved successful.

Perhaps the most common limi tation of any institutional program i s
the tendency to have the program fit the needs of the institution, instead
of accommodating the needs of the individual client. A corresponding limi-
tation consists of viewing the institution as an end in itself rather than
as a temporary back-up service for field supervision programs.

Release and Aftercare

Just as intake and classification are important links between prei nsti -
tutional handling and the institution, so should placement and aftercare
services provide an effective bridge back into the community. The three
processes should not be viewed as separate events, but as part of the same
continuum of treatment. The well-established fact that the greatest recidivism
occurs within a short time after release17 also underscores the importance of
concentrating services during those crucial weeks or months immediately follow-
ing release. The two major issues here are when to release the ward and how
to best provide him with a continuum of treatment between institution and
communi ty.

Length of stay and readiness for rel ease. The first critical problem
is to predict accurately readiness for release or, minimally, the point at
which further confinement serves no beneficial purpose.

As mentioned in Chapter II, the average stay in county juvenile
institutions has dropped significantly in the past few years to a current
average of 5.4 months.18 The Youth Authority, on the other hand, has
increased its average length of stays markedly, particularly in the last
3 or 4 years. Table VII shows the mean length of stay for Youth Authority
wards over the past decade and the percent increase from,the first half
of the decade to 1970. With the exception of the 1968 figure for girls in
CYA facilities, the average lengths of stay in 1970 were the longest in at
least a decade. Thus, while fewer youths are being committed to institutions,
the average length of stay for those who are confined has increased. The
survey data suggest that the increased periods of confinement are generally
endorsed by the institutional staff in the Youth Authority and conversely the
employees of local juvenile institutions endorsed the declining lengths of
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stay for wards in their facilities. Table VIII shows that 41% of the CYA
staff believed the length of stay to be about right. An additional 34%
felt that youths were released prematurely, thus opting for even longer
periods of confinement. On the other hand, 74% of the staff in county
facilities believed that their wards were released at about the right time.
Virtually no staff felt that wards were being held too long.

However, despite the clear differences of opinion between staff members
of local and State institutions, there is considerable evidence that suggests
that many, if not most, of even "hard core" youthful offenders can be released
after much shorter periods of confinement without decreasing or jeopordizing
the community. In the early 1960's, the Fremont Experiment at the Youth
Authority Southern Reception Center assigned youths randomly in regular
institutional programs (averaging 9 months) or in the Fremont unit (for a
fixed period of 5 months) with a rich treatment program. A two year parole
follow-up of graduates showed that the experimental group (Fremont unit) had
no higher recidivism rate and no more serious types of offenses than the
control group.

Following up on the Fremont Experiment, the same reception center
developed the Marshall Program in the mid 1960's. This program attempted to
create a therapeutic community model, employing a treatment team approach,
but limited the program to only 3 months. Part I of the analysis of the
Marshall Program found that "For the total sample of consecutive admissions,
the Marshall graduates exhibited a slightly lower parole violation rate than
the comparison group".20 The comparison group consisted of wards who went
through regular, longer institutional programs. Even "when selection bias
was (partly) controlled by the case-matching procedure, the violation rates
were found to be virtually equivalent".21 Part II of the analysis carefully
followed the effects of the program on different types of youths. During
the follow-up period, the Marshall graduates had a higher violation rate
than the control group (72% compared to 56%).2e However, "when the group
violation rates were recomputed excluding lone offenders, the violation rates
converged impressively--Marshall,Rrogram: 67%; matched comparison group:
62%; no significant difference"." In fact, some types of youths from
Marshall fared better than did their "matches". The major implications of
the Marshall study are two-fold. First, many, if not most youths, do just
as well on parole after a relatively brief period of confinement than if
they are incarcerated for longer periods. Second, the data clearly suggest
that certain types of youths fare better in this kind of program while other
types of wards do worse.

Similarly, the recent Ventura Intensive Treatment Program (VITP)
compared girls placed in a 3 month special program with a control group who
averaged 7.6 months of institutionalization. The project researcher concluded:
"In terms of testing the feasibility of assigning selected wards to a three
month institutional program without seriously increasing the recidivism rate,
the VITP program appears to have adequately achieved this goal".e4 Further-
more, he pointed out that "in occupancy expenses alone financial savings of
$570,248 were effected during the first 18 months of the program, or roughly
$380,165 per year".25
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The best known and perhaps most successful of all programs which
demonstrated the feasibility of reducing or eliminating incarceration is
the Youth Authority's Community Treatment Project which has existed since
1961. This program has placed wards directly on parole after the reception
center process. The treatment strategy has been to classify the youths
according to I-level theory and to "match" them with parole agents who have
been evaluated as being particularly capable of working with that type of
ward. The success of this program has been so noticeable that the program
director has stated:

"By 1964, the feasibility of treating a large proportion
of the juvenile offender population in intensive commu-
ity programs rather than in institutions was a settled
issue. In addition, it was clear that the community
program offered higher sqsess than the traditional
Youth Authority program."4°

Subsequent research has documented that the Community Treatment Project, li.e
the Marshall Program, has been more successful with certain types of youths
than with others. However, researchers have- been careful to stress that:

"CTP's effectiveness is not simply a result of its
having operated within a community setting: all avail-
able evidence suggests that the avoidance of institu-
tionalization, in itself, contributes little if anything
to the experimental-control differences in parole success.
In other words, it is the differential or intensive!
extensive treatment aspects...which appeari6-6e-57
fundamental importance."27

All of the above evid9nce supports the premise that the period of
institutionalization can be minimal for many types of youths, assuming that
intensive treatment is available in the alternative program. The fact that
Youth Authority average stays continue to rise and that staff, particularly
CYA personnel, feel that youths are released too soon raises the question
of whether staff is overly conservative and, perhaps, fighting for their
existence by retaining the fewer youths they do receive for longer periods
of time. In this regard, one highly placed State official opined that the
increasing length of stay in Youth Authority institutions was in no small
way due to "the self-preservation squirming of a bureaucratic system attempt-
ing to protect itself, its jobs, programs, etc".

Links between institution and aftercare. The second issue related to
release concerns construction of the bridge -- specifically, how aftercare
supervision should be linked with institutional treatment. As might be

expe6:ed (due simply to proximity to the community), the counties throughout
the State seem to be integrating these services far more effectively than
the Youth Authority. Eighty-two percent of the county staff reported that
personal contact was made between field and institutional workers, and one-
third cf them indicated additional contacts were made with other significant
persons in the youth's home environment. On the other hand, 69% of the
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Youth Authority staff reported that this transition was only a "paper process"
and that it did not exist in fact. Again, county programs are somewhat more
flexible either in terms of allowing institutional personnel to supervise
some of their graduates as part of their normal duties, or by requiring field
personnel to become involved with their future wards while they are still in
the institution. Staff preference appears to be in favor of community-based
units with small caseloads (about 15 per worker), allowing time to work with
the youth and his family beiore release, and to provide intensive supervision
during the critical transition period. Furloughs are also being used increas-

ingly to facilitate a ward's gradual reintegration.

As stated above, the Youth Authority is aware of problems it faces in
linking institutions with parole and has attempted to minimize the obstacles
by placing both types of services in the same division. However, geography

and the traditional gaps between these components continue to hinder their
forming closer linkages.

As an overall evaluation, staff were asked: "Are there programs at
your institution that really seem to be making sense in helping the youth
in his move back into the community?" Ninety percent of county staff and
77% of the Youth Authority employees replied affirmatively.

III. RESOURCES

Now that the principal goals and functions or tasks of juvenile
institutions have been examined, it is essential to look at the resources
that are available to them in carrying out their responsibilities. As used

here, the notion of resources is a very broad one. It encompasses all those

factors that facilitate or hinder the correctional process.

While the following variables are discussed one at a time and while
some are more important than others, it should be remembered that they do
not operate independently. They are all interrelated and tend to have a

cumulative effect. It is the accumulation or "cluster" of positive or
negative factors that effects how an institution carries out its functions
and determines the extent to which it accomplishes it goals. For example,

there is a high degree of agreement among researchers that the most signif-
icant factor affecting an institution's ability to change its wards is the
development of a proper social climate, commonly referred to as a "thera-
peutic milieu".28 This therapeutic climate or milieu, however, is dependent
on a host of variables such as location, design, institutional size, living

unit size, staffing ratios, quality of staff, as well as other characteristics
to be discussed below.

Geographic Location

An institution should be geographically located so that it can be an
integral part of the community it serves. This factor is so important that
it effects the very nature of programming and reintegration efforts by an
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institution. It also relates to the ability of the institution to recruit
and train competent personnel, to mobilize community resources, to build
and strengthen family ties, to develop and maintain relevant educational
and vocational programs, and to serve as a change agent within the community.
An institution that is not located in or immediately adjacent to the commun-
ity it serves operates under a handicap that is extremely difficult to over-
come.

Geographic location is considered to be a definite problem at the
county level and a critical and almost insurmountable obstacle at the
State level.

As noted earlier, most counties have employed the "forestry-camp"
concept in establishing their camps and ranches. As a result they are
located in isolated portions of the respective counties. While there are
exceptions to this pattern, most camps require extended private transportation
to and from the community which exacerbates the problem of establishing linkages
between themselves and the communities they serve. Most of the recently
established county facilities, particularly the short-term treatment centers,
are located within acceptable geographic limits. However, in reviewing the
location of other types of institutions in the sample counties, it appears
that more than half of then are located in areas that tend to hinder, rather
than enhance, their correctional effectiveness.

The State pi cture is considerably more dismal. Only three institutions
are situated in such a way that they can effectively relate to local commun-
ities. The three institutions are the Northern Reception Center at Perkins,
the Southern Reception Center at Norwalk, and the Nel les School for Boys in
Whittier. A fourth facility, the Youth Training School in Chino, might be
geographical ly wel 1-situated ,Ipproximately ten years if the population
growth continues. The same is -.rue for the Ventura School for Girls in
Camarillo. At the present time, however, only 20% of the Youth Authority's
institutional resources are situated in locations that readily lend themselves
to the task of reintegration.

The Youth Authority has an additional handicap to overcome. Not only
are most of its institutions located in rural areas, but they are also not
located in the most expedient sections of the State. Sixty percent of all
of the Youth Authority's bed space is in Northern California. And yet it
receives 64% of its commitments from Southern California.

Considerable time and effort has been spent attempting to work around
these handicaps. Most recently the CYA has attempted to regionalize its
institution and field resources. This has met with only limited success. As
reflected in Table IX, youth from Southern California are still being sent all
over the State. Thirty-seven percent of the youth confined at Preston and 21%
of those at 0. H. Close and Karl Holton are at least 350 miles away from their
home. Sixty-three percent of the youths confined in the four Northern conserva-
tion camps come from Southern California. Paso Robles, located half way
between the two major population centers of Los Angeles and San Francisco,
receives 77% of its youth from Southern California, 12% from the San Francisco
region, and the balance from the rest of the State. The Northern Youth Center,
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located in Stockton, currently consists of the Karl Holton School, O. H.
Close School, and the newly constructed, but as yet unoccupied, DeWitt
Nelson School. This complex has a population potential of 1,200 youths.
Yet it is located in a geographic area that at best could support only one
of the three institutions.

Results of the client questionnaire substantiate the geographic
problems currently being faced by the California Youth Authority. Only 10%
of CYA wards and 42% of county wards were in institutions located within
25 miles of their homes. Seventy-five percent of Youth Authority wards
were confined in facilities more than 50 miles from where they lived.
Furthermore, when asked to report the number of visits they had received
while in the institution, 90% of county wards had been visited by their
families at least once, but almost one-third of the sampled Youth Authority
wards had never received a visit.

Institutional Design

The majority of California's juvenile institutions, at both the county
and State level, were designed and built prior to the development of any
specific correctional program. In the majority of instances correctional
administrators and staff have had to tailor their programs to fit existing
physical structures. During the survey, institutional administrators
repeatedly complained about the poor design of their buildings, noting that
there were few architects who exhibited an awareness of correctional problems
and programs. They expressed the need for more assistance from the State
in developing appropriate physical designs. Some asserted that the Youth
Authority, which traditionally has had the responsibility of approving plans,
has concerned itself principally with determining whether or not a structure
would meet minimum physical standards, such as square footage, number of
wash basins, etc. Of Youth Authority institutions, only the three most
recent were designed and constructed on the basis of a detailed program plan.
However, the Youth Authority is now insisting on a detailed program statement
before it will authorize the construction of any new State institutions. But

this new practice is not likely to nave any appreciable effect, since the
Department is more likely to close State institutions than to authorize the
construction of new ones. The Youth Authority is also beginning to play a
more active role in advising county authorities with program and building
&sign. Because most new construction is anticipated to take place at the
local level, the emerging advisory role of the State is likely to prove
extremely valuable. This trend is entireli consistent with the principle
outlined in the previous chapter of establishing a close partnership between
State and counties.

Institutional Size

Just as with location and design, the physical size or capacity of an
institution is not a neutral factor. Size can either impede or facilitate
the functioning of the institution. The President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, which established a maximum

6-81883

73
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standard of 150 youths per institution, stressed that this standard "is based
on experience which shows that the smaller the facility the more likely it
is to enhance the impact of program".29 It further quotes the American
Psychiatric Association as asserting that "The treatment atmosphere tends
to breakdown in institutions where the population rises above (150)" because
of "such therapeutic dangers as rigidity and formality necessary to help
a large organizaion function".30

The State legislature took a strong position on the issue of size for
county camps, ranches, and schools in Article 13 of the Juvenile Court Act
by limiting all such facilities to a maximum of 100. Even this, however, is
double the 40 to 50 capacity standards recommended for local facilities by
the President's Commission.31

California counties have, of necessity, adhered to the State standard
of 100. The average capacity of county facilities was 67 in 1970.

The State of California on the other hand, has not only failed to adhere
to the standards imposed upon the counties, but has also flagrantly violated
even the national standards. Chart VII dramatically illustrates the gigantic
size of the Youth Authority institutions and compares them with the national
standard and average county size. Only the four conservation camps (with
80 bed capacities) fall within any reasonable standard. The remaining super-
structures, resembling giant concrete fortresses, range in size from 270
for Los Guilucos to 1,200 for the massive Youth Training School. The average
for all Youth Authority institutions is 380, more than two and a half times
the national standard and nearly four times the standard imposed upon Calif-
ornia counties.

Living Unit Size

The professional correctional literature stressing the importance of
small living units or cottages as an essential pre-requisite for developing
a therapeutic environment is voluminous.32 The most recent and perhaps most
extensin collection of literature supporting the idea of small units is by
Knight." After reviewing numerous studies on the importance of size in
correctional and medical-psychiatric institutions, Knight concludes:

"In t4enerei, the evidence indicates that in such
institutions small living-unit size is crucial to
the implementation of effective and humanitarian
treatment. Size alone...creates organizational
pressures toward custodial rather than treatment
operations. The net'effect of these pressures
tends to alienate inmates from treatment involve-
ment."34
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He adds, further, that:

"There are, indeed, compelling indications that large
living units give rise to pressures that reinforce
the worst in young people. To the extent that is
true, our clients are the victims of the system
itself."35

Several of the classic studies of training schools, reflecting the
fact that much delinquency is a group phenomenon, stress the importance of
constructively using small group interaction within institutions as the
primary tool for modifying attitudes and behavior.36 As cottage size
increases, not only does it become more difficult to individualize treatment,
but problems of coping with youth behavior greatly increase.

Recidivism rates are best crude measures of the success or failure
of an institution's program b...ause there are many other intervening variables
that operate.in the community to determine the type of adjustment made by the
puth. However, there is some evidence to suggest that smaller living units
(combined with better staffing ratios) result in more law-abidihg post-release
behavior than the larger units. In a recent report of a long-range evaluation
of the Youth Authority Fricot Study, which compared a small 20-boy unit with
a traditional 50-youth cottage, Jesness showed that there was substantially
lower parole violations among members of the experimental group as compared
with the boys who had been placed in the larger units.37

While living unit size of all county facilities was not obtained, it
appears that most, if not all, local institutions operate with living units
of 30 or less youths. New facilities often have substantially smaller units.

On the other hand, during post-war years of rapid growth the Youth
Authority constructed almost all of its units to a standard 50 bed capacity.
This is two and one-half times the recommended national standard for homo-
geneous youth groups.38 Compared both to county facilities and to new
training schools throughout the nation, the Youth Authority has not progressed
in this respect. In fact, some of its earliest in tutions had substantially
smaller units than is now the case. By way of contras over 90% of all new
or planned training school living units in the United Sta in 1967 had
capacities of 30 or less. Fifty-four percent of these units h cities
of 20 beds or less.39 Increasing7y, however, the Youth Authority adminis-
tration has become concerned about cottage size and has built some of its
newest living units in a way that they can be divided in half, should addi-
tional funds become available.

Staffing Ratios

The strength of any correctional program is its staff. Wyatever other
resources are available, insufficient numbers of qualified staff dooms the
program to failure before it starts. One of the most fundamental casework
principles is that change occurs through close interpersonal relationships,
especially through contact with "significant others". If staff do not have
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the time and opportunity to "get close" to youth, they are not likely to
effect any positive change. Two key personnel issues center around the
number and type of staff needed. This section will focus on the former,
i.e. staffing ratios,while the following sections will discuss staff char-
acteristics and qualifications, supportive types of staff, and training needs.

Chapter III listed various standards that should apply to staff members
in all juvenile facilities. The most crucial staffing ratios are those that
relate to line staff directly supervising youth around the clock, and to
specialized treatment staff.

Although the staff ratio varies from institution to institution, the
15 study counties had an overall staffing ratio of approximately one employee
for every 2.5 youths. This is well beyond the minimum standard recommended
by the Juvenile Institution Task Force (substantially more than 1 employee
for every 2 youths). Many administrators of local institutions expressed
concern over the lack of treatment personnel. They indicated that it was
difficult to convince their Boards of Supervisors of the need for additional
professionally trained staff, since the Youth Authority standards do not
specify a ratio'for this type of personnel.

The Youth Authority has a somewhat better overall rat4 of 1 staff

person for every 2.1 wards. However, this is nearly double tne staffing
ratio of New York and Pgonsylvania40 and reflects very little improvement
over the past 20 years.ql Institutions are relatively well staffed with
teachers (one for every 15 wards), minimally well-staffed with clinicians
and caseworkers, but very thinly staffed with youth counselors or group
supervisors. In other words, the staffing pattern is weakest at the point
where staff have the most contact with the youths. Until very recently,
each line worker had to supervise 50N4ards--a ratio that has seriously
aggravated the Youth Authority's problems of coping with large living units.
The Youth Authority is now authorized to use "5-post" coverage, a ratio that
allows doubling of line staff during the most important day and early even-
ing hours. This plan is being implemented in most of the State's institutions.
However, this still leaves a staff ratio of only 1 to 25 during key hours
--at least two and one-half times the standard recommended for county insti-
tutions.42

In view of the greater proportion of difficult and disturbed youth
being committed to the State 'Thstitutions, additional problems call be
anticipated unless considerable improvement is made in lzducing living unit
size and bolstering line and treatment staff ratios.

Staff Characteristics and Qualifications

Staff qualifications are an endless topic of discussion. The reader
who wishes to review some,of the more significant statements and positions
on this issue, relevant to juvenile institutions, is referred to the following
documents: Task Force Report: Corrections, by the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Admjnistration of Justice;43 Manpower and Training in
Correctional Institutions, by the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower

77
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and Training;44 Standards for Juvenile Homes. Ranches, and Camps, by the
California Youth Authority;5 and The Practioner in Corrections, by the
California Probation, Parole, and Correctional Association,4b

The literature and expressed opinions of professionals in the field
highlight two polarized views. First, correctional workers should be
"super-qualified", i.e. they should be "all things to all men", and second,
specific qualifications make no difference. The Juvenile Institution Task
Force takes a middle, somewhat less extreme position on this issue. The

Task Force suggests that the most crucial qualification for an institutional
line worker (as well as for supervisory personnel and other specialists) is
the ability to relate to and effect behavioral changes in those youth placed
in correctional institutions. College training and graduation in the
behavioral sciences, while desired, is not necessary. Professional treat-

ment staff (including probation officers and caseworkers) should possess
the above-mentioned ability plus a college degree in the behavioral sciences.
Administrators, in addition to both of the above qualifications,should have
training in managerial techniques. An extremely important factor is that
"New Careerists" and other para-professionals, including ex-offenders, should
not be eliminated from the possibility of entering and advancing in the
institutional system.

The Task Force survey of the 15 study counties enumerated local staff
members according to formal position held, race, age, education, and college
major. Table X presents the findings. The data clearly suggest that Negro
and Mexican-American staff, employees who are under 30 years of age, and
college graduates are seriously underrepresented in California juvenile
institutions. For example, according to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics,
almost half (48%) of the Youth Authority wards throughout the State are Negro
or Mexican-American.47 However, Table X reveals that only 14% of the staff
in the study sample are drawn from these same groups. It should be noted
that the Youth Authority administration reports that the statewide proportion
of minority group employees is 22%. Considering only these variables, county
institutions appear to have the ability to attract a somewhat better qualified
staff. As Table X shows, staff in these facilities are younger, better
educated, and have more relevant educational backgrounds. No doubt the
ability of county institutions to attract these types of persons is in large
measure related to their more favorable geographic locations. County facili-
ties are more likely, than State juvenile institutions, to be located closer
to urban areas, colleges and universities. At the same time, however, the
Youth Authority has a significantly higher percentage of supervisors, admin-
istratr,rs and foctional specialists48 holding at least a Master's degree
(33% compared to 19% for county institutions).

Para-professionals

It is now a well-established fact that indigenous workers, including
ex-offenders, who do not have traditional educational or other formal
qualifications can be a valuable correctional resource.49 The advantages
of "New Careerists" and other similar programs are not only mentioned in
the literature,50 but were also pointed out by many practitioners in the
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survey sample. Like volunteers, para-professionals enrich correctional
services, not as replacements but as supplements and extended hands for
regular line workers. They also possess certain unique advantages. As
the President's Commission states:

"Contact with a person who has overcome handicaps and
is living successfully in the community could mean
a great deal more to an offender than conventional
advice and guldance."51

However, verbal support tends to be substantially stronger than actual
hiring and use of para-professionals. Approximately two-thirds of all levels
of both State and county staff indicated that they could both use and would
want to make use of "New Careerists". Over 90% felt such persons should
be allowed and encouraged to work their way to regular line and supervisory

positions". However, only about one-half of all staff reported that their
respective agencies actually employed para-professionals. But in no insti-
tution, with the exception of one (a small county boys' camp), did the staff
completely agree that their agency either had or had not employed a New
Careerist'. Thus, as with classification systems, it is apparent that
institutional workers lack considerable information with respect to the whole
area of para-professional staff in juvenile corrections. In fact, Youth
Authority institutions do not have a "New Careerist" program at the present
time, but they have employed a number of inmates and parolees as aides.

As with any innovation in the field of corrections, there have been
a number of problems with para-professional programs. However, the experi-
ence accumulated thus far suggests that these programs can be successful
if they utilize careful screening procedures, receive the full support of
regular staff, assign meaningful tasks to the para-professionals, and provide
them with relevant training, incentives and opportunities to work their way
up the "correctional ladder".52

Volunteers

Volunteers are now a widely accepted and used resource for all areas
of corrections. The literature advocating the use of volunteers is growing
rapidly.53 While correctional agencies have traditionally been wary about
letting "outsiders." into their program, the involvement of volunteers in
a wide range of institutional and non-institutional activities has become
commonplace throughout the State. Discussion of their advantages and possible
disadvantages is contained in the System Task Force Report and in the above-
mentioned literature.

The Task Force survey found that every institution in the sample, with
the possible exception of one Youth Authority conservation camp, had a volun-
teer program. More than one-third of the staff reported that their facilities
had made "regular/consistent" use of volunteer workers. Slightly more than
half felt volunteer programs should be expanded within their institutions,
while only 5% felt that they should be eliminated.

80
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Training

A comprehensive study of training and manpower needs for California
corrections was conducted in two phases during 1968 and 1959-70.54 The
resulting reports asserted that budgetary resources for training, particularly
for institutional staff, are grossly inadequate; training is too often viewed
as a luxury rather than necessity; sophisticated planning for and evaluation
of training activities is a rarity; primary training targets (trainers and
first line supervisors) are frequently missed; and there is little coordin-
ation of training efforts, knowledge, and resources within and between Calif-
ornia's correctional agencies.

Tables XI through XIII rank training needs as perceived by administrators
supervisors, and line workers. Thus, in Table XI, administrators felt that they
most needed training in the "management", "planning techniques", and "program
budgeting" areas; supervisors (Table XII) most wanted training in "planning
techniques", "human relations", and "management" areas; and line workers (Table
XIII) selected "individual/group counseling", "human relations", and "racial/
cultural differences" as their primary training need areas. The gaps between
training believed to be required and training received are also indicated in
these tables. For the administrators in both the State and county institutions,
the greatest gap is felt to be in the area of "research and evaluation". For

the supervisors, the biggest gap appears to be in the area of "planning",
while for the line personnel the largest gap is perceived to be in the area
of "racial and cultural differences".

Probation subsidy funds have clearly resulted in an oasis of training
for many counties, although the beneficiaries of this training generally havtp
been the field supervision staff. The Youth Authority allocates $15,000.
annually for the training of county personnel. However, considerably more
than this will be required if training programs are to reach staff members
employed in local institutions. At the State level, less than 1% of the total
YouthAuthority institutions budget is allocated for staff training in those
facilities.

Working Conditions and Morale

As a group, juvenile institutions workers at both the State and county
levels reported satisfactory working conditions. The major dissatisfaction
expressed related to insufficient clerical and stenographic help. Adminis-
trators as a group rated working conditions best, suggesting either that they
themselves have better conditions or that they are not fully in touch with
the problems of their staff. Thirty-seven percent of county staff and 51% of
Youth Authority staff reported dissatisfaction with the promotional opportun-
ities in their agencies. There was very strong support (between 80% and 90%),
particularly at the line worker level, for the idea of allowing employees to
transfer between correctional agencies throughout the State. There was a
similar degree of support expressed for the idea of creating rank and pay
increases for line workers that paralleled those of the first line supervisory
level.
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TABLE XI

TRAINING NEEDED AND RECEIVED:
ADMI N I STRAINS

(Percentage Distribution)

CYA COUNTY

TRAINING CATEGORY NEEDED RECEIVED NEEDED RECEIVED

Management Training 93 68 70 68

Planning Techniques 85 37 74 54

Program Budgeting 79 58 77 41

Research & Evaluation Techniques 80 20 69 24

Humar Relations 75 74 70 59

Confrontation /Arbitration Techniques 72 28 66 34

Racial /Cultural Differences 68 56 63 29

Indi vi dual /Group Counsel ing 56 33 69 46

Law-Pre-Legal 57 17 46
.....,,

14

82
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TABLE XII

TRAINING NEEDED AND RECEIVED:
SUPERVISORS

( Percentage Di stributi on)

CYA COUNTY

TRAINING CATEGORY NEEDED RECEIVED NEEDED RECEIVED

Planning Techniques 88 35 79 34

Human Relations 84 65 82 62

Management Training 90 50 66 43

Racial /Cultural Di fferences 87 55 74 23

Individual /Group Counseling 81 48 82 68

Confrontation /Arbitration Techniques 78 33 71 38

Research & Evaluation Techniques 72 23 58 21

Law-Pre-Legal.,..., 58 14 59 23

Program Budgeting 53 22 -47 19
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TABLE XIII

TRAINING NEEDED AND RECEIVED:
LINE WORKERS

(Percentage Distribution )

TRAINING CATEGORY

CYA COUNTY

NEEDED RECEIVED NEEDED RECEIVED

Individual /Group Counseling 91 61 92 69

Human Relations 85 44 87 51

Raci al /Cultural Di fferences 86 36 85 22

Confrontation /Arbitration Techniques 82 30 74 32

Research & Evaluation Techniques 63 22 60 27

Planning Techniques 64 22 49 16

Law-Pre-Legal , 60 10 49 10

Management Training 58 16 27 4

Program Budgeting 28 4 13 2
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In spite of generally satisfactory working' conditions reported by the
great majority of staff, many employees felt that the morale in their agencies
was not particularly high. Twenty-two percent of Youth Authority staff and
56% of county personnel reported agency morale as being high, while 34% and
11% respectively, indicated morale in their department was low. When asked:
"Would you recommend corrections as a career to a young person?" 63% of Youth
Authority and 76% of county workers answered in the affirmative.

Public Relations

Lack of knowledge generally means lack of support. Without community
support, corrections cannot hope to operate effectively. Yet, corrections
has traditionally done a poor job of "telling its story", particularly with
regard to what happens in its institutions. Much of the news reaching the
public about institutions has to do with escapes, knifings, riots, and so
on. This is unfortunate since field work during the present study discovered
considerably more constructive interest in the community about corrections,
including institutions, than is apparent to correctional personnel.

The Juvenile Institution Task Force found that sophisticated public
relations programs are a rarity at either the State or local levels. But
it is evident that some efforts are being made to inform the public. One
out of four staff members, mostly supervisors and administrators, reported
that they had spoken before a corrrnunity group 'about their institution in the
past year. About 8% had made four or more presentations during the same
period.

Fiscal Support

One of the most obvious factors about institutions is that they are
expensive. However, the State of California, in partnership with counties,
has developed a network of institutions for delinquent children for the
purpose of protecting society and rehabilitating those children. Hence, the

State and the counties, i.e. the people of California, as long as they place
youth in these institutions, have a commitment to provide them with the
capabi 1 i ty of achieving their objecti ves. The core of this commitment i s
adequate financial support.

In 1945, and particularly, 1957 legislation, the State strongly
encouraged the counties to build and operate their own juvenile institutions
by pledging to share the cost of these facili,ties. The intent of the 1957
lawb5 appears clearly to have been 'to provide roughly matching funds for the
construction and maintenance of these facilities. However, as almost all
local administrators complained, the: limits on the State's matching funds
that were set in 1957 have never been revised to reflect increases in con-
struction and maintenance costs. County institutions now cost approximately
$12,000 per bed to build, and from $199 to $1 ,310 per month per ward, with
an average monthly cost of $550.56 Yet, the State continues to subsidize
at the rate of only $3,000 per bed for construction and only $95 per month
per ward for maintenance. In other words, the State is actually subsidizing
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only 25% of the construction cost and 17% of the maintenance cost. All county
personnel interviewed reported that their counties were encountering serious
financial difficulty. All stated emphatically that they would not be able
to improve existing programs or develop new ones unless there was a sub-
stantial- increase in State or Federal subsidies to local institutions. In
brief, there is a widespread feeling among county officials that, while the
State never promised them a "rose garden", they were led to believe that
the State would honor its commitment to match or at least substantially assist
with the funding of local juvenile facilities. The resulting anger and
distrust toward the State is considerable.

The cost of maintaining the State's juvenile institutions is approx-
imately $36,400,000 per year. Whereas these institutions provide services
for approximately 28% of the Youth Authority wards at any given time, they
consume 71% of the Youth Authority Support Budget ($51 ,600,000 for 1970-71).
For fiscal year 1970-71, the institutional per capita cost per year ranged
from a low of $4,648 for the youth conservation camps to $9,030 for Los
Guilucos School for Girls, with an overall average of $6,754.57 The average
monthly cost was thus $563, compared to roughly $550 per month for wards in
county institutions.

Like the counties, the Youth Authority has been hard pressed to obtain
adequate financial resources. However, the Youth Authority administration
feels that, compared to other State agencies, they have fared rather well in
budget allocations. The relatively satisfied view of some administrative and
budget personnel is in sharp contrast to that of many institutional workers
who feel greatly handicapped with large units and poor staffing ratios.
However, Yciuth Authority administrators are aware that, if the counties continue
to commit fewer youths, a greater proportion of whom are "hard-core" delinquents,
the smaller numbers and harder-to-manage types of wards will raise the average
cost at an increasingly rapid rate.58

IV. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Up to this point the network of juvenile institutions in California
has been described in terms of its goals, functions, and resources. Before
outlining the Task Force's recommendations, it is important to assess the
effectiveness of the system. The balance of this chapter deals with three
issues relevant to research and evaluation. First, it deals with the general
role of research and evaluation in California's juvenile institutions; second,
it ermines the relevant evidence regarding the impact of these institutions;
third, it projects what are the most promising directions for juvenile insti-
tutions to follow.

Role of Research and Evaluation

A basic principle of good correctional practice is that research and
evaluation must be an integral part of every program. Programs must be held
accountable for producing reasonably acceptable results. The field of
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corrections needs constantly to evaluate what it has done, how it is doing,
and what new strategies are needed to improve overall performance. In spite
of the importance of research, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice has stated that:

"The most conspicuous problems in corrections today
are lack of knowledge and unsystematic approach to
the development of programs and techniques. Changes
in correctional treatment have been guided primarily
by what Wright calls -"-i ntuiti ve opportunism ", a kind
of goal -oriented guess i ng "59

The Commission's report continues:

"Failure to attempt really systematic research and
evaluation of various operational programs has led
to repetitive error. Even more, it has made it
impossible to pinpoint the reasons for success when
success did occur."DO

The Final Report of the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and
Training points to the heart of the problem:

"Correctional agencies in the main are not committed
to research and are reluctant to obligate funds and
personnel to assessment of correctional efforts."61

Basically, there are two types of research that are particularly relevant
to corrections. The first is essentially a descriptive compilation of data,
e.g. on population movement and client characteristics. This kind of informatio
is necessary for budgetary considerations, population projections, and general
planning. The second type of research, sometimes cal.led "action-research",
pertains to involvement in program planning and evaluation. The researcher
should not be an "ivory tower" isolate but should be part of a team, along
with administrators and line staff, in deciding program goals, helping to develo
specific strategies and criteria for measuring success or failure, observing the
program as it is carried out, evaluating and interpreting the results, and
disseminating the findings or conclusions to other correctional practitioners.

At the county level , some effort has been made in recent years to gather
descriptive population data. As yet, however, these efforts have not resulted
in a well-developed records-keeping system. Whatever available data exist are
received and published by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics. The second type
of research, however, is still a novelty. Many administrators of county facili-
ties believed that sophisticated research was too complicated or expensive for
toeir departments, and that its findings were of questionable value. They also
felt that "action-research" is more properly the responsibility of the State.
In short, there is not much local understanding of or commitment to "action-
research".
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The Youth Authority, on the 'ither hand, has been a national leader in

both types of research for a number of years. Annually it publishes volumes

of data on population movement, rates, trends, ward characteristics, and so
on. In addition, it has a sizeable research staff that is deeply involved in
evaluating current programs and disseminating this information. However, on

the basis of comments made by a number of Youth Authority research staff and
institutional personnel, a considerably greater financial investment in

research will be required (at the present time approximately $500,000 or 1%
of the Youth Authority Support Budget is being allocated to research). This

suggests that a number of problems concerning the importance and relevance
of research continue to be unrecognized. Some field personnel felt that
researchers were not of sufficient assistance in helping them to evaluate
their operations, particularly at the key decision-making points in the system.
They also asserted that, even when their programs were evaluated, the results
were frequently not used as the basis for further action. A number of research

staff agreed with the point that at times there was sufficient administrative
follow-through on their research findings. On the other hand, administrative
officials reported that action was in fact taken whenever the results of
research were specific enough to warrant it. However, they claimed that

research results were frequently not that "clear-cut". Whatever the actual

situation, direction for improvement would appear to lie in the recommendation
made by the President's Crime Commission for a closely intertwined team effort
by administration, research personnel, and field staff.62

Impact of Correctional Programs

Perhaps the least comfortable question for correctional personnel to
ask themselves is "What are we accomplishing?". The discomfort centers
around accountability and the need to justify one's professional existence
and efforts. Perhaps this is one of the major reasons why the State of
California has made a relatively small commitment to careful evaluation of
its correctional programs. Inadequate resources for proper evaluation are
further compounded by traditional problems of determining what criteria to
use for determining success or failure and of assessing how well these
criteria are met.

At the county level. The only follow-up study of local juvenile
facilities 9n a broad-scale is one conducted by the Bureau of Criminal
Stati stics.b3 This study fol lowed the del inquent or ci mi nal hi story for
18 months of the 4,765 juveniles released from all county institutions in
1966. The Bureau found that two-thirds of both the boys and girls were not
convicted of a serious law violation within the 18 month period. Twenty-

eight percent of the total group, however, were committed to the Youth
Authority within that time. Considering only those youth who successfully
completed their camp program, 77% were not convicted of serious law violations.
In addition, i t was found that for youths serving more than 3 months in a
camp, there was no relationship between time spent in the institution and
success or failure upon release. In other words, "those youths released after
four or five months did substantially as well as those youths released after
nine or ten months".64
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This study suggests two important conclusions. First, a rather high
percentage of county camp graduates succeed when "success" is defined by
serious law violation committed over a reasonably lengthy period after
release. Second, beyond a certain point (three months) further incarceration
does not appear to achieve any better results.

At the State level. In contrast to the network of local institutions,
the Youth Authority maintains detailed records of post-institutional adjust-
ment. Unfortunately, the results are not encouraging.

Table XIV shows the violation rates for all Youth Authority wards
paroled in 1964 and 1965 during a follow-up period of at least 4 years.
Sixty-five percent of the boys and 47% of the girls violated parole within
that time. Three-quarters of the violations occurred during the iirst 15
months, and nearly 90% within 2 years. Violation rates, for either boys or
girls, have varied very little over at least the past decade.65

A study of all wards committed to the Youth Authority between 1954
and 1961 showed that, of those discharged by January 1969 (over 90%),oply
29% of the boys and 39% of the girls never had their parole suspended.°°
Thirty-nine percent of the boys and 30% of the girls were returned to Youth
Authority institutions at least once. An additional 19% of the boys and 11%
of the girls had their parole suspended at the time of discharge from the
Youth Authority (generally meaning they were committed to prison or were
under the jurisdiction of the adult courts).

There are two important limitations on the study reported above. First,
the study did not indicate what percent of parole violations was due to new
crimes and what percent was due to technical violations. Second, the study
Cd not follow delinquent or ciminal history after discharge from parole. A
5 year follow-up study by Jamison et al. revealed that only 37% of all Youth
Authority male wards discharged inTWF and 30% of those discharged in 1958
were not known to have received a sentence for further criminal activity
withiFT years after their discharge.67 On the other hand, it was found that
43% of both groups of boys had been committed to prison within that time. In

marked contrast, only 1 out of 5 girls in both groups were known to have been
convicted of any offense during the 5 year follow-up period.

The aboye statistics are discouraging. It is apparent that a very
high percentage of Youth Authority wards, Orticularly boys, continue to
violate the law, often seriously, after the last resort of the system--incar-
ceration in the Youth Authority--is imposed. In spite of several years spent
trying to modify their behavior as juveniles, many youths graduate to the adult
criminal system, including the prison population. Perhaps the most optimistic
finding, supported by the study of Jamison 9t al.,68 is that the great major-
ity of girls eventually seem to become law-Fibiding once leaving the parole
system.

In considering these results, two important factors must be kept in
mind. First, the population to be treated is a very "high-risk" one. Many,

if not most, can be reasonably expected to fail, at least when "failure" is

7-81883
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TABLE XIV

TIME ON PAROLE PRIOR TO VIOLATION FOR WARDS
RELEASED TO CYA PAROLE IN 1964 & 1965

(Cumulative Percentages )

TIME ON PAROLE
PRIOR TO
VIOLATION

TOTAL
(N-16,499)

BOYS

(N-14,188)
GIRLS

(N-2,311)

3 months or less 14 14 13

6 months 26 26 23

9 months 35 36 29

12 months 41 42 33

15 months 46 48 36

18 months 50 52 38

21 months 53 55 40

24 months 55 57 42

30 months 58 61 44

36 months 60 63 46

42 months 61 64 47

48 months 62 64 47

49 months or more 62 65 47

Source: Department of Youth Authority, Annual Statistical Report: 1969,
State of California (Sacramento, 1970), p. 30.
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defined in terms of further law violations. The Youth Authority population
represents those with whom local correctional systems feel they are unable
to cope. Youth Authority wards tend to be the more sophisticated, "harder-
core" delinquents. Local programs have not succeeded in bringing about a
change in attitudes and behavior. Often the ward who is committed to the
Youth Authority has succeeded in only one area - he is a "successful" failure.
Analogously, if a staff of physicians is given the task of treating a group
of patients with advanced pneumonia, the success rate cannot be expected to
match that of a group of patients having only common colds. Second, the

failure of youths on parole or after parole cannot be blamed entirely on the
failure of correctional institutions. The impact of an institution is hardly
the only factor that influences a youth's behavior once he is released.
Failure on parole essentially represents a breakdown in efforts to reintegrate
youths back into the community.

In an attempt to evaluate the impact of Youth Authority institutions
on recidivism, Table-XV-lists the actual and expected (determined by base
expectancy ratings) violation rates for 1963 parolees from each of the regular
institutions. Based on the chi square test of statistical probability,
graduates of Paso Robles, Nelles, and Los Guilwos had significantly higher
violation rates than expected, while Ventura- parcOees had significantly lower
violation rates. Graduates of the remaining 9 institutions had neither
significantly higher nor lower rates of violation than were anticipated.
Based on this admittedly crude criterion, it is diff cult to demonstrate that
the Youth Authority institutions are doing significantly worse than could
reasonably be expected.

Earlier this Report pointed out that the major task of juvenile insti-
tutions is to prepare youths for release. Even though institutions performed

this job reasonably well, a youth normally returns to his old environment,
which may well continue to influence him, perhaps more strongly than ever,
to resume his illegal behavior. Blaming recidivism on an institutional

program (or the lack of one) is like blaming a fifth grade teacher for a
former student's failure of a college entrance examination. Perhaps there
is some connection, but it is scarcely an all-determing one.

Promising Directions

This section will highlight some of the most promising programs that
are currently in existence in the State. It not meant to imply that
these are the only, or necessarily the best, institutional programs. Rather,

they are mentioned because they appear to be based on the fundamental correc-
tional principles that were stressed in Chapter III. While they are grouped
under specific headings, it is readily apparent that several programs illus-
trate more than one principle.

Minimizing penetration into the institutional system. Some of the
negative aspects of institutionalization have already been discussed. A
number of programs have recently developed with the aim of countering negative
influences. Several short-term institutional programs have already been
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discussed. These were the Fremont, Marshall, and Ventura experiments. In

addition, the Community Treatment Program was described which eliminates any
confi nement after the reception center process .

Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties have created short-term intensive

treatment units which retain youths from a few weeks to 3 or 4 months. The
objective is to work intensively with each youth and his s fami ly on a crisis
intervention basis. Youths are returned home as soon as sufficient stress has
been alleviated. For example, Los Angeles County uses Conjoint Family therapy
techniques in special crisis intervention units even at the intake point. This

strategy makes it possible for many youths to return home instead of remaining
in custody until court.

One of the most progressive trends , from the standpoint of el iminating
around-the-clock confinement and allowing for unlimited creative potential, is
the day care center concept developing at the county level. While such facili-
ties are long overdue, support for them i s rapidly gaining momentum. Currently,
there are 3 in the San Francisco Bay Area (in Contra Costa and San Mateo Counties)
and 7 in Southern California (3 in San Diego County and 4 in Los Angeles County).
Several more are being planned in other jurisdictions. San Mateo County recently
completed a five year study of its day care center, demonstrating impressive
results in terms of both cost and effectivene. The per capita cost is report-
ed to be less than one-half of the cost for regular institutional care. It was
also reported that 89% of the girls who had been in the program had not been in
trouble serious enough to remove them from their homes in the period following
release from the program. A major advantage of the day care type of program
is its flexibility to adapt both to the specialized needs of clients and to the
resources available in the community. For example, the GUIDE program in Concord
teaches some basic courses in the "field" (e.g. girls are taken on trips to learn
science or history); Los Angeles has some of its day care centers located at
regular schools in the community while other centers ope,rqe their own structured
classroom setting.

Differential programming. One of the most sophisticated and carefully
developed classification systems in California is I-Level. Based on a theory of
personality and interpersonal development, I-Level "provides a classification
of offenders which can be reliably used and which has relevance to treatment
planning, goal-setting and program organization".69 Though it has some serious
limitations,70 including extensive demands on time and training, it is being
widely used in the Youth Authority and a number of cot'ities.

A major effort at differential programming is underway at the Youth
Authority's Northern Youth Center In Stockton. Two adjacent institutions are
employing two distifict strategies based on expl icit treatment approaches. One,
0. H. Close, is centering its entire treatment efforts around the psychodynamic
principles of transactional analysis. The other, Karl Holton, has based its
strategy on the principles of behavior modification or operant condi tioning.71
A detailed report on the first 4 years of operation, comparing the programs
with each other and with the other Youth Authority programs, is due in March,
1972.
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Creating normal social settings in institutions. One of the inherent

handicaps of institutions is their creation of an atypical, if not unnatural ,

social setting, viz. a uni-sexual environment. While many residents need the
controls of a structured institutional setting it is unrealistic to expect
that resoci al i zation can be achieved within an unnatural setting. Orange

County has made important strides in providing a more realistic and natural
environment i n several of its faci 1 ities by making them co-educational . Staff
feel that mixing boys and girls in a total living situation (excluding only
"showering and sle2ping") not only affords them a realistic perspective for
problem resolution, but also provides a normal level of social control. Hence,

contrived controls may be kept at a minimum.

Continuity between institution and community. While a number of insti-

tutions b,^ing outside community resource people into the facility, the reverse
procedure creates a more constructive tie with the community and makes better
use of available resources. A noteworthy program is the Fricot college plan,
in which selected youth are bussed daily to a local college campus for classes.
This approach not only places the youth in a more normal situat:on, but also
tends to promote greater acceptance of wards by the community through "rubbing
shoulders wi th them" .

The Santa Clara County Board of Education has initiated a unique program
to provide a continuum of education services for those students removed from
the community to county or State institutions. The program "actively involves

the local school community in planning for the educational programs of these
youths and to insure their acceptability back into the local school upon release
from the institution".72 A Liaison Coordinator works with the schools, the
institutional staff, the youth himself, and other interested parties in an
effort to continually update the youth's educational program wherever he is.
The philosophy of the project is expressed by its coordinator:

"These CYA kids don't belong to the State. They are
ours. They belong to our community. If we can't
help them, who can?"73

The Las Palmas school for girls, in Les Angeles, has effectively short-
ened the treatment phases which take place in the institution and extended
them into an appropriate community setting. Rather than waiting until the
girls have gone through the total regimen, the staff releases each girl "as
soon as it is reasonably possible to risk her leaving the institution".74
The program includes intensive aftz..rcare service, which diminishes as the
girls develop strength of their own. While the overall period of supervision
is not necessarily shortened, the spent in the institution is reduced by
an estimated 35%.

V. SUMMARY

This chapter has discussed the current system of local and State insti-
tutions in California. As a result of the survey conducted by the Task Force
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on Juvenile Institutions , as well as its review of relevant literature, a

number of generalizations can be made about juvenile institutions in Calif-
ornia. Iirst, the large number of local institutions that have developed
over the last fifteen years are in large measure the result of legislation
authorizing the State to establish a partnershi p with counti es . A major

link in this partnership has been in the form of State subsidies for the

construction and maintenance of local institutions. The chapter has shown

that local institutions have a distinct advantage over State institutions
in terms of size, geographic location, quality of staff, and per capita costs.
However, State subsidies have not kept abreast of rising construction and
maintenance costs and as a result many local officials believe that the State
has broken its agreement in the partnership.

Second, juvenile institutional populations have decliend in numbers
especially since 1965. At the same time they have become increasingly
"concentrated", receiving older, more sophisticated and "hard-core" youths.
The changing composition of the institution population is the source of
considt!rdble anxiety among staff members, particularly at the State level.
fhe ki:ohly felt need for advancing existing programs and establishing new
ones is frustrated by the knowledge of shrinking State funds. This problem
is exacerbated by the fact that classification systems are virtually unknown
and non-existent in the local institutions. On the State level, classifica-
tion is not of any great value because of an unfortunate lack of coordination
between the Youth Authority's reception centers and its institutions.

Third, wn: ie the recidivism rate is generally high among youth released
from juvenile institutions, it does not tiect:kssarily mean that institutions are
completely failing in their efforts. Indeed, i n light of the changes in the
types of youth currently placed in institutiolis. the recidivism rates are not
unreasonably high.

Finally, promising trends have emerged in the form of shortening the
length of stay without significantly affecting recidivism, and in the estab-
lishment of innovative comnunity-based treatment programs. However, Gibbons'
recent comments about traditional training schools should be kept in mind by
correctional decision- makers:

"Available data point to the benign impact Of the
institution, rather than to any directly harmful
consequences upon delinquents. In short, the
training school appears to be a satisfactory ware-
house for the temporary storage of delinquents if
the community demands that tt.:ey be isolated for
some time period, but it ought not be supposed
that the institution is a positive influence. "75
(emphasis added).

(7;
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CHAPTER V

PREVAILING ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the current state of the juvenile institutions system having
been examined, this chapter will underscore the major issues affecting the
system and will offer specific recommendations for its improvement. The

primary guidelirsn for this discussion and recommendations are the juvenile
institutions "model" discussed in Chapter III and the survey findings discus-
sed in Chapter IV. While many additional recommendations or implications
for action should be apparent from simply reading those two chapters, this
chapter will highlight only those issues and recommendations that would
appear to have the greatest impact on changing systems, All of the recom-
mendations are predicated on the principal philosophy and thrust of the
entire Correctional System Study, viz. the critical partnership of State
and counties, with the counties having the primary responsibility for the
delivery of services, and the State having the primary overall and enabling
responsibility for the correctional system.

In reviewing the recommendations, two factors should be kept in mind.
First, it should not be assumed that they have not as yet been implemented
anywhere in the system. In fact, some jurisdictions or institutions have
already made considerable progress in resolving some of the critical issues
discussed. The efforts of these jurisdictions could well be the source for
some of the recommendations made here. Secondly, any references to "the
Youth Authority" or simply "the State" (but not "the State of California")
should be interpreted as applying to the Youth Authority now, but to the
new State Department of Correctional Services recommended in the System Task
Force Report, if such Department is created.

Finally, the first recommendation, not listed below because it is
outside the scope of the present study, is that a careful study be made of
the entire intake process with special emphasis on redefining what constitutes
delinquency and suggesting mechanisms for diverting youths from the correc-
tional apparatus at all points in the system but particularly from institutions.

I. CREDIBILITY GAP BETWEEN STATE AND COUNTIES

One of the clearest and stongest "messages" received by the Juvenile
Institution Task Force throughout its study was the credibility gap that
currently exists between the State of California and the individual counties.
While elements of this gap have existed for many years, the level of distrust
and antagonism that currently exists far exceeds that which is normally found
in State-county relationships. Essentially, county authorities allege that
the State does not keep its word. They cite the original camp subsidy (of
$95 per month and $3,000 per bed for construction) as evidence of situations
where the counties developed programs at the urging of the State, only to
end up paying for an increasingly larger share of the costs. Local authorities
also cite the welfare programs, the amendments to mental health statutes, and
the probation subsidy as further evidence that the State cannot be trusted.
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It is apparent that the expression of distrust is more than simply the voices
of a few malcontents. It is now the strong, hostile view of most, if not all,
counties.

Although numerous county officials attack, with considerable vehemence
and bitterness, what they perceive as the State's leading them into financial
quicksand and then deserting them, many of these same individuals also stress
their need for and receptivity to a wide range of special services or guidance
from the State. For example, they would like the State to play an even strong-
er role in carrying out or coordinating training, research, standard-setting,
inspections, general consultation, and other similar activities. This feeling
is common not only among correctional administrators but also among other key
officials. For example, 95% of all presiding superior court judges, chairmen
of boards of supervisors, and county administrative officers who were inter-
viewed felt that the State should actively "augment local or regional correc-
tional facilities/programs". This suggests that, while the counties do not
trust the State's financial pledges or promises, they have experienced many
beneficial services, notably from the Youth Authority, and continue to look
to the State for additional specialized,assistance and leadership.

The first and most important formal recommendation of the Juvenile
Institution Task Force is based on the problems mentioned above, the virtually
unanimous sentiment of interviewed correctional experts, and the first two
general standards of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin-
istration of Justice which are:

1. "Though parts of the correctional system may be
operated by local jurisdictions, the State
government should be responsible for the quality
of all correctional systems and programs within
the State.

2. "If local jurisdictions operate parts of the correc-
tional program, the State should clearly designate
a parent agency responsible for consultation,
standard setting, research, training, and financing
of or subsidy to local programs."

Recommendation

1. The State of California should enact legislation clearly spelling
out its role and binding commitment to acceptance of the primary overall and
enabling responsibility for corrections throughout the State, with the counties
having the primary responsibility for the delivery of correctional services.

II. SUBSIDY

Flowing directly from the above discussion, it is obvious that the
State of California must make a vital decision. Either it can continue with
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the unsatisfactory status ago., thus engendering increased hostility and
distrust at the locir-riVeTc-and seriously jeopardizing the overall effec-
tiveness of the county juvenile facilities, or it can renew its financial
commitment to the counties, as clearly implied in Sections 887 and 891 of
the Welfare and Institutions Code.

The State still pays only $95 per month per institutionalized ward
and $3,000 per bed for new construction, representing approximately 17% and
25%, resnPctively, of actual costs. This obviously falls far behind the
legislative intent in 1957, when these amounts were set, of paying up to
50% of actual costs. Additionally, as the System Task Force Report discusses
in greater detail , the State will have saved an estimated $126,000,000 between
fiscal years 1966 and 19712 by a reduction in the number of institutional
commitmen5. This reduction must in large measure be attributed to the camp
and particularly probation subsidy programs. By contrast, the State will pay
the counties approximately $3,000,000 in maintenance subsidies and $600,000
in construction costs for local juvenile facilities during fiscal 1971-723,
(plus $15,900,000 in probation subsidies).

Because of the large amount of Federal L.E.A.A. funds available for
California corrections through the California Council on Criminal Justice,
it is imperative that these funds be channelled into the correctional system
in a manner that will best assist local communities in the delivery of
correctional services. Forty-one million dol 1 ars in Federal funding is
earmarked for California criminal justice agencies in 1971-72. Any portion
of this sum can be allocated to corrections plus an additional $4,000,000
that is totally committed to the field. Furthermore, it is expected that
these amounts will be substantially increased in the future. Hence, the
third recommendation below is made in relation to the issue of subsidy.

Recommendations

P. 'The State of California should subsidize county camps, ranches,
schools,-qnd homes in accord with the overall subsidy program specified in
the SystemsTask Force Report. Essentially, that Report recommends subsi-
dization for actual costs of maintenance and operation according to the
following ratios:'

a. 75/25--Probation field services, including day care programs.
This means that the State would pay 75% of the costs and the
counties 25%.

b. 60 /40-- "Open" institutions (facilities where youths reside
but from which they have regular access to the community, e.g.
group homes or facilities which send youths to school in the
community) .

c. 40/60--"Closed", but community -based and short-term institutions
(i.e. youths normally reside in them 24 hours a day, but they
are located in the community, have a high degree of interaction
with the community, and limit length of stay to 6 months or
less).
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d. 25/75--Other "closed" institutions ( i.e. th000 which commit
youths for more than 6 months, or which are not located
reasonably close to the communities from whieh the youths
arc drawn).

This subvention presumes an obligation on the part of the counties of adher-
ence to state standards.

On the other hand, assuming that the above recommendation is
implemented, the counties should pay 75% of the actual cost for any youths
committed to the State.

4. The California Council on Criminal Justice should provide whatever
funds are available to help the counties develop those juvenile institutional
programs that are most critically needed and which are consistent with the
principles and standards set forth in Chapter III.

III. CLASSIFICATION AND DIAGNOSIS

As the counties continue to handle a greater proportion of youths
requiring institutionalization, they will have increasing need for sophis-
ticated classification and diagnostic devices. At the State level, the
major porblems are time delays in receiving materials from the counties,
the limited and/or slanted nature of the reports that are received, the
questionable value of the reception centers, and the unnecessary role of
the Youth Authority Board in case assignments and transfers. As counties
assume the central role in the corrections process, the problems relating
to time delays and the content of reports should be largely resolved.

The majority of Youth Authority staff interviewed seriously questioned
the need for the existing reception centers, at least for most youths. Prob-

lems cited were (1) the lack of first hand knowledge by reception center staff
about the programs in specific institutions for which they were recommending
youth, (2) reports that primarily described youths rather than outlining
treatment programs, (3) the necessity of duplicating some of the classifi cation-
diagnosis process in the regular institutions, and (4) the fact that reception
center reports were rarely, if ever, read by many of the institutional staff.
In defense of the reception centers, it might be pointed out that they have
the ability of diagnosing particularly difficult cases.

The involvement of the Youth Authority Board in the assignment and
transfer of wards to specific institutions was the subject of great concern
and frequent staff criticism. Probably the most frequent complaint was that
the Board mane its placement decisions on gross factors, such as age and sex,
rather than on individual treatment and program needs. It would appear that
high-salaried individuals are not needed to make decisions that clinical
treatment staff are in a better position to make.
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Recommendations

5. No youths should be sent to the Youth Authority reception centers
unless it is absolutely necessary to resolve a specific problem of classi-
fication or diagnosis that can not be handled in any other way. All normal

classification and diagnostic responsibilities should be delegated to the
individual State institutions or should be performed at the county level via
contracts before delivery of a youth to the CYA.

0. The Youth Authority Board should be relieved of the responsibility
for 'Hakim, institutional assignments or transfers. These duties should be
assigned to the CYA Intake Unit or other Youth Authority staff.

?. The Youth Authority should consider modifying its reception centers
to provide one Or more of the following:

a. "back-up" facilities of a medical-psychiatric nature for short-
term treatment of emotionally disturbed youths,

b. model Youth Correctional Centers,4

c. small specialized units for the diagnosis and study of those

youths for whom these services cannot be adequately performed
elsewhere,

d. travelling clincial teams to provide classification and
diagnostic services for the other Youth Authority institutions
and, on a contractual basis, for the counties.

A. The Youth Authority should more aggressively reject cases, or at
least notify the committing court, when commitment does not seem necessary
or where the CYA does not have appropriate programs (e.g. youths who belong
in a mental health facility or program).

IV. PROGRAM GAPS

Emotionally Disturbed Youth and Drug Users

Probably the most serious gaps in programs and facilities, at both
the State and v:ounty levels, are those required for emotionally disturbed

youths or for chronic drug users. Since recent amendments to the State's
mental health statutes, mental hygiene facilities in Californiz have been
greatly reduced. However, for reasons not entirely clear, local communities
have been unable to develop programs to fill the void. As mentioned in
Chapter III, both State and county officials reported that they were receiv-
ing increasing numbers of mentally and/or emotionally disturbed youths and
were totally unprepared to deal with this growing problem within the correc-
tional system. Many drug users closely resemble the above types of youths
and pose the same types of problems. One could argue whzther it was emotional
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disturbance or drug use that came first, i.e. whether one was more likely
to lead to the other. However, the simple fact is that many youths exhibit
both types of behavior and adequate programs for both are grossly lacking
throughout the State.

Young Adults

A group for which there are extremely few programs, particulafly at
the county level , is the group which traditionally has the highest crime
rate, viz. young adults (roughly ages 18-25). The most commonly used
facilities for young adults deemed to require confinement have been the
county jails, which have traditionally been considered to be at the bottom
of the "correctional barrel". Although there is existing legislation
pledging State subsidization of Youth Correctional Centers,5 no county has
yet established one. Some local officials reported that this situation was
in large measure due to the fact that citizens objected to the establishment
of such facilities in their neighborhoods. Ironically, the youths that
would be placed 'in these centers are already residents of the same neighbor-
hoods. An additional problem, however, is that no State funds have actually
been appropriated for these centers as yet.

Girls

Historically, there has always been a dearth of adequate facilities
for girls, although one could argue that extremely few girls should be
confined anyway. However, the lack of any type of local institution for
delinquent girls in many small and medium-sized counties has too often led
to their commitment to the Youth Authority. Here they have been confined
with much more sophisticated delinquents from the large metropolitan areas.
The Youth Authority is aware of this fact and has committed itself to the
goal of diverting girls from its institutions whenever possible.

While very few jurisdictions have experimented with co-educational
facilities, administrators of such facilities speak very highly of their
value as a behavioral control program, as a means for counteracting fiomo-
sexual tendencies, and as an effective means for establishing a more normal
type of environment. It is generally suggested that staff, as well as wards,
be "co-ed".

Educational and Vocational Programs

Institutions by their very nature tend to be conservative, cautious,
slow to change, isolated, and committed to "running a smooth ship". Programs
are usually developed around the needs and limitations of the institution.
This situation occurs partly because of the control-orientation of these
facilities and in large part because such programs generally evolve after
the institution is constructed, rather than forming the basis upon which the
institution is built. In brief, programs are forced to fit institutions,
instead of institutions being constructed to fit programs.
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The more progressive faci 1 i ties have traditionally attempted to develop
their own educational and/or vocational programs within the institution. While
there are some noteworthy exceptions, even these facilities frequently have
"watered-down" school programs and vocational training to the point where they
are of little value to youths after they are released. Furthermore, even the
best of these programs tend to be duplications- -often poor ones--of programs
already existing in the community.

Some local administrators complained of problems with outside school
personnel and would prefer to hire their own educators in order to better
integrate educational services into their overall program.

The direction of the future appears to be exemplified by the Fricot
College Program, in which youths are taken to outside college courses, as
well as by some county day care centers which operate at regular schools.
Such innovations offer a far more normal and better quality of program,
reduce the isolation characteristic of institutions, and suggest a far more
effective use of community resources.

Recommendations

9. Each county should make available (either directly or by contract):

a. A range of alternatives to institutionalization for every type
of youth that can be satisfactorily supervised outside of
institutions.

b. A rang,: of community-based, short-term facilities for those
youth who need some type of confinement., with particular
emphasis on proper facilities and programs for:

i. emotionally disturbed youth

ii. drug users

iii. girls

iv. young adults

10. The Youth Authority should place greater emphasis on developing,
within their present institutions, small specialized units for different
types of youths, particularly those mentioned in the preceding recommendation.

11. Whenever possible, State and county facilities shozad be
co-educational.

12. Both the State and counties should develop more educational and
vocational programs in which youths are sent into the community for training
in existing programs.
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13. No new facility should be constructed without a State-approved
plan for a specific, detailed program based on clearly stated objectives.
The State should play a more active role in assisting the counties to
develop such plans.

14. Permissive legislation should be enacted allowing both the State
and counties to contract with one another or with non-correctional agencies
or individuals to provide any type of assistance in operating institutional
programs.

V. RELEASE AND AFTERCARE

Two important factors stand out with regard to the relationship of
institutions and aftercare services. First, institutions are undesirable

places to commit anyone, particularly youth. Their inherently negative
characteristics and handicaps are seldom offset, let alone surpassed, by
even the best programs or the most dedicated staffs. In brief, there is

little evidence which demonstrates that institutions accomplish anything
beyond greater protection of the community for the period of time that youths
are confined. There certainly is no evidence to support the long-range value
of lengthy incarceration. However, there is a growing accumulation of data
which suggests that many, if not most, youths do just as well in the community
if they are released within a short period of time than if they are retained
for many months. Noteworthy examples of this are the Youth Authority's
Marshall and Ventura programs and ins Angeles County's short-term treatment
centers. Hence, the burden of proof should always be on the system to justify
both initial and continued confinement.

Secondly, the most vulnerable point in the correctional continuum is
the transition between institution and aftercare. The President's Commission
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice puts it well:

"The test of success of institutional corrections
programs comes when offenders are released to the
community. Whatever rehabilitation they, have
received, whatever deterrent effect their exper-
ience with incarceration has had, must upon
release withstand the difficulties of readjust-
ment to life in society and reintegration into
employment, family, school, and the rest of
community life. This is the time when most of
the problems from which offenders were temporarily
removed must be faced again and new problems aris-
ing from their status as ex-offenders must be
confronted. "6

It is no coincidence that, on a national basis, "Violations on parole tend to
occur relatively soon after release from an institution, nearly half of them
in the first 6 months after offenders are released, and over 60% within the
first year".7 Hence, the importance of maintaining constructive ties with
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the community during confinement and of maximizing correctional resources
at the crucial transition point is obvious.

A related issue is how to best integrate institutional and aftercare
services. The Youth Authority has a very serious problem in this regard
due to the almost insurmountable geographic barriers between most of its
facilities and the communities of its clientele. The counties are better
able to maintain physical ties between youths, their homes, institutional
workers, and aftercare officers. The most fruitful plan would appear to
be the creation of community-based, intensive supervision units with staff
assigned to "in-and-out" caseloads, i.e. probation officers would begin
working with youths and their families from the time they were committed.
By having these officers under field services administration, they would be
more familiar with community resources, in a better position to work with
families, and would be able to assistyouths on a full-time basis at the
critical point of release. In addition these officers would be less likely
to have an "institutional mentality" (e.g. "We could accomplish much more
with this youth if we can only keep him here longer" or "If you mess up out
there, you're coming right back in here"). There should also be sufficient
flexibility for a worker who supervised a youth before commitment to continue
working with him in the institution, as well as after release, if his relation-
ship with the youth makes this appropriate.

Finally, due to the extra travel time that is often involved and the
need for intensive services for most of these youths, aftercare staff must
have greatly reduced caseloads to be effective.

Hceommobiation8

J. All youth should be released from any, non-voluntary institutional
program; within six months, unless the institutional staff can demonstrate that
society will receive substantially better protection in the long-run by
retaining the youth. Any extension beyond six months must be easefully
reviewed at least every two months by the paroling authority' or the court.

16. At both the State and county levels, greater use should be made
of short-term (1 to 3 months) intensive institutional programs, followed by
intensive aftercare supervision as required.

17. Unless the protection of society is substantially threatened,
every institution (including the program for each youth) should be "open".
Appropriate family members and other persons from the community should be
encouraged to come into the institution and the youths should be allowed to
go into the community for appropriate activities. Youth should never
completely leave the community except when it is absolutely necessary.

18. Parole or probation officers should be assigned when a youth is
committed, rather than when he is released. From the time of commitment,
these officers should work with the youth and his family with the aim of
preparing them for the youth's release.
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19. AP.CPOIM offiocro (probation and parolo) should be assigned toua iNmimun:ty-based un!t rather than to an bultitution and should carry In-

and-out" caseloads of no more than youths'.

;T. If CYA and CDC are consolidated into a now Statc Department of
Correctional Services, all State institutional and parole services, juvenile
and adult, should he in one division, so as to provide for a continuity of
services (see System Task Force Report for more details).

VI. FACILITIES

The future direction for construction of new juvenile facilities is
clearly toward building or modifying institutions at the local level while
at the same time closing Youth Authority institutions. Of course, this trend
depends on the State's willingness to substantially increase its subsidization
of local correctional programs and facilities, so that local communities can
continue to carry a greater share of the responsibility for delivering services
to young offenders. Obviously, the State should first close those institutions
that most seriously violate acceptable correctional standards. Thus, the
largest institutions, those having living units that cannot easily be converted
to accommodate a reduced population, those that are geographically most isolated,
and those that are least conducive to effective programs should be the first
institutions to be closed. While it may be difficult to determine which insti-
tutions best fit the above criteria, one facility which seems to suffer from
a plethora of handicaps is Paso Robles School for Boys. It is geographically
isolated; it is one of the most expensive to operate; and is one of the least
effective of the Youth Authority institutions (see Table XV).

Two other factors should be taken into account when considering the
closure of State institutions. First, institutions, or parts of institutions,
can be closed much more rapidly if the length of stay is reduced in accord
with the evidence supplied by the Marshall and Ventura projects. As pointed
out earlier, these projects show that most youths do at least as well on parole
after 3 months in the institution as after longer periods of confinement.
Secondly, as commitments decline further, it might be better to reduce the
total population and living unit populations to reasonable standards rather
than immediately closing those facilities that are otherwise well-suited to the
correctional task. In fact, this may be the optimum time for the Youth Authority
to improve its staffing ratios and living unit size as a "trade-off" cost to
fewer commitments and/or shortened stays.

At the county level, the development in the past few years of short-term,
community-based facilities such as day care centers, crisis intervention units,
group homes, etc. is seen as a positive direction to pursue. A concept worth
further exploration is the flexible complex (provided it does not exceed 100
beds) with "modules" or small specialized treatment units that may be altered
as needs change.
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Recommendations

11. No new facility (or modifications of existing onus) should be
built, at either tho' state or county level, unless:

a. The total capacity does not exceed 100 and the living unit
capacities do not exceed 20.

b. The facility is close enough to a major community (whenever
possible, the community from which the youths are committed)
to allow reasonably convenient two-way access.

There should be no construction of new State institutions for at least the
next decade, although modification of existing State facilities might be in
order.

22. Legislation should be enacted authorizing the State to establish
mandatory minimum standards for all juvenile institutions. Failure to adhere
to Wiese standards, at either the State or county level, should result in the
closure of such institutions.

VII. STAFF

The major staffing problems center around inadequate ratios of line
workers and treatment staff to wards. Although this is primarily a budget
issue, corrections has failed to demonstrate adequately the long-range value
of better staffing patterns. Evidence based on sound research might be
necessary before an already overwhelmed tax-payer will authorize more funds.

Volunteers and para-professionals are being used increasingly, but are
still being resisted by many professional staff. Failure or mediocrity among
such individuals often occurs when they are treated as "second class" staff,
who are "tacked on" to show how "progressive" an agency is or to bolster its
minority group representation. The unique qualifications and utility of these
persons as supplements to, rather than supplanters of, regular staff should be
stressed. Like any other staff, volunteers and para-professionkls must feel
that they are part of a team effort, and that they are making a worthwhile
contribution. Furthermore, if correctional agencies are unwilling to hire
and accept ex-offenders as employees, how can corrections expect other agencies
to do so?

Relevant, individualized, ongoing training is a resource that is
chronically inadequate for institutional staff. When training is available,
institution staff tend to receive the least amount of it. Considerably
larger budget allocations need to be set aside for institutional training
costs. Of particular importance is the proper training of first line super-
visors, so that they can better fulfill their responsibility of providing the
bulk of on-the-job training. To maximize use of available training, resources,
the State needs to play a much more aggressive role in assuring that adequate
training is provided both within its own institutions and local facilities
as well.

'N.
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Finally, correctional systems need to regularly re-evaluate their
procedures for hiring, assigning, promoting, and allowing inter-agency
transfer of staff. All of these issues are sources of frequent complaints
and at times result in the breakdown of staff morale.

Recommendations

23. The numbers, qualifications, and training of staff should be
brought up to the standards outlined in Chapter II.

Corrootional staff should actively recruit, train, and supervise
volunicovo and para-professionals, including ex-offenders, for institutional
progmme.

2h. The State should develop a training network of State and county
trainers, similar to the CO-ACT model,8 to provide or coordinate necessary
training for all institutional staff. This should be done without cost to
the counties. Any extensive training provided by the State could be made
available on a contractual basis.

26. Correctional personnel should be allowed to transfer between
field and institutional assignments, and between various State and county
correctional agencies, without loss of rank and other benefits, provided
they meet the appropriate requirements. A state-wide certification procedure,
that would assure minimum staff standards, should be explored.

VIII. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

The value and need for the fullest possible public support and involve-
ment is so obvious that it is not necessary to discuss it here. However, some
specific areas in which the public is traditionally not sufficiently involved
are mentioned in the following recommendation.

Recommendation

27. Active efforts should be made by institutional staff to involve
the public on at least three levels:

a. General public education and public relations,

b. As a source of direct aid, e.g. financially and as volunteers.

c. In an advisory capacity.
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IX. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

The major issues related to the above are the lack of commitment to
research and evaluation, the isolation of most existing research and evalu-
ative activities, and the inadequate reporting and coordination of such
activities on a statewide basis.

As mentioned in the last chapter, counties are struggling to maintain
even adequate statistical records and only rarely experiment with "action-
research". Even the Youth Authority, which no doubt is the most progressive
correctional agency in the nation in the field of research, allocates only
1% of its budget to this area. However, the lack of full commitment is often
not only at the budgetary level, but also in following through on the research
results. Sometimes programs of questionable value are perpetuated indefinitely
under the guise that "research results are not clear enough" or that "statistics
can be manipulated to show anything". For example, youths are frequently kept
in institutions much longer than necessary, in spite of considerable evidence
that shows no better long-range results.9

Secondly, to the extent research and evaluation are used, they tend to
occur in isolation, i.e. the staff being "researched" are not normally involved
in the research process itse.r. To maximize commitment to findings, adminis-
trators, research staff, and line personnel should all participate in the
planning and evaluation process.

Thirdly, for the State as a whole to move forward progressively, it
is essential that some group coordinate and report all significant research
results, wherever they occur, so that all agencies and all parts of the system
can operate with the same up-to-date information.

Recommendations

28. Every institutional program should tie evaluated continuously in
order to determine whether or not each is achieving its statgd objectives.
Failure to accomplish these objectives, provided reasonably adequate resources
are available, should result in modification or elimination of the program.,

29. County agencies, as well as the State, should substantially
increase their commitment to evaluation and research both philosophically
and by allocating significantly greater resources for this function.

30. Research activities should be team efforts (involving adminis-
trators, line workers, and research staff) and should concentrate on determining
and disseminating information about what does and does not assist in accom-
plishing the goals of corrections.
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.31. The State and counties should enter into a collaborative effort
of program research and evaluation. The State should play the primary role
in planning, carrying out, and disseminating the results of correctional
re:wart-1i, with active participation and cooperation from the counties.
Reocarch aogistance and information should he provided for the counties with-
out charge, hut counties should be able to contract with the State or outside
gourccs for extensive, individual projects.
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Office, TW), p. 206.
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4See: Institute.for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, Youth Correctional
Centers (Sacramento, February 1969).

5California Welfare and Institutions Code, Sections 1850 to 1861.

6Task Force Report: Corrections, 22, cit., p. 60.

7Ibid., p. 68.

8Department of Youth Authority, Traini for Tomorrow, State of California
(Sacramento, July 1970).

9See discussion in section "Research and Evaluation" in Chapter IV.
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APPENDIX A

AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, COSTS, AND BED CAPACITY
OF COUNTY OPERATED JUVENILE HOMES, RANCHES, AND CAMPS

(based on most recent inspection report)

COUNTY

AVG.MONTHLY
COST

INSTITUTION PER MINOR

BED

CAPAC-
ITY

AVG.

LENGTH
OF STAY
(mos)

ALAMEDA

C^NTRA COSTA

Chabot Boys' Camp $ 366
Kings Daughter Grou Home 575
Las Vista Girls' Home 832
Los Cerros Senior Boys' Camp 359

Contra Costa Byron Boys' Ranch 661

Boys' Protected Workshop (neW)

90

8

48

300

65

20

7.1

7.7
3.2

4.6

6.1

Girls' Day Treatment Center, Western 396 10 14.0
Bollinger Canyon Youth Village 1120 24 10.0
Girls' Center Martinez 1310 21 5.4
Walnut Creek Group Home (new) 6

DEL NORTE Bar-0 Ranch 287 34 7.4

FRESNO Fresno Youth Center 481 60 3.3

VERN Camp Erwin W. Owen 306 90 4.5

LOS ANGELES Camp Afflerbaugh 457 94 6.4
Camp Gonzales 614 95 3.9
Camp Holton** 497 94 6.0
Camp Kilpatrick 782 95 7.2
Camp Mendenhall 614 94 5.8
Camp Miller 426 97 5.8
Camp Munz 500 94 7.1

Camp Paige 496 94 6.2
Camp Rockey 657 94 5.8
Camp Scott 457 94 3.9
Camp Scudder*** 539 94 6.1

Central Juvenile Hall-Boys' Rec. Center 653 42 .3

Central Juvenile Hall-Boys' Res. Trt. Center 634 20* 1.3

Central Juvenile Hall-Girls' Res.Trt. Center 638 20 1.2

Community Day Center-Garden Gate School 366 20 8.1
East LA Day Center-Ramona High 199 20 11.7

Las Palmas School for Girls 1032 100 6.5

Los Padrinos J.H.-Girls' Reception Center 607 22 1.5
Los Padrinos J.H.-Residential Family
Treatment (Boys and Girls) 657 40 1.3

San Fernando Valley J.H.-Boys' Rec. Center 707 40 2.9
San Fernando Valley J.H.-Boys' Residential
Treatment Center 675 20 1.4

* capacity increased to 40 as of 3/71
** closed due to earthquake
*** temporarily used as a juvenile hall due to earthquake



APPENDIX A (Continued)

COUNTY INSTITUTION

AVG.MONTHLY
COST

PER MINOR

AVG.
BED LENGTH

CAPAC- OF STAY
ITY (mos)

L.A. (Cont) San Fernando Valley J.H.-Girls' Residential
Treatment Center $ 682 20 6.0

,San Fernando Valley Day Care Center (Boys) 329 20 9.0
San Gabriel Valley Day Care Center (Boys) 330 20 8.8
Camp Fenner Canyon (new) 100

Community Day Care Center-Betsy Ross School (new) 20

MONTEREY Natividad Boy's Ranch 601 40 6.5

ORANGE Joplin Boys' Ranch 291 60 3.3
David R. McMillan School (Coed) 772 60 6.1

(Boys-40) (Girls-20)

Family Guidance Program (Boys) 403 20 2.7

Family Guidance Program (Girls) 403 20 3.0

Youth Guidance Center (Boys-40) (Girls-60) 810 100 5.6
Rancho Potrero 553 30 4.7

Los Pinos Boys' Ranch (new) 370(4mo) 96

RIVERSIDE Twin Pines Ranch 462 70 7.5

SACRAMENTO Carson Creek Boys' Ranch 345 82 5.1

SAN BENITO San Benito School for Boys 325 19 5.9

S. BERNARDINO Boys' Treatment Unit (Lightning Unit) 555 20 4.0
Verdemont Ranch 546 65 5.8

Girls' Treatment Center, J.H. (6 months) E")86 20 1.8

SAN DIEGO Las Colinas Girls' School 715 60 4.2

Rancho Del Campo 445 100 3.6

SAN FRANCISCO Hidden Valley 527 100 6.7
Log Cabin Ranch 556 86 9.0

SAN MATEO Glenwood Boys' Ranch 489 60 5.5

Girls' Day Care Center 476 24 5.9

SANTA BARBARA-
VENTURA Los Prietos Boys' Camp 326 100 4.7

SANTA BARBARA La Morada Girls' Home 598 21 9.0

SANTA CLARA William F. James Boys' Ranch 474 80 7.8
Santa Clara Boys' Ranch No. 2 484 80 7.2

Muriel M. Wright Ranch for Girls 954 32 10.0
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

COUNTY INSTITUTION

AVG.MONTHLY
COST

PER MINOR

AVG.

BED LENGTH
CAPAC- OF STAY

ITY {s)

SONOMA Sonoma Mobile Camp $ 362 17 5.0

TULARE Robert K. Meyers Boys' Ranch 246 60 4.5

VENTURA Frank A. Colston Girls' Home (new) 674 33 9.0

YOLO- SOLANO-

COLUSA Fouts Springs Boys' Ranch 449 43 4.0

STATEWIDE AVERAGE 54 5.6

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS: 68

TOTAL CAPACITY: 3737 (Boys - 47; Girls - 18; Coed - 3)



APPENDIX A (Continued)

STATEWIDE MONTHLY COSTS PER MINOR

All

Institutions Institutions

Boys'

Institutions

Coeducational
Institutions

Maximum $ 1310 $ 1310 $ 1120 $ 810

Minimum 199 199 246 657

Average 547 649 495 746

Median 527 607 484 772

Average length of stay, all institutions

Average length of stay excluding length
of stay under three months

Median Length of stay excluding length
of stay under three months

5.6 months

6.3 months

6.0 months

Source: Division of Community Services, Department of Youth Authority,
State of California, March 18, 1971.
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The state of California should expand its major respouoibility for
the accumulation, dissemination, and interpretation of data re-
flecting the mooement of the offender through each sub-unit of the
iminal juotioe system and should provide follow-up data which
would describe the outcome of critical decisions made by each com-
ponent of the criminal justice system.

2. The State should provide interpretative services and training for
the correctional decision-makers in the use of the data collected.
This effort should be directed at generating greater confidence in
the use of data on crime and developing the skills necessary to
apply data to decisions.

3. Counties (or, if several counties wish to group themselves, regions)
should establish Criminal Justice Commissions composed of represen-
tatives from the sub-units of the criminal justice system in the
area, members of the community, and members of local governing bodies.

4. The State should subsidize operational costs of local correctional
facilities as specified in the System Task Force Report. Basically,
this plan prescribes subsidization at the following ratios:

60/40--"Open" institutions. The State would pay 60% of
actual costs of those facilities that provide for
regular access of inmates to the community, e.g.
work furlough units or Youth Correctional Centers. ,

40/60--"Closed" institutions which are community-based
(i.e. they are within or adjacent to community they
serve and provide a high degree of interaction with
the community) and short-term (i.e. no inmate can
be committed for more than 6 months).

25/75--Other "closed" institutions (this would apply to
most current jails).

Any subsidization by the State, however, depends on adherence to
State standards.

5. The primary proposal of the Committee to Study Inspection of Local
Detention Facilities should be immediately implemented by the Board
of Corrections.

6. This Task Force joins with the 1969 Committee in recommending:

"That an appropriately constituted committee be established
to explore and recommend changes to the present %ninny??
Jail Standards", including specific attention to the following:



Summary of Necommenaar,ions

a. Training of line personnel.
b. Numbers of personnel.
c. Security of facilities.
d. Inclusion of all pertinent health and fire regulations.
e. Creation of more mandatory standards.
f. Provision for meaningful enforcement."

7. Local communities should begin immediately to develop alternatives
to incarceration for females. Such alternatives should include
suparvisrd group homes and special probation supervision programs.

In addition, local communities should begin iAmmediately to expand
programa for incarcerated females. Among such programs which might
be considered ore community aentered education, work furlough, and
contractual agreements with other counties.

8. Counties should establish Institutional Services Units either as a
joint responsibility of the Sheriff and Probation Officer or in a
manner prescribed by the local Criminal Justice Commission. The

responsibilities of these Units would be essentially to screen and
arrange for the release of inmates as soon as possible and to pro-
vide or coordinate efforts at rehabilitation and reintegration.

9. The State should establish additional taxes on alcoholic beverages
which would be used solely for research into alcoholism and for the
establishment of detoxification centers where needed with treatment
arrvices provided by the appropriate mental health or health depart-
ments.

10. :;tafTand resources at the community level should be allocated to
flu: recruitment, training, and employment of community volunteers
in local correctional institution programs.

11. T;:ooe countic expressing an interest in establishing a County De-
partment of Corrections should be encouraged to do so through Law
Enforcement Assistance Act funds and consultation from the State.

12. Counties should embark upon cooperative arrangements to provide for
the reciprocal transfer of inmates from counties of commitment to
counties of residence.

13. Counties should immediately begin planning and establishing Youth
Correctional Centers or similar facilities and programs as an alter-
native to jails wherever appropriate.

14. mo maximize improvements in staff morale, effective programming, and
efficient operations, department heads should demonstrate a greater
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interest in and support for those staff who are involved in the
corrections functions.

15. Sheriffs and correctional facility administrators should establish
a policy of public relations in which the F.(blic, through the appro-
priate news media, is allowed free access to facility programs,
problems, and incidents.

16. A county electing to establish a "correctional officer" classifica-
tion to staff corrections facilities should ensure that such per-
sonnel are paid and trained at least on a level equal to that of
thi, "deputy sheriff" and that there are provisions for a career
ladder to supervisorial and administrative positions.

17. Correctional administrators should make provisions for at least
supervisory and administrative corrections staff to visit other
correctional operations at both the State and county level for the
purpose of staff and program development.

18. Counties should develop and expand programs aimed at minimizing
confinement in jails, such as O.R. (i.e. release of persons upon

their own recognizance) use of citations, sentence modification,
county parole, and work furlough. They should also implement
non-criminal processing of alcoholics and other types of persons
who do not pose a serious threat to the community.
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"...most offenders have at some point encountered

the worst correctional evil: county jails and
similar local lockups....Jail conditions frequently
breed hardened criminals who then go on to the
prisons themselves, (another) anomaly in a pattern
that stands as a monument to irrationality."

Time Magazine

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The county jail has become a focal point of concern among those
interested in problems of criminal justice and corrections. Until recently,

no one knew how many jails existed in the United States. In January, 1971,

the Law Enforcement Assistance Achinistration published the results of the
first national jail census; there are at present 4,037 jails in the United
States.1 The survey also found that 52% of all persons in jail had not
been convicted of any crime, and of this group, four out of five were eli-
gible for bail, but could not raise the funds. While the Jail Task Force

Report will deal only with the sentenced jail population, it nevertheless
recognizes the importance for jail management of having at least one-half
of the prisoners unsentenced and awaiting court proceedings. As will be

evident in the chapters to follow, jail resources are limited; the incar-
ceration of large numbers of unsentenced prisoners results in consuming
many of the resources which would otherwise be utilized by those persons
who have been convicted of a crime and sentenced to jail by the courts.

The jail has long been considered as a breeding place for crime, and
many have been outraged by the filth and squalor that exist in them. As

long ago as 1923, Joseph Fishman, a jail inspector for the Federal govern-
ment, described the jail

"An unbelievably filthy institution in which are
confined men and women serving sentences for mi s-
demeanors and crimes, and men and women not under
sentence who are simply awaiting trial. With few
exceptions, having no segregation of the uncon-
victed from the convicted, the well from the
diseased, the youngest and most impressionable
from t2tre most degraded and hardened. Usually
swarming with bedbugs, roaches, lice and other
vermin; has an odor of disinfectant and filth
which is appalling; supports in complete idle-
ness countless thousands of able bodied men and
women, and generally affords ample time and oppor-
tunity to assure inmates a complete course in
every kind of viciousness and crime. A melting-
pot in which the worst elements of raw material in
the criminal world are brought forth blended and
turned out in absolute perfection. "2
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Tilt..., conditions described by Fishman have not appreciably changed.
The jail in one of the Bay Area counties in California was constructed
in 1901 to house 50 inmates. In 1944, it was enlarged to house 125 persons.
However, in 1968, the average daily population in this jail was 140 and on
some days it swelled to 180 persons. The time is spent in idleness, and
as many as 60 inmates spend each day in a room that measures 24 feet by 21
feet. There are only two showers and toilets in the room. The jail has

no exercise area.3 Sanitation conditions in this jail are sub-standard;
in March, 1971, the superior court ordered the sheriff of this county to
raise the health standards to a minimal level by "provision of soap, tooth-
brushes and toothpaste for indigent inmates, the issuance of clean blankets
to prisoners at least once every 90 days and disinfectation of mattresses
before distribution."4 The court also ordered careful screening of incoming
inmates for open sores, skin fungus, venereal disease and athletes foot.
However, the section of the court's order which most clearly revealed con-
ditions in this jail was in reference to staff treatment of inmates. The

order required the sheriff to reinstruct his deputies that "assault or abuse,
physical or verbal, of inmates is not tolerated."5

By way of background to the above situation, a bond issue calling
for the construction of a new jail was soundly defeated in 1967.6 In 1970,

the county sheriff submitted, in his annual budget, a request for approx-
imately 3.5 million dollars for jail and prison farm new facilities or
improvements. The county administrator, who reviews all county budgets,
recommended reduction of the requested 3.5 million to $17,675:7 In light

of the lack of financial support, the court order should not come as any
surprise.

It should not be assumed that the above situation is an isolated
instance in California. In another large county, a study of its jails
revealed equally squalid and sup-standard conditions. In their "Intro-
duction", the study staff expressed their surprise over the jail by noting:

"...our study of the jails revealed that they are
a much more important subject in considering the
total problem of crime than we had realized. We
saw how youthful offenders and alcoholics are
tossed in with the most degraded and corrupt, how
they are abused and contaminated, and how they are
likely to emerge not only un-rehabilitated, but
perhaps more incorrigible than before. We saw
how slight is the securiity that protects the com-
munity from criminals with a proven capacity for
maximum viol ence."8

The report also noted that the physical condition of many inmates
was very poor, indeed to the point where some should have been hospitalized
but were not. One evening, a staff of the study team visited one of the
jails, and observed that:
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"...one inmate was passing blood in his urine;
another prisoner's blood pressure was recorded
by a trustee-medic at 220 over 110 (160 over 90
is on the high side of normal for a middle aged
man). By telephone, the doctor told the jailor
he could not come over to see them and not to
hospitalize either of the prisoners; he would
see them the following day."9

It is no wonder that jails and lockups are considered to be among
the State's worst correctional evils. Conditions, such as those described
above, can do nothing but increase the bitterness of those who are exposed
to them. The treatment that jail prisoners receive without any doubt influ-
ence their ideas of fairness and justice as well as their attitudes toward
the law. Thus, the importance of jails in the correctional process needs
hardly to be justified as a crucial area of study.

I. STUDY OBJECTIVES

The study objectives for the Jail Task Force were as follows:

1. To describe the county jail system in California as it presently
exists, from the point of sentencing to point of release.

2. To develop the most efFicient, and reasonably attainable "model"
of a community correctional facility and program.

3. To prescribe and evaluate methods for transition from the present
system to the "model".

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sources of Data

The basic plan and design of the study conducted by the Jail Task
Force was based on a review of the existing literature on jails and also on
contributions made by jail authorities who served as consultants to the Task
Force. Their ideas were built into the interview schedules and question
naires that were used.

Two methods of data collection were utilized in obtaining staff views
and opinions. Administrative officials in each of the 15 counties that were
selected for the study were interviewed. Staff members who were directly
involved in the delivery of services to sentenced prisoners completed an
anonymous questionnaire that had been prepared specifically for them. Initial

plans of the Task Force also included conducting panel interviews with cross
sections of these staff. Unfortunately this proved impossible, and as a
result, staff interviews were conducted as opportunities arose.

10 -81883
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Questionnaires were also designed and administered to obtain the
views and perceptions of inmates serving time in the facilities falling
within the scope of the study. In addition, group interviews were con-
ducted with inmates in order to obtain their views of what a model correc-
tional system should look like.

w.

Study Sample and Procedure

The prisoners incarcerated in facilities of the 15 study counties
comprise approximately 75% of the State's cntire jail population, and 80%
of the State's entire jail and camp staff.'0 In securing the data from
each county, respondents were assured that every possible precaution would
be taken to protect the confidentiality of the information supplied. There-
fore, names of counties are not identified.

Because of its massive population, Los Angeles County was sub-sampled
so that at least 25% of its staff and 25% of its inmates would be included
in the study population.

One hundred percent of the sheriffs and administrators of the 15
counties were interviewed. In addition, the same questions were asked by
mailed questionnaires of all sheriffs in the remaining 43 counties and
eight chiefs of police operating major city jails in the State. In addition
to the 15 sheriffs in the sty counties, 17 other sheriffs and 6 chiefs of
police returned completed questionnaires. Of the staff questionnaires dis-
tributed, approximately 60% were completed and returned.

In order to obtain a representative number of inmates, the following
sampling criteria was applied to rosters maintained by alphabet. or bed
location:

Available Population Sample

1 - 50 100%
51 - 250 50%
251 - 999 25%
1000 or more 10%

Stratified sampling was used wherever appropriate, so that, if for example
a county had 50% of its population in maximum security, then 50% of the
sample came from maximum security. After the completion of each question-
naire, a sub-sample of the inmates was interviewed in a group using a
minimally structured interview technique.

The Jail Task Force made 31 on-site visits to facilities in the 15
counties, ranging from traditional maximum and minimum security facilities
to specialized units housing only work furlough program participants. The
Task Force staff did not seek to make formal evaluations as those made in
the Adams-Burdman jail studyl 1. Rather, data were gathered on both positive
and negative aspects of construction and program design. For a more detailed
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discussion of the methodology, the reader is referred to the Systems Task
Force Report.

III. ORGANIZATION OF JAIL TASK FORCE REPORT

The material in this section of the institutions volume will be
organized and presented as follows:

Chapter II includes a discussion of the history of jails and a .

description of the present county jail system in California. Special
emphasis is placed on the functions, goals and philosophy of the county
jail system.

Chapter III presents data that were collected through interviews
and questionnaires. Both staff and inmate views of jails are included in
the discussion. The highlights of available programs are described, and
the chapter concludes by pointing to the notable lack of research in county
correctional facilities.

Chapter IV presents the elements of a model correctional community,
both facilities and programs. The discussion is based on the model elements
that were recommended by jail administrators, staff, and inmates in the
counties studied.

Chapter V, the concluding chapter in this Report, sets forth a set
of specific recommendations and the justification for each.
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FOOTNOTES

1Cited in Time Magazine, lanuary 18, 1971, p. 48.

2Joseph Fulling Fishman, Crucibles of Crime, (New York: Cosmopolis
Press, 1923), pp. 13-14, cited in Harry Elmer Barnes and Negley K. Teeters,
New Horizons in Criminology, (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951), p. 459.

3San Francisco Examiner, March 31, 1969.

40akland Tribune, March 18, 1971.

5Ibid.

6San Francisco Examiner, op. cit.

7Richmond Independent, June 29, 1970.

8San Francisco Committee on Crime, A Report on the San Francisco
County Jails and City Prison, (San Francisco, 1970) p."7:-

9lbid.

10Ventura County was substituted for Sacramento County in the jail
study because local problems precluded adequate study of the latter county
facility within the time available.
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CHAPTER II

AN OVERVIEW OF CALIFORNIA COUNTY JAILS

A requisite z.o understanding the function, goals, and philosophy of
the county jails as they exist today in the criminal justice system is a
knowledge of their history, the codes which define their purposes, and the
philosophy held by the persons who staff and operate them. This chapter
will briefly trace the historical function of the jail, explore the statutes
bearing on the jails' function, and summarize characteristics of the system
of jails in the State.

I. A BRIEF HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE JAIL1

In recorded history, the first. jail (from Gaol, literally meaning
cage) was established in 1166 for the purpose of assuring that offenders
would be present for adjudication and punishment. At that time, a person
was punished by a variety of methods ranging from dunking or public ridicule
in the stock to partial incapacitation and death. The jail was not intended
as a place for punishment.

In the mid 18th century in Western Europe, the spirit of humanitarian-
ism led to the replacement of corporal punishment with imprisonment. Impris-
onment retained society's idea of the efficacy of punitive sanctions to
law breaking and greatly simplified the degree to which a person could be
punished for a specific act, by simply varying the length of imprisonment
to fit the crime. In the late 13th and early 19th centuries, jails had two
clear functions: to assure the presence of the offender in court and to
provide a means for punishing the offender.

As populations grew and the numbers of offenders requiring punishment
also grew, the state estatlished prisons or penitentiaries, thereby greatly
limiting the punishment function of the local jail to the minor offender
who required shorter periods of incarceration. Many of the early peniten-
tiaries were constructed on the basis of rudimentary ideas for reforming
offenders and, although these ideas have undergone drastic change, refor-
mation or rehabilitation continues to be a more salient goal for state
orisons than for county jails. In comparison to local communities, the
states, with their penitentiaries, were far richer in terms of money and
the resources upon which they could draw. Activities designed to reform
gathered greater momentum in state institutions and rehabilitation gained
greater importance. Jails were not expected to reform. If a community
identified an offender who was in need of "rehabilitation", he was committed
to one of the state facilities which ostensibly had the resources, the struc-
ture, and the expertise necessary to perform the necessary transformations.

It is within the last generation that rehabilitation programs have
been superimposed upon the initial goals of the jail, viz, assuring a
person's presence for court and punishment. Although jails have always
had work .programs - even the first jail had to be mopped, meals cooked, and
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the facility kept in good repair - it is only recently that they have been
referrer; to as "rehabilitation programs ". The forces behind this trend
were gradual recognition that jail punishment was an ineffective means of
preventing recidivism, and the development of humanitarianism. Even today,
the rehabilitation programs found in jails are not as extensive as those

'found in prisons. Most, if not all, of the early jail rehabilitation pro-
grams were provided by the community's volunteer efforts rather than by
the efforts of the jail administrator. In large measure, rehabilitative
functions in today's jails continue to be performed by community volunteers.
It is only in the large counties that the necessary finances are provided
to underwrite these programs.

The function of the county jail is presently in a period of transition
from the relatively simple task of "keeping" people to the more complex and
difficult task of "changing" people. The "jail" philosophy is also under-
going a period of transition.

A stated goal and philosophy provide a framework for action and
create a common direction. By law the sheriff is mandated to operate a
jail facility and receive prisoners. Section 4015 of the Penal Code states:

"The sheriff must receive all persons committed
to jail by competent authority. The board of
supervisors shall provide the sheriff with neces-
sary food, clothing and bedding, for such prisoners,
which shall be of a quality and quantity at least
equal to the minimum standards and requirements
prescribed by the Board of Corrections for the
feeding, clothing, and care of prisoners in all
county, city, and other local jails and detention
facilities."

There are other laws directing the sheriff to maintain humane conditions
in the jail and to assure prisoner safety. In addition, there are per-
missive statutes which give the counties the latitude to operate correc-
tional type programs of their choosing, such as work and educational fur-
lough (1208 P.C.) and vocational and academic instruction (4018.5 P.C.).
In short, the sheriff is not required to do any more than house inmates.
But, in the event that hegs the support of the board of supervisors, he
Fu. provide correctional programs. in fact, without that support there
is very little that he can do beyond "warehousing" the persons serving jail
sentences.

It may be assumed that some "good" is provided for the community by
housing inmates in the county jail or that some "good" is provided the
inmates by permitting them to work or to attend school. However, while
these functions are required or permitted in the law, nowhere does the law
clearly delineate correctional objectives for jails.
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II. THE FUNCTIONS OF JAILS

For simplicity, the county jail is best thought of as being two
faci-iities: (1) a detention unit which houses prisoners who are somewhere
in the process of adjudication from arrest to the finding of guilt or
innocence and (2) a correctional facility which houses only those who have
been found guilty and sentenced to a term in jail.

When viewed from a framework of operational efficiency, county jails
process hundreds of thousands*of persons each year with relative speed and
efficiency. Considering the massive number of offenders processed, rela-
tively few serious problems have arisen. In essence, the sheer "warehousing"
and processing of bodies is being accomplished with a comparatively high
level of efficiency. But beyond this, one might ask the purpose of such a
system. County jails originally were used for detention of persons charged
with crimes and awaiting sentence. They have evolved to their present range
of functions rather recently.

As A Temporary Holdin_g Facility

A few persons view the county jail as a temporary holding facility --
somewhat as a compromise between release from custody and lengthy confine-
ment in a prison. In this instance, the expectation is not for the jail
to provide a correctional service. Examples of those who view jails in
this way might be judges who sentence offenders to very brief terms and
probation officers or parole agents who place their clients in custody for
brief stays to get their attention".

As A Criminal Sanction

Most people seem to see the jail as the first level of a series of
sanctions which utilize incarceration as a controlling device. The jail
is viewed as a junior prison with less security, less harsh conditions, and
a shorter time of banishment from the community. When viewed in this con-
text, incarceration is expected to punish and to deter future criminal
behavior.

As A Behavior Modifier

During this century there has been a trend to change an offender's
behavior by methods other than punishment. These methods are generally
referred to as reformation, rehabilitation, or treatment. "Reformation"
carries the connotation of an evil disposition; "rehabilitation" implies
that the individual should be brought back to, or up to, a satisfactory
level; i.e., that his incapacity is due to a previous disadvantaged position;
and "treatment" alludes to a service supplied because of an illness. The
use of one of the three terms depends primarily on the correctional agent's

140
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frame of reference, i.e., how he evaluates inmates and the process of
changing their illegal behavior.

III. THE SYSTEM OF JAILS IN CALIFORNIA

Administrative Organization

There are basically two types of administrative organization for
county jail and detention facilities in California. In the first type,
correctional facilities such as jails and camps fall directly under the
supervision and control of the sheriff. This is by far the most common
pattern, and exists in 52 counties throughout the State. In the second
pattern, which is found in the remaining 6 counties, minimum security
facilities for sentenced prisoners are administered by agencies other
than the sheriff's office. However, in all 58 counties, maximum security
facilities fall under the direct authority of the sheriff's office. While
there are historical reasons as to why the sheriff administers the county
jails and camps, in recent years there has been growing concern over the
wisdom of placing correctional services under the direct authority of an
agency whose aim is law enforcement.

In 1969, there were 203 city-operated jails, and 2 city-operated
camps in the State.2 In addition, the counties of the State operated a
total of 58 main county jails, 46 adult county camps and farms, and 62
other facilities including branU jails, work furlough facilities, medical
detention wards, and substation jails.3 All of these facilities are oper-
ated by city and county law enforcement officials. Because of the tremen-
dous variation that exists in the number and type of facility, the number
of employees, and the number of persons incarcerated in them, in reality
these correctional facilities cannot be said to comprise a "system".

Characteristics. of Jails

County jails show tremendous variation in size, structure, number
and quality of staff, average daily population, and quality of management.
Until 1966, there was little in the way of reliable information on the
number of jails and employees throughout the nation. During that year, the
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
conducted a survey of local jails and lockups detaining persons for more
than 30 days. 4 Based on a probability sample of 250 counties, it was esti-
mated that there were 3,473 city and county jails, camps, workhouses, etc.,
in the United States. Of the 19,000 employees estimated to be working in
these facilities, only 500 (about 3%) performed rehabilitation duties.
Only 24% of the structures surveyed were 10 years old or less, while 35%
of them were found to be over 50 years old.

The characteristics of jails in the State of California are not
significantly different from those found in the national survey. For



example, in a recent survey of local detention facilities throughout the
State, it was determined that 31°, of the jails surveyed were more than 20
years old. A number of the structures were over 50 years old, and one
county jail was actually built in 1901.6

The number of facilities to be found in individual counties also
varies greatly. In some counties there is only one detention facility- -
the jail. In other counties, there are as many as 28 different facilities.
The former facilities process only 1 or 2 inmates a day, while the latter
process as many as 3,000 a day. 7 However, because the diStribution of
jails is according to county boundaries rather than the distribution of
population, many jails are extremely overcrowded while others remain almost
totally unused. Jails that are located in sparsely populated counties of
the State are very expensive to operate on a 24 hour-per-day basis. In the

study cited above, fully 58% of the detention facilities surveyed were
located in areas with populations less than 100,000 persons, while 25% were
located in areas with 500,000 or wre persons.8

As a result of 1957 enabling legislation (Sec. 4115.5 P.C.), 21 of
the !Aate's 58 counties have established formal inter-county agreements
whereby facilities and services are shared. Eight of the counties act in
a receiving capacity, holding prisoners from 13 other counties whose deten-
tion and correctional facilities are limited.9 In light of limited services
and facilities, especially in the sparsely populated counties, coupled with
shrinking local financial reources, inter-county cooperation is a trend
that should be encouraged.

However, the above developrnnt should not obscure the fact that there
is a tremendous variation in local detention facilities throughout the State.
The number and quality of staff, the number and type of facility, and the
maintenance of minimal health and safety standards vary greatly from county
to county and from jail to jail. A recent study of California jails has
concluded that:

"The county-by-county pattern of organization allows
tremendous variation in management. It was found
that even everyday operations such as menu planning,
maintenance procedures, booking, and similar matters
differed from county to county, with those less-well-
off counties often encountering difficulties in
meeting normal operational demands. The independence
of counties, however, tends to isolate one county
from another and limits significantly inter-county
communications. Thus, aside from contiguous juris-
dictions occasionally trading an idea or two, there is
little exchange of essential information.10"
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Inspectihn of Jails

Officials charged witn the administration of local detention facil-
ities are required law to .-,laintain minimal standards of health and safety
in tneir jails. The t:Isk of determining whether minimal standards are main-
tainQd has been assigned to a wide variety of agencies and officials on the
Federal, State, and local levels. For example, the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
while not expressly authorized by statute to inspect local detention facil-
ities, possesses the "implied authority" to inspect detention facilities
that have engaged in contractual agreements with the Bureau.11 On the State
level, the Attorney General, Board of Corrections, Department of Public
Health, Fire Marshall, Youth Authority, State Division of Industrial Safety,
and other agencies have statutory authority to inspect jails. On the county
level, the Grand Jury, County Health Officer, County Building Inspector,
County Director of Public Works, and others have statutory authority to
inspect jails. Finally, on the municipal level, the City Health Officer,
Building Inspector, and Safety Committee have the authority to inspect jails.

Some of the above agencies and departments are required to inspect
jails in order to determine whether minimal health and safety standards are
being maintained. Others are authorized to inspect jails if they wish to
do so. A recent study of the inspection of local detention facilities found
that mandatory inspections were generally made, while permissive inspections
were generally not made.12 However, the study also found that required in-

13spections were not always made by the agencies charged with the responsibility.

A review of the statutory provisions authorizing the inspection of
jails, lockups, and workhouses revealed that virtually none of the author-
ized agencies or officials possessed enforcement powers. Thus while in-
spection of jails is required by law, there are no provisions for bringing
about. needed changes that might be discovered in the course of an inspec-
tion.°4 To illustrate the impotence of jail inspection laws of California,
one city jail in Central California has been receiving highly critical in-
spection reports since 1949. Yet this city has refused to make any of the
needed changes, and has housed thousands of prisoners for the past twenty
years. Detention facilities of several counties in the State have been the
object of special study by both the State and private groups, and yet no
observable change has been made.l5

It is paradoxical that city or county health, safety, or fire officials
possess the power to enforce minimal standards in almost all areas with the
exception of jails and other local detention facilities. The Committee to
Study Inspection of Local Detention Facilities has aptly observed that:

"Citizens are generally free to enter and leave
facilities such as restaurants and hospitals as
they choose, and their health and safety are constantly
protected by various enforceable statutes. Yet if
these same citizens are incarcerated in a local
detention facility and their freedoms of choice and
movement taken away, their protection under these
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same laws is also substantially reduced. This
inconsistency seems ethically incompatible with
society's responsibilities to guard the health,
safety, and welfare of all its citizens.16"
(Emphasis added.)

Jail Staff

In the fiscal year 1968-69, the 58 sheriff's departments employed
9,959 sworn personne1.17 Of this number, 2,460 or 25%, were assigned to
jails and camps. Thus, one out of every four deputy sheriffs in the State
serve in detention and correctional facilities, and are likely to serve in
a strict custodial capacity. During the same fiscal year, there was a total
of 3,478 non-sworn personnel employed by the 58 sheriff's departments. Of
this number 1,422, or 41%, were employed in county jails and camps. The
break-down of civilian personnel included 860 (25%) clerks, maintenance
personnel, and cooks; 291 (8%) were non-sworn custodial officers; 223 (6%)
were medical personnel; and 48 (1%) were rehabilitative personnel such as
teachers, counselors, and social workers. In addition, there were 124 part-
time/on-call medical personnel, and 43 part-time/on-call rehabilitative
personne1.18

Of the 223 full-time medical personnel, 179 (79%) were employed by
the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department. Of the remaining 44 medical
staff, 35 were found to be employed by the next seven largest counties in
the State. Thus, in effect the remaining 50 counties had only 9 full-time
medical personnel employed in its jails. It was found that of the full-
time medical personnel outside of Los Angeles County, 12 were physicians,
31 were nurses and/or maiFirattendants, and one was a dentist. Of the
124 medical persons employed part-time or on a will-call basis, 50 were
physicians, 24 were nurses, and 50 were dentists. All were employed out-
side of Los Angeles County.19 Additional information on staff character-
istics, obtained through the Jail Task Force survey, will be presented in
Chapter III.

Jail Population

The county jail population consists of many different categories of
persons. Some are detained in jail as a result of police arrest and custody.
These persons have not been convicted of any crime, but are awaiting court
proceedings. As seen below, this group has been steadily increasing in
recent years, so that in 1969 the unsentenced prisoners constituted 48% of
California's jail population.20 Others have been convicted and are serving
a jail sentence, usually no longer than a year. The jail population con-
sists of adults as well as juveniles, males as well as females. The crimes
for which they have been incarcerated are extremely varied, ranging from
minor offenses such as intoxication in a public place and disturbing the
peace, to serious crimes of violence such as assault, robbery, and rape. In

short, persons incarcerated in county jails may have been convicted of
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felonies or misdemeanors, and consequently could have been sentenced by
either a superior, municipal or just;ce court.

In some cases, once the jail sentence has been served, the individual
has paid his "debt" to society and is no longer under the jurisdiction of
the court. Commonly, however, jail is used as a condition of probation.
That is, tho convicted person is required to serve a brief term in jail
before being released under the supervision of a probation officer, or on
summary (court) probation. In still other cases jail is used in lieu of a
fine, especially in those cases where the convicted person has been unable
to pay the amount of the fine that has been set by the court. Finally, jail
terms may be imposed in addition to a fine.

The Bureau of Criminal Statistics conducts a census of the population
in city and county jai:s on a given day each year. Table I shows the jail
population figures from 1960 through 1969. Several points are worth noting
about these data. First, the population in city and county jails throughout
the State has increased steadily since 1960. On September 29th of that year,
there were 24,035 unsentenced and sentenced persons in jail. This number
had increased to 27,918 on September 25, 1969, representing the largest jail
population in the United States.21 Based on current arrest rates, jail ad-
ministrators project that approximately 1,000,000 persons will be processed
through California's jails in 1971. A second point worth noting is that the
observed increase in the jail population is due entirely to the increase in
the number of persons who have not been sentenced, i.e., who have not been
convicted of a crime. In 1960 there were 6,572 unsentenced persons in city
and county jails, and in 1969 this number had almost doubled to 12,929. At
the same time, the number of sentenced persons has exhibited a steady decline.
Third, the declining sentenced jai) population is due almost entirely to the
dramatic decreases that have taken place in the number of sentenced persons
serving time in the city jails. In 1960 there were 3,767 persons serving
their sentences in city jails. By 1969 this number had declined to 518. At

the same time, the number of sentenced persons in county jails has remained
fairly constant throughout the years.

Table II divides the data collected in 1969 according to type of cus-
tody and sex. It can be seen that, of the 12,929 sentenced prisoners, the
great majority are adult males. Juveniles, while represented, constitute
a very small portion of the jail population. Females constitute approximately
10% of the adult sentenced jail population, with most of them serving their
time in county jails. Additional information on jail inmate characteristics,
gathered through the Task Force survey, will be presented in Chapter III.

IV. COSTS AND EFFECTIVENESS

The costs of operating and maintaining jails have been difficult to
ascertain. However, a recent survey of California jails obtained budget
figures which made possible the computation of per capita inmate costs.22
This study indicated that, even without significant expenditure:: for re-
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TABLE II

STATUS OF JAIL AND CAMP INMATES

September 25, 1969
By Type of Custody and Sex

Type of Custody Total

Adult Juvenile

Male Female Male Female

Total 27,918 25,830 1,839 203 46

Sentenced 14,989 14,274 684 29 2

Unsentenced. . . . 12,929 11,556 1,155 174 44

County jails . . . 18,148 16,347 1,674 111 16

Sentenced 7,148 6,447 678 23 -

Unsentenced. . . . 11,000 9,900 996 88 1G

County camps . . . . 7,323 7,323 - - -

Sentenced 7,323 7,323 - - -

Unsentenced. . . . - - -

City jails 2,368 2,081 165 92 30

Sentenced 439 425 6 6 2

Unsentenced. . . 1,929 1,656 159 86 28

City camps 79 79 - - -

Sentenced 79 79 - - -

Unsentenced. . . . - - -

Source: Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Crime and Delinquency in
California: 1969, State of California!acramento, 197j,
p. 137.
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habilitation, the daily cost is very high. Based on fiscal 1968-69 data,
the study found that for county jails the average cost per inmate per day
for the State was $6.44 ($4.64 for salaries and $1.80 for operations). For

county camps and farms, the cost was $6.87 ($4.11 for salaries and $2.76
for operations).

From a cet/benefit analysis fraalework, it may be unnecessarily costly
to pay approximately $6.50 a day per inmate in order to keep certain indiv-
iduals isolated without effecting lasting behavioral modification. For

example, it is not uncommon for a young, male, first-offender to receive a
sentence of six months in the county jail as a condition of probation for a
second degree burglary charge. Assuming that this person earned the full
amount of good time and work time credits, he would serve approximately one
hundred and thirty days at a cost to the county of $835.

For $835 the community buys the following "services" with varying
levels of benefits:

Dispositional Response To
Burglary Level of Benefits

1. Isolation from community High level of certainty.
2. Vengeance Subjective - dependent upon

the victim's evaluation.
3. Deterrence (prevention of future Undetermined - highly

criminality by offender) questionable.
4. Deterrence (prevention of others Undetermined - may have some

from committing similar acts) effect.
5. Correction Undetermined.

With the exception of isolation, all other benefits remain highly
questionable or weigh on the negative side. Some of the side effects seem
to outweigh possibl benefits. There is evidence that lengthy sentences
may fail to deter. Isolation may interfere with the offender's integra-
tion in the community to the extent that he may feel compelled to attack the
community symbolically, Incarceration may hasten an offender's identity with
a criminal subculture.44

Inmates feel there is some level of retribution in serving time - they
say they are "paying for the crime committed". It seems doubtful that others
share this concept, in view of the stigma that the ex-offender carries after
he is released. There are no clear rites de passage back to first class
citizenship - no formalized process to indicate that the "debt" has been
satisfied.

Simple incarceration provides no opportunity for restitution. If re-

stitution is to be made, it must be accomplished following release. Another
probable side effect of incarceration is that of the offender's losing his
job, if he was employed when arrested. As a result, restitution may be slow,
difficult or even impossible.
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Projections, based on the present level of operation and criminal
statistics, indicate a need for immediate capital outlays running into tens
of millions of dollars for new or modified facilities. At the time of this
writing, one large county has committed itself to the construction of a
2,200 bed maximum security jail which will cost over $25 million. Another
county is considering the construction of a similar facility for $24 million."
It is apparent that the return for the correctional expense is less than
satisfactory. If this trend is to be halted, or even slowed, a radical re-
structuring of correctional serTices must be achieved.

Clearly, the county jail is not an isolate, either within the criminal
justice system or within the community. There has been an increasing trend
toward shifting the responsibility of providing correctional services to the
local level. The jail is perhaps the most important local correctional
facility. It processes the greatest number of offenders and therefore can
play a central role. Yet in large part the jail's role in reintegrating
offenders back into the community has remained undeveloped. This has been
due to the short-sightedness and neglect of county boards of supervisors as
well as members of local communities. Until these persons are willing to
develop its central role in community corrections, the jail will continue
to stand as one of man's greatest monuments to irrationality.
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CHAPTER I I I

THE PRESENT JAIL SYSTEM: SURVEY FINDINGS

The nature and quality of the services provided by the county jail
depend on the degree of support the jail receives by the county' s board of
supervisors and the community that it serves. The effectiveness of jail
is also dependent on the staff, inmates, and physical structures. This
chapter presents data obtained from the Jail Task Force survey that bear
on these considerations. The data were obtained by interviews with the
jail administrators in each of the 15 study counties, and by questionnaires
thc.t were completed by staff and inmates in these same counties. A variety
of topics were covered by the survey and are discussed in this chapter.
The chapter begins with a discussion of staff and inmate views regarding
the goals of jails, followed by sections presenting additional data on staff
and inmate characteristics. This is followed by a discussion of programs
aimed at minimizing confinement in jails. The next section deals with pro-
gram highlights, and is followed by a discussion of the need for financial
support of jails. The chapter concludes with a discussion of program eval-
uation.

I. PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF GOALS

The major goal of county jails is the protection of society by re-
ducing the probability that an offender will commit another crime. In fact,

this is the major goal for all corrections. Secondary goals include rehabil-
itation and reintegration, while tertiary goals are deterrence and incapac-
itation.

Staff Views

Staff members employed in county jails in the 15 study counties were
asked two questions: (1) "What is the main purpose of your jail for senten-
ced prisoners?" and (2) "What is the most important purpose of jail, as you
see it?" After tabulating the questionnaire responses to these items, it
was found that there was tremendous variation from county to county in the
perceptions and evaluations of goals. For example, in some counties vir-
tually none of the staff members felt that the actual main purpose of their
respective jails was to protect the community. In other counties, larger
percentages of staff felt that the actual main goal of their respective jails
was to protect the community. However, in no case did the proportion reach
even one-half. In counties where there was a sniifficiently large number of
respondents to permit the computation of meaningful percentages, the figures
varied from 15% to 47%. Even a greater lack of agreement existed with respect
to the secondary goal of 'rehabilitation. When the respondents were asked what
they personally saw as the second most important goal of jails, the figures
for counties selecting rehabilitation ranged from less than 10% to only 25%,
For the tertiary goals of deterrence and incapacitation there was again a
lack of agreement. In some counties, only about 5% of the staff personally
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felt that the third most important goal was incapacitation or deterrence
while in Aher counties the figure rose to about 18%.

The type of facility in which the staff member was employed (maximum
security vs. minimum security) made little difference. Only 22% of those
employed in maximum security facilities and 21% of those employed in minimum
security faciliti.:s felt that the actual main goal of their respective jails
was the protecticn of the community. These percentages did not increase
significantly when staff were asked what they personally saw the goal to be.
Thirty percent of the maximum security staff and 24% of the minimum security
staff members personally defined the goal of their respective jails to be
the protection of the community. Lack of agreement also existed with respect
to the secondary goal of rehabilitation.

When the formal position of the line staff romber was taken into
account, the variations in definition and evaluation of goals continued to
exist. Eighteen percent of the co; sectional officers and 247', of the deputy
sheriffs felt that the major goal was actually the protection of the commun-
ity. When these two groups were asked what was the major goal as they saw
it, 22% of the correctional officers and 30% of the deputies defined the
most appropriate goal to be the protection of the community. It is evident
that neither the correctional officers nor the deputies agree that the major
goal of the jail is actually to protect the community.

Perhaps the most significant finding of all was the administrators'
definitions and evaluations of goals for their respective jail s. In answer
to the question, "In your opinion, what should be the purpose of the county
jail for sentenced prisoners?", the sheriffanswers were as follows:

To protect society 3 To house prisoners 3

To punish 6 To deter 2

To rehabi 1 itate 16

And to the question, "What is the purpose of the county jail for sentenced
prisoners (assuming that it differs from the preceding question)?" they
answered:

To protect society 3 To house prisoners r3
To punish 12 To deter 4

To rehabi 1 i tate 5 A dumping ground for
society's misfits 1

Even the top administrators in the 15 study counties who were inter-
viewed did not view either the actual goal or the ideal goal to be the pro-
tection of the community. The administrators tend to think in terms of either
punishment or treatment. Twelve of them saw the actual goal to be punishment,
while on the other hand 16 of them asserted that rehabilitation is the ideal
goal. There appears to be little doubt that widespread confusion exists with
respect to correctional goals. Some of this confusion is reflected in the
remarks made by several of the administrators:
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"The county jail should be a place where we can in-
carcerate and satisfy the public for the crime com-
mitted, keep the man working and his family off
welfare, teach him the folly of his ways so he
doesn't become a repeater, teach him a trade if he
doesn't have one, get some work out of him for the
county where possible."

The screening and placement of sentenced prisoners in
an acceptable development program which should include
prisoners with short sentences, to develop confidence
and purpose in the inmate for the return to the com-
munity. It should also provide a security area for
those inmates not amenable to rehabilitative programs."

"To carry out the mandate of the laws and the courts by
maintaining lawful custody of the sentenced offender,
and, hopeful ly, bring about a degree of rehabi 1 i tation

and sense of responsibility in the individual inmate."

In respect to the secondary goal of rehabilitation, there is consid-
erable doubt that the county jail can be effective. Thirty-seven sheriffs
and chiefs of police responded to the following question:

"Are you satisfied that jai 1 s and correctional facil-
ities are meeting their responsibility with regard
to what is commonly referred to as 'rehabilitation'?
If not, how can this responsibi 1 i ty be met? If so,

what seems to be the most effective in bringing about
!rehabilitation'?"

Twenty-nine responded that jails and correctional facilities were not
meeting rehabilitation goals. However, only 9 offered specific suggestions
on how rehabilitation could be accomplished. Eight suggested establishing
better educational and vocational training programs and one suggested com-
mitting those in need of "rehabilitation" to State prison. Of the 29 respon-

ding negatively, a number stated that the jail was not a place for rehabili-
tation:

"County jails are unique in the corrections system in
that they operate only as a way stop in the criminal
justice system. The primary effort should be temporary
and to direct the released inmate to proper facilities
in the community."

"There does not appear to be any agreement or factual
information as to the best way of accomplishing re-
habilitation."

Six responded that jails do rehabilitate and 1 of these 6 respondents
pointed out that punishment, which the jails do well, is rehabilitation if it
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prevents an offender from returning to another crime.

In short, it may be concluded that, while correctional authorities
throughout the count,-y suggest that the major goal of corrections, including
the county jail, is to protect the community by reducing the likelihood of
recidivism, staff members employed in the various local jails, especially
the administrator, did not share their view. In fact, several of the admin-
istrators indicated during the course of the interviews that the county jail
is ill-equipped to provide correctional services. Some of their beliefs in
this regard were as follows:

"The county jail is not set up to handle any more
than the minor offender. The others should be sent
to the state prison where they're set up to handle
vocational training and that sort of thing."

"Jails are taking more problems than are appropriately
theirs. They are catch -ails. The original purpose
was to hold people for trial, then they became a
punishment arm of the court but they've lost their pur-
pose today."

"How can you rehabilitate a man in 22 days? Five years
ago the average time served was 61 days; now it's down
to 22 days in this county. It's due to the leniency of
the court."

Client Views

While the inmates were not asked specific questions regarding the
goals of the county jail, they were asked, "In your own terms, what does
rehabilitation mean to you?" Many of the answers reflected the view that
rehabilitation, while desirable, did not or could not take place in the
county jail. Some of the responses to the question are listed below:

"To assist a person in helping themselves and others."

"It means to help a person realize his own problems and
what he can do to help himself."

"Helping a person find himself. And not turning him into
something he is not. In other words, not to what people
think he ought to be but what he wants to be."

"It should take place outside."

"Frankly, nothing. One must be formally habilitated (i.e.,
have things 'going' for him propitiously in the 'free world')
before he can be rehabilitated."

"To live by the laws and standards set by society."
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To have a genuine respect for the law and realize you
can live comfortably within it."

"I fully understand the word (rehabilitation) but --
don't think it applies to any of your county correc-
tional units."

"Pay for the cr471 did."

"Go forward and stop drinking. Get peace of mind with-
out drinking -- new friends."

"Helping a person find what he really wants out of life.
A trade center would be more help than just sitting or
doing county work which doesn't teach you anything."

"Becoming a square, instead of a hip person. To carry
a lunch pail and punch a time clock instead of selling
dope. Just living a ncimal healthy life with fellow-
ship, with person or persons sharing same ideas."

"Whatever it means I haven't found it yet. I am still
looking for something to help me with my problems."

"Preparing an individual to return to society as an asset
instead of a liability."

From the above quotes, it is evi6ant that there is as much confusion over
the meaning of rehabilitation among the clients, as there is regarding agency
goals among jail staff. Additional information on the types of rehabilita-
tion programs made available to jail inmates will be presented in a sub-
sequent section of this chapter.

II. THE STAFF OF THE JAIL SYSTEM

As mentioned in Chapter II, the jails and correctional facilities of
the 58 counties are staffed by 2,460 deputy sheriffs and 1,422 non-sworn
personnel. Of the latter, 860 are cooks, clerks, and maintenance staff; 291
are correctional officers; 223 are medical personnel; and 48 are rehabili-
tation staff, composed of counselors, teachers, and social workers.1 A total
of 1,627 employees from all categories staffed the 31 facilities in the 15
study counties.

Questionnaire responses were received from 489 deputies (representing
almost 20% of the State's entire deputy sheriff jail staff), 207 correctional
officers (representing more than 70% of the county level correctional officers
in the State), and 148 support, medical, and rehabilitation staff, (13% of the
support personnel throughout the State). In terms of the 15 study counties,
the responses from staff, totalling 1,627, represented a 60% sample.

1 A, II456
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Staff Characteristics

Table III presents tabulated questionnaire data regarding the age,
race, education, training, and experience of the staff members employed in
the jails and correctional facilities located in the 15 study counties. The
data clearly suggest several generalizations. First, the deputy sheriffs
are the youngest group, followed by the correctional officers, supervisors,
and administrators in that order. All of the administrators are over 35.
years of age. Minority groups are under-represented on the staffs when
compared to the State's ethnic composition and even more so when compared
to the ethnic composition of the inmate population. The jail staff is
relatively inexperienced in corrections, due primarily to the fact that
most sheriffs' departments use the jai 1 as a training ground for incoming
peace officers. The educational level of the staff is relatively high with
35% having completed two years of college and 31% being presently involved
in education, With regard to participation in P.O.S.T. (the Commission on
Peace Officers' Standards and Training) or institutes dealing with training
for the corrections task, over half had not participated. Significant dif-
ferences occurred in virtually every category between the deputy sheriffs
and the correctional officers. The correctional officer is typically older
than the deputy, but has more experience in corrections. His formal educa-
tion is less than that of the deputy and fewer are enrolled in education
courses. A comparison of these two classifications is made in Table IV.
A discussion of the significant differences between these two classifications
will appear later in this section where additional differences have been
covered.

Staff Roles

The deputy sheriff. Typically, the deputy assigned to the county
jail has been employed for only a few months. He does not view himself as
a correctional officer, no:- does he view corrections as a long-term career.
He tends to resign himself to the fact that the jail assignment is a "neces-
sary evil" before he can be re-assigned to patrol or to some other more
"glamorous" role. In contrast to their administrators, the deputy sheriffs
frequently expressed disagreement with the idea that "corrections is a part
of law enforcement". They preferred to transfer corrections to another
agency or at least to the correctional officers within the sheriff's depart-
ment.

The correctional officer. This job classification was established
originally to save money by staffing jails with personnel paid less than
the law enforcement officer. The correctional officer (or correction officer)
is paid approximately $100 per month less than the deputy. in all counties
presently using this classification, it is a "dead-end" position. There

are no promotions because supervisors are persons drawn from the ranks of
sergeants and lieutenants who are deputy sheriffs.
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TABLE III

CHARACTERISTICS OF COUNTY JAIL STAFF
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage Distribution of Employees1)

Characteristic
Deputy
(N=492)

Correctional
Officer Supervisor
(N=208) (N=67)

Administrator

Age

Under 25 31 15 0 0
25 - 35 4e 27 36 0
36 - 50 18 40 57 86
Over 50 3 18 7 14

Race

Caucasian 87 82 94 100
Negro 10 14 2 0

Mexican - American 4 3 5 0

Oriental 2 1 0 0

American-Indian 4 0 0 0

Education Completed

High School Diploma 58 67 43 14

2 Year College Degree 37 29 42 52
4 Year Col lege Degree 4 3 12 35
Graduate Study 1 1 3 0

College Major2

Police Science 39 30 51 61

Public Administration 9 17 13 18
Education 9 9 9 0

Criminology 5 3 11 0
Psychology/Sociology 10 13 0 7

1Columns may not total 100% because of rounding.

2
Only the most frequently stated college majors are listed.
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TABLE III (Continued)

CHARACTERISTICS OF COUNTY JAIL STAFF
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage Distribution of Employees)

Characteristic
Deputy
(N=492)

Correctional
Officer Supervisor
(N=208) (N=67)

Administrator
(N=29)

Are you presently in school?

Yes 37 24 40 41

No 63 76 60 59

If yes, are you receiving
any assistance?

Agency 17 8 11 42

LEEP 4 4 15 0

Combination 1 0 0 8

No assistance 61 61 65 50

Other 18 27 8 0

Have you completed any
specialized training
(e.g. P.O.S.T.)?

Yes 50 19 77 93

No 50 81 23 7

Experience in jails

6 Months or less 31 3 2 4

7 Months to 2 Years 35 31 24 10

3-5 Years 17 31 33 31

6-10 Years 8 26 28 28

Over 10 Years 9 9 13 28
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF
DIPUTY SHERIFF AND CORRECTIONAL OFFICER

IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES
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There is no clear indication as to the future of this classification.
Some counties are considering expanded use of the correctional officer, and
some are about to discontinue the classification. At least one county has
terminated all hiring of correctional officers. One of the largest counties
in the study, however, is planning to establish supervisory levels in the
series to provide a career ladder. In the opinion of the Jail Task Force,
if the classification of correctional officer is retained, then salary scales
and promotional opportunities should be made avaViable to this group.

The female deputy. In most counties, the female deputy is a dis-
tinct minority, frequently working in more austere surroundings than her
male counterpart. In some counties, she is paid less than males for com-
parable duties. The Task Force found that of 940 persons responding to the
questionnaire, 212 (23%) were females, and 728 (77%) were males. Of the
212 females, 155 (32%) were employed as deputy sheriffs; only 2 (1 %) were
employed as correctional officers; 19 (28%) were supervisors; and 7 (24%) were
administrative staff. In general, the females were found to be younger, and
to have less employment experience in local jails and correctional facilities.
However, they had about the same amount of education as their male counter-
parts. Interestingly, the females were more likely, than were the males,
to recommend corrections as a career to a young person (64% vs. 44%). They
were also more likely to be planning a career in corrections (45% vs. 39%),
although a significantly greater proportion of them were also uncertain about
a future in corrections (39% vs. 26%).

Factors in Job Satisfaction

A section of the Task Force survey dealt with factors related to the
job satisfaction of the various categories of staff members employed in the
jails of the 15 study counties. Table V presents the results of this section
of the questionnaire. When asked if they were planning a career in correc-
tions, none of the staff responded overwhelmingly in the affirmative. The
most positive group was the correctional officers. Fifty-six percent as-
serted that they were planning to make a career in corrections. But this
certainly is no clear-cut majority. In fact, 69% of the deputies, 61% of
the supervisors, and 55% of the administrators either stated that they
were not planning to make a career in corrections or they were not sure.
Even though advancement opportunities might be made more readily available,
the staff continued to express reluctance about a career in corrections.
The clearest majority was seen in the lowest status group - -the correctional
officers. Seventy-eight percent of them asserted that corrections would be
a career if advancement opportunities were made available; even though only
19% expressed satisfaction with the promotion system as it is currently
structured in the county jails.

When asked if officers should be allowed to be transferred to other
correctional agencies at the same rank and salary, and without an examination,
it is clear that the lower echelon staff would favor such a policy, while
the supervisors and administrators were considerably more conservative on
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TABLE V

JOB SATISFACTION AMONG COUNTY JAIL STAFF
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES
(Percentage distribution)

Deputy

Characteristic (N=492)

Correctional
Officer Supervisor
(N=208) (N=67)

Administrator
(N=29)

Plan to make a career in
corrections?
Yes 31 56 39 45

No 40 23 34 24

Not Sure 29 21 27 31

If advancement opportunities
were available, would you
stay in corrections?
Yes 44 78 51 63

No 56 22 49 37

Satisfied with promotion
system in your agency?
Yes 72 19 67 65

No 28 81 33 35

Should officers be allowed
to transfer without exams?
Yes 60 66 38 45

No 40 34 62 55

Should there be a series of
ranks for line workers thal
are parallel to supervisors?

Yes 61 76 57 45

No 16 11 33 41

Not sure 23 13 10 14

Is your work load manageable?
Completely 36 58 27 38

More or less 60 40 72 62

Unmanageable 4 2 1
MOM

Is your salary:
Good 62 52 54 87

Fair 34 44 39 10

Poor 4 4 7 3

Generally, how are your working
conditions?

Good 55 66 63 83

Fair 36 29 31 17

Poor 9 4 6
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the matter. The same trend is apparent when the staff was asked whether
they would favor the creation of a new series of ranks, comparable to those
that now exist among supervisors, for line personnel. Sixty-one percent of
the deputies and 76": of the correctional officers answered in the affirm-
ative, while 43% of the supervisors and 55% of the administrators stated
that they would be opposed to such a change, or were not sure of the wisdom
of the change. Thus, on matters of transferring and promotion, the upper
echelon jail staff were clearly more conservative.

Finally Table V shows that, when they were asked about the adequacy
of their salaries and working conditions, the administrative staff were
almost in complete accord among themselves. Eighty-six percent of the admin-
istrators felt that their salaries were good, and 83% felt that their working
conditions were good. However, the data clearly suggest that the other cate-
gories of staff were not nearly as satisfied with either their salaries or
their working conditions.

The overall trend in Table V is clear. None of the jail staff, from
administrators to correctional officers, expressed unequivocal enthusiasm
for the field of corrections. The only instances where clear majorities
existed were in reOrds to salary and working conditions. But the majority
was not among those staff who come into daily contact with clients, but
rather from the sheriff's and jail managers who are somewhat removed from
the day-to-day operations of their correctional facilities. The situation
is very likely to be exacerbated by the fact that both supervisors and admin-
istrators were not entirely in favor of providing additional promotional
opportunities by restructuring ranks and salaries for staff in subordinate
positions. It is clear that the situation for the ....urrectional officer em-
ployed in the county jail is considerably less than adequate. As stated
earlier, his position is a "dead-end" and he knows it.

Staff Evaluation of Quality of Management

The hallmark of any effective organization is the existence of clear
and accurate communication. If the communication of policies is incomplete
or inaccurate, staff performance operates at a less-than-optimal level. A

number of items in the Jail Task Force staff questionnaire dealt with the
communication, decision-making, and general "climate" of the agency as per-
ceived by the staff. Responses to these items were tabulated, and the re-
sults are presented in Table VI.

The first thing to note is that none of the different categories of
staff overwhelmingly felt that the philosophy and policies of their respec-
tive agencies were clearly stated. This finding is consistent with the gen-
eral lack of consensus among staff in defining agency goals that was found
in the first section of this chapter. While about two-thirds of the super-
visors and administrators felt that philosophy and policies were clearly
stated, they are by no means in complete agreement on this item. In addi-
tion, only 42% of the correctiona officers, and 51% of the deputy sheriffs
asserted that their agency philosophy and policies were clear. Responses
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TABLE VI

STAFF EVALUATION OF JAIL MANAGEMENT
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage distribution)

Characteristic
Deputy
(N=492)

Correctional
Officer Supervisor
(N=208) (N=67)

Administrator
(N=29)

How clear are the philosophy
and policies of your agency?

Clear 51 42 65 68

Fair 36 38 26 21

Not clear 14 13 9 11

How good is lateral communi-
cation in your department?

Good 66 56 58 52

Fair 25 27 32 41

Bad 8 17 10 7

How good is downward communi-
cation in your department?

Good 51 44 55 51

Fair 29 34 27 31

Bad 20 22 18 17

How good is upward communi-
cation in your departmant?

Good 39 36 46 41

Fair 35 42 40 38

Bad 26 22 13 21
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TABLE VI (Continued)

STAFF EVALUATION OF JAIL MANAGEMENT
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage distribution)

Characteristic

Does your agency encourage
flexibility and creativity?

Correctional
Deputy Officer Supervisor administrator

Do you have a. voice in decision-
making in your agency?

Strong voice 7 6 29 57

Moderate voice 28 21 32 25

No voice 65 73 39 18

How progressive and "risk-
taking" is your agency?

Progressive 26 26 39 43

Fairly progressive 39 38 39 39

Conservative 45 46 22 12

Encourages 31 29 34 50

Encourages moderately 43 38 46 36

Discourages 26 33 20 14

How high is the morale in
your agency?

High 40 32 42 46

Fair 35 39 48 38

Low 25 29 10 17

Is,
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to this iteni strongly suggest that the various county jails are not doing
as good a job as they might in the realm of specifying agency philosophy,
policies, and goals.

Additional st-ength for this view is gained when specific items,
dealing with the quality of inter-rank and intra-rank communication, were
answered by the staff. No matter what the level of staff rank, there was
virtually no clear agreement teat the quality of communication was "good".
For example, the highest percentage of staff evaluating the quality of
"downward" communication, as "good" was found among the supervisors (55%);
the highest percentage claiming that "upward" communication was "good" was
folnd among the supervisors (46%); and the highest percentage claiming
that "lateral" communication was "good" was found among the deputy sheriffs
.(661. Rut these percentages cannot be considered to reflect overwhelming
agreement among jail staff that the quality of communication in their re-
spective jails is good.

In general, the data do suggest that the staff evaluated "lateral"
communication as being the "best", followed by "downward" communication.
"Upward" communication was evaluated as being "poor". The data also suggest
that the lower echelon personnel generally evaluated the quality of commun-
ication, especially inter-rank communication,'as being "poorer" than did
the supervisory and administrative staff. For example, 22% of the correc-
tional officers, compared to 17% of the administrators, asserted that the
quality of "downward" communication was "bad". However, while the data
suggest that staff in the lower ranks were less happy with the quality of
communication than their superiors, the overall conclusion should not be
obscured: the quality of communication, either inter-rank or intra-rank,
was not evaluated very high.

The above conclusion takes on added significance when it is seen
that only 7% of the deputies, 6% of the correctional officers, and 29%
of the supervisors asserted that they had a strong voice in decision-making.
In fact, only 57% of the administrators- -the sheriffs and jail managers- -
felt that they had a strong voice in decision-making. Administrators must
contend with their respective boards of supervisors and county managers if
they wish to establish and implement new programs and policies. The data
strongly suggest that the boards of supervisors and county managers do not
encourage their various administrative jail officials to have sufficient
latitude and decision-making authority. Additional evidence for this con-
clusion is seen in the administrators' responses to questions dealing with
"how progressive and risk-taking is your agency?", and "does your agency
encourage flexibility and creativity?" Only 43% of the jail administrators
asserted that their respective agencies were "progressive" and "risk-taking",
and only 50% claimed that their agencies encouraged flexibility and creativ-
ity. Thus, the data leave the strong overall impression that the "hands of
the administrators are tied" by their superiors--the county boards of super-
visors and county managers, and ultimately by the local communities. The
restrictive and generally conservative "climate" found in county jails spills
down to the correctional officers where only 26% of this group saw their re-
spective agencies as being "progressive", and only 29% felt that "flexibility

412-$18g3
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and creativity" were encouraged.

The net result of being employed in agencies where philosophy and
policies are not cle..irly stated, where the quality of communication is poor,
where there is little or no voice in decision-making, and where a generally
conservative attitude prevails, is to have a staff that is demoralized.
Table VI shows that this is indeed the case. No matter what the rank of
the staff member, only a minority of each group the morale in its
agency to be high.

Thus, the Jail Task Force must conclude that staff members employed
in county jails, from administrators to correctional officers, evaluated
the quality of management of the jails and correctional facilities in the
15 counties surveyed as poor and in need of definite improvement. It is

unlikely that the quality of management of the jails in the counties not
surveyed is significantly different.

The Jail and the Community

It is the position of the Jail Task Force, and indeed all of the
corrections Task Forces, that society is normally best protected by rehab-
ilitating and reintegrating the sentenced offender back into the community.
Correctional facilities must immediately begin processes of reintegrating
as soon as possible after the person is sentenced. As stated in Chapter III
of the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report, the offender must, in a sense,
never leave the community. The community must permeate the functioning of
the county jail to which the convicted person has been sentenced. Basic to
processes of reintegration are community involvement and support. Without
community support, any correctional program or objective is ultimately des-
tined to fail. If processes of reintegration fail, then the jail must ex-
amine its relationships with the community and do whatever it can to strength-
en them.

The Task Force survey obtained information on staff attitudes toward
community involvement, as well as staff perception of community support of
corrections. The appropriate data are presented in Table VII.

Use of para-professionals. The use of indigenous workers, including
ex-offenders, in providing correctional services has received widespread
endorsement not only by groups such as the President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administratior, of Justice, but also by State and local
officials in California. As pointed out in the Juvenile Institution Task
Force Report, para-professionals enrich correctional services, not as re-
placements but as supplements for the regular line workers. Para-profess-
ionals, especially "New Careerists", have been utilized by the correctional
field services more than by the institutional facilities. However, it
should not be concluded that the "New Careerist" cannot perform meaningful
correctional services to offenders who have been sentenced to institutions,
including county jails. While the Task Force did not obtain specific in-
formation on whether or not the agencies surveyed actually employed any
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TABLE VII

COUNTY JAIL STAFF PERCEPTIONS OF THE COMMUNITY
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES
(Percentage distribution)

Characteristic Deputy
Correctional

Officer Supervisor Administrator

Could you use aides (New
Careerists, etc.) to help
you in your normal work?

Yes 44 31 40 31

No 56 69 60 69

Could you use volunteers to
help you in your normal work?

Yes 32 13 37 43
No 68 87 63 57

Assuming arrangements could be
made, is there a community
agency or group that could be
helpful to you?

Yes 38 28 41 64
No 62 71 58 36

What use does your agency make
of community resources?

Good use 29 31 27 31

Fair use 60 53 61 65
Poor use 11 16 11 3

How well do you think the general
public understands corrections?

Well 2 2

Fair 13 16 24 10

Doesn't 85 82 76 90

How strongly do you think the
general public supports
corrections?

Strongly 7 7 3 --

Moderately 30 29 30 21

Doesn't 63 64 67 79

168
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para-professionals, especially ex-offenders, employed in jails throughout
the counties of California. However, the Task Force staff did ask the
following question: "Could you use aides who do not currently meet the
qualifications of your line officers (e.g., "New Careerists" or other sub-
professionals) to help you in your normal work?" The results, which are
shown in Table VII, are clear. None of the staff, irrespective of rank,
was very enthusiastic over the idea of employing para-professionals. This

is in sharp contrast to the staff of local and State juvenile institutions
where approximately two-thirds of those queried endorsed the idea of em-
ploying para-professionals. Thus, in spite of the fact that para-profess-
ionals have been utilized with a fair degree of success elsewhere in the
correctional spectrum, staff members in the county jails are quite clearly
opposed to the idea.

The use of volunteers and other community resources. A significant
link between the community and the county jail, as well as for other correc-
tionAl facilities, is the volunteer worker providing services to the offen-
der. At times the volunteer can play a crucial role in reintegrating the
offender back into the community. Yet, the use of volunteers has been slow
in gaining acceptance by those employed in various correctional agencies.
Their reluctance generally has,been based on the assumption that "outsiders
really do not know anything about corrections". However, in recent years
the use of volunteers has increased, so that at the present time, many cor-
rectional agencies have volunteer programs.

When the county jail staff was asked whether they could use volunteers
to help-them in their normal work, the results are again clear. Only 13%

of the correctional officers, 32% of the deputies, 37% of the supervisors,
and 43% of the administrators favored the use of volunteers in their respec-
tive jails.

Correlatively, when asked if there was a community agency or group
that could be helpful, assuming that financial arrangements could be worked
out, the response was again substantially the same. Only a few of the coe-

rectional officers (28%), deputies (38%), and supervisors (41%) felt that
there was an agency or group in their respective communities that could be
of help to them. Sixty-four percent of the,administrators.felt that such
an agency or group could be useful, which, perhaps, indicates that these
top officials have a greater knowledge of the types of resources available
in the community.

Yet it is important to note that, at the same time, county jail staff
felt that their agencies were not making good use of the various resources
that were available in their respective communities. Thus, a significant
paradox emerges: on the one hand, staff in county jails feel that their
respective facilities are not making full use of community resource; yet
on the other hand, they do not believe that para-professionals, volunteers,
or community agencies would be particularly helpful in their work. This
paradox takes on added significance by inspecting the staffs' perceptions
of the public's understanding and support of corrections.
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Perception of the public's view of corrections. Table VII also

presents information on how staff views the public's position vis-a-vis

corrections. The findings are extremely revealing. When asked whether

the public knows anything about corrections or is willing to support it,

almost none of the councy jail staff responded affirmatively. The data

show unequivocally that the staff viewed the public as lacking in both
understanding and support. It is thus clear that the staff of county
jails have adopted a somewhat exclusionary attitude toward the use of
community resources such as para-professionals, volunteers, and various
agencies. At the same time, they believe that the public lacks any real
understanding of corrections and is unwilling to support it. The ironic

fact is that the public is obviously not going to understand or support
corrections as long as it is excluded from involvement.

Major Concerns of the Jail Staff

The staff role. A prime concern had to do with the role of the
jail staff in corrections. The staff often expressed a sense of futility

.,,..and asked, "Does anything really correct?" Some indicated that they could

do a better job if inmates were sentenced to longer terms. Others obser-

ved that jailing would never really correct as long as it isolated the
inmate from his real problems on the streets. Involved in this concern

over their role was the definite impression that law enforcement, the
courts, and corrections were working toward opposing goals and that they
(the jail staff) were caught in the middle.

Inadequate training. Another concern expressed was the inadequate
or virtually non-existent training for the corrections task. An extreme

example of inadequate training in detention and corrections was provided
during a visit to one minimum security facility in which two officers were
in charge on the four-to-midnight shift. One officer had four months of
experience and had trained the second officer, who had one month's exper-
ience. Both officers indicated that their training was virtually non-
existent and that questions posed by inmates humiliated them because they
knew none of the answers.

Overcrowded facilities. A third concern expressed by the staff was
overcrowded conditions that existed in their respective jails. In one county

the cell blocks were so overcrowded that at times in the past some staff
members were afraid to venture in them to provide supervision. Much of the
overcrowded conditions, as stated elsewhere in this Report, has been due to
the vast numbers of unsentenced persons incarcerated while awaiting trial.
It should also be pointed out that fully 43% of the sentenced inmates in the
15 study counties were serving a jail term as a condition of probation. Thus,

while the probation subsidy program has generally had the effect of diverting
persons from the State's prisons, the courts are now sentencing these persons
to periods of confinement in the county jails prior to their period of pro-
bation in the "streets".
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Not suited for corrections. A fourth concern expressed by the staff
was the fact teat they had obtained employment in the sheriff's office and
trained to become peace officers, not jail guards. Most of these persons
were very anxious to be assigned to patrol or other duties directly related
to law enforcement.

Troublesome offenders. Also of concern was the observation that in-
creasing numbers of troublesome offenders were being committed to county
jails rather than to the State's prison facilities (e.g. aggressive offen-
der:,, and those with mental disorders).

Salaries. While the subject of salaries was not a particular con-
cern in many counties, it nevertheless is siqnificant to note that in one
small county the chief jailer had to "moonlight" as a truck driver. The
deputies in this county also qualified for food stamps.

Jail facilities. Although it ts apparent.that_there has been a gen-
eral upFATTITB77511-s in the State since the Adams-Burdman study of 1957,
there remain a number of antiquated, overcrowded, and unsafe maximum secur-
ity jails in both large and small counties. However, the Jail Task Forcec;
recommends against construction of maximum security central jails until an
assessment has been made of all available jail space within a county (and
within a reasonable distanc.. thereof), and until a county is certain that
the people in jail actually require confinement for the protection of the
community. The questions a county should ask itself are: How many existing
jail beds are available and is optimum use being made of them? Are alcoholics
being divertekto a more aperopriate setting? lre any prisoners who do not
pose a threat tO,the community being held pending trial, simply_ because they
are unable to raise bail? Could adequate facilities and services be better
made tIvailable on a regional basis, or by contract with -0T6ining counties?

III. THE INMATE IN THE JAIL SYSTEM

A stratified sample of inmates were administered a questionnaire and
a sampling of those completing the questionnaire were later interviewed in
group sessions.

One thousand six hundred and sixty-four (1,664) inmates responded to
the questionnaire. This sample constiutes 27% of the sentenced inmates in
the 15 study counties, and represents 11% of the sentenced inmates in county
jails throughout the State. Approximately 400 inmates were interviewed in
group sessions.
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Summary of Inmate Characteristics

Salient inmate characteristics are summarized in Table VIII. The

following generalizations can be made about the 15 study counties.

Sentenced inmates in county facilities were young (43% are 25 or

younger). Over 50% were Black, Mexican-American, or American-Indian. The

racial and ethnic distribution takes on added significance when it is re-
called that only 13% of the staff were drawn from these same groups.
Eighteen percent did not consider the county in which they had been con-
fined to be their county of residence, and almost half of the inmates, when
released, claimed they would be living with family members. With regard

to sex differences, females were younger than males, all were housed in
maximum security facilities, and a greater percentage of females were drawn
from ethnic minority groups. The average inmate had spent three to four
months in custody, typically senvina a sentence of less than 90 days. One

out of four was serving his first, termITTFT: Twenty-two out of every
100 inmates had served at least one term in State prison.

The survey also found that females typically served shorter sentences
and they were more likely, than the males, to be serving their first jail
sentence.

Jail Activities and Plans for the Future

Efforts were made by the TaSk Force to determine the inmates' per-
ception of jail programs. The Task Force found that 23% of the inmates were
idle (this figure climbed to 34% for inmates housed in maximum security
facilities). One of the reasons for maximum security housing is the number
of detainers pending from other agencies. Fifteen percent of the sample

had such "holds"; and of these inmates, 41% had detainers for misdemeanors.

Eighty-one percent of the inmates stated they were not participating
in a rehabilitation program (again, this figure rose to 87% for those housed
in maximum security units). Only 3 out of 10 inmates could identify an
activity which had been particularly helpful while incarcerated. .Very few
of these activities were sponsored by the jail administration itself. Sever.ty-

five percent felt that they could be helped through some sort of counseling
program, especially individual and g.oup'counseling. In respect to prior

employment and plans for employment on release, 54% indicated that they were
working when charged with the crime for which they were confined. Of these,

only 40% claimed they could return to their previous employment, while 60%
stated that they could not return or did not know.

Forty-three percent would be leaving jail under probation supervision;
53% would be leaving without any post-institution assistance; and 4% stated
that they did not know whether jail was a condition of probation. Of those

who would be on probation when released from the county jail, 61% had not
seen the probation officer since they had started their sentence.

172
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TABLE VIII

CHARACTERISTICS OF SENTENCED INMATES
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage distribution)

Characteristics Total
N= 1,664)

Male
N=1 477

Female
(N =187

Age

18 to 20 14 13 15
21 to 25 30 29 37
26 to 30 15 15 19
31 to 50 31 32 27
Over 50 10 11 3

Race

Caucasian 49 49 47
Negro 22 21 31

Mexican American 20 22 11

Oriental 1 1 0
American Indian 6 6 7

Other 3 2 ' 5

Prior Jail Term

None 25 23 40
One 18 18 17

Two or three 24 24 24
Four or more 33 35 19

Length of Sentence

5 days or less 1 1 2

6 to 30 days 12 11 15

31 to 60 days 11 11 15
61 to 90 days 15 15 16
4 to 6 months 29 29 32

6 months 32 33 20Over

,

173
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

CHARACTERISTICS OF SENTENCED INMATES
IN THE 15 STUDY COUNTIES

(Percentage distribution)

Characteristics Total Male 'Female

With whom will you be living
when released?

Close Family
(Parents, Spouse, etc.)

Friends
Alone
Don't Know

48

7

22

23

48

6

23
23

49

11

16

23

Is this County your normal
place of residence?

Yes 82 83 79
No 18 17 21

Were you employed when arrested?

Yes 54 56 38
No 46 44 62

Are you serving this jail term
as 3 condition of probation?

Yes 43 43 42
No 53 52 54
Don't Know 4 4 3

174
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Seventy-eight percent indicated that they had not been receiving
services from any agency or group sucn as Mental Health, Social Welfare,
Human Resources Development Agency, or the Salvation Army. Of those in-

dicating that they had been receiving services, most were females. The

agency most frequently mentioned as a source of aid was the county welfare
department.

When asked to specify how they would like their lives to be in the
future, virtually all of the respondents described a life built around a
traditional middle class value system which included a home, job, and family.
Reflecting a somewhat optimistic view, 6 out of 10 inmates felt that they
would achieve this, while 4 were not sure or felt that they would not see
their "dreams" come about.

Significant Differences

From a racial viewpoint, jail populations generally have a consid-
erably higher proportion of minorities than the general county population.
In two of the 15 study counties, Blacks represented a majority of the jail
population. In two other counties Mexican-Americans represented a majority.
American Indians represented a majority in a fifth county. The remaining
10 counties had a Caucasian majority in their jails.

Maximum security facilities held a slightly younger population than
the minimum security facilities. This is due to the large numbers of "re-
volving door" alcoholics, who typically are over 35 years of age, and are
usually assigned to minimum security farms and road camps. Black inmates

comprised 25% of the population of maximum units and only 19% of the mini-
mum security population.

Twenty-six percent of maximum security inmates had "holds" on them
or were wanted by other law enforcement agencies. However, 41% of those

with such detainers were wanted for misdemeanors. This compared with 6%

of inmates in minimum security facilities having "holds", probably most
or all of which were for misdemeanors.

IV. MINIMIZING CONFINEMENT IN THE COUNTY JAIL

In recent years the trend toward establishing alternatives to incar-
ceration has become increasingly apparent. This trend has been spurred by
the belief among experts that the offender must remain in the community if
his ties with it are to be established and strengthened. As already stated
in the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report, correctional institutions,
including the county jail, are unnatural, dehumanizing "dumping grounds"
where persons are incarcerated on an involuntary basis. Other than post-
poning crime, institutions have done little to "cure" the crime problem.
Relatively unsophisticated offenders, incarcerated in jail settings, have
emerged as bitter persons who have learned more effective crime-committing
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techniques. For these and other reasons, efforts are being made either to
completely divert offenders from the county jail, or to minimize their con-
tact with it. This section deals with a number of attempts currently being
made in California in this regard.

Release On Own Recognizance

Although this Task Force was charged with studying only the sentenced
jail prisoner, and making recommendations which are related to the effective-
ness of correctional efforts aimed at him, O.R. (release on own recognizance)
and citation are discussed in this Report because both are programs that can
effectively divert persons from the county jail. This is especially crucial
in light of the fact that the increasing jail population has been due almost
entirely to the increase in the number of unsentenced prisoners. Given the
extremely limited resources that are available in county jails, the Jail
Task Force believes that they should be provided primarily to prisoners who
have been sentenced. If greater numbers of unsentenced persons were O.R.'d
or given citations, the serious strain on facilities and resources would be
alleviated.

The idea of O.R. projects received its major impetus in 1961 with the
establishment of the Manhattan Bail Project in New York City.3 In this pro-
ject law students from New York University interviewed persons who had been
arrested and gathered information on their residential stability, employment
history, family contacts, and prior criminal record. If the person in cus-
tody scored a sufficient number of points, based on the data collected, the
staff of the project recommended to the court that the person be granted a
pre-trial release without having to post a cash bond. With the Manhattan
Bail Project, the Vera Foundation, now the Vera Institute of Justice, clearly
demonstrated the feasibility of releasing a person from custody simply on
his word that he would appear in court on his scheduled date. O.R. projects
have rapidly spread throughout most jurisdictions in the United States.

All of the 15 counties surveyed by the Jail Task Force had established
O.R. programs, although some counties were using it more extensively than
others. One of the major counties in the Bay Area recently published a rzi-
port on its O.R. project, and the results showed that it is possible, with
appropriate screening procedures, to release persons on their own recog-
nizance and that they will appear in court on the scheduled date.4 Between

August, 1964, and October, 1970, a total of 11,876 persons were O.R.'d
this county. Of this number, only 372 or 31 failed to appear in court."
In 1969, the non-appearance rate for felony defendants was even lower with
a rate of only 2%. The significance ToTIliise figures is heightened when
they are compared with the non-appearance rate of persons who posted bail
during 1969. For this group the nop-appearance rate was higher (5%) than
for the group that had been O.R.'d.°

Releasing a person on his own recognizance not only minimizes the
negative contacts and influences of the county jail, but it also results in
substantial savings. In the study cited above, during 1969 there was an
average of 429 defendants out on O.R. release. The sheriff's office deter-
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mined that on the average it cost $4.29 a day to keep a prisoner in the
county jail. Even with this very conservative figure, the O.R. project
resulted in a savings of over $330,000 for the year.?

O.R. projects have been relatively inexpensive to operate because
they have often used VISTA volunteers as well as community volunteers to
interview O.R. candidates. In light of the success of O.R. programs, their
use should be greatly expanded by all of the counties in the State.

Organizationally, some O.R. programs have had their own directors
and have been separate entities. In other cases, 0,R. programs have been
a part of the probation department. For example, one of the counties in
the study group had assigned a probation officer to the jail to review cases
for O.R. Whatever the organizational pattern of O.R. programs, it is very
clear that their use should be greatly expanded by all of the counties in
the State.

Misdemeanor Citations

Prior to 1967, if a person was arrested for an alleged misdemeanor,
he was booked into jail, and if he was unable to post bail, he awaited court
disposition in a cell. In 1967, the Legislature authorized counties to issue
citations in the case of.those suspected of committing a misdemeanor. However,
the Jail Task Force found that only a few counties in the study group were
using citations as a means of diverting misdemeanants from jail. It was also

not possible to determine how extensively law enforcement officers were issuing
citations in those counties that had established the policy.

In one of the study counties, arrests and bookings had grown to such
proportions in 1968 and 1969 that the jail was dangerously overcrowded, and,
in fact, there had been a number of sexual assaults upon prisoners by other
prisoners. The county had already approved the expansion of the jail, but
the sheriff could not wait until its construction to alleviate the problem.
Therefore, the administration decided that a concerted effort would be made
to cite all possible misdemeanants and to encourage the courts to make better
use of O.R. programs.

The sheriff requested that all county law enforcement agencies use
misdemeanor citations as frequently as possible. However, because of re-
sistence to change, citations were being issued only infrequently. At the
same time that law enforcement officers were asked to use citations, the
county jail instituted the same program. In discussing the problems involved,
an administrator asserted that during the initial period his staff found very
few inmates eligible for release by citation. However, upon review of the
jail bookings each morning, it was apparent that there were far more eligible
persons in jail than his staff had identified. The administrator came to the
conclusion that his staff was extremely hesitant to cite a prisoner who had
already been booked, because it feared the consequences that might result
should the released person commit another crime. A training program was
established which aimed at dispelling such fears. This was accomplished. in
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part, by illustrating that with less than $25 to pay bail fees, auy one of
those persons held would be rel eased.

Gradually, the number of citations issued increased, but a conservative
attitude continued to pevail among the staff regarding their use. The admin-

istrator then instituted a new policy. Instead,of the staff justifying the
release of a person nn the citation, they were,now asked to justify keeping
WiT.For every prisoner eligible, but not released by citation, the adminis-
trator expected the staff to specify the justification. At the time of the
Task Force survey, the number of citations issued in this county was increas-
ing and fewer persons accused of a misdemeanor were being held in jail. Ac-

cording to the clerk of this county's municipal court, cited misdemeanants
were appearing at their scheduled court hearing at a satisfactory rate. Un-

fortunately, the number of persons .released from jail by citation was not
available, but there is little doubt that the program is a success. At the
same time, there has been substantial savings in tax dollars, and the pro-
gram has relieved the overcrowded condition that had previously existed in
the jail.

Diverting the Alcoholic from the County Jail

Plmost one-third of all arrests made in the United States are for
drunkenness in public places.6' It is not unusual to find the person taken
into custody for drunkenness to have been arrested for the same offense 20,
30, or 50 times before. The situation in the State of California is not
very different from those elsewhere in the nation. For example, in one of
the Bay Area counties, the police made 59,104 arrests in 1969. Of this num-
ber, 16,112 of the arrests (27%) were for drunkenness.9 The sheriff in this
county reported that 41% of the inmates incarcerated in the jail were there
as a result of drunCarrests.

In recent years, serious question has been raised about the continued
criminal ization of conduct that is essentially "victimless" and non-violent.
The President's Ccimmission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
has recommended that:

"Drunkenness should not in itself be a criminal offense.
Disorderly and other criminal conduct accompanied by
drunkenness should remain punishable as separate crimes.
The implementation of this recommendation requires the
development of adequate civil detoxification procedures."10

Likewise, in the- county mentioned above, a committee to study problems of crime
and criminal justice in the local community recently concluded that:

"...opinion has generally come around to recognizing
that drunkenness must not be handled as it tradition-
ally has been, although the method of handling it is
still in a state of transition. Many people would
dc,11 with it as a public health problem, and the Crime
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Committe.e approves that concept. ...'Drunkenness'

should be taken out of the criminal process en-

tirely."11

Between September-December 1970, Task Force staff interviewed pre-
siding superior court judges, county supervisors (normally the Board chair-
man), and county administrative officers in each of the 15 counties under
study. Eighty-nine percent of these local officials urged that the "common
drunk" be removed from criminal justice, including removal from the local
jail . Seventy-one percent of these officials urged that responsibility for
the care of "common drunks" be transferred to the health department or a
mental health unit.

However, despite this widespread support for removing drunks from the
criminal justice system, the Jail Task Force by no means found unanimity of
opinion 4mong the 36 jail administrators interviewed regarding the possibil-
ity of "de-criminalizing" public drt.nkenness and diverting the drunk from
the county jail. While 21 of the administrators favored the idea of divert-
ing him from jail, 13 expressed opposition to the idea, and 2 were not sure.
Some of the jail administrators opposed the idea because they felt that jail
was the most economical way of processing the common drunk. Others were
opposed because they felt that the drunks provided a labor pool for jail
work assignments which would otherwise be difficult to fill.

However, it is the position of the Jail Task Force that economic con-
siderations alone cannot justify the continued criminal processing of persons
who could be more effectively (and economically) handled in other ways. There

can be little justification for consuming only 7% of a county jail budget for
41% of those who are incarcerated in it.12 Nor is the fact that drunks con-
stitute a large labor pool sufficient justification for their continued incar-
ceration. The Jail Task Force has found that the work assigned to those who
have been sentenced to jail as a result of drunkenness is not of the type
that will substantially contribute to their rehabilitation, or help them in
the labor market in the free community. In the large county jails, the drunk
typically is assigned only the menial work tasks. In a recent study of the
skid row alcoholic in a Bay Area city, a captain in the county jail stated
that:

"The alcoholics do excellent work in culinary work.
They do well in janitorial work. They will do the
dirty work others won't handle.

Do you know what would happen if the alcoholics no
longer came here? They are 90% of the farm labor.
If we lost then, we'd have to close this place down.
Once in a whide, I think what would we do without
them? I don't know. It would take a complete re-
organ i zation . "13

This study al so found that the jai led alcoholics were similarly denied what-
ever rehabi 1 itation and correctional services existed. The study concluded
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that even though the alcoholic is committed for what is possibly the least
serious crime, he is reduced or degraded to the lowest of the jail inmates.'

In 1969 the Bay Area Social Planning Council conducted a study of the
alcoholic in one of the 15 study counties. This study recommended transfer-
ring the responsibility for care and treatment of chronic drunk Qffenders
from the criminal justice system to the county health officials.'' The Jail
Task Force urges that all counties explore similar diversionary programs and
facilities for the alcoholic.

Diverting Other Types of Offenders from Jail

Administrators were also queried regarding the diversion of offenders
who were mentally handicapped, and narcotics addicts, The following is a
summary of their responses.

Offenders with mental disorders. A number of the administrators
pointed out the ambiguity of the term "mentally handicapped", as used during
the course of the interview. However, 22 favored diverting this type of
offender to other agencies, while 8 expressed opposition to the idea, and 6
were not sure. Two administrators did not answer this question. Most of the
sheriffs interviewed mentioned that the problems involved in managing the
mentally handicapped are immense because these persons require segregation
both for their own protection and for the protection of others. They also
require constant medical attention which is not available in most jails.
Recent changes in the State's mental health statutes appear to make it in-
creasingly difficult to refer the mentally disturbed to the appropriate
county agency.

The narcotic addict. Eighteen out of 36 respondents opposed the
diversion of the narcotic addict from jail. Seventeen favored diversion
and one was not sure. Four of the administrators opposing diversion in-
dicated they would favor such a plan if some provision were built into the
plan to prevent using addiction as an excuse for criminal behavior.

Summary. Almost all respondents favoring the diversion of the above
two types of offenders indicated that they would support such a plan only
if controls were provided to prevent using alternative treatment resources
as a cover for criminal behavior.

As with alcoholics, local correctional agencies should make greater
use of available medical and mental health resources both to supplement
their,correctional programs and to divert, when po3sible, those offenders
who appear to need only medical or mental health types of services.
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Sentence Modification

Although county parole is, in facts a modification of sentence, the
court also has the authority to modify a sentence once it has been imposed.
A court may retain jurisdiction simply by suspending a portion of the jail
term imposed. This strategy allows the court to review the case and to
modify the original sentence. The number of sentenced prisoners released
from county jails in California by sentence modification is far greater
than the number released to county parole. According to the Bureau of
Criminal Statistics, in the 11 study counties reporting figures, 1,954 (17%)
of those offenders released prior to the expiration of their sentence had
their terms modified by the courts ,16

Each of the 15 counties in the Jail Task Force survey were employing
sentence modification (although only 11 of them were reporting figures to
the Bureau of Criminal Statistics), to release jail prisoners early. How-
ever, the procedures that had been established to allow review of a case
by the court varied greatly from county to county. In some of the counties,
only the court and the inmate are involved in the process. The inmate ap-

peals to the judge in writing and the court makes its decision on the basis
of the letter and court records. In other counties, jail prisoners request
a modification of sentence through the county jail staff. The staff in turn

submits a recommendation to the court for the final decision on the request.
In yet other counties, requests are referred to the probation department;
in turn, the probation department reviews the prisoner's reccrds, interviews
him, and makes its recommendation to the court. If the court grants the
request for a modified sentence, the released prisoner is then supervised
by the probation department.

In one of the 15 study counties, the welfare department has assigned
2 social workers to the jail complex. The social workers are involved with:
(1) identifying inmates in need of services and programs, (2) referral for
work furlough, (3) coordination of volunteer services, (4) study and recommen-
dation for sentence modification, (5) referrals to community agencies, and
(6) assistance in development of post-release plans.

Over a two and one half year period, since the existence of this ,program,
the social workers in this county have identified, evaluated, and recommended
to the court 561 inmates for early release. Of the 532 that were released
early, only 92 (17%) have returned to jail on other charges. The social
workers did not report the extent of modification or the number of days of
incarceration time saved. However, if it is assumed that each prisoner was
released 30 days early, and also assumed that the jail saved only the food
costs ($1.00 per day average) for the "successful inmates", then a savings
of $13,200 was realized. Less conservative figures would bring the total
costs closer to $120 per month per inmate, thus yielding a savings of $52,800.
The savings in food alone reimburses the county for two 'and a half years of
the social workers' salaries.
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A novel use of the idea of sentence modification is being used in 1 of
the study counties by a Superior Court Judge. In approximately 75% of the
sentences, the judge imposes a sentence and then suspends 1 day in order to
retain jurisdiction. The sentenced person is then committed to the correc-
tional faci 1 i ty.

This facility sponsors a number of programs including work furlough,
educational furlough, Alcoholics Anonymous, academic instruction, and
additional inspirational types of activities which consist of recorded
talks by successful businessmen, successful ex-prisoners, etc. Partici-
pation by an inmate in any one of these' programs results in a certain num-
-ber of days being credited to his sentence. Participation in a number of
such programs can result in a considerable reduction in the amount of time
served. The quality of an inmate's participation is monitored by the judge,
who devotes a portion of his own time to visiting the facility weekly. When
an inmate arrives at this facility, a calendar is prepared with him, repre-
senting every day of his sentence. He begins to mark off the days he has
served from 1, 2, 3, and so on and the staff mark off the days he has earned
through program participation beginning at the maximum of his sentence, e.g.
365, 364, 363, etc. As these two extremes converge,.the inmate can .see very
graphically that what he accomplishes has a very definite influence on how

long he remains incarcerated.

As yet, the actual effect of this particular program upon the rate of
recidivism or any other measure is not known. But it is clear that the judge
and the staff both feel that it is of benefit and that it does prevent some
of their charges from returning. What is even more important is that 1 judge
and a facility staff are willing to try something that appears promising.

In summary, there is no established organizational pattern for the
administration of sentence modification. The Jail Task Force believes that
the Institutional Services Units, discussed in Chapter V, would be the most
appropriate unit to perform this function.

County Parole

Penal Code Sections 3075 through 3084 authorize the establishment of
county parole boards composed of the sheriff, the probation officer, and a
citizen representative. Each of the 15 counties studied had established
parole boards. However, the use of county parole in 1969 variad greatly
among them. For example, according to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics,
one of ihe large counties in the study group granted 300 paroles. Others
did not grant any. In 1969 the 15 counties paroled a total of 488 jail
prisoners. Because it is not possible to determine the number of inmates
eligible for county parole who were released in 1969, it is not possible
to calculate the percentage of paroles granted to those eligible. Some
members of county parole boards estimated that less than 1% of the sen-
tenced prisoners were eligible for parole.

13-81883
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In interviews with the sheriffs in the 15 counties, it was determined
that there were almost as many interpretations of the reasons for parole
as there were counties. In 3 counties, the administrators indicated that
they were not there to "second guess the courts" who sentenced the inmate.
In a number of other counties, paroles were granted primarily to relieve
population pressures in the jail and secondarily to grant "hardship" leaves
to inmates. In a few counties, the purpose was restricted solely to con-
sidering hardship cases.

A rather unique use of parole was being made in 1 county, based upon
the need for hospitalized medical attention. With the advent of Medic-Aid,
hospitals in this county began charging the sheriff for the services ren-
dered to inmates, sometimes resulting in an astronomical fee when surgery
and hospitalization were necessary. The sheriff soon recognized that the
county would thus be liable for 100% of the medical costs whereas, if the
inmate was not a prisoner and unable to pay, medical costs would be sub-
sidized by Medi-Cal and Medicare. From then on, any inmate requiring such
costly medical attention was granted a parole, had his medical needs served,
and returned to the jail to finish serving his sentence. Although carried
out under the rubric of parole, the automatic return of the person to jail
nullifies this program as a parole program per se.

In most counties, the probation department provided the post-insti-
tutional supervision for county parolees; in others, there was no post-
institutional supervision. None of the 15 study counties maintained a
county parole officer, though it came to the Task Force's attention that
at least one Bay Area county has a county parole officer who reviews and
recommends cases for county parole and provides for their supervision upon
re 1 ease.

Overall, inmates released on county parole represent a minute portion
of the sentenced population. At the present time, if an inmate is serving
a jail sentence as a condition orprobation, or if any part of his sentence
has been suspended, he is not eligible for county parole. However, in the
11 study counties reporting jail statistics to the Bureau of Criminal Statis-
tics, fully 56% of the sentenced jail population is released as a result of
the expiration of sentence. All of these persons theoretically were eligible
for parole; yet only a small fraction were released prior to the expiration
of their sentence. Conditional release, or parole, is a correctional fact
of life in both juvenile and adult institutions. Approximately 93% of adults
sentenced to prisons are released prior to the expiration of their maximum
term. The concept of parole and early release is consistent with the goal
of reintegration, and no useful purpose is served by keeping persons incar-
cerated in county jails until the entire sentence has been served. It is
costly, and it results in overcrowding. More important, however, it pro-
motes feelings of injustice and bitterness among those serving time in jails,
and seriously undermines reintegration efforts.

County parole would provide an effective follow-through for those re-
leasees requiring after-care services. Because of the similarity and the
fact that every county al ready has a probation department, the Jai 1 Task
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Force urges that county parole be integrated with probation services. It

also believes that a group should be established, consistin9 of represen-
tatives from the sheriff's office and the probation department, to deter-
mine when a jail prisoner should be paroled and whether he is in need of
after-care services. This evaluative process and the provision of after-
care services would be appropriate functions to be carried out by the
Institutional Services Unit discussed in Chapter V.

Weekenders

In each of the 15 study counties, the number',of prisoners sentenced
to serve weekends has been incitasing at a rapid pace and causing consid-
erable consternation for the jail administrator. The logistic problems
of bed space, clothing, receipt and release of large numbers of prison2rs
have not, as yet, been solved in any of the counties visited.

Some administrators have considered a number of alternatives to week-
end confinement in jails, including the rental of a hotel wherein work fur-
loughees would also be housed, to special facilities which would be operated
only on weekends. Some have considered the possibility of weekenders paying
the cost of their incarceration as do work furloughees, and still others
have asked judges to use other alternatives, such as work furlough or regular
jail sentences. The weekend sentence is preferable to a total lockup because
such sentences reduce the deleterious effect of total confinement while main-
taining family, social, and economic ties. However, in general, weekend
sentences appear to be an unnecessary and undesirable compromise.

The Jail Task Force believes that, if at'all possible, the offender
should either be placed on probation, without having to serve time on week-
ends, or he should be placed in a work furlough program.

Conclusion

This section has dealt with developments on the county level that are
aimed at either diverting persons from the county jail or minimizing their
contact with them. In Chapter II of this Report, it was seen that the jail
population has been increasing during the past decade, and that the increase
has been due entirely to the growtn of the unsentenced jail population. O.R.
projects and misdemeanor citation programs have demonstrated their value
beyond any reasonable doubt. Yet, these programs are not being used exten-
sively enough either to ditlert persons, or to minimize their contact with
the jail. In light of the tremendous success of such programs, their greatly
expanded use throughout the State would logically follow.

Although the sentenced jail population has remained relatively constant
over the past 10 years, it should now be clear that a significant portion of
that population is made up of persons incarcerated for drunkenness. Removal
of these persons from the criminal process would greatly alleviate the over-
crowded conditions currently found in many county jails, and would reduce
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costs as well. At the same time, more effective non-criminalized methods
of handling drunkenness could be utilized.

As stated at the beginning of this section, one of the major concerns
of the Jail Task Force is to divert persons from jail to other agencies
and alternatives so that those who must be incarcerated by the courts will

have the benefit of the limited resources' available in these facilities.

Finally, the Jail Task Force believes that research needs to be greatly
expanded in the areas of sentence modification and county parole, in order
to demonstrate the feasibility of early release for greater numbers of per-
sons. As was shown in the Juvenile Institution Task Force Report, it is
possible to greatly curtail the length of sentence without significantly
affecting recidivism rates or jeopardizing the community's safety. It is

quite likely that similar results would be observed if greater numbers of
jail inmates were released after serving only a brief sentence.

V. HIGHLIGHTS OF EXISTING PROGRAMS

This section deals with the programs the Jail Task Force found to be
available to the sentenced inmates in the facilities of the 15 study couro.;ies.
It is not intended to be a county by county list of programs available, but
rather, it is a brief summary of all the programs which were available in
the 15 counties. It is intended to provide ideas for adoption by other
counties in the State. Unique applications. or programs which might have
application elsewhere are summarized below.

Work Furl ough

Twenty-one of the State's 58 counties have established work furlough
programs.17 Eight of the 15 study counties had work furlough in various
stages of sophistication, ranging from a specialized work furlough facility
in 1 count] to 3 counties in which the program was operating out of a max-
imum security facility, and 4 counties in which the program was operating
out of minimum security facilities. Administrators in the 7 counties which
did not have work furlough programs voiced concerns over startinl such pro-
grams within existing facilities, fearing this would make them vulnerable
to the introduction ot narcotics and other contraband. One sheriff in-
dicated that the board of supervisors was opposed, but he personally felt \
it would be a valuable asset. The introduction of narcotics via work fur-
1 ough -inmates is a realistic concern. However, in many counties the prisondr
with a narcotics record is excluded from participation in work furlough pro-
grams. Still, it must be pointed out that inmates with narcotics records
can pressure work furloughees to smuggle narcotics into the jail. In those
counties which cannot afford separate facilities for work furlough inmates
or complete segregation from the general population, the administrator has
to decide if the advantages are worth the risks.

185
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Generally speaking, drugs seemed to be available to inmates who wanted
them. This does not mean that administrators should not be concerned about
the prevalence of narcotics. They should, however, also weigh the benefits
of new programs against the possibility of an increase in the contraband
already there. On the basis of discussions with inmates and on the basis
of experience in correctional facilities, it appears that drugs will always
be available to inmates who want them, especially in minimum security facil-
ities.

In one county which operated the work furlough program out of the min-
imum security facility, the work furloughees returned from employment and
proceeded directly to their barracks after checking in. Infrequent spot
searches were conducted whenever sufficient staff were available.

In almost every other county, work furloughees returning from employ-
ment underwent thorough "skin" searches and were issued laundered clothing
upon return to the housing unit. In a third minimum security facility, there
are no work furlough inmates, yet there are work crews dispatched daily to
outside work details. Despite the difference in search and security pro-
cedures, it was fairly evident that narcotics, in varying amounts, were avail-
able in all 3 facilities.

The literature about work furlough, and the experience of those counties
who have tried it strongly suggest that the benefits of such a program out-
weigh the risks.lo For most inmates, work furlough retains the control of
the sentence yet eliminates or reduces some of the negative by-products of
incarceration, such as loss of employment, and loss of self-esteem by having
a family supported by wel fare. Work furl ough maintains the economic ties
to the community, thus in part assuring that an ex-inmate will not become
a burden upon the community. For those who are pragmatists and concerned
with value for the dollar, it may be noted that work furlough pays for itself
and partially offsets the costs of incarceration.19 In fact in one of the 15
counties in 1967, the inmates on work furlough contributed $45,979.60 to
family support. Otherwise, much of this would probably have been paid by
the we department.

An interesting variation of work furlough was discovered wheti the
study staff asked the jail administrator of a small county if a work fur-
lough program existed. He responded, "Yes, we consider our weekenders as
being in work furlough." He did not have a work furlough program per se
because there was only 1 jail and no capacity to segregate the workfur-
loug'nee. The sheriff, however, entered into an agreement with the local
court that, if the court wanted an inmate on work furlough, the inmate would
be sentenced to weekends.

Education

At the time of data collection, 6 counties were operating some kind
of educational program, 1 was in the process of instituting such a program,
and 8 did not have any kind of education program. Of the 6 counties making
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education available to inmates, 2 had programs in both maximum and minimum

security, 1 county has it available only in the maxtmum unit, and 3 had
education available only to inmates in minimum security facilities.

The sophistication of such programs ranged from a single volunteer
instructor who came into the faci 1 ity ofice a week to faci 1 i ties where sub-

jects were taught in classrooms by certified elementary school, high school,
and college instruc.tors. In 1 relatively small facility of approximately
50 minimum security inmates, a volunteer instructor tutors inmates to pass
the GED test which, in turn, entitles inmates to a high school equivalency
diploma. In the remaining 5 facilities, :he instructor is full or part-time
and is paid by the local school district at no cost to the correctional
facilities. Courses are offered in the large counties on a daily basis
and in smaller counties on a weekly or semi-weekly basis, usually in high

school equivalency training, but frequently including grammar school math-
ematics, literacy training, and special subjects in which there is a demon-
strated interest by a sufficient number of inmates.

The only requirements on the part of the correctional facility are
classroom space and participation by a minimv number of inmates. Because

the turn-over of inmates involved is quite high, the instructor must be
flexible enough to teach illiterates simul taneou.0y with other students
who are studying for high school equivalency.

Many instructors in these counties are relying on programmed text-
books which require only a minimum of monitoring, while supplying a max-
imum of course content. One of the requirements for completion of the
GED examination is that it be given at locations specified by the State,
and these are usually high schools in the area, thus requiring that the
inmate appear personal ly to complete the examination. Except for thuse

students who are in maximum security facilities, the counties make arrange-
ments for a staff member or the instructor to escort inmates to and from
the examination.

With the increasing number of college level courses open to "challenge"
(completing an examination on the subject matter and being granted the units
for the course upon passage) and the expansion of curricula available in
programmed texts, it is possible for a county jail inmate to complete at
least a part of a col lege education without leaving the grounds,.

Educati onal Leaves

Educational furlough programs are operated on the same basis as is
work furlough, except that since the student does not have an income from
his education he is not expected to pay his share of the costs of adminis-
tration, as are work furloughees. Three of the 15 study counties had such
programs operating in conjunction with work furlough. All such leaves are
limited to college level endeavors, since high school and grammar school
courses are available in the jails of these 3 counties. According to the
staff involved, grade point averages improve considerably over the student's
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averages before incarceration. In 2 of the counties, educational furloughees
are expected to perform a specified number of hours of institutional labor
each week.

Vocational Training

According to a recent study, there are 23 vocational programs being
offer-ed in the jails and correctional facilities through the State.20 In
theory, these vocational programs differ from inmate work assignments in
that they are intended to teach a skill which will result in the inmate
becoming more readily employable. In actuality, vocational programs offered
in local correctional facilities differ only in title. In order to qualify
as a true vocational training program, the trainee must learn the theory
as well as the practice. Only one vocational program in the 15 counties
included both of these elements (in this particular county, the vocational
program was a part of a Federal grant which terminated within a week of
the study staff's visit). All other vocational training programs offered
would more appropriately fall under the category of on-the-job training
because they did not include classroom instruction on theory and none were
certified programs. As indicated in the study cited above;

"This means that in reality, despite the classification
of these programs as vocational rehabilitation; their
primary effect is to obtain labor from inmates. Coin-

cidenta17,7Timates in these programs are Also being
taught a skill in the correctional sense."41

In discussing educational and vocational training programs with the
administrators in the 15 study counties, it was apparent that they had
been giving a great deal of thought to establishing new programs in this
area or extending existing ones. However, it was clear to them that the
traditional, in-house vocational program was not appropriate because of
the great turnover as a result of short sentences given to county jail in-
mates. The jail administrator in one county reported that the average sen-
tence was 22 days and that he had recently surveyed his inmate population
to determine the feasibility of establishing a vocational training program
in key punch operation. After eliminating those inmates whose sentences
were too short to complete the program, and those whose educational level
was insufficient, and those who were not interested, only 9 out of a popula-
tion of almost 1,000 were qualified. Therefore, the plans were dropped.
One large Southern California county reported that 75% of all sentenced
prisoners served less than 30 days.

New Directions in Vocational Training

The fact that county jail sentences are quite short did not deter one
county from establishing a vocational program of high civility, encompassing
both the requirements of theory and practice. Using Federal Manpower Dev-
elopment Training Azt funds and cooperating with the local school district,
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this county contracted with a large local industry to train inmates for
eventual employment in the industry.

According to the facility administrator, the trainer is subsidized
on a sliding scale according to the trainee's value in terms of production.
During the first phases of training, the employer may be subsidized en-
tirely for training the employee. Midway through the training, as the em-
ployee is producing at half capacity, the employer is subsidized one -half
of the salary. At the final stages, the employer pays .100% of the employee's
salary. The inmate on this training program is considered a work furloughee
and, though he begins this training program while incarcerated, he contin-
ues employment on expiration of his sentence without a break in service.

Although this is a relatively new program and its actual effects are
unknown as yet, the concept holds great promise since it is relatively un-
affected by length of sentence. At the same time it overcomes the problem
of jail programs being isolated from the "real world". There is little
question that the trainee is being trained for jobs which exist, since em-
ployers are not likely to accept a student for training in skills which are
not in demand.

Variations of this basic idea of sending inmates out to obtain skills
are in operation in 2 other counties. There, inmates attend vocational
training courses at the local community collete on an educational leave
basis. The difference is that these students are not paid a wage while
learning.

Counseling Services

Throughout the State, those counseling services which are available
are normally performed by paid staff members, titled Rehi,-flitation Officers
or Correctional Counselors, and community volunteers. Although an undeter-
mined amount of counseling is carried on by custodial staff in their day-
to-day relationships with inmates, for the sake of discussion in this section,
these services will not be considered.

Statewide, there are 58 full-time rehabilitation personnel agRigned
to the detention and correctional facilities throughout the State." There
were approximately 25,471 prisoners in county jails and cAmps at the time
that the inventory of rehabilitation personnel was taket,.13 There was, there-
fore, a ratio of 1 rehabilitation staff to 439 inmates. In the 15 study
counties, there were 46 rehabilitotion personnel providing services to 6,116
prisoners. Most of these staff members, however, were devoted totally to the
administration of the county's work furlough program. Only 7 of the 15
counties had any staff in the counseling category.

it 6 of the 7 counties reporting counseling services, the staff are a
part of the sheriff's office budget and, in one county, the rehabilitation
officers are supplied by the county welfare department, but devote 100% of
their time to prisoner counseling at the jail complex. Lack of funds has
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been one of the major obstacles to the establishment of counseling services

in jails. Counseling services in the seventh county referred to above were
supplied by a county department which was subsidized in large part by State

and Federal sources.

There are some unique counseling programs that exist in county jails.

As indicated in the section dealing with sentence modification, one of the
15 counties had assigned two social workers to counsel inmates in order
to determine the types of services that might be provided them. One of

the most important tasks of the social workers has been, e.s already stated,
to recommend inmates for early release. Thus far, the program has had an
exceptional degree of success. Of the 532 inmates released over a two and
one-half year period, only 17% have been returned to jail on new charges.
This coum:eling program has resulted in substantial savings of funds that
would otherwise have been spent by keeping these inmates locked up.

Another county has also been ccnducting a unique counseling program,
and is an example of how dedicated people can make a significant impact oh

correctional facilities as a by-product of their efforts. In this county,

a probation officer has been assigned to the jail for the purpose of inter-
viewing inmates for possible release on their own recognizance while await-
ing trial. Through his visits to the jail, the probation officer became
aware of the reeds on the part of many prisoners for counseling services.
With the support of the sheriff and the jail staff, he began group counsel-
ing sessions with both sentenced and non-sentenced prisoners. As the word
got around to inmates, there was an increase in the demand for the probation
officer's counseling services. To meet this demand, the probation officee
contacted the state college in his vicinity. Students in criminology, social
work and psychology were assigned to him for inmate counseling services as
a part of their field-work training, for which they received college credits.
The probation officer, at the time of the Task Force survey, had a number
of external family counseling groups which had begun in the jail. The pro-

bation department recently assigned a second probation officer to the jail
in recognition of the need for such services. The jail staff indicated
that there had been a noticeable reduction in the tension levels of prison-
ers and was supportive to the idea of expanding these services.

Volunteers in Corrections

When asked if there was a place in the rehabilitation program for volun-
teers from the z:ommunity, one of the county sheriffs responded "No" and 2
others questioned their value. 'lilt. remaining 12 counties indicated that
there was a place in the rehabilitation program for volunteers and most of
them were already making some use of such services. In 2 of these counties,
thu volunteers were organized into groups subsidized by community funds, with
some paid staff. In a few counties., the volunteers consisted of church people,
usually ministers, who offered church services weekly and some personal coun-
seling. One county's use of volunteers is so unique that it will be briefly
described below.
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The volunteers in this particular county are not organized, and,
in fact, many do not know each other. Instead, the county has established

a board of review consisting of the facility administration and the pro-

bation officer who screen applications from citizens who want to volunteer

their services. Screening consists of a background check through CI I, an

interview to determine the volunteer's motivation, and the services he
offers. Once the volunteer has been accepted, he is given a brief orien-
tation including a review of the rules of the facility, some cautionary
notes, and introduction to the staff. This process is quite similar to
that being used in the Royal Oakf, Michigan, probation volunteer program.24

Once selected and oriented, the volunteer and the staff jointly deter-
mine a schedule for the former's services. This might range from teaching
a course in first aid to escorting inmates back and forth to community
functions (for inmates sentenced to this facility, the committing judge
issues an order providing that the inmate may be removed from custody for
specified periods of time under citizen escort). On the evening of the
on-site study at this facility, 3 volunteers had returned approximately
12 inmates. in one case, the volunteer was a member of Alcoholics Anon-
ymous and had taken 4 inmates to attend the weekly AA meeting. The second
volunteer had escorted 5 inmates to the high school where they had com-
pleted the General Educational Development test (GED), and the third volun-
teer was returning 3 inmates who had been on work furlough and were being
supplied transportation by the volunteer. It was indicated that some in-
mates attend 're -*masters, Junior Chamber of Commerce, and meetings of var-
ious other organizations.

The staff at this facility stated that the volunteer program had
worked out quite satisfactorily and there had been only a few instances
where volunteers had kept inmates beyond the agreed upon time. In only

one case had this happened twice with the same volunteer. There have

been no escapes as a result of this program. Except for the personal opin-
ions of the people involved in tnis program, there is no accurate measure
of its effectiveness. Certainly, the effectiveness cannot be measured in
recidivism rates alone because, as stated in the President's Crime Commis-
sion Task Force Report on Corrections:

"One major reason why voluntary efforts should be ex-
panded is that corrections has too long been isolated
from the mainstream of community activity. The direct
contact of the volunteer with the correctional system
provides a means of courhterinq this situation. It is

not enough simply to increase public understanding of
corrections through programs of public education, rather,
intimate personal experience with the offender has the
capacity to make the volunteer an important participant
in correctional work and a supporter of correctional
effort. "25

Another interesting type of volunteer program is the volunteer service
organization. Over the years, these community organizations have carried
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out some research and demonstration projects on jail inmates and programs,
but, unfortunately, they have been handicapped by insufficient funding and
a lack of research sk;11s. Consequently, the products of this research have
not gained wide acceptance in professional correctional circles, even though
some excellent results nave been uncovered.

An example of such excellent volunteer group research is a demonstra-
tion project sponsored by the Northern California Servi League, in which
casework services were provided to county jail inmates. 40 Although the re-
sults were quite encouraging (of those "treated", 57% were re-arrested as
opposed to 73% re-arrests for the "un-treated" group), the most significant
results were the recommendations growing out of the project experience, which
parallel the recommendations of the President's Commission Task Force on Cor-
rections. The Service League's project began in 1958, 10 years before the
President's Commission findings.

For counties which are considering adoption of a volunteer program or
expanding present programs, the Manual of Correctional Standards by the American
Correctional Association27 has a chapter devoted to orFiiiiig such efforts
and the Board of Corrections, Jail Services Division,20 can direct interested
parties to counties which are presently involving volunteers.

Comments

This sect :'n of the Jail Task Force Report is misleading if the reader
gains the impression that a major attempt at rehabilitation or treatment is
being made in the county jails of the State. Such is not the case, since the

programs described above exist in only 5 of the 15 study counties and not all
in the same county. The remaining 10 counties offer little or nothing in the
way of rehabilitation and other treatment services. As indicated in a recent

jail study:

"At this point, the role of the sheriff's department as
correctional agents comes into question. Certainly by

looking at the personnel counts, (comparing personnel
involved in security - 6,043 with rehabilitation per-
sonnel 17), one cannot escape the impression that the
sheriff's departments are geared much more toward the
custodial and management functions of detention and
corrections. This appears to be the result of conscious
decision-making and deliberate policy which is oriented
primarily toward efficient operations and management of
detention facilities (as opposed to correctional facil-
ities)."29

The intention of this brief discussion of programs has been to suggest
to counties that there are alternatives to the traditional trusty job assign-
ments, and that alternatives do not necessarily require additional expenditure
of funds. In fact, none of the programs discussed involved expenditures of
funds from the sheriffs' budgets.
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VI. THE NEED FOR FINANCIAL SUPPORT

There are two key influences affecting the quality of institutional
corrections in any county. One major influence is the administrator who
determines policy, assigns priorities, and reflects to his staff the import-
ance of the correction function through his interest and support for the
division. The second major influence is the Board of Supervisors, who allo-
cate the funds with which to operate, construct, and staff correctional facil-
ities.

Local Funding

Boards of Supervisors have traditionally been most unresponsive in
approving new construction to relieve overcrowding of existing facilities.
Overcrowded conditions and inadequate facilities have been known to exist
for decades before Boards of Supervisors would authorize new construction;
even then, authorization was often secured only after serious incidents had
occurred in the jail and public attention brought to the problem. It is

typically the combination of bizarre incidents occurring in thejail, a Board
of Corrections investigation, support by the County Grand Jury, and factual
reports by the sheriff, that result in augmentation of services or new con-
struction.

A number of sheriffs pointed out that in competing for the local tax
dollar, the jails have to compete with other departments which are subsidized
by the State and Federal government, whereas the tax dollars supporting jails
come exclusively from local tax sources.

Internal Budget Allocations

Correctional services tend to yeceive low priority in the budgets of
most sheriffs' offices. In one of the most affluent counties of the State,
in fiscal 1965-66, the operating budget for corrections was only 12% of the
sheriff's total operating budget. In the next fiscal year, because of the
construction of a new minimum security facility, the operating budget for
corrections in the same county rose to 34%. In fiscal 1969-70, the operating
budget had increased to 40%, a high figure when compared with almost all of
the other counties in the State. It should also be noted that the salaries
for sheriff's personnel in the corrections division of this county were pro-
portionately lower than the operations budget. Thus, in fiscal 1969-70,
while 40% of the sheriff's operating budget went to corrections, only 33% of
his budget for salaries went to corrections staff. The picture on the state-
wide level indicates that only a small portion of sheriffs' budgets throughout
California is channeled into corrections.
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State Subsidy

When sheriffs were asked if the State should subsidize local correc-
tions, 28 out of 32 responded affirmatively. Several expressed the fear

that State subsidy would bring State controls. They also pointed out that

many counties had negative experiences with other State subsidies in which

the State had failed to adjust its funding rates to meet increases in cost
of living, thus leaving the counties to pay a. disproportionate share of new
programs or projects. Examples of such occurrences were cited in the juven-
ile camp subsidy program, the probation subsidy program, an6, most recently,
mental health and welfare programs. For a more extended discussion of these
concerns among local officials, the reader is referred to the Juvenile Insti-
tution Task Force Report. However, it should be made clear that, while it
is subsidizing other correctional facilities and services, the State does
not provide any. subsidies to the county jails.

Other Possible Sources For Jail Funds

Administrators were asked to suggest sources of revenue for jail oper-
ation, other than property taxes. Of 26 replies, 15 suggested that a percen-
tage of court assessed fines be allocated to jails. Eight suggested a bar

tax or an increase in the alcohol tax to be used for subsidizing detoxifi-
cation centers or jail programs for alcoholics. Two respondents would like
to see work furlough funds returned to the jail rather than to the general
fund. One sheriff suggested that the State could subsidize jail operations
through the allocation of products from Correctional Industries. Since the

cost of the products (furnishings, food, clothing) consumed in jail operations
is primarily wages, and only a fraction is raw material, the State would be
passing on a whole dollar value while expending only a fraction. Generally,

however, the sheriffs were not optimistic about receiving significantly in-
creased funding to bolster their jail operations.

VII. EVALUATION OF CORRECTIONAL FACILITY PROGRAMS

Knowledge of the Corrections System

The unfortunate part of many community-based correctional programs
and facilities is that unsubstantiated claims and counterclaims are made
about what jails are doing, with no systematic effort being made to deter-
mine what is effective, what is not, what costs too much, what does not
cost, what the county has to support entirely, what the Federal government
and the State will subsidize, and what really makes the difference in re-
ducing crime. In a recent article titled "Opportunities for Action Re-
search"iu, Montilla reviewed his experience in a 3 year project which took
place in one of the 15 counties studied by this Task Force. Referring to

the many successful demonstration projects across the nation which have
proven successes in reducing crime and delinquency, he asks:
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"Why haven' t they caught on in jurisdictions other

than where they were developed? Why were innovations

so often developed by groups not part of the formal

(criminal justice) system? Why were so many promis-

ing correctional ideas of recent years, despite sup-
portive evidence, allowed to die?"31

In regard to the lack of information and Montilla's question about
the death of so many promising correctional ideas, he cites an observation
by Bernard Diamond, M. O.:

"One of the biggest differences between science and
mysticism is that science utilizes the instrument of
feedback....Mystical systems, including the law, do
not do this. They, like Plato, deduce what ought to
be and how things ought to be done. They proceed, as
an act of faith, and then, in order not to shatter
their faith and create doubts and uncertainty, they
carefully avoid feeding back their results into the
process by empirical observation of output. The ad-

vantages of such a mystical system are clear. The

system is not subject to challenge or dispute....Such
a system has a high capacity to survive unchanged ir-
respective of the value of its output. But ... the

output is not enti rely i 1 1 usory....The output becomes

a self-fulfilling prophecy to a certain degree.

"For example the law has always been quite clear as
to the single purpose of punishment; it is to deter crime..
..As anarticle of faith, the law has accepted for thou-
sands of years that punishment is an effective deterrent
of crime. Most people in and out of the law firmly believe
this to be true. And because they believe it, to some ex-
tent it is true. ...Sociology and psychology can easily
demonstrate that the functions of punishment are manifold
(that certain types of punishment have certain positive and
negative effects on certain people under certain conditions).
...The mystical nature of (the legal application of punish-
ment)...is apparent when it is realized how carefully the
law has avoided subjecting its punishment output to empirical
test. When faced with the empirical observation that punish-
ment may not deter crime, the law simply refuses to feed back
that observation into the legal process, thereby refusing to
modify the basic belief that punishment does deter and ob-
structing the possibility of the development of new methods
of influencing criminal behavior. ...But the law, when it
does acknowledge that its punishment output does not deter
crime has only one remedy: increase the severity of- punish-
ment."44

1"-5
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Clarity of Goals and Costs

Although the goals of corrections have been the subject of much dis-
cussion, few would argue with the fact that corrections has something to
do with reducing criminal behavior. It also exists to apply some sort of
punishment to satisfy society's demand for vengeance. Punishment today is
thought of as incarceration and incarceration frequently results in: (1)

the learning by non-delinquents from delinquents, (2) a handicap to becoming
re-employed, (3) loss of a job, (4) pressures upon an already strained family
relationship, (5) loss of self-respect.

Before society can attain the lofty goals described in the establish-
ment of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice, society will need to temper its need for punishing people. Punish-
ing offenders by incarcerating them has not substantially reduced the prob-
ability of their committing further crimes.

Montilla offers an example where the costs of society's need to punish
obviously outweigh whatever the advantages. And, this example speaks only
to the tangible dollar costs, not to the costs in terms of human life and
dignity.

"A middle-aged divorcee with three minor children was
convicted of issuing a $20 NSF check (against an account
that had a $17 balance). She was jailed pending trial,
was given a six-month jail sentence (which was suspended)
and was ordered to pay restitution. She paid the restitu-
tion, probably out of her welfare check of $258 per month.
The judge, in an unusual action, however, also ordered her
to pay the county $75 for public defender services. When

she later told the court that she could not pay the charge,
she was jailed. This action set in motion referral of the
children to juvenile court and their detention in the county
childrens shelter at a county cost of $1,050 per month for
the three children plus the jail costs for the mother.

"Newspaper accounts of this case and a vigorous protest by
the public defender finally brought about the release of
the woman."33

Now much is society willing to pay to punish people? As it is now,
costs are hidden because so many different county departments are involved.
If the "corrections system" were truly a system, not only would the results
be plain, but the costs to the taxpayer would also be apparent.

Present Research Efforts

Probably the most sophisticated and comprehensive research now being
conducted on a jail program in California is a work furlough study taking
place in Santa Clara County. Under a research grant by the Federal Department
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of Health, Education and Welfare, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation,
the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies at San Jose State College, in
cooperation with the County Sheriff, is trying to answer, yia empirical
data, the question: Just how effective is work furlough?3" Data gather-
ing concluded in early 1971 and a final report should be published shortly..
Although the major foci of the study are the economic and rehabilitative
values of jail and an assessment of behavior change, a preliminary report
indicates that many factors in jail programming will be spoken to, includ-
ing some interesting observations about the major role sheriffs will be
playing in corrections.

A requirement of all demonstration projects funded by L.E.A.A. is
that the project must build in a research and feedback element. As of this
writing, very few projects have been funded which have jail programs as
their focus, and of those which have been so funded, results are not yet
available.

Although there are some isolated research projects being conducted
in county correctional facilities, as yet there is no systematic evaluation
and feedback system operating in any of the State's 58 counties. The Jail
Task Force urges that such research systems be established at the State and
local levels.
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CHAPTER IV

THE MODEL COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

This chapter presents a summary of the major elements of a model
community correctional facility, including the county jail, as gleaned
from the staff and inmates of correctional facilities in the study counties.
It offers a statement of the goal of the model jail system and suggests
specific methods to achieve the goal. Finally, this chapter presents the

basic principles upon which progressive correctional facilities should be
founded,

I. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MODEL FACILITY

FROM ADMINISTRATORS AND STAFF

Administrators and staff agreed on most of the elements proposed
for inclusion in the model facility. Where there was significant disagree-
ment, it is noted.

Adequate Funding

In order to accomplish a reasonably effective corrections task,
there must be adequate facilities, sufficient staff, and programs which
are effective. Adequate funds are mandatory to support all three of these
ingredients. Because counties are already overburdened with increasing
needs for funds, the State and Federal governments will need to subsidize
local corrections facilities.

Effective Programs

Given adequate staff and facilities, efforts must be made to deter-
mine what programs will= most effective in reducing the recidivism for
given types of inmates. As yet, however, there is little in the way of
systematic empirical evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of alter-
native programs that exist in the county jail systems throughout the State.
Most program decisions are made on the basis of untested rules of thumb,
or on the basis of tradition. Both staff and inmates of county jails
strongly recomended the development of on-going, systemati'Z research aimed
at determining the relative effectiveness of different programs that were
being implemented in the county jails throughout the State.

Unified Efforts

Law enforcement, the courts, the county jails, any probation depart-
ments sometimes appear to be at odds with each other. The courts seem to
be asking the jail to rehabilitate the offender, but with seitences of less
than 30 days "rehabilitation" is difficult, if not impossible. There is

-7."-4;e:
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a need to uni fy the efforts of these various agencies so that each knows
what is expected and what it can expect from others.

Training for Corrections

Adequate provisions should be made to provide staff with appropriate
and relevant training in jail procedures, human behavior, and techniques
of rehabilitation. If administrators expect law enforceMent personnel to
undertake the job of rehabilitation, then they 'must make clear how correc
tions relates to law enforcement.

Law Enforcement and Corrections

Although there were notable exceptions, the majority of first line
deputies manning the jails and some of the jail administrators suggested
that corrections was not an appropriate function for a law enforcement
agency. Sheriffs, however, were generally opposed to relinquishing the
corrections responsi bi 1 ity.

Inmates Inappropriate for Jail

With some consistency throughout the 15 study counties, the Task
Force heard both staff and administrators saying that jails were inappropri-
ate places of confinement for the increasing number of younger, more trouble-
some inmates who, a few years ago, were sent to state prison. Many also

observed that jails were inappropriate settings for the "revolving door"
alcoholic. With highly aggressive offenders and alcoholics (and possibly
other inappropriate persons) diverted from the jail, community facilities
could begin to concentrate their efforts on the more responsive inmate.

Observations by the Jail Task Force

The recommendations of the Jail Task Force are based in large part
upon the comments and concerns expressed by staff and administrators in
Chapter III. However, the Task Force questions the appropriateness of a
recommendation to divert the "younger, troublesome inmate" to state prison.
Commitment to state prison should be a last resort for all but those who
pose a serious threat to the safety of the community. Thus far, state
prison programs have not proven to be more effective than local efforts
and there are indications that the reverse is true.1 Probably a more sat-
isfactory resolution to the question of commitment to state prison for
troublesome youth is to provide greater State support to enable local offi-
cials to develop more effective programs for this type of inmate.

20`
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I I. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MODEL FACILITY
FROM INMATES

The reader will note that many of the inmates' concerns and recommen-
dations correspond to those made by jail administrators and staff. This is

not surprising, sinre both groups are intimately involved in jail processes.
Their points of view differ, however. Inmates, for example, complained of
staff being unwilling to listen to their troubles. On the other hand, the
staff complained that there was insufficient personnel to provide the time
necessary to give inmates adequate attention.

Humane Physical Conditions

The most frequently expressed concern or recommendation by inmates
had to do with their physical surroundings. They stated that, in order to

reduce the brutalizing effect of jails on people, jails should not be crowded
and should be hygienically clean and sanitary. Inmates should be removed

from cells when they ..iecome sick, and they should not be placed in tanks
when they come into jail while obviously ill (inmates were apparently re-

ferring to drunks and addicts who were suffering from DT's and withdrawal
pains). To expedite such changes, a number of inmates suggested that the
general public should be allowed to tour jails unannounced.

Selection at Intake

With reference to the negative effects of locking people up in jail,
inmates recommended that only the people who need to be in jail should be
placed there. They would eliminate jail sentences for all first-termers
unless they were "dangerous". They would further eliminate jail for users
of marijuana and alcohol unless they requested some time in jail (contrary

to what one might expect, there were a number of inmates who felt that jail
had been their salvation because they had been caught up in a "madness" as
they described it, which necessitated drastic measures).

Individual Attention

A universal complaint by inmates tos that there was no one in the
facility who had time to listen to them. Many stated that deputies or
correctional officers were not there to listen to them, but rather to main-
tain security. Even if they would listen to them, there were not enough
to go around. They would like to see deputies and correctional officers
trained in human relations so that inmates would be treated more as individ-
uals.

Secondly, they would 1 i ke tb* see counselors or probation officers
included on the staff, to help them unravel their complicated lives before
release and to help them define some goals towards which to work.

z03
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Given case workers and custodial staff trained in human relations,
they would add group counseling, or, as they termed it, "rap sessions"
which would be designed to change the attitude of staff.

Segregation

Although there were some objections to the next recommendation, it
appeared that there was some agreement to the need for segregation of in-
mates according to age and crime. Prisoners generally made distinctions
between (a) inmates under 30 years of age, (b) inmates over 30 years old,
(c) those who commit violent crimes and "hurt other people", (d) thieves,
and (e) mentally disturbed offenders. According to the inmate model, the
marijuana user, the alcoholic, and the heroin user would not be in jails.

The Opportunity to Earn Funds

Reasoning that most inmates are poor, do not have ready employment
upon release, and do not have families to support them, one consistent re-
commendation throughout the Task Force survey was that they be allowed to
work at jobs which pay them so that they could save for the day of their
release.

Motivation

Many observed that jail inmates, by and large, are a very pessimistic
group and have failed so many times that they leave jail knowing they will
fail again. This seemed to apply particularly to the alcoholic. Inmates

asked for programs which would change negative orientations to life. Examples

they gave were Dale Carnegie courses, Alcoholics Anonymous, and Toastmasters.

Community Resource Information

A recurring request was for knowledge about resources in the community
and how to apply for them. Many inmates had heard that they could qualify
for vocational training but had no idea how to obtain such assistance. In-

mates requested that representatives of various community agencies be allowed
to come into the jail so they could obtain answers to their questions.

All Programs Voluntary

They recommended that no one should be forced to participate in any
kind of program because (1) it ruins the program for those who do want to
participate, (2) inmates do not gain anything unless they want to, and (3)
it will eliminate programs which no one needs (presumably because no one
will be attending them). In some cases, programs were available only to
"honor dormitories" and inmates felt that these "honor inmates" were those
least in need of programs.
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Individual Responsibility

If this were a listing of recommendations according to priority,
the need to have more responsibility would be one of the top priority
items. This recommendation was made very frequently by the inmates. Gen-

erally, inmates believed that their lives were managed to such an extent
that they were forced to respond in a child-like fashion. They perceived
staff attitudes as suspecting the worst rather than expecting the best.
In their opinion, expecting the "best" would be a greater inducement to
responsible behavior. The problem is that no one is responsible (inmates
have no role in the decisions effecting them) and everyone is responsible
(if one inmate in a dormitory breaks a serious rule, the whole dormitory
is sometimes punished).

Training in Use of Leisure Time

Inmates recommended the establishment of programs which would train
them to use their leisure time constructively.

Academic and Vocational Training

They identified three areas in which the inmate population needed
academic instruction. For those who could not read or write, there is need
for some very basic instruction; for those who had been to school but had
not graduated, they identified a need for instruction in order to obtain a
high school diploma. A great number also requested various vocational train-
ing courses.

Increased Family Contact

Contact with family members was considered to be far more important
to inmates than were any new programs that might be established in the jail.
Inmates recommended a revision of visiting privileges to allow for more fre-
quent visits and personal contact. This is consistent-with the goal of re-
integration. For the females, restrictions against visiting with their
minor sons and daughters would be eliminated. There would be no limitation
on the number of letters to and from families.

Release Based on Readiness

There was a high degree of consensus among inmates that lengthy jail
terms embitter people, and that there is a time in most inmates' sentences
when they are better prepared for release than at any other time. Because
of this, they recommended that prisoners be released "when they are ready"
rather than wait until the expiration of their maximum term. However, there
was disagreement among the inmates on just how such a decision might be
reached.

2Q5
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Mark Debt "Paid"

An overwhelming number of inmates spoke to the problem of the stigma

of a person who has been in jail. Many epiployment opportunities are closed

to them. When a crime occurs, they are .the first suspects to be questioned.
Furthermore, society never again fully trusts them. They wanted some pro-

cess by which their crime could be erased from the records so they could
compete in the labor market on the basis of ability rather than past history.
As one inmate put it:

"Once you've committed a crime you're never finished
paying for it. After you've paid your debt to society
you should be judged on your ability."

Summary

Generally, the recommendations made by the inmates interviewed are those
which have been recommended by experts in the field, and virtually every
recommendation made can be found in the President's Commission Report
The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society. Perhaps the only serious ob-

jection to impIimiiiTiligihimErsbased on economics. If the State were to

assure humane conditions in all county jails, the costs could be astronom-
ical if examined in terms of large, steel and concrete maximum and minimum
security jails. If, however, inmates' recommendations for selecting those
who would go to jail were implemented (only those who need "control"), the
present number of jails might very well be able to handle the inmates re-
maining. The funds presently allocated for new construction could be di-
verted to improved conditions and support for people-changing programs.

III. THE GOAL OF THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

In further development of the discussion of functions, goals, and
philosophies begun in Chapter II, the Jail Task Force proposes that the
primary goal of corrections and particularly correctional facilities, is:

The protection of society through reduction of the probability that
an offender will commit another crime.

Secondary goals include rehabilitation, reintegration, deterrence,
and incapacitation by confinement. Some would argue that retribution is
a fifth goal. However, retribution bears no relationship to the primary
goal of corrections, i.e. the protection of society. Retribution may

motivate those who sentence offenders to a period of incarceration, so
this function may be subsumed under the heading of "deterrence".
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IV. PRINCIPLES OF THE MODEL COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

The basic principles of the entire correctional system are summar-
ized in the System Task Force Report. The statements which follow attempt

to apply these principles to community correctional facilities.

The Appropriateness of Incarceration

Jails and correctional facilities should be based upon the goals,
described above and should always be primarily geared at protecting society
by reducing the probability that the offender will commit another crime.
It is the position of the Jail Task Force that this primary goal is almost
always compatible with and best achieved by rehabilitation and reintegra-
tion of the offender into society. This means that the jail must not be
used as a "dumping ground" for society's misfits, such as the alcoholic
and the mentally handicapped offender. The community has the responsibil-
ity for providing alternatives to confinement in jail for people who come to
the attention of law enforcement for reasons other than the commission of
a crime.

Coordination

The community correctional facility is only one component of the
criminal justice system that is affected by and in turn affects all other
components. This principle leads to the need for coordination among the
criminal justice system components in order to achieve the overall goal as
efficiently and economically as possible. This principle also speaks to
the need for coordination between the local corrections component sub-units,
correctional facilities, probation, and law enforcement.

Safe and Humane Conditions

The facilities which serve the criminal justice system (corrections
and detention) must be able to provide safe and humane living conditions
through appropriate housing and sufficient staff. If the community decides
that a person must be locked up for his or the community's safety, the
community has a moral and legal obligation to guarantee the individual's
safety, and to provide him with living conditions which allow him to main-
tain mental and physical well-being.

Responsibility for Community Corrections

As the mobility of California's population increases, both the counties
and the State must share in the responsibility for the reintegration of offen-
ders. The State has the overall enabling responsibility for the corrections
system. It must assume the responsi ility for equalizing the financial burden
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among the counties through a subsidy and must substantially assist the
counties in achieving their goals through consultation, standard setting
and enforcement, training, and research. The counties have a responsibil-
ity to establish the facilities and provide the services that will meet
the offender's needs. Community correctional services must meet or exceed
the standards that have been set by the State.

Accountability

Jails (as well as all components of the correctional and criminal
justice systems) must be accountable to the community in which they operate.
This principle requires that a comprehensive fund of knowledge be developed
in the following areas: (a) follow-up research to assess the outcome of
decisions made by the principals in the criminal justice and correction sys-
tems; (b) the costs of the decisions made in terms of both immediate and
long range costs based upon follow-up; (c) the existing and possible alter-
natives available to each decision maker at critical points in the correc-
tion system; (d) the inter-faces between the components of the correctional
and criminal justice systems and other services in the community.

Range of Services

Treatment of offenders should be individualized to the greatest ex-
tent possible. This principle has implications for both the nature of cor-
rectional facilities and the variety of correctional programming available.
The extent of external control upon an inmate should bear a direct relation-
ship to the actual danger he poses to himself and the community.

Jails typically tend to over-control, probably because the maximum
security facility can be used to house all offenders, whereas minimum secur-
ity facilities can house only those who have a higher degree of self-control.
In maximum security, the inmate has little opportunity to develop internal
controls when they are lacking. He may find whatever ability for self-
reliance he had diminishes as time in custody continues.

The range of services, therefore, must include maximum security facil-
ities for those who pose an inordinate danger to the community, and minimum
security facilities to house the work and educational furloughee and the
"week-ender". A range of correctional programs must be available in each
of these facilities, so that correctional efforts are directed toward the
reintegration of the offender into the community. The range of programs
should include the traditional work experience, vocational training, educa-
tion, and community-based activities which can be carried on when the inmate
leaves the facility. Ideally, offenders should be released back to the
community out of a program such as work furlough, where there is a minimum
of external control and a maximum of self-controlled, community-based activ-
ities.
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Reintegration

In line with the principle stated immediately above, but of suffi-
cient importance to re-state and develop, is the need to direct correc-
tional efforts towards returning the offender to the community. Institu-

tions have only a temporary role in dealing with the offender and there-
fore must make every effort, consistent with public protection, to assist
the offender in making a successful return to the community. Staff of the

correctional facility should be committed to the reality that the offen-
ders whom they are supervising, in the next hour or in the next day, will
be free in the community.

Visibility and Public Involvement

The facilities, processes, and programs in correctional facilities
belong to the community and the community has a right to be informed on all
aspects of corrections, particularly the goals of corrections and the ex-
tent to which corrections is meeting these goals. This principle means not

only that the public should be made aware of research results, but also that
it should be involved in correctional programming. The efforts of correc-

tions in public education and community involvement will result in greater
public support and greater ase in attaining the goal of corrections.

The model community correctional facility is based upon the foregoing
principles and the recommended modifications which follow.
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CHAPTER V

PREVAILING ISSUES AND REJMMENDATIONS

Undoubtedly, the present correctional system and the system of
criminal justice are in need of fundamental change. Clearly, changing

the jail operation without also changing the entire system is at best
a stop-gap measure. However, the present corrections "non-system" may
not be capable of withstanding the immediate future pressures without
being inundated. This section of the Jail Task Force Report proposes
some modifications to the existing "non-system" which are in keeping
with a more fundamental reorganization and which are immediately applic-
able.

I. THE DILEMMA OF JAILS: CHANGE, TRANSFER, OR CLOSE?

A basic issue which increasingly confronts California's system
of criminal justice is whether or not sheriff's departments, or any
other law enforcement agency, should continue to operate jails, parti-
cularly jails for sentenced offenders. Data collected in this study
revealed strong feelings on both sides of the issue.

A number of nationally respected authorities in criminal justice
have urged that jails no longer be administered by law enforcement agencies.
For example, the International City Managers Association stated:

"The responsibility of jail management is separate from
law enforcement and ideally should be administered by
professional corrections personnel rather than by police
officers."'

The President' Commi.ssion on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice
has also argued

"As are operated by law enforcement officials,
no matter how lightened, it will be more difficult to
transform them into correctional centers. As a major step
toward reform, jails should be placed under the control of
correctional authorities who are able to develop the needed
program services."2

Following this thought, an increasing number of municipalities have deleted
the operation of jails from the responsibilities of their police departments.
Also in accord with this philosophy, the California Penal Code allows for
the creation of a separate county department of corrections to operate facil-
ities for sentenced offenders.

In general, arguments advanced in favor of removing the jails from
law enforcement administration are as follows:
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1. The basic philosophy and approach of law enforcement and cor-
rections are often in sharp contrast, in respect to offenders,
viz. many see the role of law enforcement as "locking them up"
and that of corrections as "getting them out" and reintegrating
them into the community.

2. Effective correctional activities require a substantially diff-
erent type of training than that normally provided for law en-
forcement personnel.

3. Freeing deputies from jail duty would make them available to
perform critically needed police duties for which they are
uniquely trained.

4. Placing of the jails under correctional personnel, such as the
probation officer or a county department of corrections, would
provide for more effective integration'of correctional efforts,
i.e. a "continuum of treatment" between pre-institutional, in-
stitutional, and post-institutional efforts.

5. Philosophically, rehabilitation ranks near the bottom of law
enforcement's primary concerns while correctional personnel
clearly see it as the primary and most effective means of pro-
tecting society. Rehabilitation tends to receive the lowest
priority of law enforcement administration in terms of staffing
and other resources.

6. County jails remain the only segment of the entire correctional
system that is not administered and staffed by trained correc-
tional personnel.

Those persons who favor retention of jails by law enforcement agencies
offer the following observations:

1. Under the auspice of law enforcement, some jurisdictions have
demonstrated an interest in corrections, and have developed
sophisticated corrections programs.

2. There is a basic similarity in function, viz. providing a ser-
vice to people.

3. Assignment to correctional facilities provides good initial train-
ing for the newly-hired deputy.

4. Some counties which had previously removed the jail function from
law enforcement have since reassigned that responsibility to the
sheriff.

Data collected in this study reinforce the dichotomy of opinion. As
indicated in Chapter III, persons who staff California's jails feel that
law enforcement, the courts, and corrections are working toward opposing
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goals, and that jail staff gets "caught in the middle". The data also re-

flect a sense of futility on the part of these persons in respect to the
correctional goals of jails. Also apparent is the feeling expressed by
jail staff that they trained to be law enforcement officers, joined a
sheriff's department in order to perform police duties, and that they "want
to get out" of their custodial assignments.

Data reveal that one-third of 36 sheriffs who responded to the ques-
tion, "Do you believe that the operation of facilities for sentenced prison-
ers is an appropriate task for a law enforcement agency?", answered negative-
ly, while two-thirds of the respondents felt that the task was appropriate.
As indicated in Chapter IV, the majority view of the sheriffs is not sup-
ported by most of the first-line deputies who staff the jails, but it is
supported by a majority of jail administrators. Sixteen of the sheriffs
also thought that the staff assigned to corrections should be specialists
in the field and 11 were opposed to specialization, preferring that their
deputies be as capable in patrol, investigation and other duties as they
were in corrections.

When the issue was discussed with presiding judges of Superior Courts,
Chairmen of Boards of Supervisors, and Chief Administrative Officers in the
15 counties included in this study, 76% of the 38 interviewees favored re-
moval of .responsibility for sentenced prisoners from the sheriff. Sixty-

three percent of the respondents urged creation of a local or regional de-
partment of corrections, and 16% favored transferring the jail function to
the probation officer. They noted that the probation officer is a correc-
tional specialist, and that, in many cases, he already operates correctional
institutions.

It is the strong view of the Jail Task Force that California's jail
system must decide upon one of two courses of action. The first such course
is to remove responsibility for sentenced inmates from the sheriff or from
any other department which is basically law-enforcement in nature. In this

instance, it becomes necessary for the system to develop alternative pro-
grams, either under a local or regional department of corrections, or under
the probation officer.

The second alternative is to retain the jailing responsibility within
sheriff's departments, and to develop within those departments sophisticated
correctional programs, staffed by persons trained in correctional philosophy
and procedures, and making effective use of community-based resources. In

short, if the latter alternative is to be chosen, the sheriffs of California
must recognize the importance of corrections (as has been done in some
California counties) and, in effect, develop a corrections-oriented "mind-set".

In either event, it is imperative that both local jurisdictions and
the State (aided, as possible, by LEAA funds) make a substantially greater
financial commitment to provide the necessary staff and other resources in
order to develop genuine "correctional" facilities. If they do not, the
results are clear: (1) jails will continue to represent the nadir of correc-
tions and (2) the courts will continue to order them changed or closed.
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II. INADEQUATE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In a recent study of California county jails published by the
California Board of Corrections, the inadequacies of information in the
corrections component of the county criminal justice system were high-
lighted:

"The findings in this area (program evaluation through
data analysis) were quite discouraging. The ability
of most counties to evaluate their own correctional
efforts in any sense beyond intuition is non-existent...
There cannot be effective programs, much less the eval-
uation of them, without sound, reliable records."3

Scarcity of information is not a recent development in local cor-
rections. Adams and Burdman, in their study of California county jails
14 years ago, observed:

"The jail administrator is operating, and he will con -

to operate, under a severe handicap until he developes
a broadly useful inmate record system. This will permit
them -- or cooperating research agencies -- to make
certain kinds of evaluations of his operation. He will
become able to plan his program with much more confidence
than formerly. But more important, he will be able to
make evaluations of a fundamental kind. He will be able
to determine the contributions of specific administrative
policies of programs for all inmates or for particular
classes of inmates. ...At the present time, the major
deficiency in county jail data is the lack of a system for
maintaining accurate and meaningful statistics on popula-
tion breakdowns. In order to obtain basic information
as to size, composition, and movement of jail population
at the particular time, jail officials were obliged to
resort to estimates or to make laborous counts on the
bound register. The absence of elementary statistical
information is a serious obstruction to planning research."4

The 1970 study was encouraged to find that the Bureau of Criminal
Statistics had slowly been increasing the coverage of its ongoing adult
criminal detention study which began on a pilot basis in 1964 with five
counties, and in 1968 had expanded to include 43 counties.5 Unfortunately,
because of economic considerations, the Bureau of Criminal Statistics is
reducing its adult detention study to 15 counties and reducing its efforts
to control the quality of the data input from the counties.6 Development
of the local agencies' ability to provide the Bureau with accurate data
on the movement of offenders through the jails and camps was a slow and
laborious process, as indicated by the four years required to expand the
initial three county study to 43 jurisdictions. To return to the level
of sophistication existing in 1965 appears to be an unfortunate step back-
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ward for the criminal justice information so badly needed.

In the 1969-70 fiscal year, the Department of Justice launched a
five year plan to computerize the Criminal) Justice Information System
(CJIS). The extent of information CJIS will be able to provide correc-
tional decision-makers, through the compilation of statistical reports
reflecting the population movement through jail and prollation, is not
yet clear; the target date for the availability of such information is
sometime in the 1973-74 fiscal year./

In addition to its publication Crime and Delinquency in California,
each year the Bureau of Criminal Statist provided the counties with
adult criminal detention data which include statistics on the sentencing
court, type of conviction, offense for which convicted, sentence, length
of sentence imposed, actual time served, and individual inmate character-
istics such as age, race, sex, and the type of release.8 It would appear
that these types of data would be indispensable to local administrators
for purposes of budgeting, facility planning, and staffing. However, while
all studied agencies were familiar with the yearly publication, Crime and
Deliniuency. in California, few were familiar with the extent of Tai-V511-
able in the companion70ime, Adult Criminal Detention, and with the impli-
cations of these data. As one-iiiminTitt said, 'All they do is tell me
that I have a problem, and I already know that."

The problem, therefore, is not solely one of insufficient data, but
it is also one of interpreting the data and applying it to decisions.
Montilla suggests that decision-makers in corrections do not want statis-
tics and prefer to continue making decisions on the basis of faith and other
considerations. He quotes a judge as having said, "I don't believe in
statistics".9 This attitude, which is probably held by many decision-makers
in the criminal justice system, is perhaps the reason why administrators
have been unaware of such data, and why administrators have been reluctant
to cooperate in keeping systematic records on their respective agency oper-
ations.

Another, and extremely important, kind of information necessary to
the development of an efficient corrections system are data which indicate
what programs are most effective with what types of offenders. These types
of data are developed through follow-up studies, which cover a period of
time and which involve comparing offenders who remain arrest-free with those
who are rearrested, in an effort to determine what factors distinguish the
two groups. A pre-requisite to such follow-up studies is the development
of base-expectancy tables, so that factors other than those being studied
(programs, sentences, etc.) can be consistent.

The picture is quite different at the level of State correctional
efforts. The Department of Corrections and the Department of the Youth
Authority have a combined budget exceeding one million dollars per year for
research and administrative statistics. Both departments know the character-
istics of their wards/inmates, and are able to plot their populations on the
basis of a multitude of variables. They can, with some accuracy, project
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their anticipated needs for facilities and programs, or the elimination
of such facilities and programs for years into the future. The Department

of Corrections has developed predictive base expectancy tables and has
applied them to research program effectiveness. In view of the fact that
State level corrections has only a minority of California's offenders under
its control, while the majority of offenders are under local control and
supervision, the expenditure of funds and efforts in research appears to
be disproportionate. However, this situation can be gradually remedied by
the State assisting local communities in research.

The problem of insufficient information can be divided into three
sub-problems:

1. Insufficient data are fed back to the correctional decision-
makers at the level of the community.

2. Correctional decision-makers at the community level are sus-
picious of criminal statistics so that the simple increase in
the availability of such data alone would not suffice.

3. Sophistication in the use of correctional data is at an undevel-
oped level because skills in this area have not been called upon.
Therefore, if data were available, and an attempt were to.be made
encouraging decision-makers to use these data, then it would be
necessary to inaugurate an educational program regarding data
use and create a system of demands for decisions which reflect
understanding of probable outcomes.

Recommendations

1. The State of California should expand its major responsibility
for the accumulation, dissemination, and the interpretation of data re-
flecting the movement of the offender through each sub-unit of the criminal
justice system and should provide follow-up data which would describe the
outcome of critical decisions made by each component of the criminal justice
system.

2. The State should provide interpreta.:ive services and training
for the correctional decision-makers in the use of the data collected.
This effort should be directed at generating greater confidence in the use
of data on crime and developing the skills necessary to apply data to decisions.

III. THE ISOLATION OF SUB-UNITS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

In the State of California there are 58 separate criminal justice
systems, corresponding to its 58 counties. Within the system in each county,
there are three relatively distinct sub-units composed of law enforcement,
the courts (including the district attorney and public defender), and correc-
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don's (including detention and correctional facilities and probation). In

the 15 counties studied by the Jail T'sk Force, 60 such sub-units were
functioning. Though focus was on the detention and correctional facilities
in these counties, staff gathered impresions from the remaining three sub-
units in each county from the Correctional System Study staff.

Although ostensibly working toward the same ultimate goal, i.e., the
reduction of crime, each sub-unit in these systems performed its function
in relative isolation from the other sub-units. Further, su6-units in one
county were also relatively isolated from corresponding components 'n the
other counties. Within the county justice system, the relative isolation
of one.sub-unit from another expressed itself in a number of ways. Admin-
istrators of detention and correctional facilities felt that they were ex-
pected to be passive respondents to court decisions and sentencing which
had a significant impact upon their operations. As the time between arraign-
ment and sentence grows, so does the pre-sentenced population in the .101,
thus overburdening the staff and resources available. With regard to the
results of sentencing upon correctional facilities, the sheriffs indicated
that they were expected to handle an increased number of sentenced prisoners
for a shorter time, thus precluding the possibility of continuing or develop-
ing rehabilitation programs.

As an indicator of the isolation of correctional facilities from pro-
bation, the study results indicate that more than 61% of the inmates serving
jail sentences as a condition of probation stated that they had not seen
their probation officers, even though over 41% were within four weeks of
release. According to one sheriff, his most important supporter was the
probation department. However, in the remaining 14 counties, no mention
was made of the contributions of probation to institution and correctional
programs.

Though any single decision by a sub-unit of the criminal justice
system may not have a significant impact upon the remaining sub-units, when
a decision is considered in the context of the hundreds of thousands of per-
sons processed through the jail each year, it is easy to see how decisions
made in one unit cause reverberations throughout the entire criminal justice
system.

With regard specifically to jail operations, there appears to be some
duplication of effort as a result of the lack of coordination. The most
apparent duplication existed in booking and records-keeping in those few
counties which had both city jails and county jails. When an offender is
apprehended by the city police department and booked into the city jail, he
is finge-printed, photographed, and his criminal record is researched through
the Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation. When he is turned
over to the sheriff, the procedure is often repeated. The staff time in-
volved in the duplication of the process and the costs of duplicate records-
keeping is incalculable but significant when one looks at the other sub-
units in the justice system. Expensive criminal laboratories and technical
staff sometimes exist within blocks of each other, one in the police depart-
ment and one in the sheriff's department. Amalgamation of such services
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is taking place throughout the State but at a slow pace. If there is to be
a substantial reduction of crime, and the costs of controlling it, there
must be unification of effort.

Recommendation

3. Counties (or, if several counties wish to group themselves,
regions) should establish Criminal Justice Commissions composed of repre-
sentatives from the sub-units of the criminal justice system in the area,
members of the community, and members of local governing bodies.

The local Criminal Justice Commission, as envisioned in this recom-
mendation, is composed of an executive officer and members who represent
local law enforcement, the courts, corrections, local governing bodies, and
the community. The prime functions would be the "monitoring" and co-ordin-
ation of the criminal justice system, possible allocation of Federal funds
to the sub-units of the justice system, and interpretation of the activities
of the criminal justice system to the community. The Commission would have
no functional authority over the sub-units.

IV. MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR LOCAL DETENTION FACILITIES

Revision of Standards Recommended

In December 1969, the State Board of Corrections published a report
based on 18 months of extensive research V the Committee to Study the
Inspection of Local Detention Facilities.lu In regard to the adequacy of
the present minimum jail standards, the Committee observed that only 9 out
of the 108 pages included in the Minimum Jail Standardsll, published by
the Board of Corrections, are mandatory. All other provisions are recommen-
ded. In regard to inspection, 14 separate bodies are charged with partial
or overall responsibility of inspection, yet many of these bodies may not
know what they are inspecting. In summary, the Committee stated: "The
present system of inspection and its efficiency can be seen as one long
series of 'even if's'.

1. Even if many inspections are legally authorized, some are not
made for a number of reasons: The present provision for the
inspection is permissive; the provision for formation of the
inspecting agency is permissive; the inspecting agency lacks
the manpower or time.

2. Even if the inspection is made, the subsequent report is gener-
ally advisory in nature and lacks any legal enforcement powers.

3. Even if the report contains advice, its value may vary with
whether the inspector is a lay group or a professional.
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4. Even if a citizens group inspects, it may not know what it is
inspecting.

5. Even if a professional inspects, local pressures may limit his
effectiveness.

6. Even if facility is inspected, the security and programs as-
pects of detention may not be.

7. Even if either or both reports contain critical advice, their
reports may not reach the responsible public body.

8. Even if a critical report reaches a public body, it may not be
acted upon.

9. Even if the public body wishes to act upon it, public support
may not be present.

10. Even if public support is present, adequate local funds may be
lacking."12

Expressing its concern with this situation, the California State
Sheriffs Association, at its annual State meeting on April 6, 1971, unan-
imously endorsed the concept that the State of California should enact and
enforce mandatory jail standards.'

Interviews with County Jail Administrators

The local administrator finds his requests for augmentation of jail
services or expansion of facilities competing with other county departments'
requests, many of which are subsidized by State and Federal funds wherein
one local dollar generates two or more dollars from other sources. This
situation results in a very low priority for the local corrections budget.
In efforts to raise priorities, the sheriffs cite Minimum Jail Standards,
grand jury reports, and reports by the Jail ServicFcrisgf the Board
of Corrections. All too frequently, they still fail to obtain urgently
needed funding.

Another major concern is that, even where the corrections budget is
granted a high priority, many counties are financially unable to respond.
The same concern was expressed in the 1969 study:

"As was made clear by many respondents in this study,
local jurisdictions operating detention facilities are
not always capable of implementing the recommendations
of inspectors because of their financial situations.
For this reason, many local administrators suggested
to the Committee that the state initiate a subvention
program to upgrade substandard facilities. This, too,
was beyond the mandate and the capability of the
Committee to study, but again certain observations were
made.
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"It is clear that local funding is indeed inadequate
in some cities and counties in this state to furnish
humane, secure detention facilities. Obviously, an
outside source of revenue might accomplish much in
this regard. Possible areas of application include
personnel training and hiring, program development
end operation, and structural renovation and con-
structi on.

"We therefore suggest to the Board of Corrections that
a committee be established to study the feasibility
and development of a state subvention program for
adult detention facilities."13

Recommendations

4. The State should subsidize operational costs of local correc-
tional facilities as specified in the System Task Force Report. Basically,
this plan prescribes subsidization at the following ratios:

60/40--"Open" institutions. The State would pay 60% of
actual costs of those facilities that provide for
regular access of inmates to the community, e.g.
work furlough units or Youth Correctional Centers.

40/60--"Closed" institutions which are community-based
(i.e. they are within or adjacent to community they
serve and provide a high degree of interaction with
the community) and short -term (i.e. no inmate can
be committed for more than 6 months) .

25/75--Other "closed" institutions (this would apply to
most current jails).

Any subsidization by the State, however, depends on adherance to State
standards.

5. The primary proposal of 01 Committee to Study Inspection of
Local Detention Facilities should be immediately implemented by the Board
of Corrections.14

6. This Task Force joins with the 1969 Committee in recommending:

"That an appropriately constituted committee be established
to explore and recommend changes to the present "Minimum
Jail Standards", including specific attention to the follow-
ing:

a. Training of line personnel.
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1). Numbers of personnol.

c. Security of facilities.

d. Inclusion of all pertinent health and
fire regulations.

e. Creation of more mandatory standards.

f. Provision for meaningful enforcement. n15

V. THE FEMALE IN CUSTODY

According to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, there were a total
of 27,918 county jail inmates on September 25, 1969. Of that figure, 1,839
or less than 7% of the total population were females.16 These figures in-
clude sentenced and unsentenced inmates.

Disregarding the camps, city jails and city camps, county jails alone
held 18,148 inmates, of which 1,674 were females and 16,347 were males.
Approximately one out of every ten county jail inmates, both sentenced and
unsentenced, is female. All females are held in maximum security units and
over 70% of all women are held in four of the State's largest counties.

In December 1958, the California Committee on the Older Girl and the
Law published a volume of resource material focusing on the problem of young
women in conflict with the law. Significantly, this 12-year old study is
still the most recent resource material available on the subject. At that
time, the authors estimated that approximately 5% of the total jail popula-
tion in California were females. This reveals approximately a 2% increase
in the female jail population over the 12 years from 1957 to 1969.

The Committee on the Older Girl and the Law stated: "Because there
are so few women placed in custody, many parts of California have never
established a suitable jail facility for women....This means that good
planning for their custody must be done on a regional basis."17

In determining the present scope of the problem of females in deten-
tion, a review of the literature offered little. In Crime and Delinquency
Abstracts, Volume 6, 1969, there were a total of 1,80at'ticles dealing
with crime, delinquency, and corrections. Only 20 of these articles dealt
with females and a number of these were reports of research from other
countries. One article spoke to the same need that this Task Force has
cited for relevant information on the female in jail, so that effective
programs may be developed. The Task Force was unable to determine with
any accuracy what the trends in female jail populations are.

According to a 1966 study by the Department of Corrections, it was
anticipated that the female State prison population would increase from
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980 in 1966 to 1,375 in 1970.18 This anticipated increase did not material-

ize; in fact, there has been a decrease in the number of females committed
to the Department of Corrections and some Departmental authorities credit
the probation subsidy program with the reduction. The 15 counties studied
had experienced neither an increase nor decrease in the female prison popu-
lation over the past two or three years.

The Task Force discovered that, except in a few counties which have
specialized female facilities, all of which are maximum security, the female
in jail has fewer opportunities for participation in any meaningful programs
or activities. She is housed in facilities that are in worse condition than
are those provided for her male counterpart. The per capita cost of her in-
carceration is almost 50% higher. The reasons for these conditions are un-
doubtedly related to the small number of females scattered throughout the
county jails of California. At the time of data collection, there were a
total of 25 sentenced female prisoners in the 12 Northern California counties.
Developing appropriate programs for this number scattered over so large an
area is not likely to be feasible for any single county. Therefore, the
State must assume responsibility to assist through the coordination of efforts
and through subsidy.

In summary, adequate facilities and services do not presently exist
for female inmates. The most commonly utilized approach is to incarcerate
them in maximum security facilities at both the State and local levels.
This is costly both to the community and to the offender.

Reconniendation

7. Local communities should begin immediately to develop alternatives
to incarceration for females. Such alternatives should include supervised
group homes and special probation supervision programs.

In addition, local comnrunities should begin immediately to expand
programs for incarcerated females. Among such programs which might be con-
sidered are community centered education, work furlough, and contractual
agreements with other counties.

VI. THE APPROPRIATE ALLOCATION OF CORRECTIONAL RESOURCES

Resources Limited

There are very clear indications that California is close to reaching
the limit of its capacity of taxing local properties of citizens for support
of the services expected. Corrections has only a limited amount of resources
(staff, programs, facilities) which it can apply to correcting the offender.
Local detention and correctional facilities throughout the State are spread-
ing their resources rather thinly and equally throughout the population, with
little knowledge of who needs the resources. The result is that correctional
programs are delivered to some inmates who do not need them while other in-
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mates are passing through the system without full benefit of the programs
available.

Serious Offenders Pass Through Unidentified

In a study of admissions to State prison for a first felony, it was
discovered that over 73% had a history of previous misdemeanor offenses.19
Assuming many had been sentenced to jail , serious offenders (as defined by
commitment to State prison) had been through the county jail system without
apparent effect. In the present study, 75% of the sentenced inmates in
county jails had served at least one prior jail term. Forty-four percent
had served three or more prior terms and 20% had served 6 or more sentences.
Yet, the State's community correctional apparatus continues to operate,
sparsely spreading its limited resources, without establishing adequate
screening and classification programs. The President's Crime Commission
has observed:

"...identifying dangerous offenders who require rigor-
ous control and ... appropriate methods of rehabi 1 itation
... would also lead to economies, since offenders who
need minimal supervision could be handled expeditiously. 20

The Maximum of Effect

People change over a period of time, depending upon a number of vari-
ables, the effects of which on any one individual cannot be predicted with
any degree of accuracy. Unless an inmate's sentence is based upon the need
to punish, society cannot expect judges to determine the length of term
solely on the basis of what little is known about the offender at the time
of sentencing. The phenomenon of increasing use of a jail sentence with
one day suspended is no doubt a recognition on the part of judges that it
might be necessary to modify the sentence as time passes. The suspension
of one day retains the judge's jurisdiction.

Information is Readily Available

Much of the data necessary to development of an effective classifi-
cation program already exists within the justice system, although the appro-
priate decision-makers do not have access to it. For example, in a county
O.R. unit, certain facts about the arrestee's life in the community must be
obtained. Once the information has served its purpose, it is destroyed, and
the next decision-maker must again gather the same basic information plus
additional information appropriate to his level of decision.

In the development of base expectancy tables21 and in the Vera
Foundation's Manhattan Bail Project,Z2 it has been established that a sur-
prisingly small amount of information about a person allows for predictions
to be made with a high degree of confidence. In the case of base expectancy
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tables, a few readily available factors allow administrators to make parole
decisions with a higher degree of accuracy than if the decision-makers had
all the facts possible on an offender.23 In the Vera Foundation project,
7 factors allowed prediction with acceptable accuracy of whether or not a
person could be released from jail without posting bail. As stated in Chap-
ter III, these factors were: (a) employment, (b) family, (c) residence,
(d) references, (e) current offense charged, (f) previous record, and (g)
other factors, such as medical care, unemployment insurance and previous
experience with bail. The point is that, with very little effort, gross
screening devices requiring a minimum of information, will allow for more
reliable decisions than are now being made in the areas of O.R., sentencing,
placement in programs, and post-jail supervision. These gross screening
devices can identify offenders in need of more sophisticated assessment such
as may be available through instruments applied by a psychologist or sociolo-
gist.

The Bureau of Criminal Statistics could offer significant assistance
to the counties in the development of O.R. prediction tables and base ex-
pectancy rates. The Bureau already has much of the data and access to com-
puters which would simplify the development of these tools for local agencies.

In summary, correctional resources are limited, potentially serious
offenders escape detection, and resources are expended on many who do not
require them. Although much information for classification and allocation
of correctional resources is readily available, it is not used. Sentences
are pronounced and, though the desired effects may result prior to expir-
ation of sentence, little use is made of sentence modification based on
the offender's response to incarceration. In general, efforts to release
inmates who do not need to be confined are minimal and efforts to rehabil-
itate and reintegrate jail inmates back into the community are almost a
rarity.

The Institutional Services Unit

The problems described above can be solved by developing an appropri-
ate organizational mechanism. The Institutional Services Unit is such a
mechanism that can provide the necessary services not traditionally found
in county jails. The Unit might be a co-operative venture jointly under-
taken by the County's Probation Officer and Sheriff, or it might be estab-
lished in whatever manner is deemed appropriate by the local Criminal Justice
Commission. It would assume the responsibilities of screening and arranging
for the release of inmates as soon as possible and of providing or coordin-
ating efforts at rehabilitation and reintegration.

It is noted that the genesis for such a program presently exists in
some counties, wherein probation officers (or, in one county, a social
worker) are assigned to jail staff and thus become an integral part of the
jail program.
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Functions. The Institutional Services Unit would perform the follow-

ing funnal---

1. Own recognizance (0.R.) or other similar release evaluations for
unsentenced inmates.

2. Counseling services (individual, group, and family) for inmates,
including "crisis intervention" counseling at the point of initial
confinement (as is being done by some juvenile probation depart-
ments) to enable more releases before court.

3. Coordination of volunteer services in the facility. This might
mean supervising law school students who are conducting O.R.
evaluations or volunteers who are involved in writing progress
reports. If college students majoring in the behavioral sciences
are assigned to this Unit to obtain field work experience in case-
work, quality control and supervision is provided by the staff in
this assignment.

4. Program development and coordination. This could be a program
of field work experience for senior or graduate college students
or it might be the coordination of an MDTA vocational training
program, or the development of any program which meets needs in
the facility.

5. Preparation of progress reports on inmates sentenced to county
jail for more than 60 days. Reports favorable to release are
submitted either to the judge or to the county parole board,
whichever is appropriate.

6. Contract services. This includes seeking out and contracting
for the use of appropriate services from the community and other
agencies.

7. To assist both in preparing inmates for release and in helping
them make a successful transition back into the community. This
could include provision of county parole.

Staff. Staff might consist of professional correctional personnel,
volunteers, and students in field work placements. As far as possible,
direct services would be provided by volunteers and/or students to be super-
vised by professional personnel in the same manner as the Royal Oak, Michigan,
Municipal Court Probation Project.24

Recommendation

8. Counties should establish Institutional Services Units either as
a joint responsibility of the Sheriff and Probation Officer or in a manner
prescribed by the local Criminal Justice Commission. The responsibilities
of these Units would be essentially to screen and arrange for the release
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of inmates as soon as possible and to provide or coordinate efforts at re-
habilitation and reintegration.

VII. THE ALCOHOLIC IN THE JAIL

"Concerning the alcoholic, opinion was unanimous that
he was a medical and psychiatric problem and not a
criminal .1'25

This statement was made by a California Legislative Committee study-
ing jails over 25 years ago, yet, for the most part, the alcoholic is still
in jail. In one medium-sized study county, over 10,000 drunks are arrested
and jailed each year. In a large Bay Area study county, over 75,000 are
jailed each year for public drunkenness, almost 12,000 of which are arrested
in one city. What is more r"artling is that approximately 2,000 persons
accounted for over 7,700 of the 12,000 arrests. A study of a San Joaquin
Valley county resulted in an estimate of $1,000,000 as the cost of the al-
coholic to the criminal justice system.26

Is there no way to divert the alcoholic from the criminal justice
system? A number of lawyers, sheriffs, and criminologists expect that the
United States Supreme Court will eventually declare alcoholism to be a health
problem and jailing to be an inappropriate response to this illness.

Very few of the counties studied were planning alternatives, primarily
because they were not aware of any more economical system for the drunk than
jail. But, because costs are hidden by present methods of monitoring the
justice system (the yearly law enforcement budget), some costs are not con-
sidered. For example, the recidivist or "revolving door" alcoholic returns
to the jail repeatedly, but the St. Louis, Missouri, Detoxification Center
Report cites a 60% reduction in recidivism.27 Another example of hidden
costs is the financial burden upon the hospitals which treat the alcoholic
for everything from broken bones to cirrhosis of the liver.

The St. Louis Detoxification and Diagnostic Evaluation Center

Under the St. Louis Detoxification Center program, when a law enforce-
ment officer encounters a drunk, rather than jailing him, he transports the
inebriate to the Detoxification Center where the officer fills out an ad-
mittance form and, by telephone, determines if the inebriate is wanted by
any law enforcement agency. The process saves 50% of the arresting officer's
time when compared to the traditional booking procedures, thus freeing the
officer for more appropriate law enforcement functions. Those admitted to
the Center are offered seven days of service on a voluntary basis. Surpris-
ingly, 90% elect to stay the seven days.28

Those admitted are bedded, bathed and rested, given medical examin-
ations and services needed, and are contacted by various social service and
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alcoholic treatment groups and agencies who help them formulate post-release
plans. Of the 1967 dischargees, 46% had one or more arrests in the three
months prior to admission, but only 13% had an arrest in the three months
following their release from the Detoxification Center.29

Support From Law Enforcement

In Febri.,,,ry of 1968, the California State Sheriffs' Association 0

passed a resolution supporting the establishment of detoxification centers
throughout California, not only because of humanitarian interests, but be-
cause such a method would free the patrolthan for law enforcement duties.

Funds

Although Law Enforcement Assistance Act funds are available to assist
counties in establishing demonstration projects such as detoxification centers,
the need is statewide and therefore requires State efforts and funding.

Pecommeaztion

9. The State should establish additional taxes on alcoholic beverages
which would be used solely for research into alcoholism and for the establish-
ment of detoxification centers where needed with treatment services provided
by the appropriate mental health or health departments.

VIII. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN CORRECTIONS

The Citizen Volunteer

Citizen involvement in corrections is at least as old as the field of
corrections itself. It is an historical fact that citizen involvement was
responsible for the movement from corporal punishment to incarceration in the
18th century and that Quakers influenced the planning of our earliest peniten-
tiary. Except for very recent efforts, such as the Royal Oak Probation De-
partment,30 the use of volunteers has not kept pace with the growth of the
field of corrections; in fact, there has been a trend to replace volunteers
with skilled specialists.31

There are four important problems existing today in the nation which
should force even the most reluctant person to re-assess the importance of
involvement of volunteers in corrections. They are: (1) the vast numbers
of people passing through the justice system versus the very limited number
of paid staff to deliver services; (2) funds necessary for the support of
corrections programs will be withheld if community support is also withheld;
(3) the product of corrections, the client, must return and be accepted by
a community of citizens; and (4) there is a quality about volunteer correc-
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tional efforts as opposed to paid staff efforts, which often make them more
acceptable to offenders.

According to the President's Crime Commission, a successful volunteer
program can be assured in a community if:

1. There is a serious commitment on the part of the agency to use
volunteers.

2. There is careful screening of those who offer their services, to
assure selection of persons who have good capacity for the work
that needs to be done (this should not exclude the ex-offender).

3. There is an organized indoctrination and training program to
interpret the offenders and their needs to volunteers and to
give them a realistic perspective of the problems they will meet.
Training should continue at intervals and focus on problems en-
countered by the volunteers.

4. There is careful supervision that will ensure the optimum use

of the volunteer.

5. There are systematic procedures for giving recognition to the

efforts of volunteers.32

Recommendation

10. Staff and resources at the community level should be allocated
to the recruitment, training, and employment of community volunteers in
local correctional institution programs.

Since the value of, and the need for, volunteers cut across each of
the components of the community criminal justice system, one possibility
that should be seriously considered for the administration of such a vol un-
teer program is the establishment of a volunteer coordinating unit as a sub-
unit of the local Criminal Justice Committee proposed in Recommendation No. 3.

IX. THE CORRECTIONAL STIGMA AS A CORRECTIONAL HANDICAP

The fact of having committed a crime and served a sentence results
in decreased opportunities for employment, thus establishing conditions
which may increase the probability of the commission of another crime. Al-

though there are provisions for the expungement or sealing of criminal re-
cords for some misdemeanants under 21, the procedures are not well known
even to those offenders who are eligible, andfrequently do not operate as
intended. For example, one administrator in the criminal records division
of a county informed the Task Force staff that he had to retrain his staff
when he overheard one of the records clerks informing a potential employer
of a youth that "his record has been sealed", thus leaving the recipient
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of this information wondering if the youth's "sealed record" was for speed-
ing or rape.

While no specific recommendation is offered in this Report, the Jail
Task Force urges that all possible efforts be made to effectively remove or
minimize the stigma of corrections once "th?) debt is paid".

X. A COMMUNITY DEPARTMENT OF .CORRECT !IONS

As discussed in Chapter III, there is some disagreement regarding
the need to combine under one administrator the local corrections function,
i.e. a county's correctional facilities and probation services. Support
for this plan was apparent in this Task Force's interviews with the deputy
sheriffs who were staffing the jails. There are obvious benefits from such
an amalgamation such as the unification of effort that would provide a con-
tinuum of treatment before, during, and after incarceration.

There is, however, great controversy over this pOoposition from polit-
ically powerful elements on both sides of the question. Because it is such
an important issue, the Jail Task Force observes the following:

1. Insofar as the mission of corrections is concerned, the activities
taking place at the time of arrest and detention prior to senten-
cing have as much influence on the offender as do post-sentencIng
activities. Proponents of a local Department of Corrections are
only proposing a shift in the continuum at which time the offender
is turned over to another agency.

2. The distinction between status "in jail" and "on probation" may
well diminish, and, since it is human to "err on the side of
caution", such an amalgamation may result in greater use of jail-
ing and for longer terms. Because of the distinction present in
operations today, the placing of a probationer in jail should
have to be justified.

3. There are examples of counties in which the sheriff and the pro-
bation officer are working together effectively. The key to this
relationship and to the effectiveness of either program is the
support and concern it receives from the top administrator on
down to line staff.

Recommendation

11. Those counties expressing an interest in establishing a County
Department of Corrections should be encouraged to do so through Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Act funds and consultation from the State.
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XI. INTER-COUNTY PLACEMENT

The Jail Task Force determined that approximately 2 out of every 10
inmates serving county jail sentences reside in counties other than those
in which they are incarcerated. In keeping with the principles that rein
tegration of an offender is an important goal of the correctional facility
and that reintegration is easier to accomplish when an inmate is in proximity
to his family and community, the serious handicap of confinement in a dis
tant area is obvious. Attention is called to the Juvenile Court process
where youths are routinely transferred to their home counties for treatment.
Similarly, adult probation and parole have developed transfer procedures for
quite some time without undue hardship on any participating county.

Recommendation

12. Counties should embark upon cooperative arrangements to provide
for the reciprocal transfer of inmates from counties of commitment to counties
of residence.

XII. HASTENING THE DEMISE OF THE CITY JAIL

As indicated in the 1970 Jail Study, the trend in the last 15 years
has been to move away from city leve jai4 in favor of county operated
detention facilities.3.3 In 1960, city jails held 22% of all incarcerated
adults and, in 1969, this percentage had dropped to 9%.

The reasons for the gradual demise of the city jail , include, but are
not limited to, the fact that the city jail has represented a costly dupli-
cation of services especially where a county and city jail are located within
miles of each other. In some instances, the city jail operation has been
turned over to the sheriff and, in other cities, the jail has been remodeled
into other kinds of facilities and prisoners are booked into county jails.

In those counties where the sheriff has a well developed rehabilitation
program and a city jail retains sentenced prisoners, a goal of corrections
is subverted for no good reason. In the case of the large county where a
number of county jail s and correctional faci 1 ities are under the sheriff' s
administration, it is frequently possible to place an inmate close to family
and social ties whereas in the city jail this is frequently impossible.

An example of the possible costly duplication of services can be seen
in a large Southern California county which has presently budgeted approxi-
mately $25,000,000 for the construction of a 2,200 bed security jail addition.
In this county, there are 56 city jails and there is no central authority
which knows at what level of capacity the 56 jails are operating. Quite

possibly, there may be 200 or more unoccupied beds which could be used by
the county sheriff for sentenced prisoners, thus reducing the need for a
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comparable number of beds in the projected jail. Management of all jails
within a county by the sheriff may provide better usage of available facil-
ities.

The county opera cion of city jails is not the only solution. Sheriffs

may wish to contract with city police for housing of sentenced prisoners.

With the steady increase in the number of civil disturbances and demon-
strations which often require the processing of large numbers of people, there
i s a very definite need for a central authority to have knowledge of the bed
space available in detention facilities in the county and within a reasonable
di stance.

XIII. YOUTH CORRECTIONAL CENTERS

In the estimation of the Jail Task Force, probably the most promising
and innovative facility-based correctional program proposed thus far is the
Youth Correctional Center.34 This concept, developed by Bradley, Smith,
Salstrom, and others,35 incorporates:

1. Location in high delinquency areas.

2. Extensive community involvement.

3. Empnasis on behavioral change.

4. Use of flexible degrees of control.

5. Continuity of relationships - same staff inside and outside.

6. Employment of ex-offenders and non-professionals as change agents.

7. Decision-making power shared among all participants.

8. Built-in evaluation of effectiveness.

In 1969, the California Legislature provided for a construction and
staffing subsidy to any county which would establish such a facility. To
date, however, there have been no funds appropriated for this program; as a
result, al though several counties have expressed considerable interest in
this concept, there have been no applicants for this subsidy.

The Juvenile Institution Task Force has identified the lack of proper
correctional facilities or programs for the young adult as one of the more
serious "gaps" in correctional services for youth. The Jail Task Force
strongly concurs in this observation.

Forty-four percent of county jail inmates in the study were between
the ages of 18 and 25. Establishment of Youth Correctional Faci 1 i ties could
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result in a lessening of population pressures in jails as well as providing

more appropriate services to youth.

The Jail Task Force, therefore, joins with the Juvenile Institution
Task Force in making the following recommendation.

Recommendation

13. Counties should immediately begin planning and c:Itablishing
Youth Covrevtional Centers or similar facilities and programs as an alter-
nattoe to jails wherever appropriate.

XIV. RECOMMENDATIONS REQUIRING ONLY ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

The Jail Task Force made a number of observations which are perhaps
inappropriate for inclusion in the discussion of major issues and recommen-
dations, but which are nevertheless important enough to include as a part
of the overall report.

Administrator Attitudes and Quality of Program

Wherever this Task Force observed high morale, efficient functioning,
and a sense of accomplishment on the part of staff, these qualities were
directly related to the degree of concern and support demonstrated by the
top level administrator (usually the sheriff). Where these qualities were
absent or significantly reduced, staff frequently could not recall when they
had last seen their department head.

Jail staff have a most difficult job to perform, often under very poor
conditions. Regular visits by the department head, together with a strong
demonstration of interest and support on his part, are essential to creating
a climate where a good job gets done.

Revommendation. Z4. To maximize improvements in staff morale, effec-
tive programming, and efficient operations, department heads should demonstrate
a greater interest in and support for those staff who are involved in the
corrections functions.

The Cloak of Secrecy

A number of jail administrators expressed the need not to hide in-
cidents which occur in the jail, such as homosexual rapes by inmates, dis-
turbances, and assaults. A few, however, felt that the less the public knows,
the better. This latter attitude, probably based on fear of public criticism,
is a very shortsighted view, because ultimately it is the community which
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shares the responsibilities for conditions in the jail. The more the public
knows of jail conditions and problems, the more support the sheriff is likely
to receive when he asks for funds to improve conditions.

R,,,ommendation. 15. Sheriffs and correctional facility administra-
tors shoNld esLthli-,11 a poley of public relations in which the public,
through the appropriate news media, is allowed free access to facility pro-
gram?, problems, and incidents.

The Correctional Officer vs the Deputy

A number of counties have established the classification of "correc-
tional officer" to take the place of the "deputy" in jail operation. This

. may be a very good idea; however, two counter-productive problems appear to
be accompanying the establishment of this classification. First, it is a
dead-end classification with no provisions for career development, thereby
limiting recruitment to persons who are not looking toward the future, ex-
cept to retire, and to people who will move on to other jobs as the oppor-
tunity arises.

Secondly, the correctional officer classification was originally in-
tended to be a way to save the county money. Correctional officers are paid
up to $100 less per month than are their counterparts, the deputies. How-
ever, because it is a "dead-end" classification, most staff are at the top
step of their salary range which is above the pay, in most instances, of the
deputy in his first year of service. Thus the overall effect is that salaries
are higher for jail operations where correctional officers are employed.
Also, this difference in pay subtly tells personnel in jails that their jobs
are not as important as other functions in the sheriff's department.

hc,.onlendation. 16. A county electing to establish a "correctional
officer" classificationto staff corrections facilities should ensure that
such personnel are paid and trained at: least on a level equal to that of the
"deputy sheriff" and that there are provisions for a career ladder to super-
visoriaZ and administrative positions.

Staff Training

According to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin-
istration of Justice, training is one of the most crucial needs in the system.
The Commission has observed:

"Changing corrections into a system with significantly
increased power to reduce recidivism and prevent re-
cruitment into criminal careers will require, above
all else, a sufficient number of qualified staff to
perform the many tasks to be done."36
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As stated in Chapter III of this Report, one of the major concerns
of the jail staff was the lack of opportunity for training. While 35% of
the jail staff had completed at least 2 years of college, most of them re-
ported little or no opportunity to receive training specifically for the
various correctional rolas they fulfilled. In fact, as stated elsewhere
in this Report, even the jail administrators felt a sense of isolation from
the mainstream of correctional efforts, and did not know what sorts of pro-
grams and staff existed even in neighboring counties. There is little doubt
of the need for ih-service training for all staff in county jails. In addi-

tion, sheriffs should encourage and make provisions for their jail staff to
visit other correctional operations, both State and county. There should
be a free exchange of ideas, problems, and programs, in corrections and
detention, as there is in the detective and narcotics divisions of most
counties.

Recommendation. 17. Correctional administrators should make pro-
visions for at least supervisory and administrative corrections staff to
visit other correctional operations at both the State and county level for
the purpose of staff and program development.

XIV. DIVERTING INMATES FROM THE JAIL

Although the issue of intake is technically not within the scope of
this study, it has become apparent during data collection that the presence
of vast numbers of inmates in jails, including a high percentage of unsen-
tenced inmates, materially decreases the amount of limited resources which
are available to those persons who are clearly the subject of this study- -
namely the sentenced offender. It is the view of the Jail Task Force that
services to sentenced inmates could be substantially improved if efforts
were made to reduce the overall jail population.

It is suggested that jail populations could be drastically reduced
and services to sentenced inmates greatly improved if counties were to make
greater use of O.R. programs, citations, sentence modifications, county
parole, and work furlough. In addition, as stated previously, alcoholics
and othepersons who do not pose a serious threat to the community, should
be removed from the jail population.

Recommendation

18. Counties should develop and expand programs aimed at minimizing
confinement in jails, such as O.R., use of citations, sentence modification,
county parole, and work furlough. They should also implement non-criminal
processing of alcoholics and other types of persons who do not pose a serious
threat to the community.

2' 4r-
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The numerous specific recommendations of the Prison Task Forte,
underlined throughout the text, are summarized here.

INSTITUTIONAL CLIMATE

1. Insofar as possible, prisons should duplicate the demands and re-
sponsibilities of the free world, and should supply the motivations
as well as the responsibilities of the general community.

2. Any future facility planning should emphasise efforts away from large
institutions, and current efforts at prison management should devote
more attention to the effect of large institutions upon the social
relations among various types of inmates, and the social distance
between inmates and staff.

RECEPTION AND CLASSIFICATION

3. The reception process should be shortened from the current period of
six to eight weeks, to a period of approximately 30 days.

4. The reception and diagnostic process should be shortened and revamped,
to include a systematic "follow-up", which would determine whether
or not the recommendations of the reception process are carried out.
Also, in the revamping of the reception process, there should be more
definite separation of young offenders from old, and the less crimi-
nally oriented from the more sophisticated.

5. Efforts should be made throughout the system pr a more differential
allocation of institutional population based on program need. A
careful typological analysis of the prison population and a thorough
review of classification practices and policies should be undertaken
in an effort to effect better institutional placement.

6. Efforts should be taken to coordinate more closely institutional pro-
grams with parole planning.

EDUCATION

7. The educational programs within the prisons should be strengthened,
in order to create a "climate for learning". In this respect, inmate
students should be paid a nominal sum comparable with prison industry
scales, at a rate contingent upon their individual progress in edu-
cation. Two or three hours of evening school should be available
for optional participation in every institution. The use of newer
educational techniques, methods and materials should be expanded. A
resource center should be established from which a wide variety of
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instructional and informational materials could be distributed. Ed-
ucational television, including closed circuit television, should be
developed. The Department of Corrections should explore the use of
nearby schools and their resources for certain prisoners who can
safely be released to such schools. Vocational training equipment
and facilities skculd be improved. Job training values ofprison
industrial and maintenance operations should be studied and exploited
by development of training programs or integration with present voca-
tional training. The vocational courses taught in each institution
should be reevaluated and there should be routine follow-up of pris-
oners who receive vocational training, with the data acquired during
the follow-up used in the guidance of the prison training program.
Greater enrollment in education programs should be encouraged.

TREATMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

8. Efforts should be made to make available ready access to counseling
and familiarity with the counselor for those inmates anxious to have
such service.

9. The counseling staff in each institution should be increased toward
the recommended American Correctional Association ratio of one coun-
selor for every 150 men.

10. Less time should be devoted by counselors to the preparation of re-
ports for the Adult Authority. Consideration in this respect should
be given to the possible use of pre-coded "check -off" forms, such as
are presently used in the States of New York and Washington.

11. Additional beds and staff should be made available for the psychiat-
ric program, and more realistic and competitive remuneration should
be made available clinical personnel.

12. Distinctive facilities for religious worship should be provided in
all institutions.

13. Some institutions should be provided with better and greater library
space, and the number and quality of the books should be supplemented.

14. Gymnasiums should be available in all institutions and a larger num-
ber of organized and supervised group recreational activities should
be developed.

INMATE WORK AND CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES

15. The work furlough program should be expanded.
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16. institution should undertake manpower utilisation studies of
inmate work forces.

17. The inmate wage scale should be revised upward.

18. Additional markets should be ei.;:fght for California's prison indus-
tries program.

19. All expansion of prison indusiT:es to new markets should be concen-
trated in industries which need operations and skills similar to
those required in free world employment.

20. The Correctional Industries Commission should be renamed the Correc-
tional Industries and Training Commission and its membership should
be expanded to include WO experts in the field of vocational train-
ing, the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges, and the
California Superintendent of Public Instruction, or their designees.

21. The Department of Corrections administration should indicate full
support for prison industries, and should more closely integrate
industrial operations with the total inetitutional programs. More
involvement of industry's persuanel ie needed in each institution,
especially in major decision-making committees. Training programs
should include industrial and non- industrial personnel. All indus-
trial and other personnel must agree that aaeignment to industries
should be made primavily on a basis of inmate needs, and inmates
assigned to industry should be expected to work approximately eight
houre a day at a good pace. Training cowideration should be given
greater priority by prison industries.

CUSTODY, SECURITY AND DISCIPLINE

22. In certain institutions, consideration should be given to the ube of
"cloeed circuit" televieion scanning as a means of maintaining sur-
veillance, in which case some gun towers within the compound could
be eliminated or manned only in emergencies. Consideration should
also be given to the rasing of some unneeded structures which now
appear to impair vision of staff.

23. Consideration ehould be given to the possible reallocation of staff
and redesignation of ehifts to provide greater staffing during crit-
ical daytime hours.

24. In those instances where chemical agents must be used to restore
order, consideration should be given to the use of mace instead of
gas.

25. In thoee instances where an institution's arsenal is sub-standard,
it ehould be modernised.
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26. In those institutions which have archaic sally ports, electrically
operated gates should be prov-Lded. Also, new cell-locking systems
should be installed to replace those systems which are now obsolete,
and inmates should be removed from any gate assignment which involves
them in security-sensitive positions.

27. The method of taking count in California prisons should be updated
and the "total count" method should be discontinued.

28. Riot control plans at all institutions should be reviewed and re-
hearsed.

29. Insofar as possible, inmate rule violations should be handled by the
line officer and supervisor. If the matter is serious enough for
referral to the disciplinary committee, the committee should still
have the authority after hearing the case, to withhold the report
from the offender's official prison record. Whatever the disposition,

the inmate should be advised.

30. The maximum time for which an institution can assign isolation should
be reduced to ten days. Any period of inmate isolation beyond ten
days should require the Director's approval.

31. In respect to adjustment center programs, the Director should issue
a new policy statement, giving renewed emphasis to the importance of
developing and using alternatives to long -term lock-ups. The Depart-

ment should initiate a special, intensive orientation and training
program for all personnel regarding this issue. The wardens and
superintendents should screen the cases of all men housed in adjust-
ment centers to determine if any alternative placement is possible.
The Director's office should review the recommendations. Initial

placement in the adjustment centers should not be made without the
approval of the warden or the superintendent. The Institutional
Disciplinary Committee should submit a factual report to th.,warden
with corroborated evidence where possible, and rationale fori.' the

recommended action. Inmates should have the right to a hearing be-
fore the committee within three days of the report. Staff represen-

tation on behalf of the inmate should be tried. Every 30 days the

Disciplinary Committee should review each adjustment center case,
at which time the inmate should appear before the Committee. When
an inmate is detained beyond 30 days, the Director's office should
be advised and the case should be reviewed in the central office.
The Disciplinary Committee should have the authority to release men
from the adjustment center at any time. In the interest of effi-
ciency, the size of the committee should be reduced to three per-
sons with the program administrator acting as a member of the com-
mittee. The original concept of the adjustment center should be
restored by increasing treatment efforts in all of these facilities.
Adjustment centers should be closed if the number of men housed in
them is reduced. It is conceivable that sane of the units could be
used for regular housing, after a thorough physical revamping.



Summary of Recommendations

INMATE CARE

32. Prison clothing regulations should be liberalized to permit inmates
to wear civilian clothes.

33. Full and complete censorship of mail should be abandoned in favor of
spot-type censorship, or some other modified form of censorship.

34. California Deparanent of Corrections' generally liberal visiting
arrangements and schedules should be extended to all institutions.

35. Family or conjugal visiting, nat.; offered in sane institutions, should
be expanded to all institutions.

36. Telephone arrangements onich permit collect calls to family and friends
should be installed in more of the housing units in selected institu-
tions.

37. The Department of Corrections should move firmly in the direction of
eliminating all double cells.

38. The Department should consider a systematic program to enhance the
esthetics of the institutions.

39. Cooperative and collaborative relationships between staff and inmates
should be developed as much as possible whenever this is at all com-
patible with other prison functions.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

40. The central office should play a more prominent role in determining
who is to be trained and what the content of the training courses
should be, and also to insum that they are adequate at all institu-
tions. More training should be developed for other than custodial
personnel. Ideally, there should be State coordinated correctional
training centers established to provide year-around comprehewive
programs to train all correctional workers and adminisrratore.

42. Responsibility for recruitment of minority persons should be fixed
in one person at every institution.

42. The Department should consolidate its hospital services. A plan
should be developed to replace some of the hospitals with dispensaries
so that when geographically feasible, some hospitals ca-, serve several
institutiona.

43. When possible, community hospitals should be used in emergencies or
as the need arises.

[x]



Summary of Recommendations

44. The Department should utilise funds from the Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation to improve the quality of medical services, especially
in the area of prosthetics, correctional surgery, and diagnostic
evaluation.

45. The Department's existing "unit records" type system should be re-
placed with the computerized information system which emphasizes pro-
gram type data for management purposes. Such a system should be de-
signed to include follow-up data along with current data on program'
and offenders, so that separate programs may be evaluated as to their
relative effectiveness for different types of offenders in the long-
run. Cost effectiveness estimates of the long-run economic conse-
quences of opecific programs for different types of offenders should
also be undertaken.

46. Sane funds should be devoted to experimental pilot programs; the pos-
sibility of Federal monies fir this kind of effort should be explored.

AEMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

47. More specific and definite department-wide standards need to be im-
plemented in certain areas. Policy statements should be reviewed and
written in a clear and concise manner to eliminate ambiguities.

48. Within the Department, the lines and responsibilities of administra-
tion should be airnplified.

PHYSICAL PLANT

49. The California Men'. Colony, West Facility, should never be reoccupied.

50. San Quentin Prison and Folsom Prison should be abandoned.

51. In the event California builds more State institutions, these should
as far as possible be small, community -based facilities (e.g. community
correctional centers). The Department should also explore further
contractual arrangements with private persons and social agencies,
such as the Y.M.C.A. and the Volunteers of America.

LENGTH OF CONFINEMENT

52. The State should reduce the length of terms served by persons committed
to the Department of Corrections.

[xi]
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"....Prisons in America have done far better
at postponing crime than at preventing or
deterring it."

Newsweek Magazine

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The last recourse of any correctional system, other than the death
penalty, is imprisonment. California today has more prisoners than any
other state, reflecting the fact that in most of the past half-century it
has been a leader among the states in both population growth and crime
rates. Presumably its high crime rate is a product of this population
growth, for mixed with its stable and law-abiding newcomers has been an
above average proportion of delinquents, criminals and others unsuccessful
in older communities who sought "greener pastures" here. The newness of
many California neighborhoods has also been criminogenic, for they are
clusterings of strangers, with more anonymity and less informal social
control than characterize long-settled communities of stable population,
such as those of non - metropolitan New England.

California's penal system has not only had a rapid development for
several decades, it has also had a national and international reputation
for program innovation. Nevertheless, this State's prisons, like those
everywhere else, have repeatedly frustrated and disappointed both their
administrators and the general public.

Information for this study, to evaluate California's prisons and
recommend changes, came from a number of sources. Most important were site
visits made to all major institutions of the Department. In these visits
approximately equal time was devoted to interviews of assembled staff and
to inspections of the facilities. In the group interviews a cross section
of virtually every staff component was included. On the inspection tours
employees encountered in each area were interviewed individually concerning
the practices and programs at their respective institutions. The group
discussions were characteristically open and informative. In each dis-

cussion some sixteen program and problem areas were routinely covered, and
staff were asked to volunteer their own perceptions of additional problems
and priorities.

After the visits, written questionnaires were sent to each institu-
tion to elicit more formally quantified data on program enrollments, custody
levels, lengths of stay, staff training programs, and other areas where it
was considered important to verify interview data, obtain more current status
information, or get exact counts in verification of published data.

An additional segment of the study involved interview of some randomly-
selected 325 inmates to obtain their views of the problems and needs of the
system. The views of ex-offenders were also solicited.
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Interviews were conducted with central office personnel to obtain
top administrators' views of priorities and long range plans, as well as
to secure information on central office administrative functions.

Finally, a review of the current literature on the California De-
partment of Corrections was made. This included departmental publications
and research as well as legislative research and some criticisms of the
Department disseminated by outside groups.

Data from all of these diverse sources are presented where they are
relevant to a particular prison management topic, instead of being collated
separately by source. The rationale for recommendations is presented, in-
cluding all available sources of insight, rather than relying on any single
source of data-questionnaires, for example--which would be procedurally
neater. While recommendations reached in this way are in part judgmental,
the most plausible inferences from available evidence must be relied upon,
whenever there is no indisputable scientific data on an issue.

In summary, this Report endeavors to list the objectives of a sound
prison system, to explain how California attempts to meet these objectives,
and how, finally, these objectives could be better accomplished. Specific
recommendations are underlined throughout the text.



CHAPTER II

THE MULTIPLE GOALS OF PRISON OPERATION

All components of criminal justice, including corrections, have one
ultimate mission: to reduce crime. The prisons component is expected to
contribute to this aim by pursuing three goals: (1) deterrence of the po-
tential offender; (2) incapacitation of the dangerous individual by remov-
ing him from the community; (3) reformation of this individual prior to his
release. A fourth function often demanded is satisfaction of the public's
passion for revenge. Though pressures for retribution often cannot be ig-
nored, satisfying public indignation does not contribute to crime reduction.
The first three goals, therefore, are the concern, with the fourth viewed
as an occasionally unavoidable constraint in pursuit of the first three.
Society places two additional constraints on the pursuit of these goals
which cannot be ignored: prisons must be operated economically and humanely.

All penal policies should be examined in terms of their consequences
for these goals and constraints, but it must be recognized that there may
be conflicts among these objectives and restrictions. Often one concern
cannot be met without jeopardizing others. Each goal must be recognized
but none overemphasized at the expense of the others. A few comments on
general issues and major problems surrounding the achievement of prison
goals will serve as a backgrowd for later recommendations.

I. THE GOAL OF DETERRENCE

Deterrence is often said to be a goal of imprisonment. It may be

divided into eneral deterrence, to keep all those who contemplate commit-
ting a crime rom trying it, and individual deterrence, to keep a person
who has committed a crime and been caught from doing it again. While prison

doubtless deters some potential offenders, general deterrence is difficult
to measure. Estimates of the general deterrence potential of prisons are
unreliable and doubtlessly exaggerated.

Since not many of the felonies committed result in the perpetrators
going to prison, it is a wonder that some persons have great faith in accom-
plishing general deterrence by long prison terms. Legislation has been in-

troduced in California and elsewhere, some of which has been passed, to
deal with various outrages by long mandatory prison sentences. Experience

everywhere has shown that unusually long sentences do not reduce the crime
rate, and in fact might result in its increase. While there is no question

that prisons have some general deterrent value, it is also obvious that if
a man believes he will be sent to prison for an act, he viill usually either:

(1) not Cciinmit,the act, regardless of whether he expects his time in prison
to be one or two years or ten or twenty, or (2) be so out of control that
he will commit it regardless. Both of these circumstances are common. A

robbery usually occurs because the offender believes that he will not be
caught, much less sent to prison. Clearly, the length of the sentence he
does not expect to serve is no deterrent. Most murders are committed in
a rage against close friends, spouses or other kin; the murderer makes no
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attempt to flee and has clearly not considered the punishment which may re-
sult from his crime.

The use of long prison terms to decrease crimes by deterrence of other
people is clearly unrealistic. It is implicitly based on a model which pre-
sumes that the offender balances how long he will be in prison against the
expected rewards of his crime. This model is a fantasy. If a potential
offender thinks about the prospect of imprisonment, it is usually of the
risk of any appreciable term; he considers the probability of imprisonment
much more than its duration.

It is not suggested here that prisons have no general deterrent value.
Penalties do deter up to some optimum point of severity for general deter-
rence purposes, for the particular offense and type of potential offender.
If no one ever went to prison or jail and even the most serious offenses
resulted only in fines or in probation, it would doubtless encourage a small
minority of the general population to engage in crime that they would other-
wise not contemplate if penalties wvre more severe. The point stressed here
is that there is no reason whatever to expect long prison sentences to be
more effective than moderate ones in deterring most people from trying crime.
If the fact of imprisonment is reasonably certain, a one or two year sentence
will be sufficient to deter nearly everyone from almost any unlawful act that
is deliberately conceived. Prison sentences, no matter how long, are inef-
fective for acts perpertrated in such passion that there is little deliber-
ation about their consequences. If the very long sentences found in Calif-
ornia are to be justified, they must be justified on grounds other than
general deterrence.

Individual deterrence, the released prisoner's avoidance of crime
from fear of reimprisonment, differs from general deterrence and is espe-
cially difficult to measure. Investigation suggests that individual de-
terrence varies greatly among prisoners, depending upon their adaptation
to incarceration and their preoccupation with the outside world. While
almost all prisoners want to get out, some are highly involved in their
daily pursuits within the institution, have little contact with persons on
the outside, and do not seem to think much about the outside. Others are
absorbed in thoughts of their outside world and are always "doing hard
time". Those deterred work hardest at trying to get out early by partic-
ipating in rehabilitation programs in order to impress the parole board
favorably, whether or not they have other interests in these programs.
One cannot know how much of inmates' post-release avoidance of crime is
due to deterrence and how much is the result of rehabilitation programs.
On the other hand, dreams of success at crime may also motivate a few pris-
oners in the avid pursuit of rehabilitation activities in order to impress
parole authorities favorably. Therefore, inmate recidivism occurs in spite
of apparent rehabilitation and presumed deterrence by imprisonment. Society
is left with incapacitation as the one goal of imprisonment for which attain-
ment is unambiguously measureable.
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II. INCAPACITATION BY REMOVAL FROM THE COMMUNITY

The second goal listed for prisons was the incapacitation of danger-
ous individuals by removing them from their potential victims. Some men
commit serious crimes and remain dangerous for a long time, as efforts fail
to change them. This category includes both persistently violent men and
highly professional property offenders. For some people of this sort, pri-
sons are the only answer available, and for a few, a long term may be appro-
priate for the purpose of incapacitating them. It should be noted, however,
that it is expensive to confine very many for very long, and few require it.
Much of the cost of the California prison system results from its use of un-
usually long sentences. If rehabilitation were accelerated, incapacitation
could be briefer, and if rehabilitation is impeded by some forms of incapaci-
tation, perhaps alteration of these forms will be desirable. That will be
a later concern of this discussion.

III. THE GOAL OF REHABILITATION

There has been much criticism of prison systems in California and
elsewhere for alleged failure to rehabilitate. While improvements in this
area are needed, it is important to recognize intrinsic difficulties sur-
rounding the entire rehabilitative enterprise in prison. Four of these
constraints are discussed in this section.

The Limited Impact of Prison

The prison system has a limited scope of impact. There are limits
to the extent that it can affect the outside community where the offender's
problems are generated, and to which he must return. In prisons one fre-
quently observes great improvement in the behavior traits presumed to have
been the cause of an inmate's crime--such as low interest or capacity in
work, or emotional instability--only to see these traits recur during parole
in the community. Both recidivism and rehabilitation are functions of social
influences not operating exclusively in prison. It is comfortable to fault
the prisons for recidivism rates, but to do so may show a failure to under-
stand the problem fully.

Prison Compared with the Community

Prisons, especially as large as those found in California, make de-
mands upon behavior different from those made in the community. The envi-
ronment, the pace, the sources of social status and of self-satisfaction,
are different from those on the outside. It is difficult to find enough
work to keep prisoners busy. Many learn how not to work rather than how to
work, and they do not participate sufficientliTn the decision-making on
matters which directly affect their lives. There are almost irrestible
pressures to conform to the inmate value systems, and institutional necessi-

18-81883
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ties force other conformities. While these forces cannot readily be elimi-
nated, they can be ameliorated and sometimes made supportive of rehabilita-
tion, rather than opposed to it. Nevertheless, the best place to prepare
a man for responsible community life is in the community. It is a mistake
to bring him to prison if that can be avoided,, If he must be imprisoned,
it is appropriate--even in prison--to maximize his contacts with those as-
pects of outside community life which will contribute to his rehabilitation.

Characteristics of Prison Inmates

The men coming into prisons have deep and ingrained problems which
resist change. It is widely claimed that those now sent to prison present
worse problems for rehabilitation than those sent there formerly, because
the better risks are increasingly given probation and not sent to prison.
A look into the files of any California prison reveals that almost all who
are committed there have records of extensive prior criminal involvement.
These are mostly persons about whom there was despair while they were still
in grade school, and continually thereafter. It is unrealistic to expect
wholesale reformation of those who pursued crime so early and for so long
a time. To say that forty percent or fifty percent or any percent is a
high failure rate with such a population is pointless. High compared to
what? No one can say what is a "good" recidivism rate. Some prison systems
around the country report better success rates than, California's, but many
of their successes are with men who should not have been in prison in the
first place, and would not have been in prison in California. Furthermore,
according to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, California has the highest
rate of serious crime of any of the fifty states. Recidivism, therefore,
must be reduced in a highly criminogenic community population. The assess-

ment of California's prison system with respect to its recidivism rates
must be made on the basis of what the system is doing with its cases. In-

ternal statistical comparisons can be meaningful, but system-wide, overall
rates should not be used pejoratively.

Lack of Information on Program Effectiveness

The behavioral sciences have not presented the prison administrator
with any array of rehabilitative techniques that is consistently effective.
Ideally, correction must always be a research enterprise, operated so that
knowledge is gained from its experience. A major concern of this system
study, therefore, is to increase the ability of prison management to learn
quickly and validly from its failures as well as from its successes.

Summary

These difficulties are listed in order to put the problem of rehabil-
itation in California prisons in proper perspective. Discussions of reha-
bilitation often overlook these considerations and are therefore naive.
The public tends to assume that progressive prison programs with their on-
ward and upward cast do, in fact, move all men onward and ',inward and that
all is well; or else it looks a little closer and discovers that all is not
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well and it rejects the whole enterprise. If people can be brought to see

the difficulties of the task realistically, they might settle for modest
gains and be more supportive of attempts at improvement.

California has done an excellent job over the years in correcting
the public image of prison goals as purely punitive. The emphasis of its
public information efforts has appropriately been placed on rehabilitation.
The importance of rehabilitative effort can hardly be overemphasized. How-

ever, the result has also been to oversell everyone--including correctional
professionals--on the real or perceived rehabilitative efficacy of prisons.
It is time to correct that impression. It is not clear, rehabilitatively
speaking, whether prison operations are an overall gain or a loss. Those
who claim to know the answer never give impressive evidence. Anyone with
correctional experience is convinced that he personally knows men who were
reached by prison programs. He has seen the free world dropout catch fire
in the prison school, finish high school inside, and go on to finish college
outside, And he has seen the man with a long criminal record and no appar-
ent motivation to change get caught up in a trade course and become a journey-
man and a solid citizen on the outside. Some of these successes might not
have happened without the prison programs. But in more cases, no observable
change occurs, or inmates leave prison less suited for society than when
they came in. That is why it is not clear whether prisons have, on balance,
a net rehabilitative effect.

From these facts some observers conclude (and this thinking appar-
ently lies behind some of the reports to the California Legislature) that
prisons should virtually be eliminated. A more realistic conclusion would
appear to be that while their use should be minimized, prisons cannot be

abolished. Whatever the overall rehabilitative effect, there are many men
who pursue crime until they are arrested; nothing encourages repetition of
an offense as does success in benefitting from it and not being caught.

Often they do not require long confinement. But whenever a period of in-
capacitation is warranted, everything possible should be done to foster
rehabilitation during confinement, as well as afterwards. To make this

effort is a social responsibility. An appropriate analogy would be to med -.

icine's concern with each individual patient, rather than business' concern
with overall or aggregate success or failure rates. A business is a failure

if it loses one dollar more than it earns, but men succeed or fail separate-
ly, and thire-Wpo aggregate break-even point in helping them. If nine of

.ten-,succeed, society has still lost one; if nine of ten fail, the one who
succeeded because of the system's effort has no less value.

IV. PRISON TREATMENT AS THE TOTALITY OF ITS IMPACT

When staff members of California prisons are asked what the major
rehabilitative features of their institutions are, they respond with a cat-
alogue of specific treatment programs, such as academic education, job train-
ing, and counseling. This is a predictable response because these programs
are labeled "rehabilitative". There is a natural tendency to feel that to
the extent that an institution has such programs, it is mounting a meaningful
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rehabilitative effort, and to the extent that it lacks. them, it is not. But

one should not be misled by such labels and categories.

Admittedly, for purposes of administration, the system must divide its
operations into parts. Wnile some parts carry the treatment label and some
do not, to the inmate imprisonment is all one epoch in his ME.. If what
happens to him ultimately is a consequence of prison programs, it reflects
the r.et effects f)f all attentions given him and and all failures of atten-
tion during his confinement. The system may reach a man in the counseling
group and lose him in the yard; elevate him in the school and crush him in
the block. The system may reach him in the block, too, as research has
shown. All prison experiences either add up, or fail to result in rehabil-
itation. Thus, all practices should be examined for their impact on reha-
bilitation, and not just programs specifically labeled "treatment". This

particularly true in California where excellent programs are sometimes
established under circumstances almost certain to subvert their positive
effects. Reference is made especially to the physical situations in which
men are placed, and to the matter of excessive sentence lengths. If pro-

grams labeled "rehabilitative" have not worked in the past, it may be be-
cause their effects were nullified by these conditions.

In California, as elsewhere, educational programs are the mainstay
of treatment programming for most inmates. Most men coming into California
prisons have significant deficiencies in employment skills and in school
performance, so the efforts to instruct them have real justification. Yet
it is becoming increasingly apparent that programs aimed solely at improving
abilities, such as job training and academic instruction, will not guarantee
the inmate's use of these abilities to achieve a law-abiding life outside
the prison. To an extent which varies tremendously with different offenders
rehabilitation may require the diminution of attraction to crime as a source
of income, the development of confidence in ability to succeed at legitimate
occupational pursuits, the growth of ease and enjoyment in previously un-
familiar or unconfortable types of social situations, or the control of hos-
tile passions or of alcoholic, ri$rcotic, or sexual appetites. All of these
problems for correctional concern, and educational or vocational deficien-
cies, are distributed somewhat independently of each other in the diverse
population with which the prison must work.

If attempts to correct the causes of recidivism are to succeed, two
conditions are needed which are notably lacking in contemporary penal in-
stitutions:

1. So far as possible, prisons must duplicate the demands and re-
sponsibilitl,s of the free world, and supply the motivations as
well as the responsibilities of the general community.

2. It is essential for staff to get to know the man. Large insti-
tutions are unable to achieve this. Any future planning of
facilities should give more serious attention to the question
of size. Current efforts at prison management should have a
clearer understanding than heretofore, of its effects on the
social relations among.. various types of inmate, and the social
distance between inmates and staffs
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Ultimately it is the way inmates are treated--no more, no less than
that - -which is most important. It is useless to put people in a particular
program which is meant to reform them if they are not treated as worthwhile
humans in general. For convenience of uniformity, for administrative sim-
plicity, for a host of dubious advantages, the whole effort can become a
sham. To the inmete this amounts to hypocrisy implemented. It must fail.
But what does "the way people are treated" mean? Primarily it means that
the system must treat men as worthwhile individuals wherever possible.
This seems a truism - -that people be treated with personal interest in them
as humans- -but some prison practices militate against this and these prac-
tices could be eliminated. Of course, an institution cannot operate com-
pletely differently for each man. Many inmates make neurotic and unreason-
able demands, and some standardization can be justified for fairness and
efficiency. But wherever possible, individuality should be allowed. Uni-
formity is sometimes a necessity; it should never be made an ideal.

Further, if a system exists where institutional housing is not fit
for humans, where the weak cannot be protected, and where the duration of
confinement is too long, then it cannot change men. If society is to change
those whom it confines, the prisons must simultaneously make more or better
demands on their inmates and give them more incentives to meet these demands
than has ever been done in the past. First of all, however, it must be as-
certained that society has an adequate moral and ethical stance from which
to make these demands. This cannot exist until the system treats people
as it should in all respects.

The above points are intended to establish a more realistic picture
of prospects and problems in achieving rehabilitation. If it is accepted
that, despite its difficulties, the job must be attempted, it is time to
turn to some of the more specific issues which are involved in getting the
job done more successfully in California.



CHAPTER III

CURRENT CONDITIONS AND RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS

The Department of Corrections has published excellent raummary de-
scriptions of its institutions and their operations. There is little to
be gained by reporting them here. This chapter will discuss only those
features which seem most relevant to enhancing achievement of correctional
goals.

The administrative and operative structure of the Department is not
neatly divided according to its goals, as it is not desirable to have one
set of staff whose sole responsibility is rehabilitation, for example, and
another whose only concern is keeping people confined. Such a separation,
where practiced, has usually resulted in friction among staff and in fail-
ure to meet the goals. The responsibilities for achievement of all prison
purposes needs to be shared to a considerable extent by all staff, although
emphasis on different goals will vary from one part of the prison organiza-
tion to another.

Of the three major goals named earlier, deterrence may be excluded
here. Prisons deter by their existence, not by their techniques. No staff
or operations are assigned to this function.

The two remaining goals have at least rough structural counterparts.
The institutions have separate treatment and custody staffs with respective
major responsibilities in rehabilitative programming and in keeping danger-
ous men incapacitated. In practice, these staffs have other functions as
well, but these are the two primary functions to be discussed here.

I. THE REHABILITATION SERVICES

To achieve the rehabilitative function of prisons, California has
relied mainly on what may be called traditional correctional treatment pro-
grams (which still do not exist in many state systems). These are: voca-
tional education, academic education, counseling, religious instruction,
self-help organizations, psychiatric treatment and work activities. These
are the mainstays of what is commonly regarded as the rehabilitative effort,
although other programssuch as recreation, medical services, and hobby
activities --may also have some rehabilitative value and are important for
other reasons.

These programs are present to some extent everywhere in the system.
All major institutions and many camps have some trade training, some acade-
mic schooling, and some group counseling. Psychiatric care is not so ex-
tensively available, primarily because of the cost, the difficulty in
securing psychiatrists, and because a majority of inmates do not need
psychiatric attention. The mixture of programs varies. Walled prisons
place less emphasis on treatment-designated programs than do other large
institutions, and the facilities for young inmates provide greater access
to trade training than is available at those housing older inmates. But



in many respects the difference among institutions is one of rather small
degree. Some programs could be developed more adequately if more concen-
trated in specialized institutions, instead of being distributed almost
equally to all facilities. The number of institutions in the California
system allows for such specialization in considerably greater degree than
is practiced at present.

The above are the treatment programs in which most inmates may be-
come involved. The major ones will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter. Emotionally disturbed inmates, those with medical needs, narcotic
addicts, and other special problem cases receive other forms of treatment
of varying degrees of adequacy, for their particular problems. Not all

those needing psychiatric care can be accommodated in the facilities pre-
sently devoted to that purpose, however, and even with the large number
of academic and vocational classes, the majority of inmates needing and
desiring these programs at any given time are .not receiving them inten-
sively. Most have work assignments which mike only limited demands, with
little challenge and regard for good performance. In some cases, idleness

continues to exist. Many who have completed a trade course, and who are
not interested in further academic work, perform routine and unskilled
work for the balance of a three or four year term. It is, in fact, diffi-

cult to see how they could otherwise occupy their time. This is not
primarily a problem of lack of treatment programs, but simply that the
rehabilitative enterprise neither needs nor can use all the time it has
to fill for many cases in California.

II. MEETING THE INCAPACITATION GOAL

The responsibility for keeping those inmates judged to be dangerous
to the community from escaping--one of the major functions of prisons--is

centered in the custody staff. Yet this is not the major responsibility
of most of these employees in terms of time or effort. Perimeter security

is not especially difficult to maintain for most inmates. The effort ex-

pended by custody is primarily aimed at the maintenance of internal order
and safety. These conditions really contribute more to the rehabilitative
goal than to security of the outside community, since safety and order are
preconditions for rehabilitation, as well as serving humanitarian require-
ments.

So far as specific measures dealing with the incapacitation goal are
concerned, the system has five broad levels of security ranging from "maxi-
mum" to "camps", there are also subdivisions tiithin these categories. The

distribution of felons among the major levels (as of June 30, 1970) was as
follows:i

Maximum 1.3%

Close 2.4%

Medium 55.9%
Minimum 29.1%

Camps 11.3%

100.0%
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Most escapes are from minimum or lower custody levels. While the
escape rate for the system as a whole is not high compared with the rate
in some other states--less than one per hundred in residence per year--the
rate from camps and more especially from community centers, work furlough
and weekend furlough settings runs high. For these, the escape rate is
from five to twenty times the average for the system, or higher than for
similar settings in other jurisdictions. It is not clear why this should
be, but two conjectures may be offered. The long sentences may lead to a
kind of accumulated deprivation which seeks release at the first opportunity
(especially for those who do not have an out datc from the Adult Authority);
or, it may be that qualifications for camp placement are not primarily fac-
tors relating to escapes, so that the best risks are not placed in camps.
dut this is purely speculative and beyond the scope of the present report.
In general, the goal of isolation of offenders from the community seems to
be accomplished by present measures. While there are a fair number of
walkaways, they are from settings not made available to the most dangerous
types, the walkaways have not contributed measurably to the State's crime
problem.

III. RECEPTION AND CLASSIFICATION

Initial classification consists of diagnosis an subsequent place-
ment recommendation. Though not a treatment process itself, classifica-
tion is essential to the effective application of treatment, since it
attempts to determine which programs are needed by each person. It also
gives an indication of the degree of custody required for each person, and
this has bearing on the available treatment options.

Classification procedures must be as discriminating and sensitive
as treatment and custodial programs are diversified. The California system
has a relatively wide range of programs. For this reason, accurate diagno-
sis is essential to insure that programs are efficiently used.

Classi:icejon prriedures should not defer entirely to the available
options. Classificatiol recommendations which cannot be followed reveal
types of additional corwtional programs which are needed, and are thus
valuable indicators for progress and change.

Reception

The receptionyrocess should be shortened. When the courts commit
a person to a penal institution, he is first sent to a reception center or
housed in the receiving unit of a prison for a short period of time. In

California this runs from six to eight weeks, which is more time than is
actually needed. All tests and examinations can be completed in a thirty-
day period or less for a new inmate, and still less for a returned recidi-
vist on whom frequently there is ample recent information on file. Upon

completion of the initial classificatioil study, transportation problems are
often encountered. Every effort should be made to solve these problems by
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a regular schedule of adequate interprison busses, properly guarded. At
the women's institution there is no sound reason why the new admissions
cannot be transferred to the adjacent main institution after a brief re-
ception period, even though the evaluation is incomplete. The women will

go only to this one institution. From the fifth week on, there is virtu-
ally nothing of a constructive nature to occupy the new admissions in the
reception centers and it is especially important to start them on their
institutional programs.

The whole reception and diagnosticjprocess in California prisons
needs shortening and reworking. In many Federa prisons an ntake Scrmi-
ing officer often recommends a full program for a new inmate within a few
days of his reception. Some follow-up study then occurs soon after the
inmate is on initial assignment, where he can be observed in situations
more comparable to his future institutional stay than is his life in the
reception center. Delaying assignment pending in-depth study occurs in
some cases, but only where unusual need for it is indicated by the Intake
Screening officer.

The recommendations of the reception-guidance center should be fol-
lowed up systematically to see if they are carried out, and if not, why not.
At present, no routine check is made to determine what nappens to the pro-
gram recommendations of the reception-guidance staff. Regular determina-

tions of how the guidance center's recommendations are actually carried
out should reveal deficiencies in the staff reports, in the institutions,
or both. The recommendations sometimes appear to be made without full
knowledge of the program: available. Assignment to a particular prison
often seems to be made more on the basis of institutional job needs and
vacancies than on inmate need. This is partly justified in the institu-
tions by the fact that recommendations from the reception-guidance center
are often sketchy, specifying little more than custody level. In some

cases there is no clear connection made between the social-psychological
data obtained by tests and interviews and the recommendation, if any, for
treatment. This limits the usefulness of the reception center reports to
the receiving institutions. In the reception centers, there should also
be a more definite separation of oun' from old, the less criminall orient-

t e sophisticate.

Composition of the Prison Population

Whether there should be a more or a less homogeneous population in a
penal institution, aside from reception centers, is often a complex question,
on which experts may reasonably disagree. The fundamental law of sociology

and social anthropology is that social separation produces cultural differ-
entiation. This means that people in separated groups become homogeneous
in cultural traits, and different from people elsewhere. That law ex-

pla.:11.: not only why there exist separate languages and cultural beliefs in
the world, but also why young offenders, addicts and other prisoners of
similar background tend to preserve and accentuate their shared deviant
beliefs when grouped together in an institution. It is also repeatedly
c..monstrated that to group inmate troublemakers, within a prison is to ask
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for continual trouble from them. If possible, they should be dispersed so
that each could be more readily controlled by being absorbed into a diverse
group and by being placed in a program of maximum individual appeal.

Change in inmates' character, often rehabilitative but sometimes
anti-rehabilitative, is most probable when they have close involvement and
identification with persons of different background and even of different
age from themselves. Conversely, reinforcement in their past types of crim-
inal orientation is most probable when their grouping is only with persons
of the same criminal background, age and area. Anti-rehabilitative impacts
of some inmates on others can be noted and dealt with most readily by staff
counseling when the worst inmates are scattered. Programs can often be most
adequately staffed and equipped--whether for vocational training, education,
psychiatric or other services--if inmates who need those programs, even if
there is much diversity in their characteristics, are concentrated in one
institution. Inmates there may then share constructive interests in the
program. California prisons are relatively unspecialized, although their
large number permits considerable specialization in programs.

Therefore, a greater effort to establish more differential alloca-
tion of institutional population based on program need throughout the entire
system is indicated, and a careful typological analysis of the prison pop-
ulation and a thorough review of classification practices and policies could
result in better institutional placement.

Institutional Programs and Parole Planning.

Institutional programs should be more closely coordinated with parole
planning. Ideally, parole Planning should begin at the time of admission,
i.e.,in the reception center. This is not always possible but it is desir-
able. Too often no planning is initiated until a few days before the pris-
oner's release. This kind of hasty planning will inevitably have short-
comings.

Once a relevant, solid institutional program has been set up for an
inmate, periodic reviews should be made to determine if the program continues
to be pertinent to the man's community plans.

The earlier the field agent can become acquainted with the prisoner,
his family and community situations, the better should be the results.
Based on the agent's findings, it would sometimes be in order to change
or modify the prisoner's institutional program. Direct involvement of the
field staff would be helpful in another way. Feed-back from the field per-
sonnel should aid the institution in the improvement of its programs.

IV. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

It is almost a truism that today education is indispensable. With-
out it, a man may be virtually unemployable. With adequate training in an
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acceptable skill, his employment opportunity, at least in periods of full
employment, has often been almost assured. While some persons without
training who have good work attitudes and motivation will be employed, and
often will be trained by employers (especially during periods of prosperity),
it is still valid to assert that a trained person usually finds it easier
to obtain a decent, well-paying job than an untrained one. Work skills
aside, general academic education is a near necessity in meeting the com-
plexities of daily life. Add to these facts the observatidu that a large
percentage of men coming into prison are school dropouts, severely defi-
cient in both specific and general training, wild the importance of prison
education programs becomes abundantly evident. Since prison provides ample
time to be filled and a minimum of distractioll.:. it should offer prisoners
a maximum opportunity for educational advancement. For many inmates educa-
tion also provides a satisfying and wholesome diversion.

Yet, despite the strong case which can be made for it, there is much
to suggest that correctional education as presently constituted, has often
been rather unsuccessful. The evidence grows that education for prisoners
should be custom-tailored to their diverse needs, and that too much re-
liance has been placed in prison on a traditional educational approach
designed for youth. What works in public schools in the community does
not necessarily work in prison for adults of diverse educational back-
grounds and with school a predominantly distant and unhappy experience.

Basic to success in correctional education are: (1) information
about the inmate pupils and their inchvidual potentials; (2) an awareness
of the society from which the prisoner comes and the society to which he
is going; (3) individualized instructional material; (4) incentives to
educational achievement; and above all, (5) a "climate for learning".
The climate to which reference is made is not merely that of the class-
rooms--it should be an attribute of the entire prison. An institution
director and staff at all levels who encourage learning are not just ad-
ventitious products of recruitment; they must be assiduously developed.
Such an institutioa climate calls for leadership and commitment from all
personnel, in addition to patient teachev who can relate to prisoners
and challenge and involve them. Without such a climate men "sleepwalk"
through school. With it, once it is obtained, the institution is seen
as a better place by inmates and staff alike.

In California, as in all large correction systems, the quality and
type of education vary considerably from institution to institution. Cal-
ifornia's best is very good indeed. Many of the educational programs
encountered are rich in opportunity. The scope of education available to
most inmates is sufficiently broad, from training in literacy to the fifth
grade level to high school and high school equivalency programs, as well
as college correspondence courses. There is also a commendable amount of
vocational education.

There are some 150 trade courses taught in Department of Corrections
facilities, and these take from six months to two years to complete, the
customary length being nine to twelve months.2 Over 1,000 men are enrolled
full time in trade courses with a slightly larger number enrolled on a half-
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time basis.3 The variation in degree of sophistication required for differ-
ent courses is good; the courses range from low skill to highly skilled
levels. however, in some uses, especially at the largest institution,
there are waits of morC.ns or more to get into these courses. This is

a major source of lcw 7.iorale and behavior problems among prisoners. If

a program will challence an inmate, he should be placed in it as soon as
possib1:2 rather t'lan pe required first to achieve a record of good be-
havior in a wait -!d period during which he is placed with a concentration
of i'rates not in such programs, having poor behavior records, and pres-
surins him to mis'.)ehave. The waiting period is often a trap from which
many prisoners fail to escape as they are no longer eligible for the po-
tentially beneficial programs when the waiting period expires, or they
have lost their motivation to participate in such programs.

Although full-time enrollment occurs less in academic than in voca-
tional programs, more students take part-time academic programs, ranging
from basic literacy training throuch high school Ir:el courses. Some col-
lege courses are also available, but mostly throw correspondence.

In the interest of improving education and training for California
prisoners, the following suggestions are rude:

Inmate students should be paid a nominal sum, comparable with prison
industry scales, at a rate contingent on their individual progress in
cation. This would encourage many to go to school who would otherwise
prefer to take paid work assignments when their primary need is educational.
Reimbursement of students will tell the inmate that the prison administra-
tion considers education as important as producing goods or services for
the institution. It has been well demonstrated with individualized pro-
grammed education and tangible incentives linked to rates of unit comple-
tion that prisoners can experience success in schooling, often tOeir first
success, and several years of schoolwork completion in one year.

Two or three hours of evening school should be available for optional
participation in every institution. California has done exceptionally well
in this respect. Yet there are still some institutions with no evening
classes. Evening courses should not be a substitute for full-time educa-
tion. Men who are tired from a day's work cannot absorb learning at maxi-
mum capacity. Evening classes, however, would be attractive and beneficial
for many on work assignments who need training, and for others to enrich their
educational experience. Those who have attained literacy can continue their
basic education in the evening. Evening classes also present an opportunity
for cultural enrichment courses--art, music, literature, etc. California
could further expand its use of volunteer teachers in evening classes.

The use of newer educational techniques, methods and materials should
be expanded. As already suggested, programmed education is especially ef-
fective with prisoners, whether in the form of programmed texts or teaching
machines. It divides training tasks into separate units, each sufficient
to be a challenge but not a frustration, and a new unit is not begun until
the previous one is mastered. Thus, each student experiences continual
success and advances at his own pace. He competes with his own record
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rather tne.n with otners. finis contrasts witn traditional classroom teach-
ing where getting behind the class in one unit makes one increasingly un-
successfi in subjects wnere eacn unit's mastery depends on mastery of
prior units. The nor7 ,.,1 ego defense against failure is withdrawal from
and derogation of v.e activity in whicn one fails; it is this tnat many
prisoners nave expEriulced and from wnicn they change only with a con-
trasting experience.

Utner useful education devices include basal series, educational
television, langlage and mathematics laboratories, learning carrels, slides,
films on tapes, all of wnicn should be more widely used in California penal
facilities. Some programmed materials are particularly appropriate for
self-study, since they are essentially individual self-studv procedures.
Many courses of this type are available in various vocational and techni-
cal fields. Ye. it was noted that only a few institutions used programmed
materials extensively. Witnin the Department of Corrections, a resource
center for lending a wide variety of instructional and informations ma

should be provided to service smaller facilities; larger prisons should
set up their own centers.

Tnere is substantial recognition among correctional educators that
individualized instruction cannot be effective in settings designed only
for group learning. Educational facilities can be sometimes rearranged
for more efficient use of modern types of instruction, but they often must
be remodeled to create learning laboratories with teaching macnines and
learning carrels to utilize programmed, self-directed and machine materials.

It should be stressed, nowever, that classroom instruction should
not be abolished; it should simply be coordinated with individual instruc-
tion, and made more flexible. If a person works alone constantly, his
learning atmosphere soon becomes lonely and this often makes him stagnant.
Group and individual activities blended together by an effective teacher
generate the most motivation and satisfaction in learning.

Educational television, including closed-circuit television, should
be developed. rtrs possible 'tor local public schools and universities
to assist here. This would provide a wider variety of courses than are
now available, and it would, with California's giant facilities, make
education available to men in locations of the institution other than in
the classroom. In keeping with the belief that greater involvement of
resources outside the correctional system is called for, i is soggesited

that the California Department of Corrections explore the use of nearby
schools and their resources for certain prisoners who can safely be re-
leased daily to them, There is much successful precedence for this in
other states.

Camp inmates have complained about a lack of educational programs
at their locations. The caps are set up for inmate labor on forestry
and other outside work projects, and therefore have an explicit policy
of excluding men whrd need to finish school at the central institutions.
Yet further education programs could benefit many of these men in the
camps. Little in the way of educational opportunities is now offered.
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Michigan has tried to improve camp educational opportunities by contracting
for the use of school facilities and teachers from nearby school districts.
The programs (largely vocational) are conducted in the evening'and the men
are bussed to the scnools where the classrooms and the trade-training shops
are located. These programs are largely voluntary, for the man who has
worked in the fo.rests or elsewhere for a full d±y and then desires to go
to school in the evening must be highly self-motivated. Evening academic
and "enrichment" courses are also conducted at the camps with teachers,
paid and voluntary, who come to the camp. At some camps the educational
training is conducted by faculty of nearby community colleges. These types
of educational programming would not be needed at all camps if camp or po-
tential camp inmates were screened for educational interests and learning
ability, then placed in camps designated for these programs.

Vocational trilining equipTent and facilities should be improved.6
Some of the prisons are well equipped for such training bvt others are not.
In some, the space is inadequate, equipment is obsolete or lacking, and in-
struction is attempted with obsolete material. Most of the institutions
have the nucleus for good vocational training programs and relatively small
sums of money would modernize them and permit much more useful training.
In some prisons new training facilities are needed as there are waiting
lists for assignment to training, due to lack of adequate space.

Job training values of prison industrial and maintenance operation
should be studied and exploited by develoement of training programs or
integration with present vocational training. Some prison work -,ssign-

merits have much training potential for specific skills, in addition to
pr-jding work habituation. Building maintenance, for example, is a
service occupation with considerable outside employment market. To de-

velop this type of vocational training, each specialized vocational assign-
ment must be analyzed to see what combination of skills might be involved,
to what extent and in what logical sequence, to relate to specific free
world employment requirements. Class work in related theoretical and
technical areas should be given to place the assignment into proper
context, Indeed, many types of work assignments can be coordinated with
more formal classroom vocational training, including institutional cooking
and baking. The Department of Corrections has made some beginning in this
direction. Examples of this potential include.mechanical drawing, where
those who are learning can do sheet metal layouts for maintenance, and
welding, where iearners can be used in some institutional repairs and
alterations. There is a tendency in any prison system, and it was noted
in California, to use the vocational shops primarily for maintenance
rather than training. This means that only inmates stho already possess
the skills required are assigned to them, thus subverting their use as a
school. This is a condition that repeatedly erodes the educational impact
of prison programs and against which continual vigilance i necessary.

The vocational courses taught in each institution should be re-
evaluated. It is evident that some courses are taught because of tradi-
tion, or of outside pressures, or for other reasons apart from their re-
habilitation value. Courses which cannot be utilized by the students after
they leave the institution are patently wasteful. Many such courses are
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taught in the California institutions. It is clear also, from the stand-
point of time, that some of the courses have doubtful benefits. There

are courses in the system which require enrollment for two years or longer,
and some which handle only a few students at a time when many need and
await training, Short-term courses, which can appreciably help large num-
bers of people, are optimum and should be preferred when instructional
offerings are planned,.

Two general conclusions are also in order: (1) greatest benefits
for most inmates occur when vocational training emphasizes broad and basic
skills and principles, rather than specific and narrow skills which have
restricted labor markets; (2) training should be tied in closely with the
employment opportunities of the community, and, therefore, must be kept
current.

A recently completed study showed that only 35% of California's
prison vocational trainees were emOoyed while on parole at the occupation
for which they were trained in prison. Many of these parolees were dis-
appointed that their training did not give them jobs with pay as high as
they anticipated. A large number asserted that they vaved their training
in that it helped them use their.time constructively in prison, and gave
them skills they felt proud to have mastered. Fewer parolees asserted
that the training gave them a means of earning a good living. From their
high rates of job attrition, it was evident that much of their non-use of
new skills was due to the rete:tion of a short-run perspective towards
work; they had not acquired t deep commitment to an occupational career
4.ust by the learning of nevi skills.'

Aprime lesson to be acquired from this research is that such follow-
up of prisoners receiving vocational training should become routine for
continuous uidance of rison trainin ro rams. Efficient forms can be

developed or eed ac information from paro e officers on parole jobs
of trainees. Data from such forms can be tabulated by the Research Division
and transmitted to the prison training staff. Such response from parole
officers would be stimulated by communications to them on the releasee's
training record in prison. With such mutual feedback, training staff would
be less in the dark about the value of their efforts. Any evidence of gross
deficiency in using a type of training could then result in mcre intensive
follow-up of trainees from a given trade by vocational education specialists.
The specialists wculd identify the precise nature of training inadequacies,
and would evaluate alternative possible remedies.

The second lesson to be gained from this research is, of course,
that training alone is not sufficient for post-release employment. Relevant

counseling, placement assistance and especially, work furloughs, should all
be tested further as procedures for promoting full utilization of vocational
training by those with job problems.

Related to this issue is the work furlough program presently operated
by the Department of Corrections. At present, the Department has approxi-
mately 180 work-furloughees assigned to those institutions whose physical
locations make work furlough programs possible. There is ample evidence

kV?
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as to the value of work furlough.8 The Department of Corrections is to be
commended for having initiated work furlough and is encouraged to expand
the concept.

Greater enrollment in educational ro rams should be encoura ed.
Unless there is great expansion in corrections in ustries, it appears
that many inmates will remain less than fully occupied. Probably the best
relief for this situation, and the one which has the richest potential, is
expansion of educational programs. This would require additional staff in
some facilities, and additional space and equipment in others. Federal
funding is helpful here, and California should make certain that it is
getting its share. Generally speaking, every man not having some market-
able job skill, if he can be motivated at all, should receive skills
training appropriate to his ability. Also, if he can progress in general
education in prison, he should be given every encouragement to do so. In

order to interest those not ).alined toward further training, inmates now
in educational programs should be 'ncouraged to recruit others. New courses
should be promoted by counselors and other staff, and in pr son news media
and posted announcements as well. Monetary payments and other tangible
rewards and recognition for course completions, however, can be the most
effective incentives in adult prisoner education.

V. TREATMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Counseling

Counseling programs are found in all California institutions. They
are important in giving inmates an opportunity to air their feelings and
work out their emotional problems, as well as for handling a variety of
personal difficulties (e.g. financial, legal or family problems on the
outside) which may otherwise be neglected. They also facilitate post-
release planning and communication with relatives. Finally, counselors
provide progress reports and recommendations on inmates for institution
officials and for the parole decision-makers, the Adult Authority. If

counseling helps an inmate learn to get along with others or resolve his
feeling about authority, for example, it may contribute as much or more
to his post-release employment su;zess as the most thorough trade training.

Counseling in California prisons is more extensive than intensive.
Counselors typically have caseloads of hundreds, which preclude individual
counseling and limit involvement even in group work. Some counseling is
done by correctional officers. This is a commendable practice except that
some inmates claim that they are counseled mainly by new officers, apparent-
ly as a staff training or indoctrination method. This probably has more
value for the officers than it does for the inmates. Some group therapy
is also available, but this is limited by the size of the professional staff.
Intensive group or individual counseling seems to be rare outside of psy-
chiatric settings and a few special short-term situations.
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During the 1950s and early 1960s California prisons became well-
known for their group counseling programs. These were extensively pub-
licized in national correctional meetings and publications, where they
were nresented as rehabilitation programs. With the growth of correc-
tional research in the late 1950s, government and foundation grants as
well as State funding were devoted to the expansion of group counseling,
and to an assessment of its rehabilitative effectiveness. This research
applied to both the group counseling by briefly gained line staff sched-
uled only about once a week and to intensive daily sessions invoWng
different sized groups, with professional and line staff, that became
known as "therApeutic communities". The measurements, however, proved
disappointing./ What became evident from the research and had been
pointed out earlier by some observers, was that such counseling programs
tended mainly to serve institution management functions and readily be-
came largely irrelevant to rehabilitation needs. However, they did per-
mit free and orderly discussion and resolution of grievances and tension
among inmates and staff. But most of the successful ventilation of emo-
tions in these groups, and the constructive discussion, revolved around
institution life. When discussion dealt with the outside world there
prevailed a mixture of fantasy, rationalization for crime and anti-authority
ideologies, with conversation dominated by the most aggressive yid unreal-
istic spokesmen for these anti-rehabilitative points of view.

At the same time that California invested in the promotion of group
counseling as rehabilitation. it largely ignored research evidence on the
rehabilitative effectiveness of some other types of counseling for some
inmates. The PICO (Pilot Intensive Counseling Organization) Project dem-

onstrated by a rigorously controlled experiment in 1960 the differential
effectiveness of counseling on different inmates. This experiment involved
assignment of one trained counselor (generally a clinical psychologist or
psychiatric social worker) to every 25 inmates during, on the average, the
last nine months of their confinement. Those inmates selected in advance
as "amenable" to counseling because they seemed bright, verbal and anxious
to change, had appreciably less post-release reconfinement on criminal
charges if assigned to these special counselors when in prison that if
without counselors. On the other hand, for those considered "non-
amenable" to counseling because they seemed indifferent or opposed to
counseling and not anxious to change, greater post-release reconfinement
on criminal charges occurred for those assigned the added counselors than
for those without such counselors. Reconfinement costs saved by reduction
of subsequent criminality in the amenables more than paid for the cost of
one counselor per 25 inmates for nine months.10 ,Analogous conclusions had
emerged earlier from research in a Naval prison," and are suggested by the
one positive rehabilitation effect demonstrated for group counseling: that

inmates of middle risk categories--not the best and not the worst types by
usual recidivism rates--had less than the rest of their risk group's post-
release criminality rate if they were in counseling groups f2r a long period
with no change in the staff member assigned to their group.ld Similar re-

sults alsr, were found in Massachusetts prisons. 13 All these data suggest
that counseling can be rehabilitative if readily available to those inmates
who want it, and if provided in a manner that fosters a close relationship
between the inmate and the counselor. However, counseling usually is irrel-
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evant or even has negative effects if it is a prescribed program replacing
other programs and is forced on inmates not seeking it.

Some California prisons have facilitated this constructive counseling
aid by scattering the offices of counselors in the cell-houses or other in-
mate residences, instead of concentrating them in an office building where
inmates can see staff only by special appointment. In the cell-houses one
can overhear evidence of an affectionate personal relationship, such as an
inmate calling to a counselor, "Hey Louie, I gotta see ya'." One can infer
that the counselor is more likely to see inmates only when they are amen-
able to counseling aid, and will learn much more about the inmates' prison
experiences in this type of arrangement, than he would in the seclusion of
an office elsewhere. More of this type of ready access to counseling and
familiarity with the counselor should be_p_rovided-for those inmates anxious
to have it.

The counseling staff in earli California institution should be in-
creased toward the recommended ,American Correctional Association ratio of
one counselor for every hundred and fifty men. In several of the institu-
tions, there are counselors who handle between three hundred and four hun-
dred men each. This is too large a caseload even for group work, and it is
especially inadequate for personal counseling. It is impossible for the
counselor to know many men in a caseload of this size. With the excessive
caseloads prevailing in some institutions, the number and length of con-
tacts are insufficient. More staff is required if the condition is to be
improved.

It is not suggested that one counselor to a hundred and fifty inmates
is always the correct ratio. Certain types of people require greater at-
tention and a more richly staffed counseling program is necessary to provide
it. More important, in situations where inmates are released temporarily
to the community, as in work furlough or commurity correctional centers,
counseling is most strategic to rehabilitation. Here the counselors are
dealing with problems feared or experienced in"the community where reha-
bilitation must occur, and they are problems which are immediate.

More sub-professionals should be added as associate counselors to do
many aspects of the counselor's job. In California, some specially-trained
sub-professionals are now used in counseling, and this effort is to be com-
mended. The training of correctional officers for individual counseling
functions should be expanded, since California's experience at its conser-
vation centers with this plan seems to be satisfactory. These men can
handle the routine problems of most inmates, as well as prepare routine
reports and inquiries. When their background is similar to that of the
inmates they frequently can gain rapport more readily than professional
counselors. This relieves the professional counselor of many of the time-
consuming tasks and frees his time for more in-depth counseling.

No ratio of counselors to prisoners will provide adequate counsel-
ing services in some prisons, because work other than counseling, espe-
cially writing reports, is a major responsibility of the counselor's job.
In California much less time should be spent by the counselors in preparing
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reports for the Adult Authority. This time can be better used in the coun-
seling of inmates.Tiis difficult to alter this simply by issuiniWiirWr,
however, as these reports are tangible products in which the counselors take
pride and which the Adult Authority views as essential. The reports tend
to be the only part of the counselor's work which is visible to his supe-
riors, and on which he is evaluated; his communications with inmates are
not observed, and their, Tehabilitative or anti-rehabilitative effects are
not readily known.

Actually, most of the information in progress reports to the Adult
Authority already exists in the inmate's file. Many of the progress re-
ports repeat what was previously communicated to the Adult Authority in
prior reports. Improving case records for both information to decision-
makers on current individual cases and for evaluation of policy on large
numbers of past cases requires a collaborative effort by research, classi-
fication, counseling and paroling officials. Much of the information most
useful to them all (e.g., on criminal record, work record, drug and alcohol
record, educational record, etc.) can be standardized in a limited number
of categories of minimal ambiguity and maximum relationship to post-release
behavior, drawing on the base expectancy and analogous follow-up research
already completed in California. A face sheet prepared at Reception can
summarize all of the most relevant pre-prison information in an efficient
"check-off" format, which modern copying equipment can duplicate as often
as necessary, so it never has to be written up again in subsequent reclas-
sification and parole considerations. A "comment" space can be left on
any such form for any brief remarks staff may feel are important to qualify
the standardized categories checked off to describe an individual. Similar-
ly efficient "check-off" forms can also be deftloped for describing pro-
gress in the institution, supplemented by narrative remarks.

Efficient and scientifically tested case record and r:port proce-.
dures re ease much counselor time from .a.envorT to work with inmates. The
in ormation that c ec -o orms in most instances contain is more use-
ful than that in traditioral lengthy narrative reports because the effi-
cient forms employ a standardized language among the many who use them,
because information is found more quickly in them than in verbose narra-
tions, and because errors are founa and corrected more quickly than they
are in prose essays. Such forms have been developed in the Washington State
Department of Institutions and the New York State Narcotic Addiction Control
Commission. At first their use was resisted by clinically-oriented case-
workers enamored of their literary creativity, but th.ey soon became popular
among all service-oriented staff. They have also proved invaluable for
research on factors relating programs to outcome for particular types of
cases.14

Clinical Services

Clinical services include the activities of psychologists and psy-
chiatrists in the diagnosis and treatment of mental abnormality and dis-
turbance. The trend in corrections is away from the attribution of mental
disorder to the majority of offenders, but there are those who show demon-
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strable abnormality and others for whom this is a definite possibility.
Conventional programming will not reach those whose problems are symptom-
atic of deep disturbance. The California Department of Corrections pro-
vides special services for these people. The institution at Vacaville
is specifically charged with handling these disturbed persons, and is
available for transfer of inmates from the rest of the system. Other

institutions, with a few exceptions, have staff psychiatrists or at least
some type of contractual service with community psychiatrists. The Depart-
ment has difficulty hiring psychiatrists for some institutions primarily
because of their locations. This is especially a handicap since the De-
partment must take care of its own psychotics. The practice of trans-
ferring such patients to the Department of Mental Hygiene, found in other
states, is not operative in California.

Additional beds and staff should be 'rovided for the ps chiatric
program. Space s not now avai ab e for the me ica -psyc iatric ousing

of all inmates needing it. Earlier plans for a new medical-psychiatric
facility have been abandoned by the Department. The estimate is that ,

4,000 inmates in the prison system ,would benefit from this type of program,
but Vacaville has only 1,400 beds.13

There are unquestionably many meaally ill people confined in Calif-
ornia prisons and this situation will worsen. This is partly the result
of a recent change in mental health lc,ws allowing more mentally sick pa-
tients to be diverted from the Mental Hygiene Department to the Department
of Corrections. These mentally ill persons are now found in large numbers
in several institutions. Some are actually in the general group, and others
are confined in segregation areas. Of these, some are acutely ill and in
need of intensive care and treatment.

The most desirable solution to this problem would be the construction
of a new specialized facility for these people. If the inmate census moves

up again, and a new institution must be built, it should be of this type.
If this is impossible, thca the Department of Corrections must consider
the utilization of some beds in its present secure structures. This might
require the movement of some inmates out of the general population of a
high security institution, providing beds can be freed for this purpose.
If the total inmate count of the Department is reduced, as will be suggest-
ed, this conversion of some existing facility to a specialized mental treat-
ment facility might prove feasible. While this move would no doubt require
some expenditure for remodeling and, of course, for professional personnel,
it will make room for many of the psychiatric patients who are not being
given the attention the Department recognizes they need.

The problem of recruiting trained clinical service staff should not
be overlooked. It is surprising that California prisons have been able to
recruit, hire, and retain an many psychiatrists and other professional peo-
ple as they have. But there are personnel shortages in the clinical ser-
vices area. More positioris should be authorized and more of these people
employed. To do this, it should be clear that more realistic and competi-
tive remuneration has to be offered clinical personnel.
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Religion

The Department has provided excellent facilities for religious wor-
ship in almost all of the institutions. Chaplains of the major faiths are
employed and they can be valuable members of the prison staff. It is rec-
ognized that many prisoners can find religion a source of consolation and
a positive influence toward beneficial change.

Distinctive facilities for congregate worship should be provided in
all institutions which do not now have them. Te institutions do not
have an appropriate place for religious services. Places for worship,
properly designed and furnished, can be an eloquent reminder to the pris-
oner of the existence and inspiration of religious institutions on the
outside.

Libraries

The California Department of Corrections has recognized the value
of library services. All facilities have some library space and several
have a good selection of books. The library is a valuable adjunct of
formal education, and a source of information and recreation to those
who use it. Two recommendations are in order:

1. Although most of the libraries are adequate in size, a few
institutions should be provided with more and better space.
The standards, so far as size is concerned, depend on the
size of the institution. The guide should be "Objectives
and Standards for Libraries in Correctional Institutions,"
a publication of the American Correctional Association which
contains the best thinking in this field.

2. The number and quality of books should be supplemented. In

most of the libraries, the quality of the books, particularly
in the reference areas, is marginal. This condition may be
improved in more than one way. Arrangements might be made,
as in other jurisdictions, to work with nearby community
libraries to obtain a greater supply of books. Some states

use a bookmobile arrangement through the help of the State
Library offices. California prisons get State Library service
upon request, but this is for individual books and materials.
A bookmobile service which circulates among all of the institu-
tions, exchanging books on a regular basis, could supplement
the existing program. The Library Service and Construction
Act should be used more, if possible, for the improvement of
institutional libraries.

Recreation

The Department of Corrections has obviously devoted considerable
attention to the area of recreation, which generally has adequate staff
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and good facilities. One institution has no gymnasium, however, and this
is a weakness in its recreational program. It is also suggested that a
Tar-ger number of organized and supervised group recreational activities
be developed. Some programs have less structure and supervision at present
ifi-anrsd rable. Some inmates complain that there is a lack of recre'
ational equipment.

VI. WORK VALUES AND CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES

Work Assignments

A major value of work for the prisoners is the opportunity it affords
for inculcation or reactivation of positive attitudes, skills, and habit
patterns. Also, inmate work helps to achieve effective and economical in-
stitutional administration. Work provides great potential for building
morale and is essential in the maintenance of security and discipline. It
has been observed that regular work during imprisonment for even as little
as one year would be the longest work experience most youthful prisoners
have ever had. More impvtant, it has been found that relationships of
inmates with work supervisors are most often cited by successful ex-prinners
as the primary rehabilitative relationships they experienced in prison.i°

The California Department of Corrections has its share of idle prison-
ers. The exact amount of idleness is impossible to determine, as no studies
or projections of realistic needs for inmate work opportunities are avail-
able. In all large institutions, however, the idleness problem is evident.
It is true that not many employable prisiiners are completely idle, but it
is evident that in order to prevent complete idleness of some, there is an
overmanning of work assignments, resulting in the partial idleness or
"featherbedding" for many. While this may be the only immediate alterna-
tive, such a choice is not a good solution to the work problem. Only in
the forestry camps is overassignment of inmates to jobs generally avoided.
This fact is noted here as one disadvantage of the Department's recent
actions to reduce its camp program.

Each institution should undertake manpower utilization studies of
inmate work forces. A plan resulting from such a study would suggest that
one of more of the following courses of action would be feasible to prevent
idleness and provide fuller work assignments. Each institution would:

1. involve more inmates in full-time educational programs.

2. perform additional maintenance and construction work. Much of
this work needs to be done. Prison officials know this, cri
course, but in.addition to inmates for this work, they must
have adequate maintenance and equipment money.

3. extend services to other agencies in State government in fields
such as dental prosthetics, data processing, silk screen work,
offir-e services, warehousing, auto repair, body bumping and
painting, microfilming, etc.
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4. expand present correctional industries and bring in new ones
where justified.

5. expand work furlough, as has been previously suggested.

Some of the above actions require extra-departmental support. Some

would come face-to-face with vested interests, but if California is serious
about improving its prisons and work programs, then the objections most be
contested and the idea of work expansion promoted. It is certain that the
Department would welcome support.

Often the public is not realistic in its evaluation of the difficult
task of changing people who have had little success in life. Many prison-
ers are poorly motivated and do not even wish initially to learn how to
work. Correctional officials recognize this characteristic as one of the
chief obstaels in obtaining cooperation from inmates in working toward
self-improvement.

To help meet this problem, more 4isible rewards should be tried in
California. The inmate wage scale should be overhauled. Wage' are too
low in institutional work assignments and industries to motivate apprecia-
ble work return from inmates. In some cases production incentives would
help, but inmate wages are generally too low.

Industries

California Correctional Industries consists of nine program opera-
tions-- woodworking, metalworking, textiles, food processing , laundry,
miscellaneous manufacturing, dairy, other farm. service departments--and
involves nine institutions. kpixoximately 3,100 inmates and 275 civil
service personnel are employed."

A central office staff of 39 provides overall management and coordin-
ation, engineering and marketing services, and sales and sales order pro-
cessing. More than 900 different standard products and a variety of custom-
made items are sold to public agencies. The Department of Corrections is
its own best customer. As in most state-use prison industry, they have only
begun to utilize the potential market of the state colleges and universities.

The industries program operates under the direction of the Correc-
tional Industries Coninission, and is composed of the Director of Corrections
who serves as Chairman, two representatives from organized labor, two from
private industry, one from agriculture and one from the general public,

The Department of Corrections' industrial program attempts to accom-
plish three objectives:

1. to contribute to the overall departmental rehabilitation program
by providing work background, skills, and work habits in indus-
trial and agricultural enterprises for inmates who would benefit
from such assignments.
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2. to provide constructive employment to inmates as an alternative
to idleness.

3. to reduce costs of maintaining the correctional program by the
sale of products and services to public agencies.

Despite criticisms, California's scheme of correctional industries
appears altogether consistent with the current and emerging correctional
philosophy toward rehabilitation and reintegration of the offender in the
community. Work habits may prove to be more important than skills. Goals
related to improving the financial condition of the inmate and to institu-
tional maintenance and production are considered less important, but never-
theless desirable. Primarily, any industries program should be evaluated
on its contribution to the fulfillment of rehabilitative goals . Procedures
and policies which impede these goals should be corrected or modified. But
if industries in California are4to be justified on the basis of their con-
tribution to rehabilitation, if' is imperative for them to demonstrate that
they are having a measureable/effect in that direction. There should be
greater coordination of vocational training and industries by the Depart-
ment of Corrections; and also closer post-release follow-up of both in
order to provide adequate information regarding their impact.

More markets would be helpful and should be sought for California's
Itron provam. The small variety and size of current available
markets imit production. The State consumes only a fraction of the many
kinds of goods sold in the public market, and the California Department of
Urrections has pointed out that its share of state consumption is less
than 1%. Recent suggestions for private ownership and management of some
prison industries, and the repeal of Federal laws barring prison-made ,goods
from interstate commerce, should be studied carefully. Another plan under
discussion deals with community-based correctional industries, and includes
contracts or agreements with existing non-profit organizations for the pro-
vision of sheltered workshop training of parolees. Cal ifornia has already
tried a few experimental programs involving employers and training insti-
tutes in inmate training programs. To reject or accept these new approaches
outright without objective and careful consideration would be unwise. In
any case, all expansion of prison industries to new markets should be con-
centrated in industries which need operations and skills similar to those
required in free world employment.

The role of the Correctional Industries Commission has been a subject
of concern and conflicting views among authorities. The Commission was
created by Statute in 194 7, and has, in the majority view, worked well in
coordinating the efforts of correctional industries by involving the com-
mercial sector, organized labor, agriculture, and the general public. The
minority view is that the current Commission set-up is cumbersome, and that
its tasks could be accomplished more expeditiously by the Department itself.

The Prison Task Force feels that, in the final analysis, the Com-
mission does fulfill an important role, and that, by change of name and
expansion of membership, could become even more productive. It is suggest-
ed that the Commission be re-named the Correctional Industries and Training
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Commission, and that its membership be expanded to include two persons who
are expert in the field of vocational training; one such member
the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges, or his designee; an-

other member, representing secondary schools, should be the California
Superintendant of Public Instruction, or his designee. California has a
nationally-respected network of almost 100 community colleg'es", and innu-
merable high schools, both of which offer substantial expertise in the area
of vocational training; expertise which would represent valuable assistance
to vocational training and correctional industries.

The Department's administration should indicate full support for
prison industries and more closely integrate industrial operations with
the total institutional programs. Execution of this recommendation would
benefit correctional personnel, both in industries and elsewhere. It is

not likely that the gap is as wide as some staff claim, but the fact that
many believe there is a problem should be weighed. A good degree of coor-
dination is required if industries is really to be a part of the total
institutional program. Greater involvement of industries personnel is
needed in each institution, especially in major decision - making committees.
Training _programs should include industrial and non - industrial personnel.
Some of-this cooperation occurs now but more is needed in some institutions.
Statements and actions of support from policy-level administrators would
help reduce the isolation of industries. Several issues in closing the
gap between industries and institutions deal with the role of the inmate.

1. The development of favorable work attitudes and useful job skills
is the primary goal of prison industry. Institutional assign-
ment procedures and policies must be compatible with this orien-
tation. In prisons, theideal treatment classification is not
always possible. But while other criteria (custody, institu-
tional needs, discipline) will take precedence over treatment
in certain instances, they should not do so routinely. All

industrial and other personnel must agree that assignments to
industries should be made yrimarily on the basis of inmate needs.
Complete acceptance of this principle will reduce friction and
ultimately better satisfy all.

2. Inmates assi 'ned to industries should be ex ected to work a
proximate y eIg t ours a gay at a good pace. n a 1 ornia,

this performance varies with institution. The institution must
help by doing its best with the inmates' scheduling and activi-
ties. It is a major administrative problem in every prison to
keep work, counseling, education, etc. from interfering with
each other. If prison industries is to realize its goals, in-
terference must be kept to a minimum. Free world jobs do not
allow constant interruptions. Careful scheduling must be fol-
lowed, with other programs generally offered at non-conflicting
times so as not to interrupt work, school , or training schedules.
California's use of counselors in the evenings should be expand-
ed. Inmate call-outs should be controlled and regulated.
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At the same time, industries personnel must recognize that they
should support other institutional programs. They must realize
that some of their best inmate employees will move on to other
assignments and degrees of custody. Goals must be common and
shared by all personnel.

3. Production in California industries could be improved. The

slow pace is quite evident in some of the factories and the
work day (actual time worked) is short. Production suffers be-
cause there are few motivating factors encouraging inmates to
work hard. Incentives and rewards based on productivity would
help in this respect. It has been suggested that paid vacations,
participation in social security and unemployment benefits might
be a way of compensating prisoners and increasing the probability
of a successful post-release adjustment. While these suggestions
have not been well-received, it is clear that monetary payment
levels should be high enough to make inmates feel their work is
worthwhile and meaningful. An increase in the California base
pay levels and,possibly some incentive pay plans related to pro-
ducti!ity, are in order. Increased inmate savings as a result
OrbTatter earnings could decrease the financial assistance need-
ed by inmates after transfer to Community Correction Centers or
to parole, as well as the number of economic post-release crimes
they commit.

An eight hour "pace" under conditions similar to those in free
industry should be the target. The quality of work expected of
inmates is now generally good, and high standards should con-
tinue. The assumption that all this is conditioning for success-
ful adjustment in the free community is logical. Work done at
too slow a pace can undermine its rehabilitative potential. In-

volvement of private industry on an advisory level is useful to
maintain comparability of prison and outside employment prac-
tices. This already is practiced to a large extent in Califor-
nia, but more could be done to approximate outside methods,
technology and work conditions.

Training considerations should be given greater priority by pri-
son industries. It is impossible to determine how much weight
this aspect is given, but nowhere is it given enough. This

point cannot be overemphasized. A system that offers little
opportunity for training or future job placement should be mod-
ified. California's current effort to coordinate industries
with institutional vocational training will be helpful. Correc-
tional industries should allocate time and resources to indus-
trial training.

Until the fund of knowledge on the impact of prison industries
is augmented, it is reasonable to hope that these programs will
develop job skills, shape attitudes favorable to work, and help
people adjust to community life. Meanwhile, it certainly is
desirable to keep prisoners occupied and defraying expenses, if
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possible. Emphasis should not be placed on profit and loss at
the expense of rehabilitative goals. It is unreal istic to ex-
pect prison industries to match the profits of its business
counterparts in the free community, but prison industries should
be businesslike. Questions such as the following should be an-
swered:

Is the central office staff too large?

Is prison industries accepting too many custom jobs which
affect product and profit?

Is the pricing of industries products based on sound busi-
ness practices?

Why has the overhead increased so greatly from 1966 to
1970?

Why are inventories so large?

VII. CUSTODY, SECURITY AND DISCIPLINE

The Department is legally charged with the security and control of
prisoners. Although at times this responsibility appears to be at odds
with the rehabilitative mission, it is doubtful that any correctional ad-
ministration which ignores this charge or treats it lightly will survive.
Nowhere is the prevalence of order over chaos more precarious than in
large penal institutions.

The custodial forces of prison are given the primary responsthlity
for preventing escapes and maintaining order. The former task calls for
surveillance to maintain the physical integrity of the peribeter, to ex-
clude weapons or tools for escape, and to detect escape plans. This is a
vital operation but its essence is technical--a matter of efficient and
diligently conducted routines.

Maintenance of internal order is another matter entirely. It in-

volves proper routines also, but human elements and emotions are much mora
involved. This is a crucial matter in California. A large number of vio-
lent incidents, incluziing several homicides, have occurred in the last
year and a number of collective disturbances have also occurred. This has

led to considerable adverse reaction both inside and outside the Department.
There is much tension in some institutions.

Preservation of order is essential. Both staff and inmates have
the right to demand that their safety be assured. No positive programs
can be conducted fiuccessfully in an atmosphere of tension, danger, and
actual disruption.
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There are a number of specific suggestions in this section aimed at
improving institutional control and reducing incidents of violence. These
suggestions are based on a custodial rationale which may be spelled out
fairly briefly. In institutional control such a rationale may be even more
important than the details, since it is vital that all practices be an in-
tegral part of a reasonable and consistent operational philosophy.

The basic principle is that maintenance of order and control should
be preventive where possible, and should not depend on force or show of
force except when absolutely necessary. Force cannot always be dispensed
with, but if it is used unwisely, it exacerbates rather than alleviates the
problem. Minimization of force is called for, not out of leniency, but
simply for best results in maintaining order.

There appears to be a tendency in certain of California's mere secure
institutions to place heavy reliance on forceful and severe disciplinary
measures. These measures may be self-defeating. Prisoners, probably more
than men in other institutions, will try to preserve identity and pride.
If the game is implicitly defined as one of threatened force or penalty,
prisoners will often play by those rules, including some men who might have
.preferred and been dependable in a more reasonable relationship based on
mutual trust. Not only does control by force and threat of force foster
rebelliousness, but it reduces the inclination among prisoners to be in-
volved in positive programs and to cooperate with staff in anything. This

may be happening in some--not all--California institutions.

Reference to force should not be misinterpreted to mean that prison-
ers are deliberately brutalized. There are as many safeguards against such
practices in California as in any correctional system. Unquestionably, a

few employees will at times exceed their instructions and go farther than
necessary in handling a disciplinary problem. There is, however, no De-

partmental design or plan to brutalize, but, to the contrary, the Depart-
ment remains alert to any possible mistreatment of inmates by staff, and,
if such mistreatmelit is found, corrective action is taken. However, a few

of the prisons manifest a kind of "institutional lag"; while the growing
emphasis by the Department has been placed on the goal of rehabilitation,
some custodial practices have not kept pace with this emphasis.

Principles of Maintaining Order

Custody operates in three ways to maintain order and reduce danger-
ous incidents. It uses prevention, intervention and disciplinary sanction.
Custodial operations in California need improvement in all three of these
areas.

Prevention. A show of potential force can assist in preventing some
problemi7Fuemonstration of confidence is better. Officers show con-

fidence by mingling unarmed with inmates in the yard rather than by stand-
ing armed and out of reach. Mingling does not invite a hostile return.
Strong positive programs involving inmates, and the building of personal
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ties between inmates and staff, are the best means of preventing disorder.
At the same time, it should be recognized that some prisoners will respond
only to power, but in no California institution that true of most in-
mates most of the time.

Intervention. When incidents occur such as fights or assaults, they
must be stopped. Here, too, a minimum of force should be used and it should
be used selectively. Where good relationships have been established, a fight
may often be stopped by a verbal order.

Discipline. Discipline for rule infractions should not be harsher
than necessary. For serious rule violations, this means segregation. There
has never been good reason to believe that long periods of segregation pre-
vent future infractions. Actually, the opposite effect, or defiance, may
be the consequence.

It is not implied that the above principles are novel or unknown to
California prison administrators. It is suggested, however, that closer
adherence to them should occur in some of the institutions. In many Calif-
ornia prisons the relationship between custodial staff and prisoners is
good, but in others improvements are both possible and necessary. This is

said in full recognition of the fact that some violent and dangerous men
must be dealt with. However, experience has shown that force or severity
of discipline do not guarantee maximum protection for inmates and staff.

Obviously, the kind and degree of security and custody depends on the
type of institution, with tighter controls found in the walled and fenced
institutions, as long as they hold high custody risk inmates. Generally
4eaking, no inmate should be housed in a facility operated with more physi-
u+1 and managerial security than he requires. Ideally, the graduation of
a completely free environment should be accomplished as rapidly as possible.

Custody and Security Modifications

The following observations apply primarily to the California prisons
with physically stcure perimeters. Some of the recommendations which fellow
could be discarded or ignored if one of the major recommendations of this
Report were followed: the closing of San Quentin and Folsom prisons. Since

it is not certain that this recommendation will be acted upon in the near
future, the (alternative suggestions which follow apply largely to these old
plants.

Inside gun towers and gun walks. These methods of control are rap-
idly disappearing from the American prison scene. Not only do armed men,
prominently posted inside an institution.. create a possibility that weapons
will be misused or fall into the wrong hands, but the psychological barrier
between officer and inmate is made more formidable and pronounced. It in-

evitably adds to the impression of the "keeper" and the "caged."
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Unquestionably, armed men in towers and armed men patrolling an in-
stitution give some members of the staff a sense of security. What these

people do not perceive is that relationships and understanding will never
improve under such conditions and terms. An impasse is made manifest;
rigid demarcations are established with no means to change them. With the

existence, of gun walks, there is literally no common ground. Were most of

these post officers required to be with the inmates, their attitudes con-
cerning their own safety should change and it is reasonable to assume that
their concern, patience, and performance would be enhanced. Detachment
might be replaced with involvement.

The physical characteristics of the two institutions where these
features are found present so many supervision problems that modification
rather than complete elimination is suggested. Closed-circuit T.V. scanning

could provide surveillance of the several critical areas, and officers could
be dispatchidto-any trouble syot directly through the -institution or by the
dun walks. Man un towers within the rison can ound could be eliminated
or manned on y in emergencies.

Unneeded structures. Razing structures that are not n...-.eded would

allow aimed surveillance to be moved back to the wall posts where it Ts
needed for escape prevention. This should certainly be-done with the con-
demned industrial building at one institution, the removal of which would

unclutter the yards and improve vision.

Staffing patterns. Custodial officers should be in constant contact

with inmates. Well-trained custodial personnel can have a posi tiv(I influ-

ence on many inmates. To accomplish this objective, custodial personnel
must be used judiciously, since there is rarely an excess of this category
of staff. As many employees as possible should be.on duty during the hours
of peak inmate activity.

California institutions operate with 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.; 4 P.M. to
12 midnight; and 12 midnight to 8 A.M. shifts. This requires the night
shift to get things moving in the morning--unlock, supervise breakfast, etc.
A full , or near full , complement is needed to do this. It is suggested

that a lightly manned 10 P.M. to 6 A.M. shift, durin which the institution

is secured, might be more effective and sufla e. More personne cou e

available for the remaining two shifts when activities are at a peak. Eve-

ning activities, if curtailed because of custodial staff shortage, could
then be increased accordingly. Staffing patterns should be re-evaluated.
Many custodial officers have office assignments; the gun walks and inside
gun towers also take a large number of men. Unquestionably, more officers

could be placed in positions of direct contact with inmates through a shift
in assignments.

Handl in violent risoners. In California, as in most state prison
systems, gas is use to contro severely recalcitrant inmates. California

authorizes this general practice on the ground that it reduces injuries to
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inmates and staff. This is in some cases plausible and defensible. Whether
too great a reliance is placed on the use of gas can only be determined by
the careful analysis of each incident.

There seems to be an aversion on the part of most California offi-
cials to the use of mace, though it has been used successfully elsewhere.
Where gas must be used, mace might fit some situations better for it does
not contamiiiileTirge areas, ana does not affect innocents for days after-
wards. The use of gas is a source of much resentment among inmates, and as
such tends to generate further incidents. In some cases, use of gas is
symptomatic of a tendency for staff to use force at a distance. It may

sometimes be a first rather than last resort, discouraging reflection on
more permanently effective responses.

Weapons control. Weapons are used to prevent escapes and as a last
resort in emergencies to protect both inmate ana employee. Their visible
presence on the wall may forestall escapes; inside, their visibility may
actually detract from maintenance of order, as jlist argued. But any prison
security plan must include appropriate weapons.

Weapons arsenals should be well kept, readily accessible, ana ade-
quate in size. Some California arsenals do not meet these standards. They

are too small, and poorly located. Some are so small that officers cannot
be equipped within the arsenal. Where California's arsenals are sub-stan-
dard, they should be modernized. At two of the prisons, space between the
front sail 'ort sates could be remodeled to rovide an armory while sim-
m taneous y long used as a gate control station, as recommended_ in the
following section.

Traffic and key control. Prisoners are used in two institutions to
keep open inner main traffic gates. This practice invites trouble. In-

mates are used, in addition to the officer Who is present, because these
main gates are old and manually operated. The best solution would be to
remodel these archaic sally ports by providing -§i Ti-iioperated
from a security bubble. The officer in the bubble would control both the
vehicle and foot traffic gates at one institution; at the other, vehicle
gates are in another area and would fiot be involved. The armory could be
located behind this bubble, since the area between the gates is secure. As

mentioned, inmates are involved in key handling in some institutions. This

is usually required by the condition of gates and cell locks. If the plants

were new with modern equipment, inmates would not need to be utilized. Also,

a simalifitatinn of custody procedures through a "systems analysis" of this
area mignt allow for removal of inmates from these and other security sen-.
sitive jobs which many now hold. In any case, new cell locking systems
should be installed to replace those now obsolete.

Contraband weapon control. California prisons have seen much vio-
lence in the recent past. Whatever the causes, weapons are used by inmates
to injure and kill. Weapons are made and found in every American prison.
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The best that can be done is to limit their number stringently. This can

only be effected through vigilant supervision, good tool control , and strict

enforcement. Tools and machines are used to make weapons. Industrial op-

erations must, therefore, be given close surveillance. At one institution,
industrial operations are found at two ground levels, which complicates
tool control. It appears possible there, within existing structures, to
consolidate all industrial o erations in one area and one level.

Counts. Co'n must be made. This is the only known method of de-
termini-FITTthe institution's responsibility for the confinement of pris-
oners is being met. A good counting system is fast, accurate, and not too
discommoding. California's count method, at least as observed in two in-
stitutions, was discarded by Michigan over fifteen years ago. The system
was found to be too easily circumvented, and did not allow ready identifi-
cation of unaccounted for prisoners. Essentially, this procedure counts
all heads, adds them together and hopes the final total will be correct.

If it is not correct, a slow and laborious person-by-person count for iden-
tification purposes must follow. This method is especially suspect when
inmate clerks are involved. It also takes a good deal of time, which should
be devoted to constructive inmate activities. The method of taking count
should be updated; the "total count" method should be discontinued.

Emergency preparation and training. Each institution must maintain

a comprehensive and objective riot control plan. Not all California prisons

have updated plans. It is recommended that riot control plans at insti-

tutions be reviewed an rehearsed.

The plan should be carefully developed by the staff of each institu-
tion, and tailored to the unique characteristics of the facility. Training

should be routinely given in the general principles of riot control and to
familiarize all persomel involved with the specific plan for their insti-

tution. These plans should then be tested bt complete drills, including
the call-TiTf off-duty personnel. Until this simulation is beld, no one
will be aware of the shortc'Ws of any paper plan. It is a mistake to
believe that because every disturbance is different in some ways, no general
plan is feasible. Naturally, plans must be flexible and contain alternative
actions. But there are basic categories of response to every large distur-
bance. These involve personnel, equipment, standing orders, and a detailed
analysis of the entire physical plant.

In a collective disturbance the objective is to restore order as
quickly and smoothly as possible. A good plan is the best way to protect
lives of inmates and staff. It is a precautionary, and possibly a preven-
tive measure. Staff who know they are prepared to handle emergencies will
react more calmly and efficiently to possible trouble.

Disciplinary nearing and reports. Di scipl i nary actions are initiated

by reports. Some of the California prison staff expressed the belief that
the report system needs examination. It appeared to them that relatively
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insignificant and minor rule violations are sometimes used as the basis of
unwarranted parole rejection by the Adult Authority. In this connection,

it is recommended that as many rule violations as possible be handled by
the line officer and supervisor.IB If the matter is serious enough to go
to the disci 1 inar committee, the committee should still have the authority.,
after hearing t e case, to withhold the report from the offender's official
prison record. Whatever The disposition, the inmate should be advised.
This change would get to the heart of individualized discipline. Some

cases would not warrant this action, but some men would respond positively
to it where it is appropriate.

Isolation, segregation and adjustment centers. Prevention is better

than punishment, but a prison cannot operate wit-Fdirt appropriate discipline
for disruptive behavior when other measures have failed. The long-run ef-
fects of disciplinary policies are hard to assess. As might be expected,
this is an emotionally-laden area where there are strong and divided opin-
ions on this subject, and where reliak?le data are scarce. It is clear that
as in the other phases of institutional order, good discipline must be fair
and consistent, and take account of individual differences so far as possi-
ble. How effective are Cal ifornia's disciplinary policies and practices?
The number of individuals "locked up" (1,224 un January 7, 1971)19 suggests
there are problems. This is a very high percentage compared with other
jurisdictions. If this tactic resulted in quiet and orderly institutions,
it might be defended. But this is not the case. California has unique pro-

blems, but they do not fully explain the frequency and types of serious in-
cidents. It is reasonable to ask whether the disciplinary policies may not
be exacerbating rather than improving the situation.

At times drastic actions, such as long lockups, are necessary. The

question is whether lockups are being used too frequenV.../ 1;nd what are the
long-tern consequences of this practice? There is a hurn...in tendency to apply

increasing amounts of the remedy at hand when a little of it has not done
the job. Lockup may have become a prescription too readily used so that
the cure has become the cancer. Perhaps a cycle has been created that is
difficult to break.

Segregation and isolation are found in all correctional system!. The

difference appears to be in the degree of use. Thirty days confinement to
an isolation cell is excessive. It is inconsistent jith California's philo-
sophy,, and its value has not been demonstrated. It embitters those who are

locked up rather than deterring them. It is true that most of the isola-
tion sentences are less than the thirty day limit. But 29 day terms are
fairly common. It i recommended that the maximum time institutions can
assign in isol atiord be shortened to ten days.ar Longer terms should require
the Director's apprc07"-Te77a-Sts should usually have as much effect as a
longer period, which may have negative results. Other jurisdictions have
moved toward shorter isolation time, and disciplinary problems have twit in-
creased.

20-81883
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Adjustment centers. The California adjustment center program ordin-
arily involves much longer lockup periods than does isolation. In these
centers a large number are locked up for periods of several months and be-
yond. The original concept of the adjustment center appeared to be sound .

These facilities were conceived of as segregated institutional areas for
the housing and intensive treatment of problem inmates. In theory, this
represented a progressive development in that it called for use of admin-
istrative segregation as a treatment rather than simply as a disciplinary
measure. But like many new correctional conceptions, it was not sufficient-
ly supported by resources, information, and programs. The term "adjustment
center" is now only an euphemism in at least three of California's institu-
tions. Even at the other centers, the value of their programs has not as
yet been established; at two centers, however, there appears to be genuine
intensive programing and an effort to move men out of the centers as quick-
ly as possible. So long as some centers are nothing more than long -term
segregation units without significant programing, little change in the
occupants can be expected. Once a man gets started on the adjustment cen-
ter cycle it is hard to get him out of it. He picks up a label which tags
him as a threat and he is so judged by staff and other inmates. His file
gets thick with unfavorable appraisals. The long periods in marked isola-
tion are likely to send him from bad to worse; this seems likely in view
of the adverse- effects of the centers on the behavior of incarcerated men.

The objections to the existing program do not solve the genuine and
important concern of management with discipline and control in the insti-
tutions. Segregation facilities cannot be dispensed with entirely. To
date no one has suggested a workable plan to control certain inmates. The
individual who wishes to destroy everything about him and demonstrates this
desire repeatedly, the person who preys sexually on other inmates, the chron-
ically assaultive person, and those who actively incite others to violence
must be restricted. The administrator would be justly subjeCt to great
criticism if he made no effort to segregate the dangerous inmate.

The need is for balance in order to reduce any excesses or negative
features of the centers. The following suggestions may apply:

.,. 1. The Director should issue a new polic.y statement, giving renewed
emphasis to the importance of developing and using alternatives

long -termong-term lockup.

lr.e Department should initiate a syecial, intensive orientation
and training program Tcfr all institutional personnel on this
issue.

3. The wardens should immediately screen the cases of all men housed
in adjustment centers to determine if any alternative placement
is possible. ThelriTee67 slYfTfte should review these recom-
mendations.

4. Initial placements in the adjustoent centers should not be made
without the approval of the warden or superintendent. The in-
stitutional Disciplinary Ummittee should submit a factual re-
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port to the warden,_ with corroborated evidence where possible,
and a rationale for the recommended action. The inmate should
have the right to a hearing_ before the committee within three
days of the report. Staff re resentatien in behalf of the inmate
should be tried.

5. Every 30 days_iinstead of the present 90) the Disciplinary Com-
mittee shouldreview each adjustment center case. At this time
the inmate shotalc)efoi-effieC itteeomm . When an fnmate

beyond the Director should
be advised and the case reviewed in the central office.

6. The Disciplinary Committee should have the authority to release
men from the adjustment center at any time. In the interest of
Rifclenc/, the size of the committee should be reduced to three
persons with the program administrator acting as one member of
the committee, during the review of adjustment center cases.

7. The original concept of the adjustment center should be restored
by increasing treatment efforts in all of these facilities.

8. Adjustment centers should be closed if the number of men housed
in them is reduced. It is cirFable that sone of these units,

:..1-Eorough physical revamping (removal of heavy wiring, solid
WOW, etc.) could be used for re9ular housing.

The above suggestions which deal with classification, screening, and
eview processes would simplify present procedures. The aim is to fix re-

sponsibility and authority in these matters and to provide for greater ac-
countability and flexibility. This should help insure that those who do
not belong in the centers are not kept there.

VIII. INMATE CARE POLICIES: QUALITIES OF PRISON LIFE

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the stark nature of most penal in-
stitutions. With a prison go many undesirable things. Life in correctional
institutions can often be destructive. The loss of freedom and independence,
the everyday routine, and the lack of privacy result in a de-personalized
hunan environment.

Institutional designs, particularly old institutions, create even
more stress on prisoners. The aim at all times should be to make improve-
ments whenever humanly possible. Conditions which make life more bearable
must be diligently sought. The California Department of Corrections dis-
plays this concern through such programs as family visiting, the 72 -hour;
pass, generally good visiting situations and fairly liberal privileges in
general. The Department's compassion is commendable. Yet in the future
it is probable that today's effort to normalize life in prison will be
looked upon as a mere beoinning. Today's efforts by California's institu-
tions are hampered by 'their size, traditions, legal restrictions, long sen-

*267
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tences and other hindrances. Suggestions in this area which may be helpful
are:

Clothing

California's clothing regulations should be liberalized. There is
no good reason w;-iy inmates must wear institutional uniforms. Colorfast,
pre-shrunk, washable garments are readily available in a variety of materi-
als, colors and prices. "Civilian" clothing boosts morale and helps "de-
institutionalize' the prison. Clothing could be brought in by families or
sold in the inmate canteen, and regulations controlling prices and quality
could be established.

Mai 1

Full and complete censorship of mail, which is retained in some in-
stitutions, is unnecessary and shouTd be abandoned in favor of a spot-type
censorship or some other modified form. There is no clear relationship be-
tween the type of institution and the degree of censorship. This seems un-
necessary. The rationale that the outgoing mail is read by night shift
officers and therefore is not an inconvenience is hardly a defense for the
practice. It is senseless to do pointless things. If an inmate wishes to
convey an illicit message to a correspondent, he will not normally put it
in an outgoing letter which is to be read, but will find other means. In-

coming mail must be opened and examined for contraband, of course, for the
security of the institution, but the practice of reading everything that
goes in and out is unnecessary and wasteful, and fosters inmate resentment.

Visiting

Visiting arrangements and schedules should be changed in some of the
institutions. At the two reception centers for men, there is visiting by
"[None'. This is a highly strained situation which makes it impossible for
more than one member of the family at a time to talk with the newly-arrived
prisoner. The explanation given is that new admissions are not well known
and an open type of visit might present hazards. This position is hard to
defend and is inconsistent with experience elsewhere. In institutions of
two or three thousand population, it is doubtful that the visiting-room
officer knows each inmate well. Visiting is probably more important at the
outset of the inmate's prison life than at any other time. Restricting
communication to the use of these awkward instruments is a highly unsatis-
factory arrangement. It creates a negative impression of the Department
and its administration with the inmate and his family.

Generally the Department's visiting conditions and regulations are
liberal. Many institutions have open areas arranged so that families can
sit and visit with their inmate relatives, and in some they may share pic-
nic lunches. This kind of arrangement should be expanded to most of the
other institutions, at least for minimum security prisons.
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Almost all institutions permit visits five days a week, but there is
one notable exception where a shortage of staff is said to allow only three
days of visits. The condition should be corrected so that inmates there
can receive the same visiting privileges as inmates of other institutions.
In all places, visiting opportunities should be maximized on weekends, usu-
ally the only free time available to potential visitors who are employed.

Family or conjugal visiting, tested boldly and successfully_ by the
Department at its Tehachapi institution, should now be ex anded to all in-
stitutions. t is receiving favorab e mass me ia and egislative support,
impressing almost everyone as both humane and rehabilitative, as well as a
source of improved inmate morale. Expansion should still be somewhat cau-
tious, building on experience at Tehachapi, whose staff might well be in-
volved in training others in the administration of this program.

Telephone arrang_ements which permit collect calls to families and
friends shouldbe instaTledin more of the housing units in selected insti-
tutions. This feature exists in one major institution and some camps. It
iiThigg used in a few other states with excellent success. There is no
good reason why pay phones or some similar arrangement could not be initiat-
ed in all of the minimum, and at least some of the medium security institu-
tions. Such a program costs the Department nothing and elevates inmate
morale.

Li vino Arrangements

The Department should move firmly in the direction of the elimination
of all aiialEeTIT.--11thine of this survey, the Department of Correc-
tions was closing what amounted to a full institution and had cut back some
of the forestry camps. It is understood that this is an economy measure;
but it is disturbing to realize that the doubling-up situation, which is
very bad in California and involves over 3,8000 men,21 will not be improved
at all. There is no need to dwell on the evils of putting two men into
cells scarcely large enough for one. Aside from the homosexual implica-
tions, forcing men to pair up in a small cubicle, double-bunked, in which
there is hardly room for one to turn around, is inhumane. The closing of
any institution is debatable strategy when it results in the perpetuation
of conditions elsewhere that are inhumane and should not be tolerated. It
is argued that the population in walled institutions cannot be reduced be-
cause beds there are needed for the dangerous type of inmate now received.
However, the validity of this contention needs to be demonstrated before
it can be accepted as conclusive. As the Department has argued for years,
California's prison system will remain far from ideal as long as it culti-
vates the illusion that physical restrictions rather than absorbing programs
and good staff maintain order in an. institution.

Basic amenities need to be better uovided in living quarters. Many
men are living in cells which Dave only cold water. In several places all
cell furnishings and fixtures are inadequate and tawdry. Living units in
the older walled institutions, and in some not so old, could benefit from
brighter colors.. Bed blankets need not be grey.

2E9
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In general , a systematic program aimed at enhancing the esthetics of

the institutions 'would be worthwhile. Some changes wouTd require a fair

amount of expense, but others very little. Bright colored paint is not any

more costly than dull; it has been used effectively in certain places but
not in others. Better lighting can enhance interior areas. (In older in-

stitutions, this is badly needed and would be expensive). Treating hard

surfaces to cut down noise is also desirable. Modesty toilet panels, con-

sistent with security, might be provided in group areas. Inmate-staff com-

mittees are useful sources of suggestion for esthetic decisions. Such com-

mittees improve relationships between the staff and inmates involved, and
give inmates more motivation to maintain the appearance of beautified facil-
ities.

The implementation of humanitarian measures, major and minor, often
involves small things which make life more liveable. This is not simply

generosity. When men dislike their surroundings, they react predictably,
in prison and after they leave.

Staff and Inmate Relationships

Collaborative relationships between staff and inmates should be de-
veloped as much as possible wherever this is at all compatible with other
prison functions. As mentioned earlier, interviews with ex-offenders suc-
cessful in legitimate post-prison careers indicated that they regarded per-
sonal relationships with certain staff, particularly their work supervisors,
as the most important rehabilitative influence. Comparison of inmate-staff

and inmate-inmate relationships in different institutions of many types re-
veals that control of inmates by other inmates hostile to staff objectives
varier inversely with social distance between inmates and staff.22 When

staff are not readily accessible to inmates, and not trusted, manipulative
inmates can effectively claim to have "inside dope" and contacts to control
the prison life of other inmates, peddle this alleged information and in-
fluence, and promote an inmate code of minimal cooperation with staff.

Inmate advisory councils exist in a few California prisons, with
council members elected by the other inmates for a specified time under a
variety of representation formulas. There is some staff fear of manipula-
tive inmate cliques controlling the councils. Staff clearance or a good

disciplinary record is sometimes required for eligibility to council member-
ship.

In some Federal prisons a more persistently satisfactory system of
organizing an inmate role in institution management is to have inmates and
staff on all regular committees in charge of some aspects of prison life.
These may include committees on sanitation, safety, decoration, and athle-
tics--which affect the conditions of inmate life, and in which inmate cus-
tody or the confidentiality of information on individual inmates is not
jeopardized. Inmates can be informed of budget limitations to which the
committees are restricted, and can often make more useful contributions to
committee work than many staff. More importantly, inmates feel a responsi-
bility for the successful accomplishment of committee objectives, and iden-
tify with staff.

gf
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The most important source of good relationships between inmates and
staff is still their daily face-to-face interaction. The best foundation
for good relationships between inmates and staff exists when: (l) inmates
are treated individually and collectively with respect, courtesy, and good
humor; (2)' inmates receive opportunities and privileges within the prison
system, irrespective of race, creed or national origin; (3) staff show a
sincere concern about the inmates; (4) inmates can readily and calmly com-
municate with staff; (5) inmates are given the maximum tolerable opportunity
to make decisions for themselves in their daily activities instead of hav-
ing to take orders without question on every detail.

There is no panacea for every type of tension that prison life can
generate--especially the recurrently disruptive homosexual, ethnic and po-
litical tensions--but the five principles above, plus dispersion and absorp-
tion of troublemakers in constructive programs, are the best ways of keep-
ing these tensions minimal.

IX. SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

While the primary business of a corrections system centers on the
handling and treatment of its charges, many supportive services are re-
quired to accomplish this; some are essential to doing the job, others fa-
cilitate it. Personnel services are an example of the former, research the
latter. It is important to examine California's use of some of those ser-
vices which have much to do with the type and quality of overall performance.

Personnel and Training

If correctional programs are to be sound, they must be well staffed.
Personnel throughout the system must be qualified and carefully selected.
Capable employees are not obtained by accident; they must be sought through
effective recruiting and they must be prepared for career advancement through
an ongoing training program. To retain competent people in correctional
service, job satisfaction and promotional opportunities must be available.

The State of California has many essential elements for the develop-
,

ment of high caliber personnel, including a merit system, good employment
conditions, recruitment, employee development programs, and generally ade-
quate salaries. The organization of the Department is along modern lines,
and there are no major staff shortages. The Department seems to be suffi-
ciently autonomous and independent to be administered soundly.

What a corrections department emphasizes is often revealed by its
distribution of personnel. If a department is overcommitted to the cus-
todial function, for example, it will have a relative excess of vecurity
employees. This is not evident in the California Department. That it
emphasizes rehabilitation is reflected in the number and quality of treat-
ment personnel.
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A good staff is developed by good training. There must be both ini-
tial and in-service training for all personnel. The Department's training
funds have been depleted somewhat by a recent legislative action, of doubt-
ful value, requiring almost all institutional employees to receive training
in the use of gas. Only selected persons need this; training funds could
be better used for other matters. In addition, the type and quality of in-
service training varies considerably from one institution to another, de-
pendent on institutional leadership. Only where training receives high
priority is a satisfactory job done. The central office should ply a more
rominent role in decidin' who is to be-trained and what the content of the

tra n nq courses s ou 'e, to insure that t ej are a equate at a nsti-
tutions. It should clearly define the role of- the training officer, since
igiFae differs from one institution to another, and some training offi-
cers assume the job without any special preparation. Another suggestion is
that more training should be develo ed for other than custodial ersonnel.
Some of the other classes e employees complain t at they are included in
neither planning nor training, and that training needs of the total insti-
tution are not met.

Idealli there should be State coordinated correctional training
centers established to rovide ear-round comprehensive programs to train
all correct ona wor ers an a inistrators.

The Department has recognized the value of more minority representa-
tion in the field of corrections, and has increased the number of its minor-
ity employees in recent years. The increase has been small, but it repre-
sents a hard effort at a task that is much more difficult than is realized
by those who have never tried to do it. Not only is corrections lumped
with law enforcement by members of minority groups, but the geographical
location of institutions is often a drawback. In the past years there was
little effort to recruit minorities in any phase of law enforcement, crim-
inal justice, and corrections, so the tradition is lacking. The central
office has assigned staff to attempt to recruit minority group employees
and has instructed the institutions to do the same. Responsibility for
such recruitment effort should be fixed in one person at ever rison. The

institutions do not have personnel officeriMit o, in most other orlan zations,
would be responsible for recruitment and hiring and who ordinarily would be
asked to work on this task. Instead, the responsibility has usually been
diffused, often to all department heads. Therefore, results depend upon
the interest, enthusiasm, and energy of too many people--some busily occu-
pied with other responsibilities. If the head of the institution cannot
personally oversee the matter, he should designate one person or a small
group representing different minorities to assume this responsibility.

Medical Services

Prison medical services are vital, and concentrated attention must
be given to the development of a good program. California has tried to do
this, and any general criticism of its total medical service program is un-
warranted. The medical care and attention given the average California
prison inmate is unquestionably better than that received by the average
citizen.

2S2
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Each institution has a good dispensary, adequate to its needs, or a
complete hospital. Although medical staff is hard to get and there are
several vacancies, these facilities are reasonably well-manned. Outside

consultants are widely used. The range of medical services is-excellent.

In one major respect, the services are more expensive than need be.
More of the prisons have complete hospitals than is necessary. At the time

of inspection, there were only a few bed patients in several of the hospitals.

The Department should consolidate its hospital services. A plan

should be developed to re_p_Tace some of the hospitals dispensFiliso
that when geographicaTTy feasible, some hospitals can serve several insti-
tutions. To keep hospitals fully modern, heavy money outlays must be made
a most annually. To staff each hospital adequately, certain basic person-
nel must be employed. An arrangement almost equally efficient and certain-
ly more economical than the present one would be to makei an institutional
hospital responsible for major medical care for two or three nearby insti-
tutions. Seferal hospitals in the Department can then become dispensaries
with attendant savings. "Serious illnesses and major surgery can be handled
by transfer as needed.

It is also suggested that in some locations, community hospitals
should be used in emergencies or as the need-arises. This arrangement would
save money. It gives Institutions having only dispensaries ready hospital
coverage. The inevitable criticism of prison medical services would be
lessened. No money would be saved, however, if the present practice of
custodial coverage at the community hospital in virtually every case is
continued. This practice is unnecessary and should be used only for seri-
ous offenders.

The renovation of the hos s ital at San 'uentin should be completed.
The state o t e pro ec ma es any scuss on o t e w s om o major reno-

vations at this institution academic. Roughly three-fourths of the work

has bun completed, and the money should be provided to complete the pro-
ject."

The Department Director of Medical Services reports that Vocational
Rehabilitation money is not being used to supplement the medical budget.
It is urged that this be done. Other states have obtained these funds_ to
improve 04-quality of medical services, especial-Ty in the areas o pros

thetics corrective surgery, and diagnostic evaluation.

Food Service

Mass feeding, in the armed services, prisons or elsewhere, invariably
results in some complaints. Food prepared in large quantities cannot sat-
isfy individual ethnic, religious, or family habits and tastes. Reasonable

criticism is minimized, however, -if meals are adequate in quantity, quality,
variety, sanitation, and nutrient value.

California accomplishes this by adhering to recognized principles
WI standards of food service, including menu planning, central purchasing,
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cost control, maintenance of sanitation practices, and enunciated standards
for preparation and service. All this is facilitated by a food administra-
tor, in the central office, who supervises and reviews the food program.
Technical printed material is distributed to the institutions to help up-
grade knowledge and skills.

One criticism of the Department's food service applies to the sur-
roundings in which meats are prepared and served. This is directly attri-

butable to the often mentioned ill-planned, antiquated structures in the
system. In these facilities the dining rooms are unattractive and the kitch-
en layouts are inefficient and hard to supervise or keep sanitary. Their

use of dining room tables for card playing and other games between meals
impedes maintaining them in a desirable condition.

Surroundings have an enormous influence on morale. Projects to make

wractiveshouldbedevelo,edthefoodserviceareasn, as

inmate -stn f music, planters,

murals are all possible ways to normalize eating conditions and to make meals
more pleasant.

Research and Data Processing

Research and data processing will be considered together since they
are administratively in the some unit and their functions are closely re-

lated. The statistics section is directly under the Department's Director
of Research.

The principal function of a statistics section is to provide descrip-
tive information about the agency's operations. Usually this is done on a

routine basis. The research component's activities on the other hand, are

primarily evaluative and analytical. There can be no neat line between these
functions, however, as research uses statistical outputs, and may refine
statistical categories.

The products of California's statistics and research sections have a
deservedly high reputation. In both quantity and quality they are unexcell-

ed by other states. The information turned out shows an efficient return
on the investment, so it is not an indictment of the existing activities

to point out that more needs to be done. The investment should be system-

atically and intelligently increased. Until this is done, the Department's
management will be forced to rely too much on intuitive and educated guessing.
Without the facts, the Department is unable to refute charges and criticisms
which may be shallow and unjustified, and it cannot properly answer legiti-
mate questions. Nor can it rationally defend its own needs or plans for the
future. These problems are not hypothetical. Claims are now being publish-

ed to the overall effect that none of the Department's programs has any re-
habilitative value. Without better data, these charges cannot be adequately
disputed. The Department should know what works and what does not, for dif-
ferent types of inmate. Some programs should be discontinued in favor of
others. Resources are too limited to invest them in programs of question-
able value.

4
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Statistics-data erocessing. The California statistical reports are

designed to be of practical use to the administrator. Data collection and
processing procedures appear to be clear and thorough. Confidence may be
placed in the accuracy of reports which are the end result of this process.
The reports and tabulations are clearly presented--simple but not over-
simplified.

There are, nevertheless, many descriptive tabulations the administra-
tor needs which cannot be provided with the present system. No reports can
be given on program involvement, either in summary form, or by way of track-
ing individuals through the system. "Program" here should be broadly con-
strued as referring to treatment, work, custodial, and residential status.
Program levels cannot be monitored nor programs evaluated. There is also no
satisfactory way to answer many of the routine administrative questions which
may arise: e.g., "How many men are there--today--in trade training courses?
What are their characteristics? What percent complete trade courses? How
many parolees use such training?" These are significant questions; they can
only be answered at present by special studies or by manual routines. With-

out such answers many administrative decisions must be made on the basis of
guesswork. As already indicated in the section on counseling, the conver-
sion of narrative reporting to precoded check-off forms will result in bet-
ter information for both statistics and case decisions.

The existin "unit records" t e s stem should be replaced with a

computerized n ormation system w c emphasizes proiram type 'ata for man-

agement purposes. A-change of the kind recommended is not simply, nor pri-
mariTy, a matter of "adding a computer." It is a mistake to start delib-

eration with the hardware. Normally, the place to start is with a thorough
study ofiMoxnagement decisions, categories of data, and their relationship
to decision outcomes and to the kinds of reports needed. California is for-
tunate in that the groundwork for this planning has been laid by its "Cor-
rectional Decisions Information Project" (CDIP), which is soon to issue a

final report. Lacking this report, any endorsements must be tentative.
However, it appears likely that the recommendation being made here could
very well be implemented by adopting the CDIP plans which concern manage-
ment functions.a Given high priority needs for construction and increas-
ing operating costs, it is understandable that expansion of information
systems tends to be deferred. However, the continued assigning of low pri-
ority to records-keeping and information systems will mean that twenty years
from now everyone will still be in the dark about what really works and what
does not. There will still be the need for the development of an adequate
system of information. It should be recognized that a truly productive data
system can suggest efficiencies which may defray much of the system cost and
which will put the whole corrections endeavor on a sounder firancial basis.

Research. A review of California research reports indicates a high
level oTTRifg'sional quality and a genuine concern that research should
have practical value. The practice, sometimes seen in agency research sec-
tions, of producing reports for someone's thesis rather than to assist the
agency, is not present.
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The hi hest priorit for research is also the development of an auto-
mated management infonnat on system. Suc a system i is not im ted to t
production of routine reports. Evaluative results can be obtained on re-
quest from an automated information source once it is operational, which
would now take months of laborious data compilation to accomplish. This

facilitation of research is greatly needed. When programs are condemned
for lack of efficacy, it usually only means that no effectiveness has been
demonstrated. This may be mostly due to limitations of resources for eval-
uation. Evaluations done "manually" characteristically take one or more
persons from six months to several years to complete. They cannot econom-
ically include extremely large samples. Under these constraints, it is
obvious that most programs go unevaluated most of the time, and that those
which ire evaluated would need to make a large impact to show up as worth-
whi le .z5

The only feasible solution appears to be to move to automated tech-
niques. The automated data system which has already been recommended should
be designed to include follow-u data aTon with current data on programs
and offenders tso that se arate pro rams ma fie evaluate as to their rela-
tive effectiveness or i erent types of o en ers in the long run. Cost-

iffelfiveness estimates of the long-run economic consequences of specific--
programs for different types of offenders shouTd also be undertaken, as this
is probably the most persuasive type of budget justification data.

A somewhat different kind of research, done only on a limited scale
in California Corrections, is systems analytic research. Hard core opera-
tions research techniques have done little in the past to improve treatment
programs in any human services agency, but there is promise of increasing
efficiency by studying logistic and administrative operations. Greater use
of systems techniques should produce savings which can be put into program
improvements.

An additional type of corrections research involves setting up ex-
perimental programs. This is the only rigorous way to test a new technique
or concept, and it is not always very expensive. It is mostly a matter of
limiting a new program at first to a fraction of those considered eligible
for it, selecting this fraction randomly, then comparing the subsequent rec-
ords of those selected with the records of those not selected. Without such

experiments, many promising ideas will never be properly examined for value.
At least some such experimentation should be ongoing--a little less sporadic
than it has been--in the California system. Some funds ex ended for tradi-
tional vo rams of unknown value should be diverted into rigorous y examined
exerimeeital pilot programs. LEAA money may be available for this kind of
e fort.

X. ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

The California Department of Corrections has the essential elements
of sound administration. The enabling legislation is broad and flexible.
The Department is headed by a professional administrator, and there appears
to be no unwarranted political interference.
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The Department's administrition has a clearly enunciated and progres-

sive statement of philosophy. There are rules and regulations to guide all

institutional personnel. Procedures m &nuals have been prepared to guide

staff. Planning and research functions are ongoing and considered impor-
tant by the Department.

The operating budget of the Department has been generally adequate.
This is not to suggest that the Department has received all the money it has
needed, particularly in the areas of maintenance and capital outlay. Calif-

ornia's present financial circumstances must certainly have major effects on
the Department's planning and operations.

The Department is staffed by qualified people selected upon a merit
basis. Career personnel from all divisions are eligible for promotion to
all levels of management. Lateral moves in the interest of executive de-
velopment are common.

The principle of "line and staff
division of functions among the staff.
and there are a good number of them, is
vide specialized guidance and counsel.

organization" is followed. There is
The role of the technical specialist,
recognized, and they are used to pro-
They do not issue direct orders.

Patently, the Department desires to be progressive. A willingness to

take risks is displayed. Examples include: the 72-hour pass, family visit-
ing programs, and the community centers.

Any department, controlling nearly 40,000 offenders and with 7,000
employees, necessarily has some aaministrative concerns. Consistency of

philosophy, policies, and practices throughout an organization of this di-
mension is extremely difficult to maintain. Some of the differences among
institutions, however, might be reduced. More specific and definite Depart-

ment-wide standards need to be implemented in certain areas. Policy state-

ments s ou e reviewe ana simply wri en o eliminate am iguitles.

While institutions can be handicapped if regulations and guidelines
are too detailed and restrictive, some of the suggestions made in this Re-
port might not have been in order had all institutions met similar standards
of practice. For example, there were good in-service training programs in
some places, but not in others. Adjustment center programs and policies
vary more than can be accounted for by differences in the inmate populations,
in physical plant, or custody level; they could be corrocted by applying
sound policies more uniformly. The guidelines provided in classification
manuals and directives are often worded in such a qualified and general man-
ner that they can be cited to justify poor as well as souk' practices. Where

the institutional administration is highly competent this presents little
problem, but where it is less adequate, standards of performance are usually
lower.

A related problem in institutional - central office relationships may
be that too many layers of authority, individuals and committees, are in-
volved. For example, the admission policy and criteria for the adjustment
centers could conceivably involve the following commit tees., Adjustment

2S7
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Center Committee, Segregation Unit Committee, Institution Classification
Committee, Disciplinary and/or Classification Committee of any program unjt,
and the Adjustment Center Segregation Unit Sub-Classification Committee.20
There is the danger that Departmental policies may sometimes misfire in
practice when responsibility becomes this diffuse.

The classification and transfer procedure personnel involvements are
just as numerous. This complex machinery diffuses both control and respon-
sibility and presents communication problems in general. It may widen the
gap between policy and performance.

The lines and responsibilities of administration should be simplified.

XI. PHYSICAL PLANT

Most hmerican prisons have major physical plant deficiencies. They
are either poorly located, too big, too old, or atrociously designed. The
site and location of prisons are often politically determined.

There are few prison facilities with a readily perceptive harmony of
design between the buildings and the philosophy of rehabilitation. The un-

happy practice of adding beds to already badly designed institutions to save
money is cannon. Such additions are often made to institutions too big to
begin with.

Not surprisingly, the oldest institutional plants are usually worst.
They are not functional, and today's programs do not fit into them. Simple

conforts are often missing. Control measures, such as good locking mecha-
nisms, are usually lacking. Sanitation, simply because of the age of the

institution, is a struggle to maintain. Since there is never enough main-
tenance money for prisons, the deterioration is accelerative. Major re-

modeling is seldom attempted, often because its cost would be prohibitive
if adequate, and often an adequate remodeling is impossible because of the
terrain in the location of other structures.

The unfortunate end result of all this is that a correctional admin-
istration like California's, which tries to be progressive, has to live with
a legacy of inadequately designed institutions which imposes almost insur-
mountable obstacles to achievement of that aim. These handicaps do not go

away; they increase with age.

Changes in Plant Use

Some California institutions are such classic examples of prison ob-
solescence it is hard to believe much good can be accomplished within their
perimeters. There are many serious problems. The following recommendations
are of major import:

24 8
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1. At the time of inspection, the California Men's Colony, West
Facility, was scheduled tc be closed. It is old, of frame con-
struction, and a serious fire hazard. It should neimr be re-
occupied.

2. Manifestly, San Quentin and Folsom shouid be abandoned.27 Several
recommendations calling for improvements in these institutions are
made in this Report. These were included only because there seems
little certainty that these facilities will be closed in the near
future. They should be closed. So long as they exist, they im-
pede California's correctional efforts and tarnish its image.

They are immense, yet do not have adequate space for modern pro-
grams. They are not secure or safe. Decent living conditions
are almost unattainable in them, and they are ugly and depressing.

Any major remodeling, in either facility, would cost many millions
of dollars. If there is a choice between remodeling and a new
facility, the latter choice is by far the better.

3. In the event California builds more prisons, they should be small
in size, located in metropolitan areas, and unlike any of its de-
signs to date. One wonders, when the problems and rehabilitative
results are measured, if large institutions really do save money.
The "telephone pole" design institution, of which California has
several , is impractical and oppressive to the senses, with its
long corridors, repeated doorways, shut-in atmosphere and great
size. Some of California's staff, so long conditioned to compro-
mising by necessity, speak of another California Men's Colony,
East Facility, as the best answer to any needed future construc-
tion. This is an institution of 2,400 men, broken up into four
sections of 600 men each. It is self-deception to believe that
in all important respects this is like having four small insti-
tutions. Men's Colony, East Facility, is a better design than
its predecessors, but still has serious imperfections. For ex-

ample, major trouble, highly contagious in prisons, would prob-
ably not be contained by this kind of plant, where the housing
sections are contiguous and visible to each other. Also, as in-
mates point out, some buildings (gymnasium, library) used in com-
mon by all four sections are only available once or twice a week
to each inmate. California should not be content to settle for
this type of compromise construction when it has seen what prob-
lems physical plants can present.

4. As will be indicated in the next chapter, California is beginning
to catch up with some other states and with Federal prisons in
the use of community -based penal institutions. The latter are
sometimes called "halfway houses ," though this designation is
also applied to residences for parolees and even to homes for
homeless prison and jail dischargees. There are important dif-
ferences in the functions and the administrative problems of
these diverse types of residential institution, despite their
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all being labeled "halfway house". Further confounding of prac-
tices with much different implication occurs in California be-
cause of "work furlough". As discussed earlier,"work furlough"
includes 72-hour leaves shortly before parole to enable a pris-
oner to make home and job arrangements, and it also refers to
daily release from prison to work at a job in a nearby community,
starting a few months before parole. In most prison systems
where these practices exist, the former is just called "furlough"
and the latter called "work release".

Community -Based Institutions

The chart on the following page indicates that only two of all Depart-
ment of Corrections' institutions (San Quentin and California Men's Colony)
are conveniently near, i.e., within ten miles of, major population centers.
While this poses serious handicaps to effective reintegration, it can be
partially overcome by developing small, community-based facilities and pro-
grams, notably work furlough and pre-parole residential centers.

There are two major functions of work furlough, in its "work release"
form, of departing daily to a job. These are: (a) for diagnosis, to im-
prove judgment of a prisoner's readiness for parole by observing his behav-
ior on daily release to the community instead of in a unnatural setting of
a prison; (b) for treatment, to accustom him to life outside of prison on a
more gradual basis than occurs if he is abruptly released to almost complete
freedom by parole or by discharge at prison. Work release has been severely
limited in scope by the fact that pri cons are usually located in semi-rural
or rural areas where there are not marry jobs, and community conditions are
significantly different from those of the metropolitan areas to which most
of the prisoners will return when paroled.

The idea of having a prison system include small residences in the
centers of the large cities, to which its prisoners would in a few months be
paroled,was pioneered in several cities in the early 1960s by the U. S. Bu-
reau of Prisons. In such centers - as in those this Federal agency has op-
erated for nearly a decade in East Los Angeles and also, for a few years,
within the Long Beach YMCA - the residents go out daily to seek jobs and to
work at them. Residents are gradually given more frequent leaves for family
visiting and for recreation. Most important, counseling is focused on the
real and immediate problems of life in the community, rather than--as in
prison--on adjustment to institutional life or on plans or concerns about a
"hypothetical" future. Finally, those in the community residential centers
who misbehave may be dealt with promptly. Depending on the severity and
cause of their infractions, they may be denied recreational passes, be trans-
ferred temporarily to jail, or have their parole date deferred, and--if the
deferral is for an appreciable period--be sent back to prison. Thus, in these
community centers there can be an immediate diagnosis, counseling, and if nec-
essary, disciplinary reaction.

The first community residences of the California Department of Correc-
tions were created primarily for parolees, rather than for prisoners. This
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CHART I.
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California Correctional luNtitutions for Adults

California Conservation Center, Susansille Abol .;10 miles nortImest of San Fran-
cisco via Reno; medium-minimum- securih: 1.200 inmates, special training for inmates
slated for later assignment to an outlying 80 -mail. conservation camp; dormitory hous-
ing; Merle R. Schneckloth, superintendent.

Folsom State Prison, Folsom -- About 15 miles east of Sacramento on II i gh w a y 50;
state's second oldest prison; cell housing; maximum security; 2,400 inmates; Walter
E. Craven, warden.

California Medical Facility, Vacaville -- On Highway 80 between San Francisco and
Sacramento; psychiatric programming for 1,400 inmates; state's northern reception
center; cells and dormitories; L. J. Pope, M. D., superintendent.

Deuel Vocational Institution, Tracy -- On Highway 50 about 60 miles east of Oakland;
medium security; for younger offenders and hard-to-manage juveniles; 1,650 inmates;
cell housing; emphasis on academic and vocational training; L. N. Patterson, super-
intendent.

San Ouentin State Prison, near San Rafael -- A half hour driv.2 from San Francisco via
Highway 101, state's oldest and largest prison; medium-close security; 3,900 inmates;
cell housing; L. S. Nelson, warden.

Sierra Conservation Cen ter -- Near Sonora and west of Yosemite Park; medium-minimum
security; 1,200 inmates; pre-camp training; dormitory housing; Howard Comstock, sup-
erintendent.

Correctional Training Facility, Soledad -- Just off Highway 101 about 25 miles south
of Salinas; a three-unit medium-minimum security institution; 3,400 inmates, each unit
a separate program but joint use of central services; cells and dormitories; C. J.
Fitzharris, superintendent.

California Mens Colon y On Highway 1 near San Luis Obispo; a two-part institution;
minimum security unit for old men; medium security facility divided into four 600-man
sec t i on s under separate. program administrators; total of 3,700 inmates; cells and
dormitories; II. V. Field, superintendent.

California Correctional Institution, Tehachapi -- About 50 miles southeast of Bakers-
field via Highway 466; a two unit medium-minimum security institution for 1,400 in-
mates, heavy emphasis on group living; dormitory housing; G. P. Lloyd, superinten-
dent

California Institution for Men, Chino L- About 60 miles east of Los Angeles;minimum
security; 1,300 inmates; unarmed perimeter; location of state's southern reception
center; E. J. Oberhauser, superintendent.

Southern Conservation Center, Chino -- Medium-minimum security ; 550 inmates; pre-
camp training; dormitory housing; W. T. Stone, superintendent.

California Institution for Women, near Chino-- State's only facility for women felons;
reception center, psychiatric unit; housing in individual rooms, cottage style design;
900 inmates; Mrs. Iverne Carter, superintendent.

California Rehabilitation Center, Corona -- Inpatient treatment for narcotic addicts in
the state's civil committment program; 2,400 residents includes 325 women; heavy
emphasis on group counseling; dormitory housing; Roland Wood, superintendent.
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may have been a serious handicap. A person not yet on parole who gets into
the community corrections center before parole compares himself with his
reference group of inmates still in prison, and therefore, feels rewarded
and obligated by the community center. Conversely, the parolee restricted
to such a center compares himself with the reference group of less-restricted
parolees and resents restrictions there. California's early experience was
with a Federally funded parole residential unit, in East Los Angeles, for
narcotic parolees. It was not spectacularly successful.28

The State's subsequent experiences with parole residences have been
better, although these centers still have the rehabilitative handicap of
collecting the most difficult parole cases in one place. Since 1970, the
Central Correctional Center in Los Angeles, California, has followed the
Federal pattern, now duplicated by several states, of having a community
residence primarily for a cross section of prisoners in their last few
weeks or months before parole. It also may briefly shelter a few parole
emergency'residents, but it functir,ns primarily to assist a cross section
of male and female prisoners to prepare for parole in the Los Angeles area.
It has already repeatedly demonstrated clearly rehabilitative advantages,
especially with difficult cases, during an unusually stressful period of
release from prison (aggrevated by high unemployment rates in the community).

Experience in various parts of the United States has shown that com-
munity correctional centers can operate successfully in a variety of rela-
tively small sizes and in diverse physical settings, including leased or
purchased small hotels, leased sections of large hotels, sections of resi-
dential YMCAs, a few units of a large apartment building and separate family-
type houses. No exact figures can be given for the number of community-based
facilities the California system needs or can use, but it is clear that the
most important type of facility expansion needed by the Department is in a
variety of small community correction centers to facilitate release in all
major cities of the State.cf

XII. SOME DISTINCTIVE PROBLEMS

Any discussion of the present California system should recognize the
problems that are more or less distinctive of this State.

First, as mentioned in the Introduction, no other state approaches
California in number of incarcerated felons. This large number is due partly
to the size of the general population and the State's high crime rate, but
it also results from the long prison terms. A recent inquiry of five com-
parable states30 revealed that none has median terms as long as those in
California. California generally keeps men about fifty percent longer than
do these other states. Size of the total prisoner population creates a
variety of administrative problems and adds directly to operating expense.

Second, the size of the individual institutions is very great. Most
states have no prison with as many as 1,800 inmates; none has more than two,
except California, which has eight.
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Third, California's correctional system, perhaps because of the State's
political climate, is obliged to operate in a flood of publicity. While pub-

lic concern and awareness are essential, prison operations tend to be sensa-
tionalized to an unwarranted extent. In a system of this size more incidents
will occur than in a small system, and each gets considerable publicity, es-
pecially when it evokes a barrage of claims and charges. Such publicity
makes minor events generate tremendous external and internal pressure for
policy change. Isolated occurrences may thereby dominate the prison system
for long periods without reference to the system's total condition and needs.
Little can or should be done to restrict publicity itself, but the publicity
an event receives should not determine its impact on routine procedures.

A fourth matter of current importance is the probation subsidy act.
While this legislation has reduced prison intake, the intake is now alleged
to contain a higher proportion of assaultive individuals and multiple offend-
ers. The true nature of this intake change is not clear, although the in-
crease in problem cases has been emphasized by Department personnel, and it
is partly substantiated by research. Crimes against persons increased apprec-
iably between 1960 and 1968 as a proportion of all grounds for commitment to
prison. There was also an increase of commitments to prison of persons with
three or more prior jail or juvenile commitments. Finally, there was a mark-
ed increase of persons admitted to prison when 20 to 25 years of age--the
peak age range for assaultive crimes--even though median age of new prison-
ers admitted remained constant at just under 32 from 1960 to 1968. 31

It is especially clear that the prison intake has been reduced in num-
bers, far below what had been expected. At present, then, a major problem
arises in planning for the future. Probation subsidy has been expanding, but
it may be nearing its potential limit and it could even be eliminated entirely
if local or legislative dissatisfaction grows. In short, it is a program which
has given the Department of Corrections a much needed breather from new con-
struction, but which now has an uncertain future.

Reduction in the Median Term

The probation subsidy experience has shown that many men can be kept
out of prison entirely. A logical corollary would seem to be that many men
would benefit from less imprisonment. The gap which now tends to exist be-
tween no prison at all and several years of confinement seems indefensible.
There are many advantages to reducing prison terms. Putting these together
suggests the possibility of a broad-scale restructuring of the California
penal system which cannot be accomplished in any other way.

If prison terms were cut back to a median of two years or less, in-
stead of the present 35 months, the count would be cut by at least 8,000 men.
The population would be more amenable to programs of rehabilitation not only
because of the smaller number, but also because of the shorter terms. The
following specific results could be accomplished:

1. Double cellingwould be eliminated--a decline of 2,000 would com-
pletely eliminate the need for double cells.
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2. The walled institutions could be reduced to manageable size and
their worst living units closed. 'there are several ilternatives:
both Folsom and San Quentin could be closed, one closed and the
other cut back, or both reduced to a more reasonable size. These
alternatives are listed in what is probably decreasing order of
cost savings but increasing order of operational convenience.
Secure housing will always be needed for some men, but this should
be available at other California institutions once the prison pop-
ulation is reduced.

3. Camps could be used more widel'. When terms are shorter, a larger
proportion of men are near their out dates and hence not so escape-
prone; they can be given camp placement. It has already been sug-
gested that more educational services be introduced into some of
the camps. This would answer one major objection to them from a
rehabilitation standpoint.

4. Community programs could be expanded. This is a distinct need,
and it would be more prominent with a larger proportion of the
prisoners near their release date.

5. Idleness could larnely be eliminated. A reduction of institutional
population would iiduce the labor force without proportionately
reducing the amount of work to be done.

6. Incidents would be reduced. Much of the frustration and pressure
comes from the long terms. The dissatisfaction California pris-
oners most often express is with the indeterminate sentence, for
knowledge that imprisonment will be for an unknown number of years
is extremely frustrating. The uncertainty would not be so hard to
accept if most men could see a high probability of release in a
few years. A man with a chance to get out soon, if he stays out
of trouble, is much more likely to avoid trouble. Also, the re-

duced count would contribute to keeping order simply by reducing
crowding and the trouble it engendeN.

7. Treatment programs could be made more intensive. A small part of
the savings in operating costs from a reduced population would
provide much better treatment programs. School waiting lists
would be eliminated. Caseloads for counselors would automatically
be reduced. Additional space could be devoted to psychiatric beds.

Shortening of terms of confinement is a course of action which all re-
sponsible authorities should work for in California. Those problems now most
urgent would be greatly ameliorated, and at a cost savings,

Neither of two apparent alternatives to this plan are without problems:

1. Modernizing the present system through replacement. The cost, at
over $20,000 a bed for replacement of the walled prisons, would
be enormous. At this rate gradually replacing the 2,800 bed fa-
cility at San Quentin would cost an estimated $56,000,000. Even
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then, there is noticing to suggest that new cells woulu alleviate
many of the existing problems.

2. Marked further expansion of probation. It is suggested that
counties could, to the degree possible, supplement probation with
local community-based institutions, to handle those offenders for
whom state prison is not necessary. However, these local insti-
tutions would have to develop more effective programs and provide
various degrees of custody. Facilities for State charges need to
be smaller and better tied to the communities, but there is also
need for them to be under central professional administration and
program diversification.

It is held, however, that for those offenders who have not yet been
committed to State institutions, there is merit in tniaTiiTETOment of TOZilly-
operated, cominaliy-based programs and institutions. It is believed that the
best treatment for such individual F can be provided at the local level, and
that such effective local intervention should divert offenders from the State
system..

In summary, the best solution (and there is almost no second best)
calls as a first step for the drastic reduction of prison terms back toward
vit.at is elsewhere more customary. It is evident that long prison terms have
not made California any more "crime !free."

This change is urgently needed. It should be empkTsized that reducing
the count by shortening terms will work to the advantage of prison program-
ming--short termers can be handled more readily and with less secure measures
than the same number of long termers; it will give those committed to prison
more exposure to programs which can do positive good--the illiterate can be
taught to read and write; the unskilled can learn a trade; more of the men-
tally disturbed can receive psychiatric treatment; counseling can be inten-
sified.

it has not been suggested that the indeterminate sentence be scrapped.
Flat sentences do not necessarily solve problems, as other jurisdictions have
discovered. The solution lies in using the indeterminate sentence more wisely,
by a change in parole policy rather than a new criminal code. In no other
way can affirmative action be brought to bear on so many California prison
problems so economically, so quickly, or so feasibly.
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Such penalty can involve no more than one 24-hour period and the.shift com-
mander or custody supervisor must be informed in each case. The writing of
a formal report for minor infractions should not be considered until. the man
has demonstrated an unwillingness to respond to these techniques. The accused
inmate, however, must always have the right to request a formal report and a
disciplinary committee hearing in lieu of this action.

19Department of Corrections, Memorandum January 7,.1971, State of
California. 241 men serving disciplinary sentences of 30 days or less; 983
men serving for own protection or protection of others.

2 °It is understood that this change will be made shortly.

21Department of Corrections, Memorandum December 3, 1970, State of
California. The Department is now starting an effort to eliminate all double-
ceiling by the end of the 1971-72 fiscal year, as a response to anticipated
declines in institutional populations.

22Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System, op.. cit.,
Chapters 5 and 9.

23Department of Corrections, Memorandum, February 11, 1971, State of
California.

22---81883
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24California Correctional Information System: Preliminary Informa-
tion btstem Requirements N1MH Grant 5 R11 MHo2092-02, Sacramento: Correc-
tionaT5Tasion nformation-Froject, AT59-11961).

25Without going into great detail, let us assume that graduates of a
given treatment program are followed up and it is found that half do not get
into further trouble. If in fact 10% of those successes are due to the pro-
gram and would have failed without it, a 200-man follow-up (100 "treatment"
and 100 "control" cases) would nevertheless normally not detect this program
impact. That is, the researcher would conclude that Wire is "no significant
difference" by standard statistical methods. Since that much treatment im-
pact often is unrealistically high to expect from any single corrections
program, since most programs have much different effects for different types
of prisoner, and since 200 is a large sample, it can be seen that it is dif-
icult to prove correctional programs are effective by traditional research
procedures. The point of this example is that one should not necessarily
conclude that a failure to show significant results for a small-scale pro-
gram follow-up means that the program is useless, especially if the follow-
up research cannot use a rigorous experimental design.

26Department of Corrections, Inmate Classification Manual, State of
California (Sacramento), Chapter V.

27Additional support for closure of San Quentin and Folsom may be
found in James Robison, Technical Supplement #2, The California Prison,
Probation, and Parole S stem, 1969, Office of-Research, CaliforniiSiRe
Ailei-TIbly(Sacramento, 1)772.

28Several research reports have been published on this initial ex-
periment. These include: Gilbert Geis, "The East Los Angeles Halfway House
Two Ycars Later,4 in Rehabilitating the Narcotic Addict, Vocational Re-
habilitation Administration, H.E.W.,-1(G47s1115F,g7C77 1966), pp. 231-7;
Sethard Fisher, "The Rehabilitative Effectiveness of a Community Correctional
Residence for Narcotic Users", Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police
Science, Vol. 56, No. 2, (June 1965), pp. 190-6.

29For additional information about California's community correctional
centers, the reader is referred to the Parole Task Force Report, Correctional
System Study, State of California (Sacraniiiito,7717---

30lllinois, Ohio, New York, Texas, Michigan.

31Public Systems, Inc., A Study of the Characteristics and Recidivism
,Experiznce of California Prisoners, (San Jose, 1970) Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER IV

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS FOR PRISONS

The preceding chapter described the current State of California prisons.
It is appropriate now to undertake a national--and even international--review
of recent trends and programs in prisons, and of influential commentary and
proposals on prison change. The observations are submitted in the hope they

may be helpful to California's prison administration. It is also recognized
that some of the trends and programs discussed may already be planned or op-
erational in California.

I. PRISON MANAGEMENT AND THE TEAM APPROACH

Tt

The "team approach" in prison management may well be the trend that
one should note first. Its necessity is perhaps most lucidly indicated by
the following still valid remarks made a decade ago by Clarence Schrag, in
discussing traditional staff relationships in prison policy formation:

"Frequently persons in highest authority are far removed
from the scene of con tact between staff members and in-
mates where the relative worthiness of alternative deci-
sions regarding specific situations are based chiefly on
facts reported by subordinates. Therefore, administra-
tive judgments are sometimes jeopardized by the distor-
tions of fact that tend to occur when reports are repeatedly
reviewed, digested, and passed upward through the ranks of
the administrative hierarchy. In addition, the highest
authorities may be among the last persons to learn about
the impact of their decisions upon the relations between
staff members and inmates....

Again, the officers who are most immediately affected by
correctional policies are the ones who play the least part
in policy formation. The task of low-ranking officers is
to carry out orders, not to evaluate them. Feedback, such

as criticism of directives received, is minimized, and in
some institutions no official procedure for such reverse
flow of communication is available. When reverse flow of
critical comment is tplerated, it is...not treated as a
matter of policy...."

Probably the most important recent step in team management is the
change from a single classification committee for an entire institution to
separate treatment teams for the various components of the institution.
Traditionally, the warden or an associate warden chairs the classification
committee which cmists of heads of each major staff component--the direc-
tor of education, the director of industries, a chaplain, the chief medical
officer, the senior custodial captain, the psychologist or psychiatrist
(if the institution has one) and perhaps one or two others. The mix varies

somewhat in different institutions, and changes over time in each. The
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committee meets for a few hours at intervals which vary greatly in different
prisons. Seldom are these conferences more frequent than once a week; often
they are held but once a month and there are postponements even on such
schedules.

At committee meetings a case file is on hand for every inmate to be
considered and every committee member is given a copy of the latest case-
work report on each inmate. For new inmates, the committee decides on an
individual program of assignments to housing, work, education and other
activities, with reception center proposals presumed to be their first con-
sideration. However, institution needs and the committee's judgment of the
inmate also affect its decisions. For inmates not new to the institution,
the committee may consider proposed changes of assignment, transfers to an-
other institution, recommendations to the parole board, or other matters.
Often the committee gives long-term inmates a routine program reviewed
periodically, but it seldom does this as frequently as once a year.

Under this institution classification committee system, caseworkers
usually divide the inmate population by some randomization procedure, such
as each having all inmates with certain last digits in their prison number,
a procedure scattering their caseload all over the institution and minimiz-
ing the proportion whose prison experience they can observe at first hand.
Actually, the caseworkers seldom leave their offices to obtain information:
they receive copies of disciplinary reports, education reports, medical re-
ports, reports on work performance, and so forth. U!;ually the work and
conduct assessments describe almost all inmates as "good" or "average",
especially--as is often the case--when they are prepared or filed by inmate
clerks. Finally, the caseworker calls in the inmate for an office inter-
view and this interview is the main basis for his report to the classifica-
tion committee. This report is transmitted to all the top officials forming
the committee, who depend on it for their appraisals of the inmate. inci-
dently, these reports are also usually their primary basis for appraising
the caseworker, so it is understandable that he often devotes his main at-
tention to polishing the reports rather than to enhancing his influence on
inmates.

As the classification committee considers each inmate, the caseworker
who prepared the report on that inmate is present to summarize his report
orally and to answer questions from committee members. When consensus on
a decision is reached, the inmate is called in and it is discussed--usually
briefly--with him. On some decisions the inmates are not called in. All

of this contributes much to the integration of different staff points of
view, but only in the smallest prisons does it involve, for most inmates,
staff who know them personally. A classification committee often spends
no more than ten or fifteen minutes per year on the average inmate in its
institution.

The classification team system, by contrast, gives each caseworker
a caseload consisting of all inmates in a particular section of the prison's
residential, work or education facilities. If possible, it gives him an
office at his caseload's location. He is part of a team for these inmates,
the team including also the senior line staff of that unit, and lower level
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representatives from each of the major staff components--education, medical,
and so forth. The team may also include or call in line officers dealing
directly with the inmates it is considering, or have a team member consult
these officers outside the meeting. Often a representative of central man-
agement sits in on team meetings, especially when such teams have completely
replaced the institution classification committee. The teams, however, may
coexist with a central committee that considers only those cases on which
a team recommends transfer to another institution or other major action.
The classification team members see each inmate casually almost daily, in
their normal prison life, and know all the inmates and staff in each inmate's
social environment. This places the team members in a much better position
to assess each inmate, to discuss problems with him on the basis of personal
relationships, and to consider his case frequently. The team may be autho-
rized to make most disciplinary as well as classification decisions without
reference to a central committee. This can make large prisons much less im-
personal than they otherwise would be.2

More team structuring of all unit staff for prison casework decisions
and responsibilities at lower line levels is considered worthy of exp oration.

II. INMATE INCENTIVES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Expansion of inmate incentives and responsibilities is the development
most cliFirissocialaTisith institutional eviciende-W-Tipid 'rehabilitative
change in many inmates. This expansion has both an individual and a group
form. In its individual form--often designated "behavioral modification"- -
it is a revival of the nineteenth century "mark system", rendered sophisti-
cated by its new roots in Skinnerian psychology. Programmed education, dis-
cussed in detail in the preceding chapter, is one of its applications.

When this approach is applied to almost all aspects of the inmate's
life, it is often called a "token economy" system. This is best exemplified
at the Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center at Morgantown, West Virginia, and the
El Reno (Oklahoma) Reformatory, both in the Federal prison system. Using

plastic "credit cards" or tokens, inmates in these programs are credited with
points analogou3 to dollars for all education, training and work completed, are
fined for misbehavior, and use their accumulated points to "buy" food, housing,
clothing and recreation. Those without points initially get some "on credit",
which they have to repay when their "earnings" come in; if they run out of
points later they must "go on relief" and are issued without charge only min-
imal and unattractive food, housing and apparel. The objective is to simulate
as closely as possible in the institution the outside world's achievement
motivations, individual responsibility, freedom of choice, and budgeting re-
quirements. While first undertaken at juvenile institutions, it now is being
extended to prisoners in their twenties at El Reno and--with Federal research
funds--at Alabama's Draper Rehabilitation Center. Where pioneered in mental
hospitals it has been extended to almost all age levels, and this may follow
in some prisons.3
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The group forms of incentive and responsibility expansion consist of
rewarding or depriving entire groups of inmates, such as dormitory occupants
or work teams. on the basis of the individual behavior of all its members.
This is frequently done through promoting competition between groups for a
limited number of awards, but it can aliio be done far each group separately,
on the basis of its meeting some specified standard. Such practices of
group rewards and penalties shift from staff to inmate peers the responsi-
bility to see that no inmate shirks his tasks or otherwise misbehaves. The

unit's staff often acquire the role of coach or fellow team-member in rela-
tion to the inmates, helping their unit get benefits (this is similar to
frequent practices in military training).

Group incentives are usually applied toa unit's housekeeping, but
may also extend to other work, to schooling, and to a group's avoidance cf
individual disciplinary reports. One staff problem with these group moti-
vation methods is that of seeing that the inmate pressure on those who im-
pair the group's performance record does not become physically violent or
otherwise excessive. Group motivation techniques sometimes convert a dor-
mitory or cellhouse of the most aggressive "troublemakers" into the unit
working hardest to win awards of extra hours, food, television, etc. This

points to another administrative problem with both group and individual
motivation techniques: that of keeping many sources of inmate pleasure- -
movies, television, desserts, extra hours, etc.--undistributed in routine
operations, so that they may be valued as special rewards.

Many object to these special incentive procedures on moralistic grounds.
Some staff argue that if inmates do not take advantage of school and vocation-
al training opportunities made available to them, that is their problem. They
argue that the State's obligation ends when it gives prisoners a chance to
improve themselves. Inmates argue that anything the State provides i the

way of pleasures for prisoners should be equally available to all, and that
the incentive systems for behavioral modification treat them like children
(or more accurately, like trained rats in a psychologist's experiments).
From a public interest staApoint, neither of these arguments is relevant:
what is important is whether or not these systems work. There has not been
adequate long-run follow-up of these methods to assess their recidivism re-
duction value, but there has been considerable evidence that they accelerate
prison education and improve conformity of inmates to institutional behavior
standards. California prisons might benefit from greatly improved inmate
incentive and res onsibilit s stems, preferably initiated as well-planned
contro ed experiments to test t eir long-run rehabilitative value.

III. PRISON AND THE COMMUNITY

Making_prisons more permeable tt.'; outsiders has been a slow but steady

trend for sever iT-decades in California and elsewhere. This development
reduces isolation of inmates from the outside world, thus diminishing their
social and psychological difficulties on reentry into the community. Current
and proposed increases in outside visitors to prisons suggests completion of
a cycle in American prison history, possibly including a return to early pat-
terns, subsequently abolished.
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The Pennsylvania prisons of tne early nineteenth century were dis-
tinguishea by a visitors' society of prominent and pious men, seeking to
persuade the offenders to be penitent. Subsequently, prison visiting de-
clined ana a more exploitative management, throughout the United States,
brought manufacturers into the prisons to employ the inmates. The manu-
facturer paid the State a fee for this, with the inmates receiving little
or nothing. It was only during the Great Depression of the 1930s that ob-
jection to criminals in prison working, when non-criminals outside were in-
voluntarily unemployed, led to pressure from both business ana labor to ban
prison-made goods from public commerce. Federal legislation barring them
from interstate commerce still stands and there are similar laws in most
states.

In the years since World War II there has been an increase in prison
visiting by representatives of religious organizations, self-help groups
(e.g., Alcoholics Anonymous), hobby organizations (e.g. bridge clubs, Toast-
masters) and service clubs (e.g., Jaycees, Kiwanis). All of these efforts
reduce the isolation of prisoners from the outside world and give many of
them contacts after release which launch their socialization into a non-
criminal world. These revivals of prison visiting societies exist in Calif-
ornia as elsewhere, and their growth should be encouraged. Even more im-
pressive is the growth of family visiting, which California is the seczind
State to adopt. It has long been used in Mississippi, but in a more purely
conjugal form, rather then Cailfornia's complete family visiting arrange-
ments.

What could bring tne cycle completely back to early practices is the
proposal that private corporations contract to run prison industries, reme-
dial education and vocational training. The prison industries suggestions
include payment by the firms of wages comparable to those in their outside
plants, with union membership and seniority rights. The State would then
charge the inmates custodial costs and possibly require an approved allo-
cation of most remaining earnings during imprisonment to savings and/or to
dependents. Finns would cbtain space, tax benefits or other inducements to
participate in such undertakings.

The contracted education and vocational training arrangements are
modeled on Jobs Corps and other anti-poverty enterprises, some of which al-
ready have been extended into prisons. These include performance contract-
ing, in which the firm is paid only for the increments in test performance
which result from its efforts.

All such proposals may seem far-fetched in the present climate of
unemployment and business recession. Assuming prosperity returns during
the 1970s, however, and that reduction of U.S. military commitments in-
creases government attention to domestic problems, it is reasonable to con-
sider these types of entry into prisons work by outside agencies. To permit

industrial contracting, legislation may be necessary to modify existing re-
strictions on sale of _prison-made goods, but contractor factories could be
constructed adjacent to prisons and employment of inmates be administered
as work release. In any case, California could explore possibilities of
contractin with outside firms to au ment the rehabilitative effectiveness
of industries, education and vocationa training during imprisonment.
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IV. RLLEASL FROM PRISON

Graduating release from imprisonment is a long-term trend which has
remarkably accelerated Thitlie past de a-de and will probably grow even more
rapidly in the 1970s. This began with growth in the proportion of prison-
ers released by parole instead of by discharge at prison, a trend in which
California has long led most other states. It was accelerated by extension
of work release to a large proportion of felony prisoners. This, was begun
in 1961 by North Carolina, and was highly publicized. It has been adopted
by many other states--including California--in the ensuing years, and since
1955, by the Federal prisons.

As discussed in some detail in the preceding chapter, the most effec-
tive and complete graduation of release from prison is achieved by community
correction centers in the community of a prisoner's destination upon release,
to which he may be transferred a few weeks or months before his parole.
These facilities already are firmly established as a routine part of the
Federal prison system, they are approaching this status in the District of
Columbia as well as in several state systems, and they are rapidly growing
in others. It seems certain that during the 1970s community correction
centers will become an intrinsic part of most penal system, in states with
large metropol i tan areas . Al though California has al ready es tabl i shed some

community correctional centers, the State should plan now for the steady_
expansion of such correction centers in all of its major communities.

V. PROGRAM EVALUATION

Routinization of rehabilitation evaluation has been heralded for
many years, but teas been slow in development. One of several major reasons
for this slow growth is the pursuit of police, judicial and correctional
tasks by numerous separate agencies, many in different geographical units
of government.4 Evaluation of the rehabilitative effectiveness of any
agency requires the long-run follow-up of its cases through the records of
other agencies that may handle them subsequently, but each agency tends to
evaluate itself only by its performance with offenders during the period
when they are under that agency's control. Thus prisons have been slow in
evaluating their programs by the post-release behavior of their inmates.
When this evaluation has occurred it has usually been on a special project
basis, at high cost and for relatively small samples and short periods,
rather than on a routine bookkeeping basis for all cases.

Improved and more unified electronic data processing of criminal
records has been heavily subsidized by the Federal government in recent
years, primarily through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in
such programs as Project SEARCH. While this effort has given highest pri-
ority to accelerating retrieval of individual criminal records for police
purposes, its potential for tabulating criminal career statistics for eval-
uation of legislative, judicial and correctional efforts at crime control
is quite evident. Even when limited to the information included in FBI
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"rap sneets", such a system could readily tabulate many correlates of per-
cent of time reconfined5 for felons released in a past year. This could
provide such infomati on as percent of time reconfined during the three
years followingrelease, for example, of narcotic addicts civilly committed
to a state rehabilitation center as compared with narcotic addicts sentenced
to prison, or of any specific offense group (burglars, robbers, rapists,
etc.) given probation as compared with the same offense group sentenced to
prison, and with each comparison tabulated separately for persons in the
same category of age, criminal record, county of commitment, ethnicity or
time confined before release.

The foregoing types of routine tabulation would be tremendously use-
ful to legislatures, courts and parole boards, as well as to prisons. Data
more specifically relevant to guiding prison policies would accrue if this
unified and computerized criminal record information were linked with rou-
tinely coded data on prison assignment and performance. As indicated in
the preceding chapter, if institution case records were prepared in a large-
ly precoded form, statistical information on prison treatment and perfor-
mance would accumulate automatically, and many treatment personnel could
then deal more with people and less with paper. Linkage of such precoded
prison data with subsequent criminal record information would permit tab-
ulations of percent of time reconfined during the three years after release
of inmates, for example, those assigned to prison industries as compared
to those assigned to full-time school or to those placed on farms or in
forestry camps, and with each comparison tabulated separately for inmates
in the same category of age, _prior institutional confinement, criminal
record, educational background and outside work experience. Such routine

tabulations would be of tremendous value for the guidance of classification
decisions and for allocation of prison funds to appropriate programs.

The Bureau of Criminal Statistics in California's Department of Jus-
tice has long held national leadership in the unified collection of criminal
record information. There has been much close collaboration between the
Department Of Corrections and the Bureau of Criminal Statistics in some
types of tabulation, but it has not yet been adequately extended to compar-
isons of percent of time reconfined for similar offenders committed to dif-
ferent types of agency, or of such offenders given different treatment with-
in any agency. Evaluative research in California has for too long been
pursued autonomously by the Department of Corrections, Department of the
Youth Authority, and the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, with the latter
much too uninvolved in the tabulations needed to guide correctional policy.
This has resulted in wasting resources and diminishing the usefulness of
evaluative statistics.

It is urged that the State consider:

I. that California's Department of Corrections, Department of the
Youth Authority and Bureau of Criminal Statistics unify their
tabulations of statistics for the evaluation of correctional
policies, including sentencing and parole policies;
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2. that the resulting tabulations use a criterion of percent of
time reconfined, and convert its findings to estimates of the
Filative long-run costs and effectiveness OfalCerna five policies;

3. that the Department of Corrections develop precoded case record
forms to serve simultaneously both operational requirements and
evaluative needs, and that information from these forms be in-
tegrated with unified evaluative statistics from the preceding
recommendations.
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OUTNOTIS

1Clarence Schrag, "Some Foundations for a Theory of Correction", in
Donald R. Cressey, (ed.) The Prison, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winton,
1961), p. 337.

2For further discussion see: Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a
Prison and Parole System, Revised Edition, (IndianapOn-s: Bobbs-Merriii,
T§607 Chapter 8; Char es R. Hagan and Charles F. Campbell, "Team Classifi-
cation in Federal Institutions", Federal Probation, Vol. 32, No. 2 (March
1968), pp. 30-5.

3
See: Teodoro Ayllon and Nathan Azrin, The Token Economy: A Moti-

vational System for Therapy and Rehabilitation,Tiew York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1968).

4For other factors in this slow growth see: Peter G. Garabedian,
"Research and Practice in Manning Correctional Change", Crime and Delin-
quency, Vol. 17, No. 1 (New York: National Council on Crime and UeTinquency, .

January 1971), pp. 41 -56.
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5Advantages of this measure as a statistical index of rehabilitation,

especially as a basis for cost-effectiveness estimation, are discussed
briefly in Daniel Glaser, "Five Practical Research Suggestions for Correc-
tional Administrators", Crime and Delinquency, Vol. 17, No. 1 (New York:

National Council on Crime and 5.Tinquency, January 1971) , pp. 32 -40,

especi al ly pp. 33-4.



CHAPTER V

A MODEL FOR PRISON OPERATIONS

General principles that constitute an abstract model for guidance of
prison operations are presented in this chapter as one way of summarizing
the implications of this Report.

I. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The primary mission of corrections, which it shares with law enforce-
ment, is to reduce crime. The specific goals of prisons are incapacitation,
deterrence, and rehabilitation. Prisons contribute to crime reduction if
the confinement they impose incapacitates persons who otherwise would commit
serious crime, and if rehabilitation occurs durind confinement. Deterrence
is achieved more by certainty than by severity of penalties beyond a minimum
severity already exceeded in most prison cases through concern with incapaci-
tation. Therefore, reduction of crime by deterrence depends more on the
efficacy of the police and the courts than on prisons. Incapacitation is
much more readily achieved than rehabilitation, and the necessity for inca-
pacitation is determined by the extent of failure in rehabilitation. There-
fore, the primary problem confronting prison management is that of increas-
ing rehabilitation.

Two major constraints affect the pursuit of prison goals, the need
to be numane and the need to be economical . Prisons must necessarily re-
strain the liberty of those deemed likely to commit serious crimes in the
community. Any further restraint of a prisoner's rights to individual dig-
nity and autonomy must be imposed only to the extent that is absolutely
necessary to assuye the rights and security of others, in and out of prison.

The need to be economical should first be balanced against the need
to provide decent and humane living conditions and sustenance. After this
minimal level, economy should ultimately be guided by an estimate of the
total social costs of alternative policies that affect rates of rehabilita-
tion. Every thousand dollars spent for rehabilitative services per prisoner
per year should be weighed against the best available evidence that research
can provide on the extent to which this expenditure will , in the long run,
achieve a thousand dollars worth of social benefits. One should evaluate
rehabilitation expenditures by estimating how much they:

1. reduce the time necessary to incapacitate prisoners;

2. increase the prisoners' employability and payment of taxes after
release;

3. reduce the total social costs Of crimes to victims, and the cost
of law enforcement, adjudication, and incarceration, through
reducing recidivism;
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4. reduce the public's cost in supporting the dependents of prisoners,
and the social and psychological harm done to these dependents by
imprisonment of family heads or their spouses.

II. FUNCTIONS

The functions of prisons, to achieve the goals and objectives outlined
above are:

1. To restrict the freedom of inmates by physical barriers and sur-
veillance whenever these are necessary for reasonable assurance
that a prisoner will not escape or endanger prison order, but to
employ no closer degree of custody than this minimum necessity,
and to maintain security by engendering and recognizing trust-
worthiness whenever posrAble.

2. To make the reception, diagnostic and orientation process for newly
admitted prisoners contribute to rehabilitation by continually
following up cases to check on the relevance of reception reports
and recommendations, and by making the duration of the reception
process no longer than necessary.

3. To operate prison schools so that they provide:

a, individualized instruction that maximizes each prisoner's
rate of learning, while constructively taking into account
the inmate's prior educational experience, hi5 personal
characteristics, and his cultural background:

b, both tangible rewards and, where possible, widely acceptable
credits and diplomas, to an extent that is contingent on the
student's educational progress in prison;

c, group relati'nships among students and teachers that promote
a climate of learning for all;

d. the foregoing in either full or part-time study, for all
prisoners.

4. To provide vocational training for inmates in all fields in which
their post-release employment, or subsidized training opportunities
would be significantly increased by the amount of such education
that can readily be completed during their minimum probable term
of imprisonment, and to provide it in the manner specified by the
preceding statement on prison schools.

5. To make all the work of prison maintenance and industries a part
of vocational training programs wherever this is both feasible
and compatible with the preceding statement on vocational train-
ing.
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6. To collect, analyze and disseminate regularly information on the
post-release utilization of prison education and training.

7. To assign inmates as quickly as possible to the programs which
contribute most to their rehabilitation.

8. To make prompt, personal counseling available to all inmates
when they desire it, from a counselor who is or can readily be-
come familiar with their individual circumstances in and out of
prison, and to supplement this by group counseling whenever this
seems useful for rehabilitation or for increasing inmate adjust-
ment to prison life.

9. To assign classification, planning, and disciplinary responsi-
bility for each inmate primarily to small committees of those
staff who have most daily contact with the inmate, but include
representatives of all major functional components of staff
(e.g., custody, work supervision, counseling, education, etc.).

i0. To provide adequate clinical psychological and psychiatric ser-
vices for that minority of inmates whose mental condition clearly
justifies such service.

11. To provide appropriate facilities for congregate worship and the
services of qualified chaplains for inmates of all faiths at
every prison.

12. To provide libraries at each institution, stocked liberally with
good books appealing to a wide variety of inmate interests, and
supervised--at least partly--by trained librarians.

13. To provide inmates with organized recreational activities of
types conducive to legitimate use of leisure time and to parti-
cipate in non-criminogenic recreational groups in the community.

14. To facilitate and encourage inmate involvement in community rec-
reational activity, where practicable, including games, shows,
and contests in prison with guests from outside, and temporary
release of selected inmates for such activities in the free
community.

15. To operate prison industries in a manner which simulates outside
industrial working conditions as closely as possible, but is
integrated in the institution's total rehabilitation effort, so
that its primary objective is to provide the work experience and
training which will contribute most to the post-release employ-
ment of its inmate workers.

16. To maintain custody, order and discipline among prison inmates
by preventive measures, especially reducing hostility of inmates
toward staff and reducing the unity of those inmates who are
hostile, but including also appropriate planning, equipping, and
training for staff control in any potential disturbance.
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17. To encourage and facilitate inmate communication by letter,
phone, and visit with all outside Persons not known to be prob-
able collaborators in crime, and to encourage especially communi-
cation with persons believed to have a rehabilitative influence.

18. To provide decent, esthetic, and--when desired by inmates or re-
quired by management--private accommodations for inmates, with
inmate involvement in the decoration and arrangement of their
housing within acceptable limits from the standpoints of cost,
taste, and security.

19. To promote staff-inmate collaboration in decisions on prison life
and friendly personal relationships between staff and inmates, as
long as this is compatible with essential standards of staff ser-
vice, fairness and control.

29. To recruit and con*4nually train competent employees for all re-
quired stiff functions,

21. To provide all inmates with the medical and dental care necessary
to keep them in good health and to correct any of their remedi-
able physical defects or handicaps.

22. To serve nourishing and palatable food to all inmates in an at-

tractive manner and setting.

23. To employ an automated management information system yielding
both descriptive and evaluative statistics on inmate and staff

characteristics and activities.

24. To evaluate treatment programs and policies by controlled experi-

ments wherever possible.

25. To issue clear administrative guidelines delineating the responsi-
bilities of all units and positions in as simple and precise a

manner as possible.

26. To graduate the release process by maximum development of com-
munity correctional centers as well as by work release and fur-

loughs.
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